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Editor's Note

Yi Yi(penname: Yulgok) is a scholar that represents Korean Confucianism 
who is widely revered and admired as a great sage of the East for his 
extraordinary accomplishments in literature, history, and philosophy. 
Although he lived a relatively short life of 49 years, Yulgok left a vast and 
profound body of writing in each of the fields of his expertise: philosophy, 
politics, education, and history.

Yulgok Institute, founded to inherit Yulgok’s scholarship and thoughts, 
has been shedding new light on Yulgok’s thoughts and achievements 
through various academic activities and publications.

Furthering last year’s successful research and promotion activities, a 
new dedicated task force team was launched this year with the support of 
the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism to continue the promotional 
campaign to disseminate Yulgok’s scholarship and thoughts beyond the 
national border in addition to its research activities such as developing 
content on Yulgok’s philosophy, preparing textbooks for Chinese 
characters and classical Chinese education based on Yulgok’s literary works, 
training personality education instructors, and delivering public lectures.

This report on Korean Confucian studies gives a structured overview 
and analysis of the current landscape of Confucian studies in Korea, 
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including Yulgok Studies. These efforts of the dissemination project 
team will hopefully encourage Korean academics to yield more abundant 
research outcomes on Korean Confucianism on the one hand and enable 
international scholars to participate in research on Yulgok Studies with 
closer attention and interest on the other.

I anticipate that diverse projects like this might provide an occasion for 
Korean scholarship and thoughts to be reevaluated and widely known on 
the international stage.

October 15, 2020
Yun Sa‒sun
Director of Yulgok Institute
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Preface

There is no consensus on when Confucianism was first introduced 
in Korea. What is clear, however, is that it occurred before the Three 
Kingdoms period and was a dominant philosophy in Korean society 
from the end of Goryeo throughout the Joseon Dynasty. In particular, 
with the establishment of Joseon Neo‒Confucianism on the basis of full‒
fledged research on Neo‒Confucianism in the mid‒Joseon Dynasty and 
its adoption as the governing ideology on the post‒17th century political 
stage by the seizure of power through Sarim Scholars, Confucianism 
began to be thoroughly studied in Korea. As a showcase example, the 
commentary on Zhu Zi Daquan(朱子大全, Juja Daejeon in Korean 
pronunciation; A Major Compilation of Zhu Zi’s Works) was conducted 
for about 160 years starting in the 17th century and finalized by Yi Hang‒
ro in the 19th century with a compilation entitled Juja Daejeon Chaui 
Jipbo(朱子大全箚疑輯補; A Commentary Book on Zhu Zi Daquan).

Confucianism developed in the Joseon Dynasty by means of intense 
debates among scholars of different positions. Most salient among these 
debates are the Sadanchiljeong debate in the 16th century, the Horak 
debate in the 18th century, and the Shimseol debate in the 19th century. 
The main players of these debates justified their theories and meticulously 
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analyzed and reinterpreted Classical Confucian Scriptures(Sìshū Wǔjīng 
四書五經, Saseo Ogyeong in Korean pronunciation; Four Books and 
Five Classics) and Neo‒Confucianism in order to criticize and counter 
their opponents’ arguments. This tradition has been passed on to modern 
Confucian scholars, and the Korean academic world has a vast body of 
high‒level research achievements on Confucianism accumulated over 
centuries, with new papers and books published every year.

However, few attempts have yet been undertaken to analyze, criticize, 
and systemize research results on Confucianism with a view to suggesting 
new research directions. Individual papers and books rarely go beyond 
being published and read by a limited number of specialists, and it is 
difficult for them to play a meaningful role in academia and society. 

This awareness problem acted as the driving force for the project 
team to launch this project examining the current status of research on 
Confucianism in Korea conducted in the past year and systematically 
arranging the research outcomes to enable critical reflection on them. The 
results of this project have been published in Korean and English. As 
the Korean saying goes, “Even if you have three sacks full of pearls, they 
are of no use unless you thread them into a necklace,” the project team 
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intended to thread numerous papers and books into a jewel of Korean 
Confucianism.

As mentioned above, we have a tradition of heated debates. This report 
is expected to help Korean Confucianism researchers develop excellent 
research outcomes and bring these forth from their concealed corners 
to the forefront of academic and social discourses, creating a space for 
productive debates. With the publication of the English version of this 
report, it is also expected that the current landscape of Korean Confucian 
studies and their achievements will be disseminated on a global scale.

The study leading to this report was conducted with the support of the 
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. We are deeply indebted to all 
those involved. 

October 15, 2020 
Choi Yung‒jin 
Team leader of the Yulgok Studies Content Development and International 

Dissemination Project Team
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1. Introduction
 

This report offers a comprehensive analysis of the research outcomes 
related to Confucianism in the pre‒Qin/Han‒Tang period among 
doctoral theses and academic papers published in South Korea in 
2019. The search criteria were papers registered in the Korean Citation 
Index(KCI) in 2019 and those dealing with Confucianism as a philosophy 
or religion. 

Among the search results, 86 papers(six doctoral theses and 80 general 
research papers) were found to cover Confucianism in the pre‒Qin/
Han‒Tang period, showing a significant increase compared to 2017 and 
2018(73 and 62 papers, respectively).

For a clearer overview, these 86 papers were classified according to 
two criteria: by philosopher and by subject area. In the classification by 
philosopher, the three representative figures of Confucianism, namely 
Confucius, Mencius, and Xunzi, were primarily examined, and all 
other Confucian philosophers were placed under the category of “other 
philosophers.” Regarding the classification by subject area, the papers were 
categorized into five areas: classics, philosophy, politics and economics, 
education, and other. 

2. Classification by philosopher

Fifty‒two out of the 86 selected papers covered Confucian philosophers: 
a total of 21 papers on Confucius, followed by Mencius(14), Xunzi(12), 
and other(5); that is, 47 papers were written about Confucius, Mencius, 
and Xunzi, the three greatest philosophers of pre‒Qin classical 
Confucianism, with the remaining five papers written about Tung Chung‒
shu(董仲舒) and Wang Chong(王充), who were Confucian philosophers 
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active during the Han Dynasty. This points to a significant increase in the 
number of papers covering Confucian philosophers as compared to 2017 
and 2018(47 vs. 52 and 41, respectively).

1) Confucius–related papers 

1. Kim, Ji Hoon, A Study on the Zheng‒ming in Confucius, Doctoral 
thesis, Sungkyunkwan University

2. Heongyu, Lim, “The Life & Academia careers of Confucius‒centered 
on Confucian analects 2:4”, Onji COLLECTION OF WORKS 58, 
Onji Society 

3. Heongyu. Lim, “The Ideas of Confucian Political Philosophy of in 
Confucian analects: centered on Dasan's Reinterpretation”, Eastern 
Studies 40, Oriental Classical Research Institute 

4. Heongyu, Lim, “A Considerations on meanings and usages of Li(禮) 
in Confucian analects in contrast with the Poetry and the Books of 
Documentary”, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society 

5. Heongyu, Lim, “A Study on commentary and usage of righteousness 
and profit in Confucian analects”, Confucius 38, Korean Confucius 
Society 

6. Lim, Tae‒seung, “The Changeable above the Unchangeable: An 
Aesthetic Analysis of Analects9.30”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 98, 
The society of Eastern Philosophy 

7. Cho, Won Il, “A Study on the Tiandao theory of Confucius”, Journal 
of Yulgok Studies 39, Yulgok Society

8. Yoon, Seok‒Min, “A New Reading of Lunyu from the Perspective 
of Narrative Philosophy: Depending for Zai Yu”, East Asian Culture 
Studies 77, East Asian Culture Research Institute 

9. LEE, WOOJIN, “The moral educational interpretation on the art 
theory of Confucianism‒Focused on Confucius, Xunzi, and Book of 
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Music”, Yangminghak 55, Korean Society of Yangming
10. Dongchoel, Bin, “In Search of Confucius’s Cultural Identity and 

Confucian Tradition”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100, The society 
of Eastern Philosophy 

11. Lee Kyung‒ku, “Variation of the Concept of Hwa‒Yi(華夷)
Surrounding Confucius ‘Leaving for Gu‒Yi(九夷)’ or ‘Coming to Gu‒
Yi’”, Early Eastern Classical Studies 42, Taedong Classical Research 
Institute 

12. Han, Chen, “Confucius’s Junzi: The One with the Best Mind‒
Focusing on the Reinterpretation of Analects 1.1‒”, The Journal of 
Asian Philosophy in Korean 52, The society for Asian Philosophy in 
Korea 

13. Lim, myung hee, “The implication of Confucian Pleasure(Ⅱ)”, 
Confucius 37, Korean Confucius Society

14. Keum, Jonghyun, “Two Aspects of Yinzhe 隱者 in the Analects”, 
Humanities and Arts 6, Humanities and Arts Association 

15. Yoon, Kyeong‒Ho·Kim, In‒Gyu, “Confucius' Social Welfare 
Thoughts in the Liji·Liyùn,” Eastern Culture Studies 31, Oriental 
Culture Research Institute 

16. Kim, Sicheon, “Rethinking ‘zhi’(直) of the Analects‒the Zhigong(直
躬) Anecdote and a dilemma of Social Justice?”, The study of 
confucianism 77, The Korean society of confucianism 

17. Park, JiHyun, “On Punctuation of the Analects 10:12 and Park Se‒
dang’s Interpretation”, Philosophy research 55, Central Philosophy 
Institute 

18. Lee, Jong‒sung, “Main Events and Value of Historical Materials in 
the Movie Confucius: Spring and AutumnWarring States Period”, 
Journal of Korean Philosophical Society 150, Korean Philosophical 
Society. 

19. Lee, Chi‒Eok, “The Meaning and Importance of ‘Love of Learning’in 
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Confucius Thought”, Studies in Confucianism 46, Confucianism 
Research Institute 

20. Son, Mi‒Ae, “The Meaning of Confucius’ Jik(直) in the ModernRule 
of Law”, Studies in Confucianism 47, Confucianism Research Institute 

21. Oh Sang Hyun, “The Analects of Confucius: reality‒oriented 
reading”, Yangminghak 54, Korean Society of Yangming 

 
Significantly more papers were written about the Analects(論語) 

of Confucius in 2019(21 vs. 15 and 13, respectively): one doctoral 
thesis(same as in 2018) and 20 general research papers.

The doctoral thesis by Kim Ji Hoon(Sungkyunkwan University) sheds 
light on the essence of the Zhengming Theory(正名思想) of Confucius, 
highlighting that it is closely associated with the key concepts set out by 
Confucius. Mentioning the post‒Confucius Ming theories(名論) of the 
Hundred Schools of Thought(諸子百家) and the Zhengming theories(正
名論) of East Asia, Kim reveals the root causes of the problems associated 
with the theories of name and actuality(名實論) and the theories of proper 
use of names(名分論). Based on this awareness of problems, an attempt 
was made to explore a methodology for Confucius’s Zhengming Theory 
to be used as an ideology for performing a correct role in society and 
realizing humanism and social harmony, if understood correctly.

The remaining papers cover a variety of areas including ethics and Li(禮, 
ritual property), politics, pedagogics, Tiandao(天道, the Way of Heaven), 
social welfare, and the philosophy of tales in addition to the scholarly 
and historical values of Confucius’s philosophy. This diversity of research 
topics gives hope for further expansion of Confucius‒related research.
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2) Mencius–related papers 

1. You, Min jung, Rhetorically Oriented Exegeses East Asia‒With 
special Attention to commentaries on the Mencius‒, Doctoral thesis, 
Sungkyunkwan University

2. Bae, Byeong‒Dae, A study on implications of moral philosophy from 
Zhiyan‒Yangqi Chapter by Mencius, Doctoral thesis, Korea National 
University of Education

3. Ijin‒yeong, maengja suyanglon‒ui gyoyughagjeog yeongu‒budongsimeul 
jungsim‒eulo, Doctoral thesis, Korea University

4. Lee Sang Ho, “Implication of Moral Education of Mencius’ Jieon(知
言)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 98, The society of Eastern Philosophy

5. Lee Sang Ho, “A Study on Mencius’ Theory of a Great Man(大丈夫論)”, 
Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100, The society of Eastern Philosophy 

6. Lee, Hae‒Im, “The Study on the development of the commentaries 
on the Vast‒Flowing Material Force Chapter in Mencius: focused 
on Zhao‒qi and Zhu‒xi”, Philosophy research 54, Central Philosophy 
Institute

7. Kim Kyeong‒Hee, “Comparative research on Ito Jinsai(伊藤仁齋)‒
Jeong Yak Yong's interpretation on 『Mencius(浩然章)』”, Journal of 
Eastern Philosophy 99, The society of Eastern Philosophy

8. Jang Won Tae, “Controversy about Mencius 「Iruha」 19”, Early Eastern 
Classical Studies 42, Taedong Classical Research Institute

9. Lee, Sangik·Kang, Jungin, “Nature of Ideal State : Aristotle’s “Happy 
Community” and Mencius’s “Benevolent Royal State””, The Journal 
of Korean Philosophy History 60, The society for Korean Philosophy 
History

10. Jung, Woo‒Jin, “Biological Analysis of Mencius' Nature‒around 
the relationship of the moral nature with the body and qi‒”, Studies 
in Korean Society for Philosophy East‒West 93, Korean Society for 
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Philosophy East‒West 
11. Lee, Joo‒Gang, “James Legge who Saw Mancius as Dong Zhongshu”, 

The Journal of Toegyehak 24, The Youngnam Toegyehak Institute 
12. Uhm Jin‒Sung, “A Study on the Shame of Mencius”, Philosophy thesis 

98, Saehan Philosophy Society
13. Park, Yeon‒Woo, “A Study on Mencius's Reformative Political 

Tendencies and King Xuan's(齊 宣王) Conscience‒Contering 
on the Mencius leave the Xu(齊)‒”, Studies in Confucianism 46, 
Confucianism Research Institute 

14. Hwang, SeongKyu, “A study on the Characteristics and Role of Ideal 
Human image pursued by Mencius”, The Journal of Korean Philosophy 
History 61, The society for Korean Philosophy History

2019 saw the publication of 14 papers on Mencius and his writings, 
thus breaking out of the stagnation years after the 2014 peak of 13 papers, 
marking a 100% increase compared to the previous years(six and seven 
papers in 2017 and 2018, respectively). In particular, three doctoral theses 
were published in 2019, putting an end to the empty year 2018 after two 
doctoral theses each in 2016 and 2017, which allows us to expect a revival 
of Mencius‒related research in the coming years.

First, You Min‒jung’s thesis explores the salient features and values of 
Mencius’ writing with a focus on rhetorical exegesis of the commentaries 
on Mencius’ works by Korean, Chinese, and Japanese scholars, steering 
away from conventional classical studies. You provides concrete analytical 
studies of Mengzi‒related expositional studies by East Asian authors, 
namely Zhu Xi’s(朱熹) Mengzi Jizhu(孟子集註, collected annotations on 
Mengzi) and Niu Yunzhen’s(牛運震) Mengzi Lunwen(孟子論文), a literary 
analysis of the Mengzi) in China, Yi Hwang’s Maengja Seokui(孟子釋義, 
annotated translations of Mengzi) and Wi Paek‒kyu’s(魏伯珪) Maengja 
Chaui(孟子箚義), rhetorical commentaries on Mengzi) in Korea, and 
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Hirose Tanso’s(廣瀨淡窓) Dokumenko(讀孟子, reading Mencius), and 
explores their communalities and differences based on the analysis. By 
demonstrating the fact that universality and specificity coexist even within 
the field of rhetorical commentaries on classics, this thesis shows the 
potential for discovering diverse formats of academic and classic studies 
along with multidimensional differentiation of Confucianism in East Asia. 
The remaining two doctoral theses cover the Zhiyan‒Yangqi(知言養氣, 
insight into language and qi cultivation) chapter by Mencius.

Of the 11 general research papers, four papers also cover Mencius’ 
Zhiyan‒Yangqi chapter under different titles. Of them, Sang Ho Lee’s 
paper analyzes the circumstances of using negative language based on the 
content of zhiyan presented by Mencius as defective words as well as the 
process of emitting words as an expression of mind based on the body‒
mind and zhi(志)‒qi(氣) relationships as the grounds of human existence.

3) Xunzi–related papers

1. Lee, Yu‒Jeong, Xunzi’s(荀子) Educational Thought: Focusing on 
Internal Grounds and External Standards of Education, Doctoral 
thesis, Korea University

2. Doil Kim, “Did Xunzi(荀子) really Approve of the Way of the 
Hegemon(覇道)?”, Korean Journal of Philosophy 139, Korean 
Philosophical Association

3. Yang, Soon‒ja, “Ritual, Body and Self: Focusing on Self‒Cultivation 
in Xunzi”, Daedong Philosophy 86, The DaeDong Philosophical 
Association

4. Cho, Won il·Park, Bok jae, “A Study on the prosperity and 
militarypower thoughts of Xunzi”, The study of confucianism 78, The 
Korean society of confucianism 

5. Kang Ji‒yeon, “A Study on Xunzi’s Theory of “Xin(Heart/Mind)” 
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in the Era of the Hundred Schools of Thought“, Journal of the 
Humanities 86, Humanities Research Institute

6. Kang Ji‒yeon, “Ritual and Law in Xunzi”, Daedong Philosophy 87, 
The DaeDong Philosophical Association

7. Kim, Jeong Hee, “Evaluation and reception of Xunzi Philosophy in 
Neo‒Confucianism‒with focus on Zhu Xi‒PDF icon”, Bumhan 
philosophy 95, Bumhan philosophical society

8. K im, Jeong Hee, “The Desire for Recognition in Xunzi ’s 
Philosophies”, Daedong Philosophy 89, The DaeDong Philosophical 
Association

9. Jeong, Young Su, “Shame as the driving force of the moral behavior‒
focused on the philosophy of Xunzi”, Bumhan philosophy 93, Bumhan 
philosophical society

10. Lee, Sung‒Ryule, “Why Xunzi had to argue that Human Nature 
is Evil”, The Journal of Toegyehak 24, The Youngnam Toegyehak 
Institute 

11. Lee Woonju, “A study on Moral Philosophical Foundation of Xunzi’s 
Lilun”, Confucius Studies 37, The Korean Society of Confucian 
Studies 

12. Hwang, Seong‒Ky, “A Study on the implicit Identity of the Xunzi’s 
“樂論(Music Theory)” and Mozi’s “非樂(Non‒Music)””, Studies in 
Confucianism 47, Confucianism Research Institute 

In 2019, 12 papers were published on Xunzi(荀子) and his writings, 
a decrease compared to 2017(14 papers), but a significant increase 
compared to 2018(eight papers). One doctoral thesis was published on 
Xunzi’s educational thoughts. 

Lee Yu‒Jeong’s thesis first explains the internal foundation and external 
standards for education expounded upon by Xunzi and then explores 
the grounds for human beings achieving morality even though such a 
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characteristic is foreign to innate human nature. Lee reviews the process of 
justification by norms, which constitutes the basis for Xunzi’s educational 
practice, and presents the contents and methods of educational practice.

The majority of the 11 general research papers analyze the characteristics 
of Xunzi’s philosophy such as the theory of human nature, innate 
wickedness, and politics. Ji‒yeon Kang’s paper explores the philosophical 
values of Xunzi’s principles on controlling the mind by associating the 
related concepts of “xu‒yi‒er‒jing”(虛壹而靜, emptiness, unity, and 
stillness) and “cheng”(誠, sincerity) with Guanzi(管子, Writings of Master 
Guan) and Zhongyong(中庸, Doctrine of the Mean). The significance of 
this paper lies in the fact that it highlights the originality and ideological 
value of Xunzi’s philosophy.

4) Other philosophers

1. Kim, gye‒seong, The Origin and Framework on the Determinism of 
Wang Chong‒Based on the Relationship between Heaven and Humans 
& the human nature Theory‒, Doctoral thesis, Dongbang Culture 
University

2. Kim, Woo‒Jin, “Dong Zhongshu's Theory of the Public and the 
Private”, Studies in Confucianism 49, Confucianism Research Institute 

3. Kim, Woojung, “A Study on the Benxing(本性) and Tianming(天
命) of Guxiang(骨相篇) in Lunheng(論衡)”, Humanities Thesis 76, 
Institute of Humanities, 

4. LIM CHUNG GI, “Wang Ch'ung’s View of Bushi through the 
Method of Judging the Good and Bad Luck”, Philosophy thesis 98, 
Saehan Philosophy Society

5. LIM CHUNG GI·young‒deuk Shim, “Wang Ch'ung’s Theory of 
Self‒Cultivation”, Humanities Research 38, Institutes of Humanities 
Research
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Among the papers published in 2019, five cover Confucian 
philosophers of the pre‒Qin/Han‒Tang period other than Confucius, 
Mencius, and Xunzi. Quantitatively, this is not much different from 
previous years(six papers in 2017 and seven papers in 2018). What is 
worth noting, however, is Kim Gye‒seong’s doctoral thesis on Wang 
Chong(王充). He explores Wang Chong’s Determinism(命定論) from the 
dual perspective of philosophical determinism and interest in the arts of 
divination(術數, literally, techniques and calculations).

Among the general research papers, Kim Woo‒Jin’s paper analyzes 
characteristics of Dong Zhongshu’s Theory of the Public and the Private 
within the historical context of changing Confucian thoughts and 
changing times, steering away from merely interpreting it, as well as how 
it distinguishes itself from the earlier Confucian views of the public and 
the private and its significance and implications. This paper is recognized 
for its contribution to the research on Confucianism in the Han period, 
above all on Dong Zhongshu’s Theory of the Public and the Private, 
which has been given relatively little attention.

3. Classification by subject area

The number of papers classified by subject area amounted to 87, broken 
down into five areas: classics(18), philosophy(48), education(4), politics 
and economics(12), and other(5). This is a significant increase compared 
to the 62 papers published in 2018. In 2019, a slight decrease was 
observed only in the categories of Confucian classics and other. The largest 
increase was in the field of philosophy, a slight increase was shown in the 
field of politics and economics, and the number remained constant in the 
field of education.
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1) Research on Classics

1. You, Min jung, Rhetorically Oriented Exegeses East Asia‒With 
special Attention to commentaries on the Mencius‒, Doctoral thesis, 
Sungkyunkwan University 

2. AN, Seung Woo, “A Study on the Characteristics of the Zheng 
Xuan(鄭玄)’s Interpretation on the Zhou Yi(周易) Using Li(禮) as a 
Concept of Immutability”, Confucius 37, Korean Confucius Society

3. AN, Seung Woo, “A Study on the Thoughts of Li(禮) Shown in the 
Dasan(茶山)'s Interpretation on the Zhou Yi(周易)”, The study of 
Confucianism 76, The Korean society of Confucianism 

4. Lim, Heng‒seok, “An essay on the “Sheng‒de Da‒ye” thesis at Ch. 5 
of The Great treatise Part one in The Book of Changes“, The Journal 
of Korean Philosophy History 60, The society for Korean Philosophy 
History

5. Lim, Heng‒seok, “An essay on the “Chong‒de Er Guang‒ye” thesis 
at Ch.7 of The Great Treatise Part one in The Book of Change“, 
The Journal of Korean Philosophy History 61, The society for Korean 
Philosophy History

6. Kang, Byeong‒Kuk, “Comparison of hexagram titles in the Silk‒
Manuscript Zhouyi and the present‒version Zhouyi”, Dongbang 
Hakji 187, Kuk‒hak Institute 

7. Sang‒who Shin, “A Study of Wang Pi’s Translation of the Book 
of Changes”, Journal of The Society of philosophical studies 125, The 
Society of Philosophical Studies

8. Lee Jeong Heui·Choi Jeong Jun, “A study on the narrativity of 
「hexagram Qian(乾)」 of The Book of Changes, Eastern Culture Studies 
30, Oriental Culture Research Institute 

9. Lee, Hyeon‒Cheol, “A Study about the Order of Qián‒Kūn(乾坤) in 
ZhMuyì‒Focusing on the Four Virtue(Û·), Journal of the Humanities 
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58, Humanities Research Institute
10. LEE EUNHO, “A Study on the Interpretation of "Zhougong judong" 

of 『Jinteng』”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97, The society of Eastern 
Philosophy 

11. Heongyu Lim, “The Life & Academia careers of Confucius‒centered 
on Confucian analects 2:4”, Onji COLLECTION OF WORKS 58, 
Onji Society 

12. Heongyu Lim, “A Study on commentary and usage of righteousness 
and profit in Confucian analects”, Confucius 38, Korean Confucius 
Society

13. Han, Chen, “Confucius’s Junzi: The One with the Best Mind‒
Focusing on the Reinterpretation of Analects 1.1‒”, The Journal of 
Asian Philosophy in Korean 52, The society for Asian Philosophy in 
Korea 

14. Lim, myung hee, “The implication of Confucian Pleasure(Ⅱ)”, 
Confucius 37, Korean Confucius Society

15. Park, JiHyun, “On Punctuation of the Analects 10:12 and Park Se‒
dang’s Interpretation”, Philosophy research 55, Central Philosophy 
Institute

16. Lee, Hae‒Im, “The Study on the development of the commentaries 
on the Vast‒Flowing Material Force Chapter in Mencius: focused 
on Zhao‒qi and Zhu‒xi”, Philosophy research 54, Central Philosophy 
Institute

17. Kim Kyeong‒Hee, “Comparative research on Ito Jinsai(伊藤仁齋)‒
Jeong Yak Yong's interpretation on 『Mencius(浩然章)』”, Journal of 
Eastern Philosophy 99, The society of Eastern Philosophy

18. Jang Won Tae, “Controversy about Mencius 「Iruha」 19”, Early Eastern 
Classical Studies 42, Taedong Classical Research Institute

In 2019, 18 papers were published on Confucian classics, slightly 
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fewer than 20 in 2017 and 21 in 2018, but the number remained around 
20. While the papers published in 2018 were predominantly about the 
Book of Changes, subject areas were more diversified in 2019: Book of 
Changes(8), Book of Documents(1), Analects(5), and Mencius(4). 

Lim Hyeong‒seok analyzes the Sheng‒de Da‒ye(盛德大業) thesis of 
chapter 5 of the Great Treatise Part I of the Book of Changes with regard 
to the grammatical, conceptual, and etymological aspects of the Great 
Treatise itself and at the same time presents the philosophical contents 
of Wang Bi and Han Kangbo in the Wei Jin Southern and Northern 
Dynasty, Kong Yingda in the Tang Dynasty, Zhu Xi in the Song Dynasty, 
and Li Yuan, Wang Fuzhi, and Huidong in the Ming and Qing Dynasty. 
This paper is recognized for its contribution to a new interpretation of 
the Great Treatise, which had previously been understood primarily as 
cosmology or metaphysics, by analyzing the Sheng‒de Da‒ye thesis until 
then unattended to.

It is worth noting that the content of new research is increasingly 
gaining a depth of analysis on the basis of a vast body of scholarly work 
accumulated through continuous research in the Confucian classics of the 
Analects, Mencius, Book of Changes, and Book of Documents. 

2) Research on Confucian philosophy

1. Kim, Ji Hoon, A Study on the Zheng‒ming in Confucius, Doctoral 
thesis, Sungkyunkwan University

2. Bae, Byeong‒Dae, A study on implications of moral philosophy from 
Zhiyan‒Yangqi Chapter by Mencius, Doctoral thesis, Korea National 
University of Education

3. kim, gye‒seong, The Origin and Framework on the Determinism of 
Wang Chong‒Based on the Relationship between Heaven and Humans 
& the human nature Theory‒, “Doctoral thesis”, Dongbang Culture 
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University
4. Lim, Heng‒seok, “Search for the Root of the Paragon of the Ideal 

Character in the Ancient Chinese Texts”, Toegye Studies Thesis 33, 
Toegye Studies Busan Research Institute

5. Lim, Heng‒seok, “The Metaphor of Door on The Great treatise of 
The Book of Changes”, The study of Confucianism 76, The Korean 
society of Confucianism 

6. Jeong, Hwanhui, “Rethinking Moral Education through Yijing: A 
Comparison with the Kohlberg tradition”, Eastern Classical Studies 75, 
Eastern Classical Studies Society 

7. Won Yong Joon, “A Study on the View of Dao(道) and Qi(器) in 
the Mawangdui Silk Manuscripts of the Yizhuan”, The study of 
confucianism 78, The Korean society of confucianism 

8. Eom, Yeon‒seok, “The Implication of Cultural Pluralism Implication 
and Ethical Standard Contended in the Symbol System of the I 
Ching”, Journal of the Humanities 86, Humanities Research Institute

9. Lim, Byeong‒Hak, “A Study on the Meaning of Zhan·WangLai· 

ShunNi based on the Hetuluoshuron of I‒Ching”, Humanities 
Research 58, Humanities Research Institute 

10. Lee, Kwang‒Mo, “The Essential Relationship between Life and 
Death from the Point of ‘DaeDae Principle’ in The Book of Changes”, 
Daedong Philosophy 88, The DaeDong Philosophical Association

11. Cho, Woo‒Jin, “A study on Empathy in 『Zhōuyì(周易)』‒focusing on 
「xiánguà(咸卦)」”, Confucius 37, Korean Confucius Society

12. Kim, Dong‒Jin, “The History of Studies of Guaxu in I‒Ching 
and Lai Zhide’s Shangxiajingpianyi”, Studies in Confucianism 47, 
Confucianism Research Institute 

13. Kim, Man‒San, “Reason for the Existence of the 10 Heavenly 
Stems and 12 Earthly Branches and the Structure of Being”, Studies 
in Korean Society for Philosophy East‒West 94, Korean Society for 
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Philosophy East‒West
14. Shin, Jungwon, “A study about aesthetic cognition in Zhōuyì(周易) 

divination‒A Comparison study between Zhōuyì shùshù(術數) and 
Kant’s Aesthetics”, Eastern classical studies 75, Eastern classical society 

15. Jung, Suk‒hyun, “The Logic of Yìlǐ(義理) in Zhōuyì(周易)* 80)‒
Focus on Ethics‒”, Journal of Korean Philosophical Society 149, Korean 
Philosophical Society

16. Jung, Suk Hyun, “The logic of zhàn‒shì(占筮) in Zhōuyì(周易): 
Focused on the methodology of interpretation of the guà(卦)”, 
Philosophy thesis 95, Saehan Philosophy Society

17. Kim, Ah‒rang, “A study on the meaning of Wen(文) and humanities 
spirit in Zhouyi(周易)”, Humanities Studies 58, Institute of 
Humanities

18. Seok Young‒Jin, “The possibility of philosophical therapy of the 
Uhwan‒Uisick shown in the Juyeok”, Daedong Philosophy 86, The 
DaeDong Philosophical Association

19. Sihun Sung, “The Path of Shang Shu(尙書) : Focus on the Cheng 
Wu(程寤) text of the Tsinghua Collection of Bamboo Slip 
Manuscripts”, Eastern classical studies 74, Eastern classical society 

20. Jongjin Lee, “A study on the origin of ‘Ack is pleasure’‒‘Ackgi’”, 
Eastern classical studies 74, Eastern classical society 

21. Heongyu, Lim, “A Considerations on meanings and usages of Li(禮) 
in Confucian analects in contrast with the Poetry and the Books of 
Documentary”, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

22. Lim, Tae‒seung, “The Changeable above the Unchangeable: An 
Aesthetic Analysis of Analects 9.30”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 98, 
The society of Eastern Philosophy

23. Cho, Wonil, “A Study on the relationship between blood and 
morality's collision of pre‒Qin Confucian”, The study of confucianism 
77, The Korean society of confucianism 
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24. Cho, Wonil, “A Study on the Tiandao theory of Confucius”, Journal 
of Yulgok Studies 39, Yulgok Society 

25. Yoon, Seok‒Min, “A New Reading of Lunyu from the Perspective 
of Narrative Philosophy: Depending for Zai Yu”, East Asian Culture 
Studies 77, East Asian Culture Research Institute

26. Dongchoel Bin, “In Search of Confucius’s Cultural Identity and 
Confucian Tradition”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100, The society 
of Eastern Philosophy 

27. Lee Kyung‒ku, “Variation of the Concept of Hwa‒Yi(華夷) Surrounding 
Confucius ‘Leaving forGu‒Yi(九夷)’ or ‘Coming to Gu‒Yi’”, Early 
Eastern Classical Studies 42, Taedong Classical Research Institute 

28. Keum, Jonghyun, “Two Aspects of Yinzhe(隱者) in the Analects”, 
Humanities and Arts 6, Humanities and Arts Association

29. Kim, Sicheon, “Rethinking ‘zhi’(直) of the Analects‒the Zhigong(直
躬) Anecdote and a dilemma of Social Justice?”, The study of 
confucianism 77, The Korean society of confucianism

30. Lee, Jong‒sung, “Main Events and Value of Historical Materials in 
the Movie Confucius: Spring and AutumnWarring States Period”, 
Journal of Korean Philosophical Society 150, Korean Philosophical 
Society

31. Lee, Chi‒Eok, “The Meaning and Importance of ‘Love of Learning’in 
Confucius Thought”, Studies in Confucianism 46, Confucianism 
Research Institute 

32. Lee Sang Ho, “A Study on Mencius’ Theory of a Great Man(大丈夫論)”, 
Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100, The society of Eastern Philosophy 

33. Jung, Woo‒Jin, “Biological Analysis of Mencius' Nature‒around 
the relationship of the moral nature with the body and qi‒”, Studies 
in Korean Society for Philosophy East‒West 93, Korean Society for 
Philosophy East‒West 

34. Uhm Jin‒Sung, “A Study on the Shame of Mencius”, Philosophy thesis 
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98, Saehan Philosophy Society
35. Hwang, SeongKyu, “A study on the Characteristics and Role of Ideal 

Human image pursued by Mencius”, The Journal of Korean Philosophy 
History 61, The society for Korean Philosophy History

36. Yang, Soon‒ja, “Ritual, Body and Self: Focusing on Self‒Cultivation 
in Xunzi”, Daedong Philosophy 86, The DaeDong Philosophical 
Association

37. Kang Ji‒yeon, “A Study on Xunzi’s Theory of “Xin(Heart/Mind)” 
in the Era of the Hundred Schools of Thought“, Journal of the 
Humanities 86, Humanities Research Institute

38. Kang Ji‒yeon, “Ritual and Law in Xunzi”, Daedong Philosophy 87, 
The DaeDong Philosophical Association

39. Kim, Jeong Hee, “Evaluation and reception of Xunzi Philosophy in 
Neo‒Confucianism‒with focus on Zhu Xi‒PDF icon”, Bumhan 
philosophy 95, Bumhan philosophical society

40. K im, Jeong Hee, “The Desire for Recognition in Xunzi ’s 
Philosophies”, Daedong Philosophy 89, The DaeDong Philosophical 
Association

41. Jeong, Young Su, “Shame as the driving force of the moral behavior‒
focused on the philosophy of Xunzi”, Bumhan philosophy 93, Bumhan 
philosophical society

42. Lee, Sung‒Ryule, “Why Xunzi had to argue that Human Nature 
is Evil”, The Journal of Toegyehak 24, The Youngnam Toegyehak 
Institute 

43. Lee Woonju, “A study on Moral Philosophical Foundation of Xunzi’s 
Lilun”, Confucius Studies 37, The Korean Society of Confucian 
Studies 

44. Hwang, Seong‒Ky, “A Study on the implicit Identity of the Xunzi’s 
“樂論(Music Theory)” and Mozi’s “非樂(Non‒Music)””, Studies in 
Confucianism 47, Confucianism Research Institute 
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45. Kim, Woo‒Jin, “Dong Zhongshu's Theory of the Public and the 
Private”, Studies in Confucianism 49, Confucianism Research Institute 

46. Kim, Woojung, “A Study on the Benxing(本性) and Tianming(天
命) of Guxiang(骨相篇) in Lunheng(論衡)”, Humanities Thesis 76, 
Institute of Humanities, 

47. LIM CHUNG GI, “Wang Ch'ung’s View of Bushi through the 
Method of Judging the Good and Bad Luck”, Philosophy thesis 98, 
Saehan Philosophy Society

48. LIM CHUNG GI· young‒deuk Shim, “Wang Ch'ung’s Theory of 
Self‒Cultivation”, Humanities Research 38, Institute of Humanities 
Research 

There were 48 papers on Confucian philosophy published in 2019, 
a significant increase compared to the 36 in 2017 and 26 in 2018. In 
contrast to the previous year’s trend of examining the pre‒Qin period and 
Confucius, Mencius, and Xunzi, 14 papers on the Book of Changes were 
published in 2019. Another noteworthy development is the expansion 
of topics, as shown by the papers on the Book of Documents and the 
Book of Rites(one each) and on Dong Zhongshu and Wang Chong, two 
leading Confucian philosophers of the Han Dynasty.

Won Yong Joon analyzes the Theory of Dao and Qi(道器論) in the 
Mawangdui Silk Manuscripts(馬王堆漢墓帛書) in the context of the 
philosophical history of the late Warring States period, thereby shedding 
light upon the reason for and process of adopting I Ching as the Book of 
Changes, one of the five Confucian classics. In this respect, the distinctive 
contribution of this paper lies in its attempt to reveal the details of the 
process by which Confucian philosophers created the Theory of Dao 
and Qi by reinterpreting I Ching into the Confucian classic The Book of 
Changes and to establish a new worldview from that perspective during 
the late Warring States and early Han Dynasty periods. 
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3) Research on Confucian education 

1. Ijin‒yeong, maengja suyanglon‒ui gyoyughagjeog yeongu‒budongsimeul 
jungsim‒eulo, Doctoral thesis, Korea University

2. Lee, Yu‒Jeong, Xunzi’s(荀子) Educational Thought: Focusing on 
Internal Grounds and External Standards of Education, Doctoral thesis, 
Korea University

3. Lee Sang Ho, “Implication of Moral Education of Mencius’ Jieon(知
言)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 98, The society of Eastern Philosophy 

4. LEE, WOOJIN, “The moral educational interpretation on the art 
theory of Confucianism‒Focused on Confucius, Xunzi, and Book of 
Music”, Yangminghak 55, Korean Society of Yangming

Four papers were published on Confucian education in 2019, the 
same number as in 2018 and fewer than in 2017(seven papers). What 
is noteworthy is the different trends of research interests. Whereas 
Confucius’s character education and the syllabus with the hexagrams of 
the Book of Changes were the contents of the papers published in 2018, 
2019 saw the publication of papers related to the Book of Music in the 
transmission threads of Mencius to Xunzi and Confucius to Xunzi. 

Lee Jin‒yeong’s doctoral thesis explored the meaning and practical 
implications of zhiyan(知言) and yang‒haoranzhiqi(養浩然之氣) as 
the methods to cultivate Budongxin(不動心, immobile mind) in the 
context of the theory of self‒cultivation and used the result for deriving 
the pedagogical values such as the continuum of educational purpose‒
content‒method, curricular acceptance, internalization of knowledge, and 
embodiment of mind and body. By analyzing Mencius’ immobile mind 
chapter and its educational applicability, this paper is expected to play an 
important role in extending the scope of educational research on Mencius’ 
theory of self‒cultivation in that it introduced an approach different from 
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the conventional research methodology.

4) Research on Confucian politics and economics

1. Kim, Dong‒min, “The Changing Aspects of the Concept of 
Reverence for the King shown in the Spring and Autumn Annals”, 
The study of Confucianism 75, The Korean society of Confucianism

2. Yun Muhak·Lee Byungtae, “The Ethics and Politics Ref lected 
in the Pre‒Qin Confucian View of the Early Kings”, The study of 
Confucianism 78, The Korean society of Confucianism

3. Lee, Sangik·Kang, Jungin, “Nature of Ideal State : Aristotle’s “Happy 
Community” and Mencius’s “Benevolent Royal State””, The Journal 
of Korean Philosophy History 60, The society for Korean Philosophy 
History 

4. Oh Sang Hyun, “The Analects of Confucius: reality‒oriented 
reading”, Yangminghak 54, Korean Society of Yangming 

5. Son, Mi‒Ae, “The Meaning of Confucius’ Jik(直) in the ModernRule 
of Law”, Studies in Confucianism 47, Confucianism Research Institute 

6. Park, Yeon‒Woo, “A Study on Mencius's Reformative Political 
Tendencies and King Xuan's(齊 宣王) Conscience‒Contering 
on the Mencius leave the Xu(齊)‒”, Studies in Confucianism 46, 
Confucianism Research Institute 

7. Dongchoel, Bin, “The Legitimacy of Kingship in the Political 
Thought of Warring States China”, Eastern classical studies 74, Eastern 
classical society 

8. Cho, Won il·Park, Bok jae, “A Study on the prosperity and 
militarypower thoughts of Xunzi”, The study of confucianism 78, The 
Korean society of confucianism

9. Doil Kim, “Did Xunzi(荀子) really Approve of the Way of the 
Hegemon(覇道)?”, Korean Journal of Philosophy 139, Korean 
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Philosophical Association
10. Yoon, Kyeong‒Ho·Kim, In‒Gyu, “Confucius' Social Welfare 

Thoughts in the Liji·Liyùn”, Eastern Culture Studies 31, Oriental 
Culture Research Institute 

11. Park Dong‒in, “Confucian Philosophy of the Chen‒wei books in 
the Han dynasty and its social and political implications”, Studies 
in Korean Society for Philosophy East‒West 92, Korean Society for 
Philosophy East‒West 

12. Heongyu. Lim, “The Ideas of Confucian Political Philosophy of in 
Confucian analects : centered on Dasan's Reinterpretation”, Eastern 
Studies 40, Oriental Classical Research Institute

 
Twelve papers were published on Confucian politics and economics in 

2019, marking a significant increase compared to 2019(eight papers) and 
a four‒fold increase compared with 2017(three papers). 

Kim Dong‒min investigated the essential meaning and the pursued 
political intent associated with the concept of reverence for the king(尊王) 
as shown in the Spring and Autumn Annals and its changing aspects in 
the context of changing political powers in the concrete political arena of 
the Spring and Autumn Warring States period. This paper’s salient feature 
is that it presents a new form of political theory that may respond to the 
demand of today’s world by adapting the concept of reverence for the king.

5) Other research fields

1. An, Seung‒Wo, “An Alternative Philosophy of the Zhou Yi(周易) 
on the Right to Self‒Determination of the “Act on Life‒Sustaining 
Treatment Determination””, Journal of the New Korean Philosophical 
Association 95, The New Korean Philosophical Association

2. Jo, Woo Seok·An, Seung Woo, “A Study on the Development of the 
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I Ching Board Game Coaching”, The study of confucianism 78, The 
Korean society of confucianism 

3. Kim, Kyung‒soo, “Therapeutic implication about greed appeared 
in Confucianism”, Open mind humanities study 20, Institute of 
Humanities

4. Lee, Joo‒Gang, “James Legge who Saw Mancius as Dong Zhongshu”, 
The Journal of Toegyehak 24, The Youngnam Toegyehak Institute 

5. Min, Hwang Ki, “Humanistic Leadership Confuciannism”, Journal of 
Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society 

In the remaining fields(“others”), five papers were published in 2019, 
showing a similar level to 2018(three papers) and 2017(four papers).

Seung‒Wo’s paper and Lee Joo‒Gang’s paper cover unique topics 
unexplored in previous studies. As multifaceted convergence papers, these 
two papers are expected to play important roles in expanding the research 
on Confucian scriptures.

4. Critical analyses of important papers

The 86 papers registered in this report are all valuable results of the 
researchers’ professional knowledge and competence. They constitute 
important assets of the Korean academic arena and extend beyond 
individual accomplishments. Given the limited space, I have selected 
two non‒degree papers and conducted an analysis and appraisal of their 
scholarly implications.

The first paper selected is Lim Heongyu’s “A study on the commentary 
and usage of righteousness and profit in Confucian analects: Dasan 
Jeong Yakyong’s annotation as well as old and new annotations.” This 
paper tracks the cases in which righteousness(Yi, 義) and profit(Li, 利) 
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were used in the Analects, lists Confucius’s perspective of these concepts 
in comparison to those shown in the Classic of Poetry and the Book of 
Documents, and presents the characteristics of important annotations, 
that is, Dasan Jeong Yakyong’s annotation in addition to the old and new 
annotations.

Lim tracked the meanings of the words Yi(義) and Li(利) and their 
usage in the pre‒Confucius scriptures, the Classic of Poetry, and the 
Book of Documents, and presents their differences from the usage in the 
Analects. Additionally, he notes that Yi(義) was a concept more important 
than Li(利) in pre‒Confucius official documents and was used as the 
criteria justifying a ruler’s political actions, and thus was not juxtaposed 
with Li(利) as its contrasting concept. 

Lim determined that less importance was attached to Yi(義) in 
significance and frequency of use compared to the concept of Ren(仁, 
human being) that Confucius established in the Analects(109 vs. 20, 

‒1/5). Lim clarifies that Yi(義) was used in the Analects in relation to one’s 
political status, which is indicative of the process of its meaning change 
as a concept opposing to Li(利) as the object of desire, paying special 
attention to the fact that Yi(義) was established as a concept leading 
various other virtues as the highest single virtue of a gentleman striving for 
an ethical ideal.

Lim understood Zhu Xi’s definition of Yi(義) as the “self‒evident 
natural principle” and “rationale for cutting down on work” as dualistic 
definitions based on the Li‒Qi Theory and explains that Zhu Xi also 
defined the concept of Li(利) as an object of carnal desire based on the Li‒
Qi Theory, interpreting the pursuit of Li(利) as a violation against Yi(義). 
Lim also presents Jeong Yakyong’s interpretation of Yi(義) as the “ideal 
pursued by Dao Xin”(道心, moral mind) with which one becomes more 
moral by doing good and removing evil as well as exercising moderation, 
whereas Li(利) is the “object pursued by Ren Xin”(人心, human mind).
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On reading this paper, some questions arise. Confucian scholars 
have consistently treated the problem of Yi‒Li(義利) as a vital issue. As 
the rationale for examining the meaning, usage, and salient features of 
Yi(義)·and Li(利), Lim states that, whereas Ren(仁) and Li(禮) were given 
the highest importance in the Analects, Yi(義)·and Li(利) were relatively 
neglected. Furthermore, Lim emphasizes that Yi(義) used in the Book 
of Poetry and the Book of Documents was a concept more important 
than Ren(仁) as the status standard for a ruler’s political actions and that 
Li(利) was not even worthy of being juxtaposed as an opposing concept. 
Zhang Dainian(張岱年), in contrast, is of the opinion that, even though 
the concept of Yi(義) had appeared before Confucius, it was established 
as a moral concept by Confucius. Lim also points out that Confucius was 
the first philosopher that perceived the opposing pair of Yi(義) and Li(利) 
and highlights the fact that Confucius newly established the concept of 
Junzi(君子, gentleman) and Xiao Ren(小人, petty man) from a moral 
perspective. From this, it follows that if the meaning was devalued by 
the decreased frequency of the usage of(義) and Li(利) in the Analects, 
Mencius could not have set up the overall system of Confucian ethics 
based on the comprehensive familial and social ethics by supplementing 
Confucius’ concept of Yi(義) in relation to Li(利). Lim Heongyu’s paper 
provides a systematic overview of the historical trends of Far Eastern 
ideologies by analyzing Jeong Yakyong’s annotations to the “Old and New 
Annotations,” critically analyzing the old and new annotations with regard 
to Yi(義) and Li(利) as used in the Analects; it is the first paper of its 
kind. In that this paper is a new interpretive methodology differentiating 
itself from previous studies, it is expected to play a very important role in 
extending the annotation‒related research field. 

The second of the two papers selected for critical analysis is Jang 
Won Tae’s “Controversy about Mencius Iruha 19.” Iruha 19 is a short 
chapter, but no systematic research has yet been dedicated to this chapter 
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worldwide. This paper was thus intended to identify all primary related 
issues by examining major scholars’ interpretations. Divergent opinions in 
interpreting this chapter are four‒fold:(1) Do humans and animals share 
the same nature?(2) What is the object of protection?(3) Is the Emperor 
Shun included in the Junzi mentioned in the text?(4) What is the 
relationship between acting according to benevolence and righteousness(人
義) and acting out benevolence and righteousness?

Regarding the first problem, the following question arises: Zhu 
Xi’s writings contain a number of discrepancies among the statements 
regarding the similarities and differences of the nature of humans and 
non‒humans. Briefly put, Zhu Xi states that human nature is same as 
or different from non‒human nature. Therefore, one part, but not the 
entirety, of the premise of Zhu Xi’s theory of similarities and differences of 
the nature of humans and non‒humans can be explained by the Iruha 19 
chapter. 

philosophers like Jeong Yakyong and Wang Fuzhi have interpreted this 
chapter from the perspective of criticizing Zhu Xi’s dualistic distinction 
of nature and disposition and regarding humans and animals as different 
entities by nature. Despite this difference, however, Jang emphasizes that 
most annotators attend to the differences of mind rather than those of 
nature when explaining the differences between humans and animals 
as expounded by Mencius. According to Jang’s understanding, there 
is an overall consensus among the annotators, given that even Zhu Xi, 
who regards humans and animals as beings sharing the same nature, 
distinguishes between humans and animals in the ability of the mind. In 
the Iruha 10 chapter, however, Zhu Xi notes that humans are slightly 
different from animals in that they can retain their nature by attaining 
the rectitude of Xing‒Qi(形氣, form and qi), but there are not may actual 
manifestations of such differences. Jeong Yakyong points out that if that 
interpretation coincides with the collected annotations, humans and 
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animals are different in form‒qi, not in spirit(性靈). Here, Wang Fuzhi 
emphasizes that it is impossible to accept that humans and animals are 
different only in the mind but similar in the usage of five Dade(達德, 
universal virtues) and three Dade(達德), from body to mind, from inside 
to outside, from body to use, and from appetite to lust. Regarding the 
differences between humans and animals, Wang Fuzhi is of the opinion 
that there are far‒reaching differences from nature(性) to form(形) and 
from Dao(道) to Qi(器) and that these differences permeate down to 
the finest level. In view of the foregoing points, Jang’s interpretation, 
according to which most of the earlier annotators agree to understand 
the differences between humans and animals as the difference of mind 
mentioned by Mencius in this chapter, lacks elaboration.

The problem related to the similarities and differences of the nature 
of humans and non‒humans still leaves much room for discussion, and 
Jang’s paper is expected to provide clues to solving this problem. If his 
research is expanded in depth in the future, it will play an important role 
in extending the horizon of research on Menciu’s classics.

5. Evaluation and outlook

In 2019, a total of 86 papers were published in South Korea in the 
research areas of Confucian philosophy and religion on the period 
spanning pre‒Qin and Han‒Tang, a significant increase compared 
to 2017 and 2018(73 and 62 papers, respectively). An overwhelming 
majority of these 86 papers are concerned with the pre‒Qin period(81 
papers), and the remaining five papers cover the Han‒Tang period, about 
same level as in the previous years. Six doctoral theses are included in 
these 86 papers, a considerable decrease compared to 2017(18 out of 73), 
but a slight increase compared to 2018(four out of 62). What is worth 
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noting in this year’s analysis not only the increased number of published 
papers(86 papers), but also the remarkable increase in the number of 
papers covering Confucius and Mencius and those in the research area 
of Confucian philosophy, which allows for the anticipation of increasing 
activities and roles played by young scholars, not to mention those of full‒
fledged scholars.

A concrete analysis of these papers reveals that the mainstream research 
on Confucian philosophers remains focused on the pre‒Qin philosophers 
led by Confucius, Mencius, and Xunzi. Some noteworthy features of 
the philosopher‒related papers are that the accumulation of research on 
Confucius continues, with 21 papers in 2019. Although only one of these 
21 papers is a doctoral thesis, the general research papers encompass a 
diversity of research areas including the value of Confucius’ philosophy 
in academic history, ethics and Li(禮, ritual property), politics, education, 
social welfare, philosophy of tale, and so on. The number of Mencius‒
related papers doubled from seven in 2018 to 14 in 2019. It is also 
conspicuous that three doctoral theses were published, in contrast to not 
a single thesis in 2018. Xunzi‒related papers also increased from eight in 
2018 to 12 in 2019, including one doctoral thesis. General research papers 
systematically analyzed the significance of Xunzi’s education, politics, 
Li(禮) and law, theory of mind, and theory of music. On the other hand, 
there is an unceasing flow of research on the Confucian philosophers 
in the Han Dynasty period such as Dong Zhongshu and Wang Chong, 
albeit small in number, which will serve as an importance basis for the 
research area of the Han‒Tang period.

When categorized by subject matter, only the research field of the 
classics showed a slight decrease in comparison to the previous year, with 
education remaining at the same level. Papers in the field of politics and 
economics increased from eight in 2018 to 12 in 2019. A remarkable 
increase was shown in the field of philosophy: from 26 in 2018 to 
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48 in 2019. The most salient feature in this research field is that an 
overwhelmingly large number of papers were written about the Book of 
Changes(14 in 2019 vs. 1 in 2018), which was covered by eight papers in 
the research field of the classics(cf. 11 in 2018) and two papers in other 
areas. That is, a total of 24 papers were published on the Book of Changes. 
Topics were also diversified, and the depth of discussions intensified: 
hexagrams of the Book of Changes, an alternative philosophy of the Book 
of Changes on the right to self‒determination regarding the “Act on 
Life‒Sustaining Treatment Determination,” and an analysis of excavated 
literature related to the Book of Changes. Although not as substantial as 
the research on the Book of Changes, diverse accomplishments were also 
observed regarding other books including Spring and Autumn, the Book 
of Documents, Autumn, the Book of Rites, and Autumn, the Book of 
Music.

The overall trend is encouraging, with an increasing expansion of an 
interdisciplinary convergence knowledge base involving the pre‒Qin 
Confucian scriptures and other areas such as politics and economics as 
well as the character formation of introversion‒extraversion harmony. 
Methods and resources toward diversification will need to be continuously 
sought so that Confucianism can develop into an area of research capable 
of contributing to the future society with its merits complementing the 
problems of modern society.
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1. Introduction
 

This report, which is a part of the 2019 Korean Confucianism Report‒
Analysis and Prospects for the Korean Confucian Studies, provides a full 
review and analysis of the studies related to Chinese Confucianism during 
the Song Dynasty that were published between January and December 
2019. The research index covers those papers that were published in the 
KCI(Korea Citation Index) journals and KCI candidated journals with 
the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) or those that appeared 
in RISS(Research Information Sharing Service) or KISS(Korean Studies 
Information Service System). A survey of the above journals listed or to be 
listed showed that there were 21 papers related to Chinese Confucianism 
during the Song Dynasty, significantly down from 46 papers in 2018 and 
66 papers in 2017. What is noticeable is the ones that had been included 
all along, were not seen in 2019.

To get a clear list of the papers, this report has used the following 
classification.

The first of the classification criteria is personality. This category includes 
18 papers. This report investigated and compiled papers written on the 
nine Confucian scholars, including Shao Yong(Kāngjié, 1011‒1077), 
Zhou Dunyi(Lianxi, 1017‒1073), Zhang Zai(Hengqu, 1020‒1077), 
Cheng Hao(Mingdao, 1032‒1085), and Cheng Yi(Yichuan, 1033‒1107) 
as the Neo‒Confucian scholars of the Northern Song Dynasty and 
Zhu Xi(Hui'an, 1130‒1200), Zhang Shi(Nānxuān, 1133‒1180), Lu 
Jiuyuan(Lu Xiangshan, 1139‒1192), and Shen Cai(Jiufeng, 1167‒1230) 
as those of the Southern Song Dynasty.

 The second criterion is topic, and the papers have been categorized 
into the topics of 1) the study of Confucian classics, 2) the study of 
changes, 3) the theory of personality, 4) the li‒ki theory, 5) the theory of 
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self‒culture, 6) epistemology, and 7) others.
Third, some notable papers were selected for critical analysis.
Fourth, the erstwhile research has been evaluated and its prospects have 

been assessed.

2. Classification by Personality

Eighteen out of 21 papers are on personalities. The Northern Song 
Dynasty has one paper on Shao Yong, one paper on Zhou Dunyi, one 
paper on Zhang Zai, three papers on Cheng Hao, and one paper on 
Cheng Yi, and the Southern Song Dynasty has eight papers on Zhu Xi, 
one paper on Zhang Shi, one paper on Lu Jiuyuan, and one paper on 
Shen Cai. The papers on Zhou Dunyi and Shen Cai are related to Zhu Xi. 
No theses can be found here. 

1) Shao Yong

The year 2019 had one paper on Shao Yong: Cho Hie Young, “Shao 
Yong'I‒ching and Its Modern Meaning Contained in the Yeoam 
Singyeongjun's Unhaehunminjeong‒eum ‒ Analysis through Shao Yong'I‒
ching Suggests Different Arguments from the Korean Academia,” Journal 
of Eastern Studies, Vol. 108,(Daedong Institute for Korean Studies of 
Sungkyunkwan University). There were four papers on Shao Yong in 
2018, including doctoral dissertations, two in 2017, none in 2016, two in 
2015, and none in 2014. 

2) Zhou Dunyi

The year 2019 saw one paper on Zhou Dunyi: Lee Chi eok, “The 
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Meaning of ‘Temperament’ and ‘Temperament Change’ in Neo‒
Confucianism,” Studies in Confucianism, Vol. 48,(Confucianism 
Research Institute of Chungnam National University). So far, among 
papers published on Zhou Dunyi, there were three in 2018, four in 2017, 
none in 2016 and 2015, and three in 2014. 

3) Zhang Zai

The year 2019 had one paper on Zhang Hengqu: Seo Jung hwa, 
“The Understanding of Zhāng Zài’s(張載) Viewpoint of the Sky and 
the Earth(天地觀) and the Discussion on the Movements of Celestial 
Bodies(天體運行) in the Chapter “Cān liǎng”(「參兩」) of Zhèng mĕng’s(『正
蒙』) and Wáng Fū Zhī’s(王夫之) Interpretation,”(Studies in Confucianism, 
Vol. 47, Confucianism Research Institute of Chungnam National 
University). Among papers thus far published on Zhang Zai, there were 
none in 2018, two in 2017, none in 2016, one in 2015, and three in 
2014.

4) Cheng Hao

Papers on Cheng Hao in 2019 include three papers: two by Kim 
Cheolho, “Zhu Xi's Interpretation of ‘There are Both Good and Evil in 
Li,’”(Journal of Korean Ethics Studies, Vol. 127, Korean Ethics Studies 
Association) and “Zhu Xi's Interpretation of ‘Both Good and Evil Are 
Heavenly Principles,’”(Journal of Eastern Philosophy, Vol. 100, The 
Society of Eastern Philosophy); and Jeong Jong‒mo’s, “The Meaning of 
Yanhui(顔回) in the Neo‒Confucian Orthodoxy,”(Yang‒Ming Studies, 
Vol. 0 No. 54, The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies). Papers so 
far published on Cheng Hao include none in 2018, two on the Cheng 
brothers in 2017, one in 2016, two in 2015, and three in 2014.
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5) Cheng Yi 

There is one paper on Cheng Yi in 2019: Jeong Byung suk and Kim 
Duck hwa, "Guacai in Cheng Yichuan’s Interpretation of Zhouyi,”(Journal 
of Chinese Studies, Vol. 89, The Society for Chinese Studies). Papers 
so far published on Cheng Yi include three in 2018, two papers on the 
Cheng brothers in 2017, one in 2016, two papers including a doctoral 
dissertation in 2015, and none in 2014.

6) Zhu Xi

2019 saw eight papers on Zhu Xi. Park Jun chul, "The theory of 
moral epistemology of ZhuXi,”(Journal of Korean Ethics Studies, Vol. 
53, Korean Ethics Studies Association); Shin Doo hwan, "A Study on 
the Aesthetics of the Zhu Xi’s(朱熹) ‘Mountain‒Water Poetry,'"(The Yon 
Min Hak Chi, Vol. 31, Yon Min Classical Literature Association); Oh Jin 
sol, “The Perception of ZhuXi School on Punishment and Law,”(Studies 
in Confucianism, Vol. 49, Confucianism Research Institute of Chungnam 
National University); Lee Chi eok, “The Meaning of ‘Temperament’ 
and ‘Temperament Change’ in Neo‒Confucianism,”(Studies in 
Confucianism, Vol. 48, Confucianism Research Institute of Chungnam 
National University); three papers by Joo Kwang ho, "Contextual 
Differences between Taiji Theory and the Theory of Li‒qi in Zhu Xi's 
Philosophy,”(The Journal of T'oegye Studies, Vol. 146, The Toegye Studies 
Institute), “Zhu‒xi’s Gewu(格物) Study‒Hermeneutical Attention to the 
Object,”(The Journal of Asian Philosophy in Korea, Vol. 0, No. 51, The 
Society for Asian Philosophy in Korea); Joo Kwang‒Ho, “Zhu‒xi's Study 
Theory, from ‘Recognizing the Benti,’ to ‘Establishing the Appropriate 
Relationship with Objects,’”(Philosophia, Journal of Korean Philosophical 
Society, Vol. 151, Korean Philosophical Society); and Tsai Chen feng, “Li 
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and Chi in Zhu Xi’s Theory of Human Mind and the Mind of the Way 
and its Interpretation of Joseon Confucians,”(The Journal of T'oegye 
Studies, Vol. 145, The Toegye Studies Institute).

Papers so far published on Zhu Xi include 27 papers in 2018, 44 in 
2017, 32 in 2016, 33 in 2015, and 36 in 2014. Previously, there were so 
many papers on Zhu Xi that they made up most of the papers on Neo‒
Confucianism during the Song Dynasty. The papers covered various topics, 
including an equal amount of study of Confucian classics, the study of 
changes, Confucian statecraft, the li‒ki theory, epistemology, comparison, 
and others. The papers include many that compare Zhu Xi with other 
subjects such as not only Buddhism, Wang Yangming, and the Confucian 
scholars of Joseon but also Western dualism and political philosophy. 
Furthermore, papers on Zhu Xi cover a great variety of topics, suggesting 
that they examined Zhu Xi from new perspectives. This is no longer the 
case with the papers on Zhu XI that came out in 2019. To begin with, 
the quantity was significantly lower and the content was not as diverse 
as those from the previous years. There was an obviously sharp drop in 
quantity and quality from previous years.

7) Zhang Shi

The year 2019 saw one paper on Zhang Shi: So Hyun sung, “A Study 
on the Authentic Text of Zhangshi’s Taijijieyi,”(Journal of Chinese Studies, 
Vol. 90, The Society for Chinese Studies). 2018 had one paper.

8) Lu Jiuyuan 

The year 2019 saw one paper on Lu Jiuyuan: An Jaeho, “A Shallow 
Analysis on the System of LiuJiuYuan[陸九淵]’s Practical Learning[實
學](Ⅱ),”(Journal of Chinese Studies, Vol. 87, The Society for Chinese 
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Studies). Papers thus far published on Liu Jiuyuan include two papers in 
2018, one in 2017, two in 2016, and none in 2015 and 2014.

9) Shen Cai

The year 2019 saw one paper on Shen Cai: Oh Jin sol, “The Perception 
of the ZhuXi School on Punishment and Law,”(Studies in Confucianism, 
Vol. 49, Confucianism Research Institute of Chungnam National 
University). There were no papers published on Shen Cai between 2014 
and 2018.

3. Classification by Topic

The classification by topic includes 1) the study of Confucian classics, 2) 
the study of changes, 3) the theory of personality, 4) the li‒ki theory, 5) 
the theory of self‒culture, 6) epistemology, and 7) others. There were 21 
total such papers, including three that do not fall into the classification by 
personality. The papers are categorized by topic as follows: one in the study 
of Confucian classics, two in the study of changes, three in the theory of 
personality, three in the li‒ki theory, two in the theory of self‒culture, five 
in epistemology, and five others.

1) The study of Confucian classics

Papers so far published in the study of Confucian classics include wide‒
ranging papers on The Analects, The Mencius, The Doctrine of the Mean, 
and The Great Learning, among others, and 2019 saw one paper on the 
study of Confucian classics that covered the Book of Documents. Oh 
Jin sol's “The Perception of the ZhuXi School on Punishment and Law” 
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focused on the interpretation of the Book of Documents by Zhu Xi and 
Shen Cai, studying the Neo‒Confucian understanding of punishment 
and law. Papers so far published in the study of Confucian classics include 
five in 2018, 10 in 2017, six in 2016, five in 2015, and seven in 2014.

2) The study of changes

There are two papers on the study of changes: Cho Hie Young, “Shao 
Yong'I‒ching and Its Modern Meaning Contained in the Yeoam 
Singyeongjun's Unhaehunminjeong‒eum‒‒Analysis through Shao 
Yong'I‒ching Suggests Different Arguments from the Korean Academia” 
and Jeong Byung suk and Kim Duck hwa's “Guacai in Cheng Yichuan’s 
Interpretation of Zhouyi.” The Image‒Number theory by Shao Yong 
and the moral principle theory by Cheng Yi were studied. Papers so far 
published on the study of changes include four in 2018, one in 2017, 
none in 2016, two in 2015, and one in 2014.

3) The theory of personality

Three papers have been written on the theory of personality: Kim 
Keehyeon's “The Correlation of Between the Four Beginnings and the 
Seven Feelings in the Monistic Li‒Philosophies of Song‒Ming Dynasty,” 
Joo Kwang‒Ho's “The New Idea of Zhonghua, from Method to Purpose,” 
Tsai Chen feng's “Li and Chi in Zhu Xi’s Theory of Human Mind and 
the Mind of the Way and Its Interpretation of Joseon Confucians.” There 
were 12 papers on the li‒ki theory or on the theory of personality in 2018; 
2017 saw eight papers on the theory of personality, and in 2016 and 2015, 
with no separate category available, such papers were classified into the 
theory of ethics or the theory of self‒culture(17 papers in 2016 and 13 
papers in 2015). The year 2014 saw 12 papers on the li‒ki theory or on 
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the theory of personality.

4) The li-ki theory 

Four papers were published on the li‒ki theory: Kim Kee hyeon’s “The 
Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒Confucianism‒The Transition from 
‘li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用)’ to ‘li ch'eng ch'i chi(理乘氣機)’”; Hyunsung 
Sho's “A Study on the Authentic Text of Zhangshi’s Taijijieyi”; Joo Kwang‒
Ho's “Contextual Differences Between Taiji Theory and the Theory of Li‒
qi in Zhu Xi’s Philosophy”; and Kim Cheolho’s “Zhu Xi’s Interpretation 
of ‘There Are Both Good and Evil in li.’” 

The year 2018 saw 12 papers on the li‒ki theory or on the theory of 
personality. 2017 had three papers, 2016 had three papers, and 2015 had 
four papers on the li‒ki theory. 2014 saw 12 papers on the li‒ki theory or 
on the theory of personality.

5) The theory of self–culture

Three papers were published on the theory of self‒culture: Ahn Jaeho's 
“A Shallow Analysis on the System of LiuJiuYuan’s[陸九淵] Practical 
Learning [實學](Ⅱ)‒Easy and Simple Practicing Methodology”; Lee Chi 
eok’s “The Meaning of ‘Temperament’ and ‘Temperament Change’ in 
Neo‒Confucianism”; and Joo Kwang‒Ho's “Zhu‒xi’s Study Theory, from 
‘Recognizing the Benti’ to ‘Establishing the Appropriate Relationship with 
Objects.’” 

The year 2018 had 10 papers, 2017 had 22 papers, 2016 had 17 papers, 
2015 had 13 papers, and 2014 had 16 papers on the theory of ethics or 
the theory of self‒culture.
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6) Epistemology

Three papers were published in epistemology: Kim Cheolho’s “Zhu Xi’s 
Interpretation of ‘Both Good and Evil Are Heavenly Principles’”; Park 
Jun Chul’s “A Study on Chu his's Theory of Moral Epistemology”; and 
Joo Kwang‒Ho’s “Zhu‒xi’s Gewu(格物) Study‒Hermeneutical Attention 
to the Object.” The year 2018 saw three papers, 2018 had two papers, 
2016 had three papers, 2015 had seven papers, and 2014 had no separate 
category available in this area.

 
7) Other(five papers)

Five papers were published in other categories: Woohyung Kim’s 
“Philosophizing Song Neo‒Confucianism‒Fukuzawa Yukichi’s View 
on Confucianism and Foundation of his Thought”; Kim Han Shin's 

“The Construction of the Daoxue View of the Afterlife During the 
Southern Song Period”; Shin Doo‒hwan’s “A Study on the Aesthetics 
of the Zhu Xi’s(朱熹) ‘Mountain‒Water Poetry’”; Seo Jeong‒hwa’s 

“The Understanding of Zhang Zai’s(張載) Viewpoint of the Sky and 
the Earth(天地觀) and the Discussion on the Movements of Celestial 
Bodies(天體運行) in the ‘Can liang’(「參兩」) Chapter of Zhèng meng’s(『正
蒙』) and Wáng Fu Zhi’s(王夫之) Interpretation‒The First Step to 
Investigate the Tiantilì(天體曆) Year‒Marking Principle(2/3)‒”; and 
Jung Jong‒mo’s “The Meaning of Yanhui(顔回) in the Neo‒Confucian 
Orthodoxy.” 2018 had 11 papers, 2017 had 11 papers, and 2016, 2015, 
and 2014 had five papers each in the “other” category. 
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4. Critical Analysis of Major Papers

The year 2019 had 21 papers that covered the Confucianism of the Song 
Dynasty. This study examines those by Joo Kwang‒ho, Kim Keehyeon, 
and Kim Cheolho.

Joo Kwang‒Ho wrote four papers related to Zhu Xi in 219. “Contextual 
Differences between Taiji Theory and the Theory of Li‒qi in Zhu Xi's 
Philosophy,” “Zhu‒xi’s Gewu(格物) study‒hermeneutical attention to 
the object,” “The New Idea of Zhonghua, from Method to Purpose,” and 

“Zhu‒xi’s Study Theory, from ‘Recognizing the Benti’ to ‘Establishing 
the Appropriate Relationship with Objects.’” Joo Kwang‒Ho conducted 
many in‒depth studies focusing on the Neo‒Confucian philosophy. Joo 
said that in the Neo‒Confucian philosophy, the contextual difference 
between the taiji theory and the theory of li‒qi represented autonomous 
continuation. Regarding the study theory, he expanded “Zhu‒xi's Study 
Theory” from “Recognizing the Benti” to “Establishing the Appropriate 
Relationship with Objects.” Furthermore, he conducted diverse and in‒
depth studies including “The New Idea of Zhonghua, from Method to 
Purpose.” These studies represent major contributions to the development 
of Neo‒Confucian studies.

Kim Keehyeon wrote two papers: “The Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift 
in Neo‒Confucianism‒The Transition from ‘li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用)’ 
to ‘li ch'eng ch'i ch i(理乘氣機)’” and “The Correlation Between the 
Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings in the Monistic Li‒Philosophies 
of the Song‒Ming Dynasty.” According to Kim, the paradigm shift in 
Neo‒Confucian metaphysics transpires through the operation of li in 
the metaphysics of ‘li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用)’ but through metaphysics' 
intervention in the operation of ki in the metaphysics of ‘li ch'eng 
ch'i chi(理乘氣機).’ Kim said that there cannot but be variation in the 
character of li. Kim also suggested that the Original Mind, such as the 
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Four Beginnings, prevails in the Monistic Li‒Philosophies while the Seven 
Feelings are related to the idea as subordinates of the Original Mind.

Kim Cheolho wrote two papers: “Zhu Xi’s Interpretation of ‘There 
are Both Good and Evil in L” and “Zhu Xi’s Interpretation of ‘Both 
Good and Evil Are Heavenly Principles.” Kim mentions tamability 
while approaching the concepts related to evil with critical thinking in 
education.

5. Evaluation and Prospects

Thus far, the papers on the Neo‒Confucianism of the Song Dynasty that 
were published in 2019 have been classified by personality and topic 
and have been put to critical analysis. Twenty‒one papers on the Neo‒
Confucianism of the Song Dynasty were published in 2019, significantly 
down from the 49 papers in 2018 and 66 papers in 2017. Going further 
back, 39 papers were published in 2016, 40 in 2015, and 49 in 2014, 
attesting to a drop in 2019. Notably, theses, which had continuously been 
published previously, were absent in 2019.

First, the classification by personality can be used for 18 out of the total 
21 papers from the period surveyed. This study surveyed and summarized 
papers on the nine Confucian scholars including Shao Yong, Zhou Dunyi, 
Zhang Zai, Cheng Hao, and Cheng Yi as the Neo‒Confucian scholars 
of the Northern Song Dynasty and Zhu Xi, Zhang Shi, Lu Jiuyuan, and 
Shen Cai of the Southern Song Dynasty. The Northern Song Dynasty 
includes one paper on Shao Yong, one paper on Zhou Dunyi, one paper 
on Zhang Zai, three papers on Cheng Hao, and one paper on Cheng 
Yi, and the Southern Song Dynasty has eight papers on Zhu Xi, one 
paper on Zhang Shi, one paper on Lu Jiuyuan, and one paper on Shen 
Cai; 2019 shows a great difference from 2018. First, the volume of 
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papers decreased greatly. In 2018, 43 out of the total 49 papers were on 
personalities. There were four papers on Shao Yong, three on Zhou Dunyi, 
one on Wang Anshi, one on Cheng Yi, one on Hu Hong, 26 on Zhu 
Xi, one on Tsu‒ch'ien Lü, two on Lu Jiuyuan, and one on Zhen Dexiu. 
Papers were written on Wang Anshi, Cheng Yi, Hu Hong, Tsu‒ch'ien 
Lü, Zhen Dexiu, and so on, in 2018, but none were published on those 
personalities in 2019. Nonetheless, it is encouraging to see that Cheng 
Hao, on whom no papers were written in 2018, was covered in three 
papers in 2019. Meanwhile, 2018 saw six theses, but there were none in 
2019. When comparing 2019 to 2018, there is a suggestion that, overall, 
papers decreased, with a sharp drop in the number of papers on Zhu Xi 
in particular. This difference is even bigger when compared to 2017. 2017 
had a total of 66 papers. When classified by personality, there were two 
papers on Shao Yong, four on Zhou Dunyi, two on Zhang Zai, two on 
Cheng Yi, four on Hu Hong, 44 on Zhu Xi, two on Zhang Shi, one on 
Lu Jiuyuan, one on Chen Fuliang, one on Yang Jian, one on Zhen Dexiu, 
one on Wu Cheng, and one in another category. Of note, Zhu Xi was 
covered in 44 papers in 2017, 26 in 2018, and eight in 2019.

Second, papers have been categorized into the topics of 1) the study of 
Confucian classics, 2) the study of changes, 3) the theory of personality, 
4) the li‒ki theory, 5) the theory of self‒culture, 6) epistemology, and 
7) other. The total number of papers is 21, which includes three papers 
that are not incorporated into the classification by personality. Regarding 
categories, three papers were written on the study of Confucian classics, 
two on the study of changes, three on the theory of personality, four on 
the li‒ki theory, three on the theory of self‒culture, three on epistemology, 
and five on other topics. This compares to 2018, when five papers were 
written on the study of Confucian classics, four on the study of changes, 
12 on the theory of personality or on the li‒ki theory, 10 on the theory of 
self‒culture, three on epistemology, four on comparative studies, and five 
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on other.
Third, the critical analysis on the compiled papers focused on papers by 

Joo Kwang‒Ho, Kim Keehyeon, and Kim Cheolho.
 
In total, 21 papers on the Neo‒Confucianism of the Song Dynasty 

were published in 2019. They were all studies conducted by South Korean 
scholars. One regrettable aspect about this achievement is the decrease in 
the volume from the previous year, which also suggests that decreasing 
attention was given to the area of study. Various scholars were featured 
in the classification by personality, but those on Zhu Xi accounted for a 
majority of the papers published. In the classification by topic, diverse‒
ranging papers were published in the “other” category. We hope to see 
high‒quality papers on the Neo‒Confucianism of the Song Dynasty 
through continued in‒depth scholarship by many researchers. We also 
look forward to in‒depth papers that treat diverse‒ranging topics that 
integrate philosophers who were previously neglected in the modern‒day 
world.



Chapter 3

Ming/Qing Confucian Studies
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1. Introduction

This article is the result of a comprehensive analysis of the research 
outcomes of Ming/Qing Confucian studies in Korea among the academic 
papers published in 2019. The search criteria were papers published in 
journals registered in the Korean Citation Index(KCI) of the National 
Research Foundation(NRF) and doctoral theses from January to 
December 2019. The paper collections searched for in the analysis of this 
report were classified into four categories according to the classification 
scheme of the NRF: philosophy(n=25), Confucian studies(n=4), other 
humanities(n=1), and Chinese language and literature(n=1).

Among the papers derived using the above search criteria, 24 were 
found to cover the period of Chinese Ming/Qing Confucianism. To give 
a clear overview of these papers, they were first classified by scholar. Each 
paper is briefly presented here, followed by in‒depth analyses of selected 
papers.

2. Classification by Scholar

1) Papers on Wang Yangming and his followers 

1. Park, Kil‒Su: “The Study on the single Nature of Wangyangming‒
mainly in Comparison with Zhuxi’s Nature Theory”(Studies in 
Confucianism 2019, vol.49) 

2. Park, Kil‒Su: “WangYangming’s ‘Original Mind’ theory from the 
point of view of ‘Knowing and Action is One’”(YANG‒MING 
STUDIES 2019, vol., no.55)

3. Sun Byeongsam: “How to Understand The Mind‒Heart is Li(xin ji li 
心卽理) in Wang Yang‒ming’s Thought”(THE JOURNAL OF ASIAN 
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PHILOSOPHY IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.51) 
4. Gap‒Yim Jung: “Wang Yang‒Ming’s Mind‒Heart Learning and 

Empathy”(Studies in Confucianism 2019, vol.48)
5. Huang, jinsu: “A Study on the Self‒sufficiency of Wang Yang Ming's 

Intuitive Knowledge from the Eastern and Western Mind Nature 
Argument Perspectives”(Studies in Confucianism 2019, vol.47)

6. Kwon Young Hwa: “An Analysis on Liang‒Zhi(良知) of Wang 
Yangming and Bergson’s Intuition”(Studies in Philosophy East‒West 
2019, vol., no.91)

7. Lee, Shengho: “Xuling(虛靈)'s status and function in Wang 
Yangming's Liangzhi theory”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., 
no.55)

8. Ahn Jae Ho: “A narrow viewpoint on the system of Wang ShouRen's 
cultivation theory”(JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒STUDIES 2019, vol.39, 
no.0)

9. Choi Jae Mok: “The portrait of Wang Yang‒ming, Consumption, 
and Empathy[Cedazhixin]”(TOEGYE‒HAK‒LON‒JIB 2019, vol., 
no.24) 

10. Kim Yong‒Jae: “A Study on Confucius and Yangming’s ‘behavior’ 
ideas of education”(Onji Studies 2019, vol., no.58)

11. LEE CHONIL: “A Study on the Reading Education of Wang Yang‒
Ming”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52)

12. Han Jeong Gil: “A study on governing thought of Wang Gen in the 
Taizhou school based on his theory of settling oneself”(TAE‒DONG 
YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS 2019, vol., no.52)

13. Han Jeong Gil: “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the Intelligent 
Bureaucrats in Gangu Yangming School”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 
2019, vol., no.52)

14. Park Hyunjung: “The Idea of the substance and its functions(即體
即用) in the later Yangming scholar Nie‒Bao(聶豹)’s theory of the 
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restoration of tranquility(歸寂)”(THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY 2019, vol., no.62)

15. Kim, Yon Jae: “Luo‒hong‒xian's Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu doctrine and 
the moralistic metaphysics of Wei‒yi‒wan‒xu : focusing upon the 
Horizon of Ji‒ti‒gan‒yong”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., 
no.55)

16. SEO GANG HWIE: “Chen Ming‒shui's Xinti(心體) view through 
Understanding JI(幾)”(THE JOURNAL OF ASIAN PHILOSOPHY 
IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.52) 

17. Lee Kwon Hyo: “A study on the consciousness of crisis and identity 
of Philosophy‒a new clue to the understanding of Li zhi‒”(YANG‒
MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.54,)

18. JO, MIN HWAN: “A Comparative Study on the “A view of a crazy 
person” between lĭzhì[李贄], Yuánhóngdào[袁宏道]“(The CHUNG 
KUK HAK PO 2019, vol., no.90)

Eighteen out of 24 papers cover the Yangming school, accounting 
for over 75% of all papers on Ming/Qing Confucian studies, which is a 
slight increase compared to 2018(65%). The proportion of articles on 
the Yangming school(Wang Yangming and followers) among the articles 
on Ming/Qing Confucian studies has been increasing or stagnating over 
the past years: nine papers in 2015, 12 in 2016, 21 papers in 2017, 17 
out of 26 papers in 2018, and 18 out of 24 papers in 2019. It was thus 
reaffirmed that the research mainstream of Ming/Qing Confucian studies 
in Korea is research on the Yangming school. 

(1) Park Kil‒su’s paper, “Study on the Single Nature of Wangyangming 
‒ Mainly in Comparison to Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” covers Wang 
Yangming’s single‒nature(一性) theory. It examines why Yang Yangming 
insisted on a single nature integrating innate nature(本然之性) and 
emotional nature(氣質之性).
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(2) Kil‒su Park’s paper, “WangYangming’s ‘Original Mind’ Theory 
from the Point of View of ‘Knowing and Action is One,’” analyzes the 
theory of unity of knowing and doing(Zhixing‒He‒Yi 知行合一), one 
of Wang Yangming’s three pivotal theories(Xin‒Ji‒Li 心卽理, Zhixing‒
He‒Yi 知行合一, Zhiliangzhi 致良知). The author brings up embodied 
cognition(認知), which can be understood as an attempt to explore the 
feasibility of the theory of unity of knowing and doing by applying it to 
the research outcomes of modern disciplinary principles. 

(3) Sun Byeong‒sam’s “How to Understand The Mind‒Heart in Li(xin 
ji li 心卽理) in Wang Yang‒ming’s Thought” is a comprehensive analysis of 
Yang Yangming’s theory of identification of mind with its principle(Xin‒
Ji‒Li 心卽理).

(4) Jung Gap‒yim’s paper, “Wang Yang‒Ming’s Mind‒Heart Learning 
and Empathy(Studies in Confucianism),” first gives a brief overview of the 
empathy‒related thoughts in Eastern philosophy(Confucius, Zhuangzi, 
and Wang Yangming) and presents Marshall Rosenberg’s “Nonviolent 
Communication” process as a paragon of the modern‒day practice of 
empathy. 

(5) Huang Jin‒su’s paper, “A Study on the Self‒Sufficiency of Wang 
Yang Ming’s Intuitive Knowledge from the Eastern and Western Mind 
Nature Argument Perspectives,” gauges the possibility of the autonomous 
existence of Liang‒Zhi(良知 intuitive knowledge), thereby posing 
questions that may be raised by any researcher that comes into contact 
with the Yangming school: Is Liang‒Zhi self‒sufficient? Researchers of the 
Yangming school may find Huang’s conclusions missing the basic premises 
of the Yangming school. However, it is not very convincing from the 
outset to expect a researcher rejecting the Yangming school’s basic premises 
to accept them. It should be preceded by an objective explanation of the 
rationale for the justification of the Yangming school. In this respect, the 
aforementioned papers by Park Kil‒su and Sun Byeong‒sam elucidate the 
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basic premises of the Yangming school. 
(6) Kwon Young‒hwa’s paper, “An Analysis on Liang‒Zhi(良知) of 

Wang Yangming and Bergson’s Intuition,” is an East‒West comparison of 
a topic that may interest any researcher interested in Western philosophy. 
A comparison of the intuition‒related thoughts of Wang Yangming 
and Bergson is a topic worthy of exploration, as is the comparison 
between the Yangming school and Kant’s ethical metaphysics or Husserl’s 
phenomenology. 

(7) Sheng‒ho Lee’s paper, “Xuling’s(虛靈) status and function in 
Wang Yangming’s Liangzhi theory(良知論),” investigates the significance 
of Xuling(虛靈 pure consciousness). Lee distinguishes between Xu(虛) 
and Ling(靈) as the existential origin and epistemological function of 
Liang‒zhi(良知), respectively. However, Wang Yangming did not divide 
Xu(虛) and Ling(靈) into origin and function. Researchers familiar with 
Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucian logic are prone to the trap of this kind of 
distinction. The status and function of Xuling(虛靈) in Wang Yangming’s 
theory of Liang‒Zhi(良知) should be discussed at the point touching on 
Liang‒Zhi(良知) that differentiates itself from the Zhu Xi school’s Xing(性 
human nature). 

(8) Ahn Jae‒ho’s paper, “A Narrow Viewpoint on the System of Wang 
ShouRen’s Cultivation Theory” covers the whole gamut of Zhi‒Liang‒
Zhi(致良知). The author did his PhD with Wang Fuzhi, and Yangming 
studies majors can see the depth and breadth of his expertise in the 
Yangming school in this paper alone. This can be a good guide for readers 
who want to study Wang Yangming’s Zhi‒Liang‒Zhi(致良知). In the 
same vein, it does add new insight to the existing research outcomes.

(9) Choi Jae‒mok’s paper, “The Portrait of Wang Yang‒ming, 
Consumption, and Empathy(Cedazhixin 惻怛之心),” effectively shows 
the author’s salient research style shown in his earlier papers: capturing 
meaning from a trivial and negligible point. A brief look at Choi’s studies 
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published thus far is sufficient to recognize his inimitable expertise in this 
kind of research. The divide of likes and dislikes toward his papers is likely 
to apply to this paper as well. Some readers would say it is easy, interesting, 
and useful, and others would say it is essay‒like, light, and arbitrary.

(10) Kim Yong‒jae’s paper, “A Study on Confucius and Yangming’s 
practice‒centered ideas of education: with a focus on anti‒intellectualist(反
主知主義) tendencies,” and(11) Lee Chon‒il’s “A Study on the Reading 
Education of Wang Yang‒Ming” unfold the Yangming school from the 
pedagogical theory, thereby drawing a comprehensive overview of the 
research achievements. 

(12) Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, “A Study on the Governing Thought 
of Wang Gen in the Taizhou School Based on His Theory of Settling 
Oneself,” is the research result of the author’s long‒standing research topic. 
Yangming studies is referred to as Xinxue(心學 study of mind) or Xinshen‒
zhi‒xue(心身之學 study of mind‒body). Its pivotal theory is Xinxing‒
lun(心性論 theory of mind and nature). Yangming studies is therefore 
mentioned as the pinnacle of Neisheng‒sue(內聖學 study of inner sage). 
Admitting that it is correct, it should be pointed out that Confucianism is 
based on Neisheng(內聖 study of inner sage) versus Waiwang(外王 outer 
king) and Chenji(成己 realization of self ) and Chenwu(成物 realization of 
others) and that Yangming studies is no exception. Despite this common 
basis, Zhu Xi studies emphasizes Jingshu(經書 Confucian Classics) and 
Lizhi(禮治 rule by ritual), and Yangming studies tends to prioritize 
Zide(自得 self‒attainment) and play down Lijing(禮敬 worship). The 
author extends the horizon of Yangming studies, shifting the focus from 
Neisheng‒sue(內聖學) to Waiwang‒sue(外王學).

(13) Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the 
Intelligent Bureaucrats in the Gangu Yangming School with a Focus on 
Zou Shouyi(鄒守益),” is on the same trajectory as his aforementioned 
study. It covers Zou Shouyi(鄒守益, 1491‒1562), who is affiliated with 
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the Jiangyou(江右) school and evaluated to be the legitimate heir of Wang 
Yangming. By reaffirming the Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想 statecraft ideology) 
through Zou Shouyi, the author’s approach to Yangming studies from 
the perspective of Waiwang‒sue(外王學) can gain solid momentum. This 
paper provides an efficient overview of Zou Shouyi’s Jingshi‒sixian(經世
思想). Whereas Wang gen(王艮, 1483‒1541) is widely known when it 
comes to Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想), Zou Shouyi(鄒守益), recognized as the 
legitimate heir of the Yangming school, is less known in academia. In this 
context, it is noteworthy that the author associates Zou Shouyi’s approach 
of prioritizing Jing(經) with Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想), which focuses on 
the principle of statecraft. 

(14) Park Hyun‒jung’s paper, “The Idea of the Substance and its 
Functions(即體即用) in the Later Yangming Scholar Nie‒Bao’s(聶豹) 
Theory of the Restoration of Tranquility(歸寂),” provides an explanation 
of Nie‒Bao’s(聶豹) theory of the restoration of tranquility(Guiji 歸寂) 
from the perspective of Wang Yangming’s theory of Jiti‒Jiyong(即體即
用 unity of substance and function). As is well known, other Yangming 
scholars opposing Nie Bao(聶豹) criticize that his theory of the restoration 
of tranquility is not the theory of substance and function pertaining to Jiti‒
Jiyong(即體即用). The author’s strategy in defense of the Guiji‒shuo(歸寂
說 theory of the restoration of tranquility in mind) of Nie Bao(聶豹) is to 
base Nie Bao’s arguments on Wang Yangming’s writings, as did Nie Bao 
himself in defense of his own theory. Given the criticisms Nie Bao was 
exposed to at the time, however, using the same strategy again is not very 
convincing.

(15) Kim Yon‒jae’s paper, “Luo‒hong‒xian’s Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu 
Doctrine and the Moralistic Metaphysics of Wei‒yi‒wan‒xu: Focusing 
upon the Horizon of Ji‒ti‒gan‒yong,” covers the theory of Liangzh(良
知) expounded by Luo Hongxian(羅洪先, 1504‒1564), who criticized 
Wang Gen’s Doctrine of Xiancheng‒liangzhi(現成良知 actualized innate 
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knowledge), thus solidly supporting Nie Bao(聶豹). The author analyzed 
Luo‒hong‒xian’s Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu Doctrine from the viewpoint of 
moralistic metaphysics. While it is not an incorrect analysis, it should 
be admitted that Luo‒hong‒xian’s theory of Liangzhi has interpretative 
limitations because no Yangming scholars oppose the three paths 
presented by Kim Yon‒jae. More specifically, it is necessary to elucidate 
the characteristics of Luo‒hong‒xian’s theory of Liangzhi by analyzing it 
in comparison with other Yangming scholars. 

(16) Seo Gang‒hwie’s paper, “Chen Ming‒shui’s Xinti(心體) View 
Through Understanding JI(幾)” brings to light the theory of Liangzhi as 
expounded by Chen Mingshui(陈明水), who is little known in Korea. 
The author completed his PhD in Peking University with a dissertation 
on Chen Mingshui’s philosophy. He may thus be considered the top 
connoisseur of Chen Mingshui in Korea. 

(17) Lee Kwon‒hyo’s paper, “A Study on the Consciousness of Crisis 
and Identity of Philosophy‒A New Clue to the Understanding of Li 
Zhi” aims to recover the reputation of Li Zhi(李贄, 1368‒1644), who is 
considered a renegade. He explains the rationale behind Li Zhi’s effort 
to spread disquieting ideas in spite of the anticipated condemnation 
of mainstream society. He delivers sufficiently convincing arguments; 
unfortunately, however, without any theoretic support.

(18) Jo Min‒hwan’s paper, “A Comparative Study on ‘A View of a 
Crazy Person’ Between lĭzhì [李贄] and Yuánhóngdào[袁宏道],” compares 
two artists who advocate Kuangzhe‒guan(狂者觀 view of the crazy). 
This attempt at clarifying the similarities and differences between two 
important figures who occupy important places in the literary history of 
the Ming period deserves attention. This paper is helpful in many ways in 
understanding the notion of craziness(狂), one of the major key words in 
the philosophical and literary trends of the Ming period.
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2) Wang Fuzhi 

1. Kim Jin‒gun: Interpretational difficulties And Resolutions of 
Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory 
of Zhuxi(朱熹), and Wang Fuzhi(王夫之),‒(THE JOURNAL OF 
ASIAN PHILOSOPHY IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.52)

2. Lee Cheol Seung: The problem of the theory of “he(和)” in the 
philosophy of Wangfuzi‒Focusing on the “he(和)”view of the 
Analects of Confucius(論語) and Moderation(中庸)(Journal of Eastern 
Philosophy 2019, vol.00, no.100)

Since the 2014 report, at least one academic paper each year has 
covered Wang Fuzhi. Among the prominent Confucian scholars who 
lived in the late Ming and Qing period, Wang Fuzhi is the scholar most 
intensively studied each year. 

(1) Kim Jin‒gun’s paper, “Interpretational Difficulties and Resolutions 
of Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on the Taegeuk 
Theory of Zhuxi 朱熹 and Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” is the result of the author’s 
long‒standing pursuit of problem consciousness. About ten years ago, the 
author discussed the possibility of Lishengqi(理生氣 Li gives rise to Qi), 
arguing that the idea was widely accepted by Joseon’s Confucian scholars, 
and faced the criticism that Lishengqi cannot be supported by the Zhu Xi 
school’s Gongli(功利 utilitarianism). This paper may be understood as the 
author’s position toward that criticism. He explains that the doctrine of 
Taijitu(太極圖說) expounded by Zhou Dunyi(周敦頤) can be interpreted 
from the Qi‒centered, not Li‒centered, theory. He continues to argue 
that Zhou Dunyi’s doctrine of Taijitu unfolded from the perspective of 
Qi‒centered theory. That is, Lishengqi is not compatible with the system 
of the Zhu Xi school.

(2) Lee Cheol‒seung’s paper, “The Problem of the Theory of ‘He(和)’ 
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in the Philosophy of Wang Fuzi‒Focusing on the ‘He(和)’ View of the 
Analects(論語) of Confucius and Moderation(中庸),” presents Wang 
Fuzhi’s viewpoint that the philosophical basis of he(和) is not Li, but Qi, 
thus differentiating itself from Zhu Xi’s approach. 

3) Dài Zhèn

1. Jeong Bin‒Na: A Comparative Study on Discussion of Human 
body between Zhū X ī(朱熹) and Dài Zhèn(戴震) : Focusing on 
'Hierarchical Restoration' and 'Horizontal Extension'(Sogang Journal 
of Philosophy 2019, vol.58)

(1) Jeong Bin‒na’s paper, “A Comparative Study on the Discussion of 
the Human Body Between Zhū Xī(朱熹) and Dài Zhèn(戴震): Focusing 
on Hierarchical Restoration and Horizontal Extension,” has multilayered 
objectives. First, it compares Li‒xue(理学) represented by Zhu Xi to 
Qi‒xue(氣学) represented by Dai Zhen(戴震 1724‒1777). Second, it 
explains Dai Zhen’s discourse of body from the perspective of the Western 
cognitive theory and empiricism. The tripartite frame of Lixue, Xinxue, 
and Qixhu in in the Song, Ming, and Qing, periods, respectively, is an 
intuitive schema. As such, it is clear and easy to understand, but runs the 
risk of oversimplification of the given circumstances, such as with the 
dichotomization of Qixue and Lixue. The author adopted the strategy 
of avoiding the risk of oversimplification and descriptively approaching 
the differences in Lixue and Qixue represented by Zhu Xi and Dai Zhen, 
respectively, through a discourse of the body.
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4) Huang Daozhou

1. Lin, Hongtai: A Study of Huangdaozhou(黃道周)'s Appreciation 
of Zhu Xi and Lu Jiuyuan's Philosophy(JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒
STUDIES 2019, vol.40)

(1) Lin Hongtai’s paper, “A Study of Huangdaozhou’s(黃道周) 
Appreciation of Zhu Xi and Lu Jiuyuan’s Philosophy,” covers an 
interesting topic. It is significant for its contribution to research history 
in terms of historical sources because it investigates the aspect of Lixue/
Qixue integration attempts using two different approaches: Lu Jiuyuan’s 
prioritization of the Yangming school and Huang Daozhou’s prioritization 
of the Zhu Xi school.

5) Others(n=2)

1. Kim Kee hyeon: The Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒
Confucianism‒The Transition from ‘li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用)’ to ‘li 
ch'eng ch'i chi(理乘氣機)’(Journal of Eastern Philosophy 2019, vol.00, 
no.97) 

2. Sung Ho‒Jun: A Study on the Theory of the Taiji and Yin‒Yang in 
Ruyi(儒醫) Zhangnan(章楠) of Qing‒dynasty(THE STUDY OF 
CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE 2019, vol., no.78)

(1) Kim Kee‒hyeon’s paper, “The Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒
Confucianism‒The Transition from li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用) to li ch'eng 
ch'i chi(理乘氣機),” covers a remarkably ambitious topic. When equating 
Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) to Xinxue(心學) and Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) to 
Lixue(理學), this paper can be understood as a metaphysical review of the 
Zhu Xi school of the Song period and Xinxue in the Ming period. The 
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author summons Huxiang‒xue(湖湘學) and Xiangshan‒xue(象山學) 
as the metaphysics of Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) as opposed to the Zhu Xi 
school’s Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). Needless to say, Xiangshan‒xue(象山學) 
is the origin of Xinxue(心學). Mou Zongsan(牟宗三) came up with the 
proposition of Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) as the origin of the Xinxue of Liu 
Zongzhou(劉宗周). This provides the author’s reference to Xiangshan‒xue 
and Huxiang‒xue with a certain degree of validity. However, it has yet to 
be discussed whether it is justifiable to equate Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) to 
Xinxue(心學) and Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) to Lixue(理學). This issue will 
be discussed in Section 3 below. 

(2) Sung Ho‒jun’s paper, “A Study on the Theory of the Taiji and 
Yin‒Yang in Ruyi(儒醫) Zhangnan(章楠) of Qing Dynasty” covers a new 
topic in the research field of Asian philosophy in Korea. The author is an 
Eastern philosophy scholar who also studied Korean traditional medicine, 
and this unique academic background is reflected well in this paper. 

3. Analysis and Review of Major Papers 

As mentioned previously, Ming/Qing Confucian studies center on the 
Yangming school, which forms a network of relationships inseparable from 
the Zhu Xi school. Investigating the similarities and differences between 
the Zhu Xi school and the Yangming school is a core issue of Song‒Ming 
Lixue(宋明理學, i.e., Neo‒Confucianism [Seonglihak in Joseon]). Many 
papers published in 2019 discuss the similarities and differences between 
the Zhu Xi school and the Yangming school. I selected the papers by Park 
Kil‒su and Kim Kee‒hyeon for in‒depth analysis. Park Kil‒su and Kim 
Kee‒hyeong discussed the similarities and differences between the Zhu Xi 
school and the Yangming school with a special reference to the Yangming 
school and the Zhu Xi school, respectively. 
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In his paper, “The Study on the Single Nature of Wangyangming‒
Mainly in Comparison to Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” Park Kil‒su presents 
Wang Yangming’s theories of single nature(一性) and Biaode(revealed 
virtue 表德) in contrast to Zhu Xi’s differentiation between innate 
nature(本然之性) and emotional nature(氣質之性) and between four 
virtues(Side 四德) and four beginnings(Siduan 四端).

Kim Kee‒hyeon notes: “Whereas Li acts directly toward the 
manifestation(顯現) of Tianli(天理=形而上者) in the metaphysics of Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用), Tianli(天理=形而上者) mounts on the mechanism(機) 
of Qi and actively generates goodness by interfering with the operation 
process of Qi in the metaphysics of Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). This is 
naturally associated with the differing nature of Li. If such differences 
between these two types of metaphysics are unknown or dismissed, 
philosophical fallacies arise, as has often been the case so far.” 

In that case, what led Zhu Xi to shift the paradigm from Liti‒qiyong(理
體氣用) to Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機)? Kim Kee‒hyeon explains: “While 
comparing and discussing benxin(本心 inherent human mind) such as 
compassion(惻隱之心), for example, we infer what Zhu Xi thought worthy 
of consideration. First, explaining the phenomenal world manifested in 
an incessant process of mechanical changes of Yinyang Wuhang(陰陽五
行) with the direct mechanical changes of Tianli(天理=形而上者), as did 
Huxiang‒xue(湖湘學) scholars and Lu Jiuyuan(陸九淵), does not fit the 
moral metaphysics of the Book of Changes centering on the premise of 
Yiyou‒Taiji(易有太極). Morality, that is, goodness, arises in the process 
of mechanical changes. Goodness is generated not only by Li, but also 
by the interplay between Le and Qi as represented by Zhu Xi’s moral 
metaphysics. Second, According to Zhu Xi, Lixue(理學), based on Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用), defines learning as waiting for the manifestation of the 
inherent good heart, which makes any preliminary learning superfluous.”

The arguments brought forward by these scholars remind us of earlier 
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arguments. Park Kil‒su represents the position that Wang Yangming 
reinforced moral practice through the theories of single nature(一性) and 
revealed virtue(表德), and Kim Kee‒hyeon represents the position that 
Zhu Xi reinforced actual moral practice through Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). 
According to Park, the Zhu Xi school is a feeble moral practice and the 
Yangming school is not a correct moral practice. Lixue emphasizes moral 
practice. Both the Zhu Xi and Yangming schools are Lixue because both 
attach importance to moral practice. However, the Yangming school is not 
a correct moral practice from the viewpoint of the Zhu Xi school and the 
moral practice of the Zhu Xi school is enfeebled from the viewpoint of 
the Yangming school. This age‒old conflict once again arises as these two 
camps collide in the papers of Park and Kim.

Both Park’s and Kim’s papers are consistent and meticulous works. 
However, one cannot be too cautious in the use of conceptual words. 
Criticism may be raised against Park’s insistence on the theory of single 
nature(一性) advocated by Wang Yangming to the exclusion of other 
aspects of nature, thus contesting Zhu Xi’s differentiation between innate 
nature(本然之性) and emotional nature(氣質之性). Park’s argument seems 
to be in line with a research trend of associating the Yangming school 
and Qixue, albeit implicitly. On the other hand, Kim’s designation of 
the Yangming school(Xiangshan‒xue 象山學) as Liti‒qiyong(理體氣
用) and the Zhu Xi school as Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) also leaves room 
for questions. Zhu Xi accepted Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用) of Huxiang‒
xue(湖湘學) in the old idea of Zhounghua and advocated Xintong‒
Xinqing(心統性情) in the new idea of Zhounghua(中和舊說), thereby 
denying Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用). However, it is doubtful that this 
change can justify the application of Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用) as Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用). From the context in which Neo‒Confucian scholars in 
the Joseon period, who advocated the sole orthodoxy of Zhu Xi School, 
insisted on Lishenqi(理生氣), it may be inferred that Zhu Xi rejected 
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Xingti‒Xinyong but defended Liti‒qiyong. Furthermore, while Zhu 
Xi’s moral metaphysics may be determined by Lishenqi, it may also be 
countered by the argument that Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) has a greater 
affinity with the Yangming school, as pointed out in Park’s paper.

Kim Jin‒gun’s paper, “Interpretational Difficulties And Resolutions of 
Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory of 
Zhuxi 朱熹 and Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” can also be considered a work that 
arose from the author’s long‒standing problem consciousness. Some years 
back, the author discussed the possibility of Lishengqi(理生氣), wherein Li 
gives rise to Qi on the ground that that this idea was widely accepted by 
Joseon’s Confucian(理生氣) scholars, and faced the criticism that Lishengqi 
cannot be supported by Zhu Xi school’s Gongli(功利 utilitarianism). 

Kim seems to have turned away from his previous position. In his 
2019 paper, he wrote: “Zhu Xi did not adopt the original Doctrine of 
Taijitu(太極圖說) proposed by Zhou Dunyi(周敦頤) in its original form, 
but shifted its paradigm to his philosophical theory of Liben‒lun(理本
論). This resulted in two difficulties in understanding the Doctrine of 
Taijitu: the interpretations of Sheng(生) in Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩
儀) and Liyiti(理一體) of Taiji, which led to the dilemma of Lishengqi(理
生氣) in Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩儀). The controversy related to 
these difficulties were clearly manifested later in interpretations by Joseon 
philosophers.” 

Kim concludes that Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩儀) poses no 
problem because it is based on Zhou Dunyi’s Doctrine of Taijitu, but Zhu 
Xi had to face the problem posed by Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi by interpreting 
Taiji as Li(理). He considered the dilemma of Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi 
resolved when Wang Fuzhu, who inherited Zhang Zai’s(張載) philosophy 
of Qi, recovered the basic theory of the origin of Taiji.
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4. Evaluation and Outlook

Of the 24 papers published in 2019 on Ming/Qing Confucian Studies, 18 
papers are about Wang Yangming(and his followers). This overwhelming 
dominance of Wang Yangming has been maintained since 2015(papers 
published in 2014), the first year of this annual report, demonstrating 
who the most prominent Confucian scholar is in Ming/Qing Confucian 
studies in Korea. 

With 24 papers, the number of papers was maintained at the level 
of two previous years(26 papers in 2017 and 17 papers in 2018), and 
the mainstream research still focused on the Yangming school, that 
is, Xinxue(心學). This suggests that the scholars covered in the current 
Korean research on Eastern philosophy are not diversified. From these 
research trends, it can be inferred that not only does the research on 
Eastern philosophy in Korea have a limited range, but that the researcher 
base in this field is also very limited.

A considerable portion of the 24 papers are work intensive. These 
papers show the results of the researchers who stand out with their unique 
characteristics in their respective fields. Of them, the following papers 
merit much attention: Park Kil‒su’s “A Study on the Single Nature of 
Wangyangming ‒ Mainly in Comparison With Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” Han 
Jeong‒gil’s “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the Intelligent Bureaucrats 
in Gangu Yangming School Zou Shouyi(鄒守益),” Kim Kee‒hyeon’s “The 
Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒Confucianism‒The Transition from 
li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用) to li ch'eng ch'i chi(理乘氣機),” Kim Jin‒gun’s 
paper “Interpretational Difficulties And Resolutions of Taegeuk 太極, the 
Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory of Zhuxi 朱熹 and 
Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” and Ahn Jae‒ho’s paper “A Narrow Viewpoint on the 
System of Wang ShouRen’s Cultivation Theory‒Is Zhi Liangzhi(致良知) the 
Conclusion of the Yangming School’s Cultivation Theory?” 
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1. Introduction

This article presents the results of a comprehensive analysis of the 
research outcomes related to the studies of modern and contemporary 
Confucianism in China among the academic papers published in South 
Korea in 2019. The search criteria were papers published in journals 
registered in the Korean Citation Index(KCI) of the National Research 
Foundation(NRF) and doctoral theses of individual universities.

The search period was set from January to December 2019, and the 
paper collections(registered and candidate journals) were classified into 
four categories: philosophy(25 papers), Confucian studies(four papers), 
other humanities(one paper), and Chinese language and literature(one 
paper). 

Analysis of each journal and its papers narrowed down the number 
of articles covering the topics related to “modern and contemporary 
Confucianism in China” to ten. To give a clear overview of these papers, 
they were categorized by scholar and topic as follows: 

2. Scholars and Topics

1. Yoo Hee‒Sung: “The eastern penetration of western powers and Wei 
Yuan·Yan Fu“(Sogang Journal of Philosophy 2019. vol.58)

2. yun ji won: “YanFu's perception of Modernity and the Fusion of 
Chinese and Western Studies”(THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN 
PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE 2019, vol., no.76)

3. yun ji won: “A Study on Zhang Zhi Dong’s Reformation 
Ideology”(THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND 
CULTURE 2019, vol., no.77)

4. Han Sung‒gu: “A Study on the Science and Ethics Issues in 
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Modern China”(THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL 
HISTORY 2019, vol., no.63)

5. Chun, Byung‒don, Roh Byung‒Ryul : “A Comparative Study of 
Xiongshili, Mayifu, Liangshuming's Mind theory in Contemporary 
New Confucianism”(Philosophia, Journal of Korean Philosophical 
Society 2019, vol.150)

6. LEE YUN JEONG: “MaYiFu(馬一浮)’s Theory of moral self‒
cultivation‒Chu Hsi and Lu Jiuyuan’s academic integration and 
their attempts at reconciliation‒”(THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY 2019, vol., no.61)

7. Jung, Jong Mo: “Liu Shuxian(劉述先)’s Interpretation on the Concept 
of “Li‒yi‒fen‒shu(理一分殊)””(the CHUNG KUK HAK PO 2019, vol., 
no.88)

8. Hwang JongWon: “A Critical Contemplation on the Concept of 
‘Humanization of Nature’ and ‘Naturalization of Human Being’ of Li 
Zehou”(Journal of Eastern Philosophy 2019, vol.00, no.100)

9. Suhk Wonho: “Chinese Neorealistic Tao's Metaphysics”(CHULHAK‒
RONCHONG, Journal of the New Korean Philosophical Association 
2019, vol.96, no.2)

10. Keong‒ran Cho: “The Possibility of Restructuring Tianxia Order and 
Confucian Universalism‒Ⅱ”,(Journal of The Society of philosophical 
studies 2019, vol., no.127)

The modern age in China covers the period from the late Qing to 
the early Republican era. In Chinese academic history, the Spring and 
Autumn Period(Warring States Period) and the Republican era are known 
to be periods during which a wealth of famous masters and masterpieces 
were produced. As the saying goes, heroes emerge in times of tribulation, 
and it was amid great pain and fear of major social transformation in 
China that great literary works were written to throw light onto the 
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troubled times. Among the prominent figures who were active during the 
modern age in China, those who have attracted attention of the Korean 
academic milieu include, in terms of the number of research papers 
published, Kang Youwei(康有為), Liang Qichao(梁啓超), Yan Fu(嚴復), 
Zhang Taiyan(章太炎), Liang Shuming(梁漱溟), and Ma Yifu(馬一浮). 
Newly covered in the papers published in 2019 are Jin Yuelin(金岳霖), a 
leading contemporary Chinese philosopher best known for his works on 
logic, and Li Zehou(李澤厚) and Liu Shu‒hsien(劉述先). 

Yoo Hee‒Sung’s paper “The Eastern Penetration of Western Powers 
and Wei Yuan·Yan Fu” and Yun ji won’s paper “Yan Fu’s Perception of 
Modernity and the Fusion of Chinese and Western Studies” examine Yan 
Fu’s thought. The former examines it in the light of interactions between 
Chinese and Western studies, and the latter as an extension of Wei Yuan’s 
thought. 

Yun ji won’s paper “Modern Chinese Knowledge Topography and 
Zhang Zhidong’s Reformation Ideology, with a focus on QuanXuePian(勸
學篇)” gives an overall picture of the ideology of Zangwu Yundong(洋務運
動, Westernization Movement) as well as its limitations. Although it does 
not bring any new insight into the subject, the paper is worth reading 
in that it presents the reformation ideology of Zhang Zhidong(張之洞, 
1837‒1909) in a systematic way. 

In China, at the beginning of the 20th century, there was an attempt 
at fundamental changes in the traditional way of living stuck in the past 
by embracing Western civilization, namely Ke Xuan Lunzheng(科玄論爭 
Science and Philosophy Dispute). This dispute touches on questions such 
as whether the debate over science and views of life can lead to solving the 
issue of worldview(including views of life) or whether the explanations 
provided by science are sufficient to understanding the meaning of life or 
the world. The view‒of‒life camp was led by Zhang Junmai(張君勱), and 
the science camp was represented by two groups: liberalists led by Ding 
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Wenjiang(丁文江) and Hu Shi(胡適), and materialists represented by Qu 
Qiubai(瞿秋白) and Chen Duxiu(陳獨秀). Although these two camps had 
opposing ideologies, they shared the same orientation toward Scientism 
and Westernization. Han Seong‒gu’s paper “The Problems of Science and 
Ethics in Modern China‒Trends of Modern Chinese Positivism and Ding 
Wenjiang’s Epistemology” reviews Ding Wenjiang’s(丁文江) Epistemology 
and the topics related to the Science and Philosophy Debate.

The paper co‒authored by Chun Byung‒don and Roh Byung‒Ryul, “A 
Comparative Study of Xiongshili, Mayifu, Liangshuming’s Mind theory 
in Contemporary New Confucianism,” and Lee Yun‒jeong’s paper “Ma 
Yifu(馬一浮)’s Theory of moral self‒cultivation‒Chu Hsi and Lu Jiuyuan’s 
academic integration and their attempts at reconciliation” cover key figures 
of Mainland China’s contemporary New Confucianism. Chun and Roh 
provide a rough outline of the Mind Theory of New Confucian scholars 
such as Xiong Shili(熊十力), Ma Yifu(馬一浮), and Liang Shuming(梁漱
溟), without going into detail. Lee Yun‒jeong systematically covered Ma 
Yifu’s thoughts, although without adding any arguments going beyond 
presentation. 

Jung Jong Mo’s “Liu Shuxian’s(劉述先) Interpretation on the Concept 
of ‘Li‒yi‒fen‒shu(理一分殊)’: Convergence of Contemporary New 
Confucianism and its Significance” explores the 余英時 thought of 
the late Liu Shuxian(1934‒2016), What is the thought Liu Shuxian 
wanted to reveal through the philosophy of Li‒yi‒fen‒shu(理一分殊, 
one principle, many manifestations). Jung summarizes this thought as 
follows: Liu Shuxian’s classification of scholars is based on philosophical 
issues or conceptual tasks at hand rather than generation or succession. 
Whereas Groups III and IV are collectively termed “Hong Kong/Taiwan 
New Confucianism” in the academic milieu, Liu Shuxian positioned 
himself in Group IV, distinguishing that group from Group III, which 
enjoyed its heyday in the 1960s and 70s, as follows: the four groups 
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of the third generation neo‒Confucian scholars spent their intellectual 
youth in Hong Kong and Taiwan under the guidance of the scholars of 
the previous generation, such as Liu Shuxian from Fang Dongmei(方東
美), Yu Yingshi(余英時), and Du Weiming(杜维明) from Mou Zongsan(牟
宗三). They then learned Western methodology and experienced the 
current of the intellectual world while studying in the United States. 
Driven by this academic background that was utterly different from that 
of their predecessors, who focused on the “defense” of Confucianism 
and modernity from the standpoint of cultural conservatism, they were 
wholly committed to the task of inter‒civilization communication and 
exchanges. While reviewing Jung Jong Mo’s paper, I had this old scholar’s 
image before my eyes of when he was walking around clad in casual wear 
with an eco‒bag on his shoulder, immersed in deep thought, at the 4th 
International Conference on Sinology held in 2012 at the Institute of 
Taiwan History, Academia Sinica.

Li Zehou(李泽厚) is also a widely acclaimed leading scholar of 
contemporary New Confucianism in Mainland China. In his paper “A 
Critical Contemplation on the Concept of ‘Humanization of Nature’ 
and ‘Naturalization of Human Being’ of Li Zehou,” Hwang Jong Won 
characterizes his thought as follows: “Li Zehou modernizes the most 
important ideas of traditional Confucianism in his own way based on his 
philosophical viewpoints or concepts that partially acknowledge Marxism 
as a universal and valid ideology. The core idea of Marxism embraced 
by Li Zehou is that humans are able to escape from nature and cultivate 
their own culture through social labor, concurrently making themselves 
more humane. Based on this viewpoint, he foregrounds the concept 
of ‘humanization of nature’ proposed by Marx, thereby defending the 
progress of civilization and culture. Interestingly, he regards the concepts 
of ‘humanization of nature’ and ‘naturalization of humans’ as an attempt 
at new interpretation of the Tian Ren HeYi(天人合一, unity of heaven 
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and humanity) of traditional Confucianism.(…) What is clear is that 
he associates the ‘humanization of nature’ with the humanitarian or 
humanistic tendencies of Confucianism, which is basically affirmative 
of human society, civilization, and culture, and ‘naturalization of 
humans’ with the Confucian mind, which emphasizes the coexistence 
and harmony between humans and nature.” The author’s view that Li 
Zehou modernizes the most important ideas of traditional Confucianism 
with Marxian philosophical ideas and concepts is in line with Li Zehou’s 
approach to establishing Confucius’s Ren(仁 humaneness) as expounded 
in his book Kongzi Zei Pingjia(孔子再評價 A Reevaluation of Confucius), 
which is widely known in the academic milieu. 

Suhk Wonho’s paper “Chinese Neorealistic Tao’s Metaphysics” is 
about Jin Yuelin(金岳霖), who was acclaimed as a leading philosopher of 
contemporary Chinese logic. Jin Yuelin, who remained single throughout 
his life, is not only celebrated as a great figure in logic, but is also famous 
for his personal involvement with Liang Sicheng(梁思成), who was 
the son of Liang Qichao(梁啓超) and a landmark figure in Chinese 
architectural history, and his wife Lin Huiyin(林徽因), known as the muse 
of the intellectuals of the time. 

Suhk Wonho presents Jin Yuelin as follows: “Jin Yuelin’s metaphysics 
of Tao is a study on China’s neorealistic metaphysics introduced for 
the first time in Korea. Alongside Feng Youlan(馮友蘭), he is a leading 
philosopher representing neorealism in the history of contemporary 
Chinese philosophy. Neorealism is a school of thought influenced by 
positivism, one of the three major strands of modern Chinese philosophy. 
Positivism rejects metaphysics as a whole and emphasizes logical linguistic 
analysis of a proposition. Jin Yuelin’s understanding of metaphysics, which 
was formed under the influence of neorealism, left a profound impact on 
the Chinese scientific and philosophical circles. His metaphysics of Tao is 
evaluated as a philosophical achievement representing modern Chinese 
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philosophy, along with Feng Youlan’s Xin Li Xue(新理學, New Rational 
Philosophy) and Xiong Shili’s Xin Weishi Lun(新唯識論, new doctrine of 
Vijñānamātra).(…) In his book Lun Dao(論道 Tao), Jin Yuelin analyzes 
metaphysics, which is generally rejected by realists and positivists, around 
the concept of Tao(道) mediated by(式‒能 form‒potentiality), which 
is highly valued in traditional Chinese philosophy. In particular, when 
interpreting the concepts of potentiality, reality, intervarsity(gongxiang 共
相) and particularity(殊相 shuxiang), time and space, change of individuals, 
infinite(無極 wuji) and finite(太極 taiji), he performs argumentative 
reasoning using the neorealistic method of logical analysis. That is, he 
interprets the concepts of Western philosophy using the resources and 
philosophical facets of traditional Neo‒Confucianism such as Deo(道 
Tao) and xing(性 human nature), ti(體 body) and yong(用 use), benran(本
然 inherent nature) and biran(必然 the inevitable), and infinite(無極 wuji) 
and finite(太極 taiji).(…) At that time, there were a variety of philosophical 
and social discourses contrasting Chinese and Western philosophical 
methods and contents such as the East‒West culture debate in the early 
1920s, the debate over science and view of life in 1923, and the debate on 
the materialistic dialectic in 1930. Jin Yuelin was not directly involved in 
these debates, but was practicing philosophical training while preparing 
his own positions toward each issue. In this context, Lun Dao(論道 
Tao) is Jin Yuelin’s answer to solving the major debates in the history of 
contemporary Chinese philosophy.”

Cho Kyeong‒ran’s paper “The Possibility of Restructuring Tianxia 
Order and Confucian Universalism‒Ⅱ: A Critical Analysis of the Xin 
Kang Youwei Zhuzi(新康有爲主義 New Doctrine of Kang Yuwei) of New 
Confucianism of Mainland China” provides a synopsis of the latest trends 
related to the revival of Confucianism currently in place in China. We 
understand, as a matter of common sense, that the Chinese Communist 
Party intends to build the Chinese version of a socialist world by fusing 
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Marxism and Confucianism. Would this combination be successful?
Cho Kyeong‒ran, who is at the forefront of the research on modern 

Chinese Confucianism(as a political philosophy) in Korea, conveys 
her view on this question as follows: “The discourse of ‘Tianxia Order’ 
centered around the Confucian ideas of Hua Yi Zhi Bian(華夷之辨 
Sinocentrism) and benevolent royal governance is actually an issue of 
‘legitimacy of dominion.’ In the current situation where the Chinese 
model has not yet revealed its shape, the discourse of ‘Tianxia Order’ has 
become popular in China because it is in fact closely related to the issue 
of ‘legitimacy of dominion.’ In that case, how should we understand 
this ‘legitimacy of dominion’? At the present point in time in the 21st 
century, it is eventually securing an imperial mechanism of integration 
rather than a division in the process of reconstructing the universality of 
Confucianism. This article is a preliminary work of the scholarly clique 
called ‘New Confucianism of Mainland China’ in its attempt at exploring 
the feasibility of reconstructing the ‘Tianxia Order’ and Confucian 
universalism through the mediation of Xin Kang Youwei Zhuzi(新康
有爲主義 New Doctrine of Kang Yuwei). It has two main foci. The first 
focus, a realistic one, is on the question whether they are convincingly 
setting up a justification strategy for the preservation of the Chinese 
stronghold and the recovery of a ‘civilized China’ taken on by Kang 
Youwei as an important issue. Dong Zhongshu(董仲舒) gave rise to the 
principle of imperial governance with Confucian ideas by completing the 
cycle of the birth of the ‘legitimacy of dominion.’ Since Dong Zhongshu 
completed the principles of imperial governance with Confucian ideas, 
Confucian has been taken as a universal, rather than ethnic, instrument, 
and attributed to the nation(empire) rather than to regional tribes. 
From then on, the idea that ‘legitimacy of dominion’ by the ‘Orthodox 
Great Chinese Dynasty’ has been broadly understood in China as 
meaning that a ruler is not judged by his or her ethnic origin but by the 
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leadership leading to the ‘Great Unification.’ It is in this vein that all the 
Chinese dynasties risked their lives to build an imperial structure and be 
transformed into a Chinese Empire, justifying their legitimacy with the 
framework of the ideology of ‘Great Unification.’ The issue taken on by 
Kang Youwei 100 years ago still exists in China today in its original form. 
However, there is no solution to this problem without a conceptual shift 
in keeping with the 21st century that consists of clearing discriminatory 
relations with the surrounding nations and establishing equal partnerships 
with them. The second focus, a normative one, in on the question whether 
it is possible to show ‘contemplative Confucianism’ by reconstructing 
the ‘Tianxia Order’ and Confucian universalism. The two conditions of 
‘contemplative Confucianism’ are alterity and morality. Any debate on 
New Confucianism devoid of these two conditions can be criticized as a 
regression to ‘feudalism’ and cannot persuade the inner and outer realms 
of China. Furthermore, it is impossible to avert the misunderstanding that 
their plans are to pursue another form of ‘Sinocentrism.’ For the revival 
of Confucianism in China, the questions of ‘Who am I?’ and ‘Where 
are my values’ must be posed afresh now that they are back after drifting 
in the West. Only then can the process of real self‒objectification begin, 
thus securing alterity. Only through this process of self‒objectification 
and alterity can sustainable contemplative Confucianism be realized. 
Under these criteria, the possibility of constructing the ‘Tianxia Order’ 
and reconstructing Confucian universalism through Xin Kang Youwei 
Zhuzi(新康有爲主義 New Doctrine of Kang Yuwei) does not appear to be 
very high, although that is yet to be seen. If the odds for reconstruction 
are not high, whether with regard to a real or normative problem, it is 
most probably ascribable to the absence of a changed paradigm fitting the 
21st‒century perception after passing through the 20th century.” 
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3. Critical Analyses of Important Papers 

We are living in an era of science and technology in which a philosophy 
discussing science, technology, and civilization is indispensable. However, 
it is difficult to criticize science, technology, and civilization because 
they are aimed at our life itself, and our lives are self‒contradictory. The 
government’s rational attitude to discussing environmental issues is a good 
cross‒sectional example. It suggested reducing automobile emissions and 
fostering the automobile industry.

Li Zehou(李澤厚) is a leading Chinese scholar of New Confucianism, 
as can be agreed upon by any reader who knows some of the influence 
his intellectual legacy had on Chinese intellectuals at the time. Hwang 
Jong‒won’s paper “A Critical Contemplation on the Concept of ‘The 
Humanization of Nature’ and ‘The Naturalization of Human Beings’ of 
Li Zehou” explores the philosophy of science and technology expounded 
by a leading contemporary Chinese philosopher. The author’s evaluation 
that Li Zehou “modernizes the most important ideas of traditional 
Confucianism in his own way based on his philosophical viewpoints or 
concepts that partially acknowledge Marxism as a universal and valid 
ideology” reminds us of the fact that contemporary philosophers as critics 
of civilization find a significant proportion of their inspiration in Marxism.

While fully understanding Li Zehou’s position, Hwang Jong‒won 
ventures to point to his limitations: “Despite the criticism that nature has 
been fatally damaged by technology, no moral remorse about technology 
itself takes place.(…) However, he did not recognize that this liberation 
from nature, that is, freedom was at the expense of nature. Thus, he 
failed to present an ethical ecological principle that humans must break 
away from the technological freedom designed to dominate nature with 
their moral free will.” If we admit that contemporary human life is self‒
contradictory as mentioned above, Hwang Jong‒won’s criticism on Li 
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Zehou is not incorrect. However, whether he endorses its realistic practical 
power is open to discussion.

4. Evaluation and Outlook

Ten papers were published in 2019 in the research area of “modern and 
contemporary Confucianism in China,” showing a significant increase 
compared to 2018 not only in the number of papers(from four to ten 
papers), but also in the diversity of topics. Classifying the papers by 
scholar, famous scholars familiar to us, such as Kang Youwei(康有為), 
Liang Qichao(梁啓超), Yan Fu(嚴復), Zhang Taiyan(章太炎), Liang 
Shuming(梁漱溟), and Ma Yifu(馬一浮), were mostly covered in 2019 as 
well. Newly covered in the papers published in 2019 include Jin Yuelin(金
岳霖), a leading contemporary Chinese philosopher best known for his 
works on logic, and Li Zehou(李澤厚) and Liu Shu‒hsien(劉述先). As 
shown in the in‒depth analysis of the papers presenting two Chinese 
contemporary scholars Li Zehou(李澤厚) and Liu Shuxian(劉述先), it is 
hoped that more papers will present and analyze Korean contemporary 
scholars in the related Korean academic circles.
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1. Introduction 

This report is a comprehensive review and analysis on the results of 
Confucian studies published in South Korea in 2019. The scope of the 
review was a total of 161 papers including academic papers(149 papers) 
and doctoral theses(12 papers) related to Korean neo‒Confucian studies 
published in the journal of the National Research Foundation of Korea 
during the year 2019. To understand the overall trend of the research 
status, the present report first examined the research trends by figure and 
topic and then individually reviewed several major papers. If the same 
paper was related to more than one(複數) figure or topic, it was included 
in all related lists.1

2. Classification by figure

In the classification by figure, the number of papers relating to Yulgok 
Yi I(李珥, 栗谷 1536‒1584) was the highest with 40, followed by those 
relating to Toegye Yi Whang(李滉, 退溪 1501‒1570) with 36. The 
total number of papers on Toegye and Yulgok was 76, accounting for 
47% of all searched papers. This is similar to the previous trend(45% in 
2017), unlike last year(32%), when the proportion of Toegye and Yulgok 
decreased compared to that of other years. However, a noteworthy change 
is noticeable in this year’s classification by figure: There were more papers 
on Yulgok than on Toegye for the first time since the research result 
analysis was started and statistics were compiled. In fact, Toegye and 
Yulgok continued to be ranked first and second in terms of the number 

1 This report was co‒written with Bae Jeseong, Son Huiug, and Yu Hanseong.
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of papers. However, between them, the number of Toegye‒related studies 
was large, with a significant gap of at least 1.5 times up to more than twice 
that of Yulgok studies at a maximum. Considering this situation, it is 
unusual that there were more studies on Yulgok this year than there were 
on Toegye.

 With the exception of Yulgok and Toegye, there were no figures with 
a distinctly large number of papers published. There were six papers 
on Hoejae Lee Eunjuk, followed by five papers on Han Wonjin, Ki 
Daeseung, Noh Susin, and Lee Hangro. Among the figures, Han Wonjin 
is noteworthy, as a similar number of research results has been maintained 
since 2015. In the case of Ki Daeseung, there were eight papers in 2017, 
which is a substantial number, but there were none last year. However, 
this year, five papers, which is a relatively large number, were once again 
written. In the case of Noh Susin or Lee Eun‒Juk, many studies were 
conducted this year, especially compared to previous years. Regarding 
Lee Hangro as well, relatively many papers were published this year as an 
extension of the research flow on the morality dispute in the late Joseon 
Dynasty. With regard to Galam Lee Hyeonil and Pojeo Cho Ik, many 
papers were also published last year, with four and five, respectively. This 
year, the numbers of papers on these figures decreased to two and zero, 
respectively. 

1) Yulgok Yi I

1. Kang Kyunghyun, 「Toegye and Yulgok’s perception of Confucianism 
in Ming dynasty」, Journal of Korean Studies 38, Advanced Center for 
Korean Studies

2. Kwak Shinhwan, 「Yulgok’s jujaejalon(主宰者論)‒「Focusing on 
byeolhongpyosughoseo(別洪表叔浩序)」」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, 
Yulgok Society
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3. Kwon Sangwoo, 「The Moral King of Yulgok 『聖學輯要』‒Focusing on 
the comparison with 『大學衍義』, and 『聖學十圖』」, Journal of Yulgok 
Studies 40, Yulgok Society

4. Kim Garam, 「A Comparative Study on the Yulgok’s Human mind 
and Moral mind between early and latterly Thesis」, 儒學硏究 46, 
Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National University

5. Kim Kyungho, 「Defining the Identity of Yulgok’s Philosophy 
Centering on His Thesis “Mind is Qi”」, Journal of Korean philosophical 
history 62, Society For Korean Philosophical History

6. K im Moonjun, 「True Confucian's Leadership of Yulgok ‒
DongHoMoonDab, ManeonBongsa, SonghakJibyo, Kyeongyeon-
Ilki」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

7. Kim Sun-kyung, 「Yulgok’s Theroy of Yeokhaeng Studying」, Korean 
Journal of Philosophy of Education 72, Korean Philosophy of Education 
Society 

8. Kim Youngsoo, 「The Political Ideal and Reality of Public Opinion in 
Joseon Dynasty(2): Yulkok Yi I’s Political Ideal and its Frustration on 
Public Opinion」, Journal of Korean Politics 28(1), Institute of Korean 
Political Studies, Research Institute of Social Science, Seoul National 
University

9. Kim Woohyung, 「A Comparative Study of Zhu Xi and Yulgok: 
Philosophical Difference and Modernity」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, 
Yulgok Society

10. Kim Iksu, 「Thought of Filial Piety Culture of Yulgok from Confucius 
and Sagye's Thought Inherited from Yulgok’s(1)」, Journal of Korean 
Thought and Culture 96, Society Korean Thought and Culture

11. Kim Ingyu, 「Yulgok Yi I’s Viewpoint of Dotong(Confucian Justice 
Succession Stem) Shown on SeongHakJipYo, Journal of Yulgok Studies 
39, Yulgok Society

12. Kim Jihoon, 「『Yulgok’s Zheng-Ming in the Donghomundab‒
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Focusing on the comparison with Confucius Jeongmyeong(正名)‒」, 
儒學硏究 48, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National 
University

13. Kim Hee, 「A Taoistic-philosophical Interpretation of Yulgok’s 
Yangmin Idea(養民思想)」, Journal of Studies in Philosopy East-West 92, 
Korean Society For Philosophy East-West

14. Lee Giyong, 「Comparison of Machiavelli ’s and Yulgok Yi I’s 
Leadership ‒The Prince and Complete Compendia on Sage Learning」, 
Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

15. Lee Honggun, 「Study of 李栗谷’s “矯氣質” 修養論 特征」, Journal of 
Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

16. Park Eunjoo, 「Analysis of one road theory of the mind, nature, 
emotions and will(心性情意一路說) of Yulkok」, Korean Journal of 
Philosophy of Education 73, Korean Philosophy of Education Society 

17. Seo Wonhyuk, 「A Study on The Etonggikuk(理通氣局) of Yulgok 
In Kiho and Youngnam School」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research 
Institute, Chungnam National University

18. Seo Wonhyuk, 「A Study on the Logical Structure of Yulgok 
Figureality」, Journal of Studies in Philosopy East-West 91, Korean 
Society For Philosophy East-West

19. Son Heung-cheol, 「Yulgok(栗谷) Neo-Confucianism(性理學) and the 
21st leadership」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

20. Shin Changho, 「The Meanings of the Stages of Academic Discipline 
and Leadership of Yulgok‒Focusing on the Ref lection of the 
Individual and the Caring in the Community of Gyeokmongyogyeol 
and Seonghakjibyo‒」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

21. Sim Haechul, 『Study of 栗谷 李珥’s 人心道心 相爲終始說』, Doctoral 
thesis, Soongsil University Graduate School of Philosophy

22. Lee Kyungdong, 『A Study on the Changes in the Perception of 
political Sasanggye towards 栗谷 李珥 in the Late Joseon Dynasty』, 
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Doctoral thesis, Graduate School of Korea University: Department of 
Korean History

23. Lee Sangrin, 「An Ethical Understanding on Ugye & Yulgok s Four-
Seven Debate‒Compromise of motivic and consequentic standpoint, 
and confrontation between consequentic standpoints‒」, Journal of 
Toegye Studies 24, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

24. Lee Jongseong, 「Characteristic and Meaning of Essence of Saint 
Studies Reflected in Yulgok's Suneon」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, 
Yulgok Society

25. Lee Jongseong, 「Characteristic and Significance of Confucian-Taoist 
Harmonization of Thoughts of Confucian Classic Studies Reflected 
in Yulgok's View of Lao-tzu」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok 
Society

26. Lee Haeim, 「The Study on ’a vast-flowing material force’ chapter of 
the Yulgok school‒Focusing on Yi-yi, Song Si-yeol, Yi-gan, Han 
Won-jin-」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean 
Society of Confucianism(Confucian Culture Research Center)

27. Lee Hyunji, 「Socialization in the Gyeongmongyogyeol and 
Utilization in Elementary Social Studies Education」, Korean Studies 
Journal 76, Korean Studies Institute, Keimyung University 

28. Chae Seokyong, 「A Neuroethical Interpretation of Yulgok’s Theory 
of Four Beginnings and Seven Emotions」, Journal of Ethics 124(1), 
Korean Society of Ethics

29. Chae Seokyong, 「Yulgok’s Ui(意) and Damasio’s Feeling」, Journal of 
The Society of Philosophical Studies 152, Korean Philosophical Society

30. Hwang Jeonghee, 「Control of Emotion through Theory of Healing 
for Temperament(矯氣質) of Yulgok」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, 
Yulgok Society

31. Hwang Jeonghee, 「Education for Philosophy of Leadership Using 
Yulgok’s 『Seonghakjipyo』」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research Institute, 
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Chungnam National University
32. Lee Youngja, 「The Acceptance and Succession of Yulgok Neo-

Confucianism by Euidang Park Se-hwa’s」, Journal of Studies in 
Philosopy East-West 91, Korean Society For Philosophy East-West

33. Lee Hyunseon, 「Yi Hwang’s and Yi I’s Interpretations of the 
Taijitushuo: Focusing on Their Theories of Li-Q」, KoreaJournal 59(3), 
Academy of Korean Studies 

34. Cho Cheomcheom, 「A Comparative Study on the understanding 
of “Hobal” by Toegye, Gobong and Yulgok ‒Focusing on Chu His’s 
interpretation of “四端是理之發七情是氣之發”」, Journal of Korean 
Society of Yang-ming Studies 55, Korean Society Of Yang-Ming 
Studies

35. Cho Cheomcheom, 「Comparison of Gobong(高峯), Toegye(退溪), and 
Yulgok(栗谷)’s Perception on sojinglae(所從來) of Four(四端)‒Seven(七
情)」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok Society

36. Kim Kihyun, 「The Correlation of Between the Four Beginnings 
and the Seven Feelings in the Monistic Li-Philosophies of Song-
Ming Dynasty」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 63, Society For 
Korean Philosophical History

37. Jang Seungkoo, 「A comparative study on the theory of self-cultivation 
of Toegye and Yulgok」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

38. Sung Hojun, 「儒醫李梴 and 栗谷李珥’s 保養論」, Journal of Yulgok 
Studies 40, Yulgok Society

39. Lee Wonseok, 「A Comparative Study on the Interpretation of 
Lee Eun-jeok and Lee Yi on the Major Concepts of Daehak」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 75, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

40. Ahn Oe-soon, 「Comparing of the Polit ica l Perceptions of 
Nammyeong Cho Sik and Yulgok Lee Yi‒Focusing on 〈戊辰封事〉 
and 『東湖問答』‒」, Journal of Eastern Classic Studies 41, Tongyang 
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Kojon yonguso of Hanseo University

The number of papers related to Yulgok Yi I was the highest, with 40. 
In terms of research trends, studies relating to four beginnings and seven 
emotions, the human mind and moral mind debate, the characteristics 
and modern reinterpretation of Yulgok’s theory of self‒cultivation, and 
Yulgok’s theory of governance or view of the Confucian classical study 
were written in equal proportion. In addition, the doctoral thesis that 
addressed Yulgok Yi I’s philosophy of human mind and moral mind and 
their mutual activity in the beginning and the end(Sim Haechul, “A Study 
of 栗谷 李珥’s 人心道心 相爲終始說,” Soongsil University Graduate School 
of Philosophy) and the doctoral thesis on the perception of political 
Sasanggye toward Yulgok Yi I in the late Joseon Dynasty(Lee Kyungdong, 

“A Study on the Changes in the Perception of Political Sasanggye Toward 
栗谷 李珥 in the Late Joseon Dynasty,” Graduate School of Korea 
University: Department of Korean History) are also included in this list.

2) Toegye Yi Hwang 

1. EDWARD Y. J. CHUNG, 「Yi T’oegye on Transcending the Problem 
of Evil: A Neo‒Confucian and Interreligious Perspective」, Acta 
Koreana 22(2), Korean Studies Institute of Keimyung University 

2. Ko Jaeseok, 「A Study on Toegye’s Moral Emotion and Moral Will‒
Focusing on the analysis of the meaning of 四端七情 and 人心道心‒」, 
Journal of Asian philosophy in Korea 52, Society for Asian philosophy 
in Korea

3. Kim Kihyun, 「The Correlation of Between the Four Beginnings and 
the Seven Feelings in the Monistic Li‒Philosophies of Song‒Ming 
Dynasty」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 63, Society For 
Korean Philosophical History
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4. Kim Sanghyun, 「The critical review on the alteration of Teogye's 
four‒seven theory」, Journal of Daedong Philosophical Association 89, 
Daedong Philosophical Association

5. Kim Sanghyun, 「A Reexamination on Edition of ‘Diagram of 
Heavenly Mandate’ and ‘Explanation of Diagram of Heavenly 
Mandate’」, Journal of Daedong Philosophical Association 86, Daedong 
Philosophical Association

6. Kim Seongsil, 「A Study on the Edition·Direction and Understanding 
of Emotion of the Toegye’s 「Diagram for the Saying, ‘The Mind 
Combines and Governs the Nature and the Feelings’」」, Kyujanggak 54, 
Kyujanggak Korean Studies Institute of Seoul National University

7. Kim Jongsuk, 「A study on the Issues of Character Education Model 
based on Seonghaksipdo」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 34, Busan Toegye 
Studies Institute

8. Kim Joo‒han, 「Toegye Chu‒li(主理) philosophy’s perception of Tian‒
li(天理)」, Korean Thought and Culture 98, Society Korean Thought 
and Culture

9. Ryu Seung‒kwon, A Study on the Gyeong(敬, Reverence) Thought of 
Toegye, Doctoral thesis, General Graduate School of Sungkyunkwan 
University: Department of Confucian philosophy

10. Park Sang‒won, 「Comparison between ‘The Vitruvian Man’ by 
Leonardo da Vinci and ‘TienMing Drawing’ by Toegye Yi Hwang」, 
Journal of Korean Society of Oriental Art Studies 43, Korean Society of 
Oriental Art Studies

11. 方旭東, 「Toegye’s Criticism on Wang Yangming‒In View of 
Philosophy of Psychology」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute

12. Seong Dongkwon, 「Analysis of the genre of 聖學十圖 「心統性情圖」’s 「中
圖」」, Journal of Toegye Studies25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

13. 孙杨, 「中国大陆和台湾学者的退溪视角‒以张立文与李明辉、林月惠的四七
考察为例‒」, 泰東古典硏究 42, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, 
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Hallym University
14. Song Jeongsuk, 「The Life and Positive Strengths of Toegye Lee 

Hwang」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 33, Busan Toegye Studies Institute
15. Yang Chohan, 「To See Yi Toegye’s Understanding of Zhu Xi’s 

Philosophy Based on the Anthology of Zhu Xi’s Philosophical 
Correspondence」, 退溪學報 145, Toegye Studies Institute

16. Eom Yeonseok, 「The Problem of Reversible Change between Natural 
Science and Moral Philosophy in the Toegye’s Yi‒Xue」, 退溪學報 146, 
Toegye Studies Institute

17. Lee Sangik, 「On the Fundamental Problems of Toegye‒Gobong’s 
Four‒Seven Debate」, 『退溪學報』 146, Toegye Studies Institute

18.  Lee Yeon, 「The Characteristic of Toegye Study in China from the 
End of the 20th Century」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 34, Busan Toegye 
Studies Institute

19. Lee Wonseok, 「Lee Hwang and Park Se‒chae’s Interpretation of 
Chapter7 of the Daxuezhangju」, 泰東古典硏究 42, Taedong Center 
For Eastern Classics, Hallym University

20. Lee Wonjin, Lee Hyunjin , 「Mind‒Il lness in Toeg ye and 
Gyung(Mindfulness) as a Remedy」, Journal of Korea Association for 
Religious Studies 79, Korea Association for Religious Studies

21. Lee Hyunseon, 「Yi Hwang’s and Yi I’s Interpretations of the 
Taijitushuo: Focusing on Their Theories of Li‒Q」, KoreaJournal 59(3), 
Academy of Korean Studies 

22. Jang Seungkoo, 「A comparative study on the theory of self‒cultivation 
of Toegye and Yulgok」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

23. Jeon Seyoung, 「Toegye on Politics : An Agony between Entering 
into and Withdrawing from Public Service」, Korean Political Science 
Association 53(4), Korean Political Science Association

24. Cho Minhwan, 「On the Theory of Moral Spirit of Toegye Lee 
Hwang’s Calligraphy Aesthetics」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies 
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Institute
25. Cho Cheomcheom, 『Contrastive study on the issues of the Toegye, 

Gobong and Yulgok's Four‒Seven Theory』, Doctoral thesis, Graduate 
School of Sungkyunkwan University: Department of Eastern 
Philosophy

26. Cho Cheomcheom, 「A Comparative Study on the understanding 
of “Hobal” by Toegye, Gobong and Yulgok‒Focusing on Zhu 
Xi’sinterpretation of “四端是理之發七情是氣之發”」, Journal of Korean 
Society of Yang‒ming Studies 55, Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming 
Studies

27. Cho Cheomcheom, 「Comparison of Gobong, Toegye, and Yulgok's 
Perception on sojinglae of Four‒Seven」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, 
Yulgok Society

28. Choi Youngsung, 「Status in 退高往復書’s 意義 and 朝鮮儒學史」, 
Journal of Toegye Studies 25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

29. Chu Jaehyup, 「Song of Sage Learning, 「The Dosan Twelve 
Songs」‒From the view of Theory of Moral Self‒Cultivation‒」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

30. Han Seungil, 「退溪’s 主賓觀 and 民主主義」, Journal of Toegye Studies 
25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

31. Hwang Sanghee, 「A Study about Reunification Plan through 
Comparison between the Toegye’s Ido‒seil and the Self‒reliance 
Ideology of North Korea」, Journal of East Asian Social Thoughts 22(2), 
Association Of East Asian Social Thoughts 

32. Kang Kyunghyun, 「Toegye and Yulgo’s understanding of Ming 
Dynasty Confucianism」, Journal of Korean Studies 38, Advanced 
Center for Korean Studies

33. Kwon Sangwoo, 「The Moral King of Yulgok’s SonghakJibyoa‒By 
comparing Daxueyanyi and Songhaksido」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 
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40, Yulgok Society
34. Jeon Seonggeon, 「Sa‒gye Kim Jang‒saeng’s critique and critical 

succession on Toegye’s study of principle」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian 
Research Institute, Chungnam National University

35. Ahn Byunggeol, 「李滉 and 盧守愼, and 同曲異調」, Journal of 
Yeungnam Culture Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, 
Kyungpook National University 

36. Kim Taeyoon, 『花潭·退溪·栗谷’s 自然認識硏究』, Doctoral thesis, 
Graduate School of Sungkyunkwan University: Department of 
Eastern Philosophy

There were 36 papers related to Toegye, and, as in previous years, a 
very large number of papers was observed. There were many studies on 
Toegye’s philosophy, centering on the four beginnings and seven emotions 
debate, and studies on Toegye’s theory of self‒cultivation. Several studies 
addressed edition issue or attempted extensive reinterpretations, focusing 
on the doctrine of Cheonmyeongdo and Seonghakdo. Furthermore, it 
was noticeable that there were many papers by foreign scholars(Edward Y. 
J. Chung, 方旭東, 孙杨, and Yang Chohan). Ryu Seungkwon(『退溪의 敬
思想硏究』, Department of Confucian Studies, Sungkyunkwan University), 
Cho Cheomcheom(『對比的硏究 for 退溪·高峯·栗谷四端七情論’s 爭點: 
Focusing on ‘所從來's 問題 中心』, Department of Eastern Philosophy, 
Sungkyunkwan University), and Kim Taeyoon(『花潭·退溪·栗谷’s 自然認
識硏究』, Department of Eastern Philosophy, Sungkyunkwan University) 
published doctoral theses related to Toegye. 

3) Hoejae Lee Eonjeok

1. Kim Kyungho, 「Hoejae Yi Eun‒jeok’s Dohak and Philosophy of Neo‒
Confucianism‒Centered on Doglak and Li Philosophical Tendency‒」, 
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Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society
2. Lee Wonseok, 「A Comparative Study on the Interpretation of 

Lee Eun‒jeok and Lee Yi on the Major Concepts of Daehak」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 75, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

3. Shin Taesoo, 「The Moral Orientation and Epistemological 
Characteristics of Hoijae’s Reading Methods」, Journal of Yeungnam 
Culture Institute 69, Yeungnam Culture Institute, Kyungpook 
National University 

4. Kang Boseung, 「A Study on the Revision of Daehak Janggu by 
Hoejae Lee Eon‒Jeok and Arguments on that Revision by Joseon 
Scholars of 16 and 17th Century」, Study of Confucian philosophy and 
Culture 75, Korean Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian 
Philosophy and Culture)

5. Cha Junho, 『A Study on the Political Thought of Hoijae Lee, Eon‒
jeok seen through 『JungyongguGyeongyeoneui』』, Doctoral thesis, 
Graduate School of Daegu Haany University: Oriental Philosophy 
Major

6. Jeong Hohoon, 「The academic encounter between Roh Su‒sin(盧
守愼) and Lee Eon‒jeok(李彦迪)‒focusing the Shimhak(心學)‒」, 
Journal of Yeungnam Culture Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, 
Kyungpook National University 

In last year’s investigation, it was difficult to find papers on Lee 
Eon‒jeok. On the other hand, with six publications, this topic had 
the largest number of papers in the list after Toegye and Yulgok this 
year. In terms of specific contents, topics were diverse, except that there 
were two papers(Lee Wonseok and Kang Boseung) related to “Daehak.” 
Kim Kyungho used the keyword “dokrak” to explore the thoughts 
of Lee Eonjeok, and Shin Taesoo used a reading method approach. 
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Cha Junho addressed Lee Eonjeok’s political thoughts, focusing on 
“JungYongGuKyongYonUi.” Jeong Hohoon addressed the academic 
world of Noh Sushin and Lee Eon‒jeok in connection with the School 
of Mind. Among these, Cha Junho’s paper is a doctoral thesis(“A Study 
on the Political Thought of Hoijae Lee, Eon‒jeok Seen Through 
‘JungyongguGyeongyeoneui,’” Department of Eastern Philosophy, Daegu 
Haany University).

4) Namdang Han Wonjin

1. Son Heungcheol, 「The analysis about the core points and grounds 
of the debate on the similarities and differences between human and 
non‒human nature」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok Society

2. Eom Yeonseok, 「A Characteristic of study of Chinese classics involved 
in Han wonjin’s interpretation of the Golden Mean seen in viewpoint 
of the culture pluralism」, Keimyung Korean Studies Journal 75, Korean 
Studies Institute, Keimyung University

3. Na Jonghyun, 「Review on Han Won‒jin’s Idea of Governance‒
Focusing on Han’s philosophical theory and perspective on social 
status system‒」, Jin Dan Hak Bo 133, Jin Dan Hak Whae

4. Song Jaehyuk, 「The Concept of Daotong of Namdang Han WonJin: 
Combination of Zhengtong and Xuetong, and Political Orientation」, 
韓國思想史學 62, Sociaty for Study of Korean History of Thoughts

5. Lee Jongwoo, 「A Debate between Human and Animal’s Nature 
in Kim Changheub and Han Wonjin, and Compare of Yi Gan」, 
Keimyung Korean Studies Journal 75, Korean Studies Institute, 
Keimyung University

Excluding Toegye and Yulgok, Han Wonjin is the only Confucian 
scholar on which five to six related papers have been published in recent 
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years. Moreover, this research trend appeared gradually. In last year’s 
studies on Han Wonjin, the number of papers on the Horak debate was 
reduced to one, and the studies tended to be relatively diverse, covering 
the theory about Yinximdoxim, implications for humanity education, 
and the theory of study. This trend continues this year with one paper 
published(Eom Yeonseok) that focuses on political and governance 
perspective(Na Jonghyun and Song Jaehyuk) and Confucian classics in 
addition to the two papers(Son Heungcheol and Lee Jongwoo) related to 
the Horak debate.

5) Kobong Ki Daeseung

1. Na Jonghyun, 「Ki Daeseung’s position in the intellectual history 
of Choson‒Focused on reviewing Ki’s philosophical and political 
stance‒」,  Journal of Korean History 187, Association For Korean 
Historical Studies

2. Lee Hyeongseong, 「A study on Ki Daeseung’s View of InSimDoSim 
and Theory of Self‒Discipline」, Journal of the Korean Society of 
Confucian Studies 37, Korean Society of Confucian Studies

3. Kwon Mihwa, 「The Study on the Landscape and Pastora l 
Consciousness of Kobong Ki Daeseung’s Chinese Poetry」, Yeol‒sang 
Journal of Classical Studies 69, Society of Yol‒Sang Academy

4.  Lee Sangik, 「On the Fundamental Problems of Toegye‒Gobong's 
Four‒Seven Debate」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute

5. Cho Cheomcheom, 『Contrastive study on the issues of the Toegye, 
Gobong and Yulgok's Four‒Seven Theory』, Doctoral thesis, Graduate 
School of Sungkyunkwan University: Department of Oriental 
Philosophy

There were five studies on Kobong Ki Daeseung, more than last year(0). 
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Two of these(Lee Sangik and Cho Cheomcheom) addressed Ki Daeseung 
together with Toegye on the theme of the deate of the four beginnings and 
seven emotions debate. Lee Hyeongseong published a paper exploring the 
characteristics of Ki Daeseung’s theory about Yinximdoxim and the theory 
of self‒cultivation, and Na Jonghyun published a paper that highlights 
Ki Daeseung’s philosophical and political position. Cho Cheomcheom 
published a doctoral thesis that examined four‒seven and Indo, focusing 
on the issue of Sojinglae(“Contrastive Study on the Issues of the Toegye 
and Gobong and Yulgok’s Four‒Seven Theory,” Department of Eastern 
Philosophy, Sungkyunkwan University).

6) Sojae Noh Susin

1. Jeong Hohoon, 「The academic encounter between Roh Susin and 
Lee Eon‒jeok‒Focusing the Shimhak」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture 
Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, Kyungpook National 
University 

2. Ahn Byunggeol, 「李滉 and 盧守愼, and the 同曲異調」, Journal 
of Yeungnam Culture Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, 
Kyungpook National University 

3. Kim Haksoo, 「Jeong Gyeong‒se and Yi Jun’s Viewpoint on Sojae‒
Based on Critical Absorption Theory of Jeong Gyeong‒se and 
Successional Defense Theory of Yi Jun‒」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture 
Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, Kyungpook National 
University 

4. Jung Woorak, 「The Theory of Governance by Sojae Noh Su‒Sin and 
Seoae Ryu Seong‒Ryong and Its Practice and Significance」, Journal 
of Yeungnam Culture Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, 
Kyungpook National University 

5. Shim Jaechul, 「Debate on the interpretation of Rensin‒Daosin 
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Between Yi‒Hang and Roh Su‒Shin」, Korean Thought and Culture 99, 
Society Korean Thought and Culture

There were five papers on Noh Susin this year, which is more than usual. 
Most were published in the Journal of Yeungnam Cultural Institute. Jeong 
Hohoon and Ahn Byunggeol published a paper focusing on Lee Eonjeok 
and the relationship between Yi Hwang and Noh Susin. Kim Haksoo 
examined the way Jung Gyeongse and Lee Jun viewed Sojae. Jung Woorak 
reviewed Noh Susin’s thoughts based on governance theory, and Shim 
Jaechul explored Noh Susin’s thoughts based on the theories of human 
mind and moral mind.

7) Hwaseo Lee Hangro

1. Bae Byeongdae, 「A Study on the Academic Relationship between U‒
am and Hwaseo: Focusing on theory of mind」, Studies in Philosopy 
East‒West 93, Korean Society For Philosophy East‒West

2. Lee Sangik, 「Registered in KCI. Hwaseo’s Theory of Mind and 
Sungjae’s Supplementary Explanation on It」, Journal of Yulgok 
Studies38, Yulgok Society

3. Kim Byungae, 「Hwaseo Yi Hang‒Ro’s Theoretical Basis and Practice 
of ‘Cheoksa‒wijeong(斥邪衛正) Thoughts’‒ 『Ju‒yeok‒jeon‒eui‒
dong‒i‒seog‒eui(周易傳義同異釋義)』 & Cheok‒sa‒so(斥邪疏, A 
commentary on the king arguing for expelling wickedness」, Journal of 
Korean Classics, Institute for the Translation of Korean Classics

4. Yoo Jiwoong, 「What made Yoo Joong‒gyo adjust and supplement 
the theory of the mind which was developed by Lee Hang‒ro?」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

5. Kim Yugon, 「Byeong‒Am Kim‒Junyeong’s Understanding of Neo‒
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Confucianism‒Laying Stress on Criticizing Hwaseo School’s Theory 
of Mind‒」, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 99, Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

The number of papers on Lee Hangro was also greater than that of last 
year(two papers). This seems to be due to the influence of the research 
project on the debate on the mind in the late Joseon Dynasty. In fact, 
Lee Sangik, Kim Byungae, and Yoo Jiwoong are currently conducting 
a research for the project. There were two studies focusing on Sungjae 
Lyu Joongkyo that critically complemented Lee Hangro’s theory of mind. 
There was one paper addressing Byeongam Kim Junyeong’s criticism of 
the Hwaseo theory of mind. In addition, there was one paper focusing on 
Wijeongchuksa and one paper comparing Wooam Song Siyeol and Lee 
Hangro.

7) Other

1. Na Jonghyun, 「Song Siyeol’s Discussion on li and its Political 
Meaning : Focused on the Dispute with Toegye School」, 泰東古典硏
究 43, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, Hallym University

2. Hong Gun(洪軍), 「論尤庵的性理哲學思想 ‒ 與朱子, 栗谷的比較爲中
心」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National 
University

3. Bae Byeongdae, 「A Study on the Academic Relationship between 
Uam and Hwaseo: Focusing on theory of mind」, Studies in Philosopy 
East‒West 93, Korean Society For Philosophy East‒West

4. Lee Haeim, 「The Study on a vast‒flowing material force chapter of 
the Yulgok school‒Focusing on Yi I, Song Siyeol, Lee Gan, and Han 
Wonjin‒」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean 
Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and 
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Culture)
5. Lee Sangik, 「On the Hwaseo School’s Argument about the Mind 

Theory」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture Institute 69, Yeungnam Culture 
Institute, Kyungpook National University 

6. Yoo Jiwoong, 「What made Yoo Joonggyo adjust and supplement 
the theory of the mind which was developed by Lee Hangro?」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

7. Kim Geunho, 「The Signification of self‒cultivation in debate on 
the morality of Xim」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, 
Korean Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy 
and Culture)

8. 谢晓东, 「论丁愚潭对李栗谷的批判‒以人心道心相为始终说为中心‒」, 泰東
古典硏究 42, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, Hallym University

9. Yu Hanseong, 「A Comparative Study on the Perception of the 
Sojongrae of Udam and Galam in Four‒Seven theory」, Journal of 
Korean philosophical history 61, Society For Korean Philosophical 
History

10. Na Jonghyun, 「Yi Kan’s Political Stance and the Ho‒Rak Debate」, 
Onji Collection of Works 60, Society Of Onji Studies

11. Son Heungcheol, 「The analysis about the core points and grounds 
of the debate on the similarities and differences between human and 
non‒human nature」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok Society

12. Ham Yeongdae, 「Internal Maturity of Changgye Im Young 
and Hermeneutics Of Confucian‒Focusing on “Ilrok” and 

“Dokseocharok‒Mencius”‒」, Journal of Korean Silhak Society 37, 
Korean Silhak Society

13. Cho Jeongeun, 「Changgye Im Yeong’s Reading the Lunyu as a Book 
for Self‒Cultivation‒Focusing on the Dokseo charok‒Noneo‒」, 
Journal of Korean Silhak Society 37, Korean Silhak Society
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14. Seo Geunsik, 「A Study in the Siqitongyibian of the Ha‒bin Shin Hu‒
Dam」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean Society 
of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

15. Seo Geunsik, 「A Study in the Daxuehoushuo of the Ha‒bin Shin Hu‒
Dam」, Journal of Yulgok Studies39, Yulgok Society

16. Hwang Inok, 「A Study on the Monistic Interpretation of Wondu and 
Jigeun Presented in Dokseogijungyong」, 儒學硏究 48, Confucian 
Research Institute, Chungnam National University

17. Lim Jaekyu, 「WeiTian and Kongju’s Religious Implications in Yoon 
Hyu's Dushuji Zhongyong‒Focusing on Rudolf Otto’s Ideas of 
Majestas and Tremendum‒」, Journal of Korean Silhak Society 37, 
Korean Silhak Society

There were additional studies on various figures, but the table above 
mainly includes cases in which two or more papers were published due to 
space limitations. There were four papers on Uam Song Siyeol(three in the 
previous year) and three papers related to Yoo Junggyo. In addition, two 
papers each on Jeong Sihan, Lee Gan, Lim Young, and Shin Hudam were 
observed. 

3. Classification by topic

As the theory of Li and Ki and the theory of human nature and mind 
form a main axis of the theory of Neo‒Confucianism, the ratio of 
papers on these topics was very high. There were 59 papers on Li and 
Ki and the theory of human nature and mind, accounting for about 
37% of all papers. This is similar to last year(39%). The theories of 
self‒cultivation and study had the second highest proportion with a 
total of 29 papers(approximately 18%). In addition, the number of 
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paper related to the theory of governance was 20, taking up about 12%. 
However, the number of other papers not included in these categories was 
53(approximately 33%); this is the largest number of papers in a single 
category. This seems to reflect the diversity of the scope and approaches of 
neo‒Confucian studies.

1) Theory of Li and Ki 

1. Kang Kyunghyun, 「T’oegye and Yulgok’s Understanding of Ming 
Dynasty Confucianism」, Korean Studies 38, Advanced Center for 
Korean Studies

2. Jeon By u ngcheol ,  「A n Interpre t a t ion a nd Re v i s ion on 
「Sinmyeongsadomyeong」 of Bokam Cho Won‒soon」, Journal of 
Nammyung Studies 61, Institute of Gyeongnam Culture, Gyeongsang 
National University

3. Lee Youngja, 「The Acceptance and Succession of Yulgok Neo‒
Confucianism by Euidang Park Se‒hwa’s」, Studies in Philosopy East‒
West 91, Korean Society For Philosophy East‒West

4. Hwang Gapyeon, 「The Development Patterns of the Zhu Xi’s 
School of Thought in Joseon and Neo‒Confucian Scholars' 
Misunderstanding of the Yang Ming's School of Thought in Joseon」, 
Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100, Society Of Eastern Philosophy

5. Kim Woohyung, 「A Comparative Study of Zhu Xi and Yulgok: 
Philosophical Difference and Modernity」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, 
Yulgok Society

6. Jeong Dowon, 「A Study on the Neo‒Confucianism of Joseon dynasty‒
focused on the practical theory of Li and the awareness of reality」, 
Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, Yulgok Society

7. Kim Joohan, 「Toegye Chu‒li philosophy’s perception of Tian‒li」, 
Korean Thought and Culture 98, Society Korean Thought and Culture
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8. Jeon Seonggeon, 「Sa‒gye Kim Jang‒saeng’s Critique and Critical 
Succession on Toe‒gye’s Study of Principle」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian 
Research Institute, Chungnam National University

9. Seo Wonhyuk, 「A Study on The Etonggikuk of Yulgok In Kiho 
and Youngnam School」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research Institute, 
Chungnam National University

10. Jang Sookpil, 「The Characteristic of Yeheon’s Theory of the Universe 
and Its Humanistic Significance」, 退溪學報 145, Toegye Studies 
Institute

11.  Lee Sangik, 「On the Fundamental Problems of Toegye‒Gobong's 
Four‒Seven Debate」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute

12. Na Jonghyun, 「Ki Daeseung’s position in the intellectual history 
of Choson‒Focused on reviewing Ki’s philosophical and political 
stance‒」, Journal of Korean History 187, Association For Korean 
Historical Studies

13. Lee Haeim, 「The Study on ‘a vast‒flowing material force’ chapter of 
the Yulgok school‒Focusing on Yi‒yi, Song Si‒yeol, Yi‒gan, Han 
Won‒jin‒」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean 
Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and 
Culture)

14. Seo Geunsik, 「A Study in the Siqitongyibian of the Ha‒bin Shin Hu‒
Dam」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean Society 
of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

15. Yoo Jiwoong, 「What made Yoo Joong‒gyo adjust and supplement 
the theory of the mind which was developed by Lee Hangro?」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

16. Lee Sunkyung, 「Theory of mind and social participation of Yu In‒
seok」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)
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17. 孙杨, 「中国大陆和台湾学者的退溪视角‒以张立文与李明辉、林月惠的四七
考察为例‒」, 泰東古典硏究 42, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, 
Hallym University

18. Na Jonghyun, 「Song Siyeol’s Discussion on li and its Political 
Meaning: Focused on the Dispute with Toegye School」, 泰東古典硏究 
43, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, Hallym University

19. Chu Jaehyup, 「The Value and Utilization in history of philosophy 
about Jeong Gu’s 『Answer of Tai‒Ji(Great Ultimate)』」, Keimyung 
Korean Studies Journal 75, Korean Studies Institute, Keimyung 
University

20. Lee Hyunseon, 「Yi Hwang’s and Yi I’s Interpretations of the 
Taijitushuo: Focusing on Their Theories of Li‒Q」, Korea Journal 59(3), 
Academy of Korean Studies 

There were 20 papers on the theory of Li and Ki, which is a significant 
increase from the previous year(seven). However, there is some difficulty 
in clearly distinguishing the category of the theory of Li and Ki and the 
theory of human nature and mind, and thus, the total number of papers 
and proportions that combined these two theories is more important. The 
number of papers on nature‒emotion theory, which combines the theory 
of Li and Ki and the theory of human nature and mind, was 59, which 
is almost the same as the previous year(56 papers). The percentage of the 
total number of neo‒Confucian papers in 2019 was 37%, which is the 
same as in the previous year.

The figures mainly addressed in the papers that can be classified into 
the theory of Li and Ki, were, of course, Yi Hwang and Yi I. There were 
five papers about Yi Hwang and four papers about Yi I. Two papers 
compared Yi Hwang to Yi I, accounting for more than half of the total 
number of papers on the theory of Li and Ki. However, various figures, 
including Song Siyeol, Jang Hyunkwang, Kim Jangsaeng, and Park 
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Sehwa, were addressed in 2019, while only Han Wonjin was addressed 
individually(other than Yi Hwang and Yi I) among the papers in this 
classification in the previous year. The following is a brief description of 
seven theory of Li and Ki papers for each figure.

In terms of specific research topics, there were three papers on the 
four‒seven debate in which Yi Hwang participated. Among these, in the 
paper titled “On the Fundamental Problems of Toegye‒Gobong’s Four‒
Seven Debate” by Lee Sangik, the key issue of the four‒seven debate is 
whether four beginnings and seven emotions can be regarded as 理發 and, 
regarding this issue, the positions of Yi Hwang and Ki Daeseung differ. 
The different positions are due to(1) the contents of Chiljung,(2) the 
meaning of 發,(3) the concept of Li and Ki, and(4) the structure of the 
mind. 

In “A Study in the Siqitongyibian of the Ha‒bin Shin Hu‒Dam,” Seo 
Geunsik basically agrees with Shin Hudam’s attempt to unify the view of 
Yi Hwang and Yi I in Lee Ik’s 『四七新編』 but discusses the difference by 
asking Lee Ik four questions. The intention of writing “Sachildongibyeon” 
was to discuss how to solve these questions. Here, Shin Hudam attempted 
to move away from the neo‒Confucian metaphysical philosophy by 
subdividing the Li concept, but stated that there is a limitation, as 
concepts such as li‒yil‒bun‒su and yin‒yang five elements were used as 
they are. Moreover, Shin Hudam claimed that 公七情 is 理發, and Lee Ik 
accepted this view and produced “重跋” by revising his existing view.

In “Sa‒gye Kim Jang‒saeng’s Critique and Critical Succession on Toe‒
gye’s Study of Principle,” Jeon Seonggeon discussed Kim Jangsaeng’s 
critical succession of Yi Hwang’s lihak. Jeon Seonggeon states that Kim 
Jangsaeng strongly criticizes Yi Hwang’s remarks in 『疑禮問解』 and “ 『喪
祭禮答問』 Byeon‒ui,” written by Kim Jangsaeng, but given the analysis of 
the two papers, Kim Jangsaeng owes his construction of his own Ryehak 
to Yi Hwang. Moreover, the scholar who was most frequently cited in 『經
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書辨疑』, by which Kim Jangsaeng’s Gyeonghak can be examined, was Yi 
Hwang. For this reason, Jeon Seonggeon describes Kim Jangsaeng as a 
critical successor of Yi Hwang in ryehak and gyeonghak.

In “A Comparative Study of Zhu Xi and Yulgok: Philosophical 
Difference and Modernity,” Kim Woohyung compared the concept 
of spirits and the concept of yinxim and doxim as the content in Chu 
Hsiand YI I’s theory of human nature and mind, and regarding the theory 
of self‒cultivation, he compared the implications of change in disposition. 
Zhu Xisaid that yinxim should be controlled by selecting doxim when 
a conflict of yinxim and doxim occurs, and for this reason, the 敬 self‒
cultivation method, which cultivates self‒consciousness and will, was 
emphasized. Moreover, for Chu Hsi, a change in disposition meant easing 
the biased side of disposition, which can hinder moral choice. He states 
that an individual has already reached the stage of adulthood if he/she 
can choose doxim regardless of his/her disposition. Compared to this, Yi 
I states that yinxim and doxim do not originate from the two opposing 
sources of Hyunggi and Sungmyung but are determined by whether 意 
is for 道義 or Hyunggi. In addition, Yi I places the most importance on 
practical study to correct disposition and cultivate good disposition.

In “Song Siyeol’s Discussion on Li and its Political Meaning: Focused 
on the Dispute with the Toegye School,” Na Jonghyun states that Song 
Siyeol attempted to clarify the role of Li while maintaining the theoretical 
structure of Yi I in response to the Toegye school’s scholarly criticism that 
Yi I’s theory does not clearly explain Li’s controlled role in reality. He said 
that Song Siyeol’s work does not deviate from the basic position of the 
school, which confines control of Li to the metaphysical dimension and 
emphasizes the role of Ki in reality. Song Siyeol’s work resonated with his 
perception of the times to reform Joseon by taking the absolute chunli of 
the Joseon society in crisis in the 17th century as an example.

In “The Acceptance and Succession of Yulgok Neo‒Confucianism 
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by Euidang Park Sehwa,” Lee Youngja explored the similarities and 
differences between Park Sehwa’s theory of yigisimseong and Yulgok’s neo‒
Confucianism and examined its pattern of succession. Lee Youngja states 
that Park Sehwa’s theory of Li and Ki inherits the basic concepts of Li and 
Ki and the relationship of “bullibujab,” “limuhyeongmuwi giyuhyeong‒
yuwi,” and “iilbunsu.” Moreover, although it does not use the terms 
such as “Igijimyo” and “Leetongkiguk,” which is the main characteristic 
of Yulgo’s theory of Li and Ki, it inherits that logic. Succession, which 
takes place as “gibaliseungildoseol,” is explicitly mentioned. However, 
Lee Youngja states that there is a difference since Park Sehwa was very 
interested in myungduck theory and presented his own version of it, while 
Yulgok had a particular interest in yinxim doxim and the four beginnings 
and seven emotions and called for “simtongseongjeongui” with an 
emphasis on will. 

In “The Characteristic of Yeheon’s Theory of the Universe and Its 
Humanistic Significance,” Jang Sookpil states that Jang Hyunkwang wrote 

“Theory of the Universe” for the purpose of clarifying the legitimacy and 
basis of the moral work that humans must necessarily conduct as universal 
human beings rather than revealing the factual law of the universe itself. 
For Jang Hyunkwang, the universe is infinitely repetitive in time and 
includes heaven and earth, humans, and all things in space. The “Theory 
of the Universe,” which explores the reasoning of the universe, presupposes 
trust in 易理 and the absoluteness of Confucian moral value. Jang Sookpil 
states that Jang Hyunkwang saw Li as 無極太極 as the ultimate cause 
of the universe, and that only humans are valuable among all things as 
only they have acquired the whole Li of Taegeuk. Through this premise, 
Jang Hyunkwang secured the legitimacy of earthly and human‒centered 
Confucian moral values and wrote the “Theory of the Universe” in a 
philosophical problem‒consciousness, seeking to fundamentally solve the 
confusion at that time.
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2) Theory of human nature and mind

The total number of papers on the theory of human nature and mind 
published in the 2018 Eastern Philosophy‒Related Society was 39. Similar 
to the previous year, these papers were classified into the four beginnings 
and seven emotions and the theory of human mind and moral mind, the 
Horak debate, the Ximseol debate, and other papers. 

(1) The four beginnings and seven emotions and 

the theory of human mind and moral mind

1. Ko Jaeseok, 「A Study on Toegye’s Moral Emotion and Moral Will‒
Focusing on the analysis of the meaning of 四端七情 and 人心道心」, 
Journal of Asian philosophy in Korea 52, Society for Asian philosophy 
in Korea

2. Kim Kihyun, 「The Correlation of Between the Four Beginnings and 
the Seven Feelings in the Monistic Li‒Philosophies of Song‒Ming 
Dynasty」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 63, Society For 
Korean Philosophical History

3. Kim Sanghyun, 「The Critical Review on the Alteration of Teogye’s 
Four‒Seven Theory」, Journal of Daedong Philosophical Association 89, 
Daedong Philosophical Association

4. Bae Byeongdae, 「A study on the "seven feelings running across four 
beginnings" of [Zhuzi Yulei] as an argument for the four‒seven 
debates Boon‒Gae theory : focused on the debate on the Yeongnam 
Toegye school」, Journal of Toegye Studies 25, Yeongnam Toegye 
Studies Institute

5. Cho Cheomcheom, 『Contrastive study on the issues of the Toegye, 
Gobong and Yulgok’s Four‒Seven Theory』, Doctoral thesis, Graduate 
School of Sungkyunkwan University: Department of Oriental 
Philosophy
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6. Cho Cheomcheom, 「A Comparative Study on the understanding of 
“Hobal” by Toegye, Gobong and Yulgok」, Journal of Korean Society of 
Yang‒ming Studies 55, Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

7. Cho Cheomcheom, 「Comparison of Gobong, Toegye, and Yulgok's 
Perception on sojinglae of Four‒Seven」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, 
Yulgok Society

8. Yu Hanseong, 「A Comparative Study on the Perception of the 
Sojongrae of Udam and Galam in Four‒Seven theory」, Journal of 
Korean philosophical history 61, Society For Korean Philosophical 
History

9. Lee Sangrin, 「An Ethical Understanding on Ugye & Yulgok s Four‒
Seven Debate‒Compromise of motivic and consequentic standpoint, 
and confrontation between consequentic standpoints‒」, Journal of 
Toegye Studies 24, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

10. Choi Youngsung, 「Registered in KCI. Significance of Toegowangbokseo 
and Status in Confucian History of Joseon Period」, Journal of Toegye 
Studies 25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

11. Kim Garam, 「A Comparative Study on the Yulgok's Human mind 
and Moral mind between early and latterly Thesis」, 儒學硏究 46, 
Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National University

12. Shim Jaechul, 「Debate on the interpretation of Rensin‒Daosin 
Between Yi‒Hang and Roh Su‒Shin」, Korean Thought and Culture 99, 
Society Korean Thought and Culture

13. Shim Haechul, A Study on 栗谷 李珥’s 人心道心 相爲終始說, Doctoral 
thesis, Soongsil University Graduate School of Philosophy

14. Chae Jinpung, 「Li and Chi in Zhu Xi’s Theory of Human Mind and 
the Mind of the Way and its Interpretation of Joseon Confucians」, 退
溪學報 145, Toegye Studies Institute

15. 谢晓东, 「论丁愚潭对李栗谷的批判‒以人心道心相为始终说为中心‒」, 泰東
古典硏究 42, Taedong Center For Eastern Classics, Hallym University
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There were 15 papers on the four beginnings and seven emotions and 
the theory of human mind and moral mind, with a high proportion(about 
38%) of papers relating to the theory of human nature and mind. Papers 
on the four beginnings and seven emotions included those focused 
on the main issues of the debates such as Sojongrae and Hobal(Cho 
Cheomcheom’s doctoral thesis and two academic papers), studies in 
which these issues were discussed later(Yu Hanseong), studies that 
explored the issues of the four beginnings and seven emotions, focusing 
on the context of Chinese philosophical history and the structure of the 
theory of human nature and mind(Kim Kihyun), and those that clarified 
Toegye’s position on emotion and will, focusing on Sachil and Indo(Ko 
Jaeseok). Meanwhile, Bae Byeongdae attempted to reveal the validity 
of Bongaesul by focusing on “Chiljeonghoeng‒gwansadan,” which is 
Zhu Xi’s statement on the relationship between the four beginnings and 
seven emotions. In addition, there were papers that explored ethical and 
theoretical implications of the four‒seven debate(Lee Sangrin) and a paper 
that examined the significance of Toegowangbogseo in terms of Confucian 
history(Choi Youngsung). Regarding the studies on yinxim doximsul, one 
paper compared early and later theses of Yulgok’s yinxim doximsul(Kim 
Garam), and a doctoral thesis intensively explored Yulgok’s yinxim doxim 
sangwijongsiseol(Shim Haechul).

(2) Studies related to the Horak debate

1. Lee Jongwoo, 「A debate on human and animal nature in the neo‒
Confucianism of Suam Kwon Sangha and Giwon Eo Yubong」, 
Journal of Asian philosophy in Korea 51, Society for Asian philosophy 
in Korea

2. Lee Jongwoo, 「A Debate between Human and Animal’s Nature 
in Kim Changheub and Han Wonjin, and Compare of Yi Gan」, 
Keimyung Korean Studies Journal 75, Korean Studies Institute, 
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Keimyung University
3. Son Heungcheol, 「The analysis about the core points and grounds 

of the debate on the similarities and differences between human and 
non‒human nature: Focusing on 李柬·韓元震·任聖周」, Journal of 
Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok Society

4. Park Hakrae, 「A Study of 臺山 金邁淳’s 未發論」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye 
Studies Institute

5. Yoo Jiwoong, 「A study of Gosan Lim Heonheo's theory of the nature 
and principle」, Journal of Korean Society of Yang‒ming Studies 52, 
Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

6. Park Hakrae, 「Ki Jeongjin’s Discussion of Human Nature and the 
Nature of Things‒A Critical Sublation of the Horak Debate based 
on Lifenyuanrong」, Journal Of the Eastern Classic 74, Society Of the 
Eastern Classic

7. Bae Jaeseong, 「Kim Chang Hyup’s Theory of Four Beginnings 
and Seven Feelings‒Focused on Significance in Thought of Yulgok 
School」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 60, Society For Korean 
Philosophical History

There were seven papers on the Horak debate, and thus, more studies 
were published on this topic than in the previous year(4). Further, the 
tendency to focus on other aspects or patterns rather than focusing on 
the debate of Han Wonjin and Lee Gan was observed, just as it was last 
year. Of the seven papers published this year, only one intensively focused 
on the debate of Han Wonjin and Lee Gan, Son Heungcheol’s paper. 
In addition, there were studies that examined different aspects of the 
discussion of the time of Han Wonjin and Lee Gan(two papers by Lee 
Jongwoo) and those that explored the discussion that later unfolded(Park 
Hakrae and Yoo Jiwoong). On the other hand, Bae Jaeseong’s study 
addressed the “four‒seven theory,” but the focus of the content was related 
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to the Horak debate. Accordingly, it is included here.

(3) Studies related to the Ximseol debate

1. Lee Sangik, 「On the Hwaseo School’s Argument about the Mind 
Theory」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture Institute 69, Yeungnam 
Research Institute, Kyungpook National University 

2. Lee Sangik, 「Registered in KCI. Hwaseo’s Theory of Mind and 
Sungjae’s Supplementary Explanation on It」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 
38, Yulgok Society

3. Kim Yugon, 「Byeong‒Am Kim‒Junyeong’s Understanding of Neo‒
Confucianism‒Laying Stress on Criticizing Hwaseo School’s Theory 
of Mind‒」, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 99, Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

4. Bae Byeongdae, 「A Study on the Academic Relationship between U‒
am and Hwaseo: Focused on theory of mind」, Studies in Philosopy 
East‒West 93, Korean Society For Philosophy East‒West

With the progress of the Ximseol research project, studies on the 
Ximseol debate were on the rise last year(eight). This year, four studies 
were included in the category of the theory of human nature and 
mind, and thus, the number slightly decreased. However, this topic has 
maintained a similar scale, since two papers were included in the category 
of theory of Li and Ki(Yoo Jiwoong and Lee Sunkyung). The difference 
from last year is that when the rate of papers related to the Hanju school 
was high among those published last year, there were many discussions 
about the Hwaseo school and Sungjae Yujunggyo this year. This is very 
encouraging given that the results of high quality research on the academic 
situation and characteristics of the late Joseon Dynasty, which had not 
been sufficiently illuminated, are being accumulated through this process. 
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(4) Other studies 

1. Kwak Shinhwan, 「Yulgok YI‒I's Idea of Chief Ruler of Myriad 
Things」

Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok Society
2. Kim Kyungho, 「Defining the Identity of Yulgok’s Philosophy 

Centering on His Thesis “Mind is Qi”」, Journal of Korean philosophical 
history 62, Society For Korean Philosophical History

3. Seo Wonhyuk, 「A Study on the Logical Structure of Yulgok 
Personality」, Studies in Philosopy East‒West 91, Korean Society For 
Philosophy East‒West

4. Ryu Seungkwon, 退溪’s 敬思想 硏究, Doctoral thesis, Graduate School 
of Sungkyunkwan University: Confucian Philosophy Major

5. EDWARD Y. J. CHUNG, 「Yi T’oegye on Transcending the Problem 
of Evil: A Neo‒Confucian and Interreligious Perspective」, Acta 
Koreana 22(2), Institute of Korean Studies, Keimyung University 

6. Seong Dongkwon, 「A Genre Analysis on the Diagram B of the 6th 
Diagram in the Ten Diagrams on Sage Learning」, Journal of Toegye 
Studies 25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute

7. 方旭東, 「Toegye’s Criticism on Wang Yangming‒In View of 
Philosophy of Psychology‒」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute

As the studies on the theory of human nature and mind tend to be 
mainly centered on major arguments, they were categorized as “other” 
for the convenience of classification. However, among the papers 
included here, “control”(Kwak Shinhwan) and “Simsik”’ in Yulgok’s 
philosophy(Kim Kyungho) can be regarded as a central topic in the 
philosophical understanding of Joseon Confucianism. However, Kwak 
Shinhwan expanded the breadth of understanding by focusing on Yulgok’s 
understanding of the ultimate governor of Hwabok. Kim Kyungho 
presented a convincing position on the way of understanding “Simsiki” 
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for subject matter with timeliness, which brought controversy to the 
issue, defining Yulgok studies in modern academia. At the same time, he 
provocatively concluded that there is a plan to establish Toegye studies as 
authentic. Edward Y. J. Chung interpreted Toegye’s philosophy as a matter 
of religion referred to as the transcendence of evil, and Seong Dongkwon 
attempted to reveal the significance of Toegye’s philosophy by comparing 
Toegye’s “Simtongseongjeongdo” and “Jungdo” and Kant’s epistemological 
concepts. 

3) The theory of self–cultivation and the theory of study

There were 30 total studies on the theory of self‒cultivation and the 
theory of study. Of these, 22 studies can be called a study on the theory 
of self‒cultivation by scholars in the previous era, and the remaining eight 
studies can be considered a study on how the theory of self‒cultivation 
can be combined with other academic fields. First, studies on theory of 
self‒cultivation itself are as follows. 

1. Lee Hyeongseong, 「A study on Ki Dae Seung’s View of InSimDoSim 
and Theory of Self‒Discipline」, Journal of the Korean Society of 
Confucian Studies 37, Korean Society of Confucian Studies

2. Kim Sunkyung, 「A Study on Yulgok’s Theroy of Yeokhaeng Studying」
Korean Journal of Philosophy of Education 72, Korean Philosophy of 

Education Society
3. Lee Sangpil, 「南冥 學問’s 變轉時期 and 「書圭菴所贈大學冊衣下」 小考」, 

Journal of Nammyung Institute 63, Institute of Gyeongnam Culture, 
Gyeongsang National University

4. Shin Sanghu, 「Kang Jungildang's study theory and its philosophical 
foundation」, Journal of Asian philosophy in Korea 51, Society for Asian 
philosophy in Korea
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5. Bae Byeongdae, 「The Study of Nokmoon Lim Seungju's self‒
cultivation theory: Focused on ‘explanation of the Mèngzĭbúdòngxīn’」, 
Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97, Society Of Eastern Philosophy

6. Jeong Hohoon, 「The academic encounter between Roh Su‒sin and 
Lee Eon‒jeok‒Focusing the Shimhak」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture 
Institute 71, Yeungnam Research Institute, Kyungpook National 
University

7. Kwak Shinhan, 「Yulgok YI‒I's Idea of Chief Ruler of Myriad Things‒
Focusing on 「別洪表叔浩序」‒, Journal of Yulgok Studies 38, Yulgok 
Society

8. Kim Ingyu, 「Yulgok Lee Yi’s Viewpoint of Dotong(Confucian Justice 
Succession Stem) Shown on SeongHakJipYo」, Journal of Yulgok 
Studies 39, Yulgok Society

9. Lee Jongseong, 「Characteristic and Meaning of Essence of Saint 
Studies Reflected in Yulgok's Suneon」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, 
Yulgok Society

10. Jang Seunggu, 「A comparative study on the theory of self‒cultivation 
of Toegye and Yulgok」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

11. Sung Hojun, 「儒醫 李梴 and 栗谷 李珥’s 保養論」, Journal of Yulgok 
Studies 40, Yulgok Society

12. Lee Honggun, 「A Study on Characteristics of Gyogijil of Yulgok's 
Suyang theory」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

13. Kim Kyungho, 「Hoejae Yi Eun‒jeok’ Dohak and Philosophy of Neo‒
Confucianism‒Centered on Doglak and Li Philosophical Tendency」, 
Journal of Yulgok Studies40, Yulgok Society

14. Kim Dongmin, 「The Structural Characteristics and Academic 
Significance of Kwon Geun's Graphical Illustration about the Great 
Learning」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 62, Society For 
Korean Philosophical History

15. Park Jeongwon, 「The Universal‒Mind‒Theory and Mutual Cognition 
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Between Buddhists and Neo‒Confucianists In Early‒Middle 
Joseon Era」 韓國思想史學 62, Sociaty for Study of Korean History of 
Thoughts

16. Jeong Yeonsoo, 「A Study on Yulgok School Scholars’ Theory to Study 
“Daehak”‒Focusing on Horon and Nakron Scholars’ Opinions of 
Bunyeom and Pyeonnyeom」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research 
Institute, Chungnam National University

17. Ham Yeongdae, 「Internal Maturity of Changgye(滄溪) Im Young(林
泳) and Hermeneutics Of Confucian‒Focusing on “Ilrok(日錄)” and 

“Dokseocharok(讀書箚錄)‒Mencius”‒」, Journal of Korean Silhak Society 
37, Korean Silhak Society

18. Cho Jeongeun, 「Changgye Im Yeong’s Reading the Lunyu as a Book 
for Self‒Cultivation‒Focusing on the Dokseo charok‒Noneo‒」, 
Journal of Korean Silhak Society 37, Korean Silhak Society

19. Lee Wonseok, 「A Comparative Study on the Interpretation of 
Lee Eun‒jeok and Lee Yi on the Major Concepts of Daehak」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 75, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

20. Chu Jaehyup, 「Song of Sage Learning, 「The Dosan Twelve 
Songs」‒From the view of Theory of Moral Self‒Cultivation」, 
Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 76, Korean Society of 
Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture)

21. Kim Geunho, 「The Signification of self‒cultivation in debate on 
the morality of Xim」, Study of Confucian philosophy and Culture 77, 
Korean Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian Philosophy 
and Culture)

22. Lee Wonseok, 「Lee Hwang and Park Se‒chae’s Interpretation of 
Chapter7 of the Daxuezhangju」, 泰東古典硏究 42, Taedong Center 
For Eastern Classics, Hallym University
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Of these, the number of papers with the topic of Yulgok’s theory of self‒
cultivation was the highest, with nine. There were three papers on Hoejae 
and two papers on Toegye. The rest were evenly distributed. Among these, 
notable studies are the papers by Jeong Yeonsoo and Kim Dongmin. Jeong 
Yeonsoo analyzed how Yulgok’s concept of bunyeom described in 聖學輯
要 is understood in the Horak debate process and revealed a difference 
in perception between Hopa and Nakpa. Furthermore, Kim Dongmin 
reveals in detail Kwon Geun’s understanding of neo‒Confucianism and 
the influence it had on neo‒Confucianism in the late Joseon Dynasty by 
analyzing Kwon Geun’s 『大學』 theory. These studies enabled researchers to 
identify what function and role neo‒Confucian discussion can play in the 
context of ideological history.

1. Park Eunjoo, 「nalysis of ‘one road theory of the mind, nature, 
emotions and will[心性情意一路說]’ of Yulkok」, Korean Journal of 
Philosophy of Education 73, Korean Philosophy of Education Society 

2. Shin Changho, 「The Meanings of the Stages of Academic Discipline 
and Leadership of Yulgok‒Focusing on the Ref lection of the 
Individual and the Caring in the Community of Gyeokmongyogyeol 
and Seonghakjibyo‒」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

3. Hwang Jeonghee, 「Control of Emotion through Theory of Healing for 
Temperament of Yulgok, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

4. Hwang Jeonghee, 「Education for Philosophy of Leadership Using 
Yulgok’s 『Seonghakjipyo』」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research 
Institute, Chungnam National University

5. Kim Jongsuk, 「A study on the Issues of Character Education Model 
based on Seonghaksipdo」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 34, Busan Toegye 
Studies Institute

6. Lee Wonjin, Lee Hyunjin, 「Mind‒Il lness in Toeg ye and 
Gyung(Mindfulness) as a Remedy」, Journal of the Korean Association 
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for the History of Religions 79, Korea Association for Religious Studies
7. Lee Hyunji, 「『Socialization in the Gyeongmongyogyeol and Utilization 

in Elementary Social Studies Education」, Keimyung Korean Studies 
Journal 76, Korean Studies Institute, Keimyung University

8. Kim Minjae, 「Study on Myeongjae Yun, Jeung’s Educational 
Thoughts」, 儒學硏究 46, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam 
National University

There were eight papers that linked the theory of self‒cultivation to 
other domains. There were two papers related to leadership, three papers 
related to education, and three papers related to psychology. The paper to 
be briefly introduced here is Lee Hyeon‒ji’s paper. Lee Hyunji believes 
that the content of Gyeogmongyogyeol, which Yulgok developed for 
his disciples, is deeply related to the goal of elementary social studies 
education, that is, to live in harmony with the social community. Through 
this, the utilization of Gyeogmongyogyeol in elementary social studies 
was analyzed, and, accordingly, the modernization of Yulgok’s educational 
philosophy was attempted.

Since the aforementioned studies on the theory of self‒cultivation itself 
in fact overlap with the theory of Li and Ki and the theory of human 
nature and mind in terms of domain, there is difficulty in analyzing them 
as papers related to self‒cultivation and study theory. Thus, I think that 
the eight papers presented above need to be reviewed intensively; I have 
analyzed the papers by Hwang Jeonghee and Kim Jongseok among the 
aforementioned eight papers.
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4) Theory of governance

1. Kwon Sangwoo, 「The Moral King of Yulgok’s SonghakJibyoa‒By 
comparing Daxueyanyi and Songhaksido」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 
40, Yulgok Society

2. Ahn Oesoon, 「Comparing of the Political Perceptions of Nammyeong 
Cho Sik and Yulgok Lee Yi」, Journal of Eastern Classic Studies 41, 
Tongyang Kojon yonguso of Hanseo University 

3. Kim Jihoon, 「 『Yulgok’s Zheng‒Ming in the Donghomundab」, 儒
學硏究 48, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National 
University

4. Kim Hee, 「A Taoistic‒philosophical Interpretation of Yulgok’s 
Yangmin Idea」, Studies in Philosopy East‒West 92, Korean Society For 
Philosophy East‒West

5. Kim Youngsoo, 「The Political Ideal and Reality of Public Opinion in 
Joseon Dynasty(2): Yulkok Yi’s Political Ideal and its Frustration on 
Public Opinion」, Journal of Korean Politics 28(1), Institute of Korean 
Political Studies, Research Institute of Social Science, Seoul National 
University

6. Lee Kyungdong, 『A Study on the Changes in the Perception of 
political Sasanggye towards 栗谷 李珥 in the Late Joseon Dynasty』, 
Doctoral thesis, Graduate School of Korea University: Department of 
Korean History

7. Kim Moonjun, 「Jo Hoen(趙憲)’s political thought for the people‒
Focusing on the Maneonso」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 62, 
Society For Korean Philosophical History

8. Na Jonghyun, 『栗谷學派 性理說’s 展開 and 湖論思想’s 形成』, Doctoral 
thesis, Department of Korean History, Graduate School, Seoul 
National University 

9. Na Jonghyun, 「Review on Han Won‒jin’s Idea of Governance‒
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Focusing on Han’s philosophical theory and perspective on social 
status system‒」, Jin Dan Hak Bo 133, Jin Dan Hak Whae

10. Song Jaehyuk, 「The Concept of Daotong of Namdang Han WonJin: 
Combination of Zhengtong and Xuetong, and Political Orientation」, 
韓國思想史學 62, Sociaty for Study of Korean History of Thoughts

11. Jeon Seyoung, 「Toegye on Politics : An Agony between Entering 
into and Withdrawing from Public Service」, Korean Political Science 
Association 53(4), Korean Political Science Association

12. Jung Woorak, 「The Theory of Governance by Sojae Noh Susin and 
Seoae Ryu Seongryong and Its Practice and Significance」, Journal 
of Yeungnam Culture Institute 71, Yeungnam Culture Institute, 
Kyungpook National University 

13. Jeong Myungsoo, 『葛庵 李玄逸’s 義理思想硏究』, Doctoral thesis,  
Graduate School of Sungkyunkwan University: Department of 
Confucian Studies

14. Lee Kyungdong, 「Kim Woo‒ong’s Awareness of Social‒reality and 
Statecraft Ideas」, Journal of Yeungnam Culture Institute 70, Yeungnam 
Culture Institute, Kyungpook National University 

15. Cha Junho, 『A Study on the Political Thought of Hoijae Lee, Eon‒
jeok seen through 『JungyongguGyeongyeoneui』』, Doctoral thesis, 
Graduate School of Daegu Haany University: Oriental Philosophy

16. Kim Hee, 「Understanding of Taoism and Rearing people’s 
Administration Theory by Confucianists in the Joseon Dynasty」, 
Journal of Daedong Philosophical Association 86 , Daedong 
Philosophical Association

17. Kim Hee, 「A study on the Confucian’s perception of society reform 
and Daedong society in Joseon era」, Studies in Philosopy East‒West 91, 
Korean Society For Philosophy East‒West

18. Ahn Soyeon, The study on change of statecraft in the Joseon Dynasty: 
Focusing on an analysis of the civil service examinations(策問) and 
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answer of examination, Doctoral thesis, Department of Korean 
History, Graduate School, Kookmin University

19. Yoon Daesik, 「Competition over Drawing Boundary of the “Public” 
Section in the Early Joseon Dynasty」, Journal of Korean Politics 28(3), 
Institute of Korean Political Studies, Research Institute of Social 
Science, Seoul National University

20. Kim Yugon, 「The Organic Relation between King Jeongjo’s 
Understanding of Neo‒Confucianism and his Political Philosophy」, 
儒學硏究 48, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam National 
University

Among the papers investigated this year, 20 were categorized as theory 
of governance, which is greater than last year(16 papers). Moreover, 
there was a large number of doctoral dissertations this year compared to 
the previous year(one). They include Lee Kyungdong(“A Study on the 
Changes in the Perception of Political Sasanggye Toward 栗谷 李珥 in the 
Late Joseon Dynasty,” Department of Korean History, Korea University), 
Na Jonghyun(『栗谷學派 性理說’s 展開 and 湖論思想’s 形成』, Department 
of Korean History, Seoul National University), Jeong Myungsoo(『葛庵 
李玄逸’s 義理思想硏究』, Department of Confucianism, Sungkyunkwan 
University), Cha Junho(“A Study on the Political Thought of Hoijae Lee, 
Eon‒jeok Seen Through ‘JungyongguGyeongyeoneui,’” Daegu Haany 
University, Eastern philosophy major), and Ahn Soyeon(“A Study on the 
Change of Statecraft in the Joseon Dynasty: Focusing on an Analysis of 
the Civil Service Examinations and Examination Answers,” Department 
of Korean History, Kookmin University). Regarding the research topic, 
the number of studies on Yulgok and the Yulgok school was high with 
10, making up a significant proportion of 50%. There were six studies on 
Yulgok Yi I, which is twice more than the previous year(three). There were 
studies that reviewed Yulgok’s political perceptions, focusing on literature 
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such as Seonghakjibyo, Mujinbongsa, and donghomundab(Kwon 
Sangwoo, Ahn Oesoon, Kim Jihoon); a study that interpreted Yulgok’s 
Yangmin ideology from a Taoist philosophy(Kim Hee); and a study on 
Yulgok’s concept of Gonglun(Lee Kyungdong). Two papers on Han 
Wonjin’s political thoughts were also published simultaneously, attracting 
attention. If Na Jonghyun’s paper raised doubts about some aspects of the 
existing research trend that has focused on Han Wonjin's conservatism, 
it was compared to Song Jaehyuk, as it nearly maintained the existing 
perspective. On the other hand, there was one paper on Toegye, as in the 
previous year. Ahn Soyeon explored changes in the thought of governance 
that appeared in the Joseon Dynasty, focusing on the analysis of questions 
and answers. Yoon Daesik published a study that revealed the tension 
between a king and subjects in the early Joseon Dynasty, focusing on 
the distinction of Gong(公). There was also a study that highlighted 
Jeongjo’s political philosophy from the perspective of understanding neo‒
Confucianism(Kim Yugon). 

5) Others

1. Seo Geunsik, 「A Study in the Daxuehoushuo of the Ha‒bin Shin Hu‒
Dam」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 39, Yulgok Society

2. Kang Boseung, 「A Study on the Revision of Daehak Janggu by 
Hoejae Lee Eon‒Jeok and Arguments on that Revision by Joseon 
Scholars of 16 and 17th Century」, Study of Confucian philosophy and 
Culture 75, Korean Society of Confucianism(Institute of Confucian 
Philosophy and Culture)

3. Eom Yeonseok, 「A Characteristic of study of Chinese classics involved 
in Han wonjin’s interpretation of the Golden Mean seen in viewpoint 
of the culture pluralism」, Keimyung Korean Studies Journal 75, Korean 
Studies Institute, Keimyung University
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4. Lee Jongseong, 「Characteristic and Significance of Confucian‒Taoist 
Harmonization of Thoughts of Confucian Classic Studies Reflected 
in Yulgok’s View of Lao‒tzu」, Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok 
Society

5. Gil Taeeun, 「A Study Characteristics of Jungyonggieui of Gan‒Jae‒
Based on Chapter 1 analysis」, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97, Society 
Of Eastern Philosophy

6. Kim Moonjun, 「True Confucian’s Leadership of Yulgok Yi I」, Journal 
of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

7. Lee Giyong, 「Comparison of N. Machiavelli’s and Yulgok Yi I’s 
Leadership‒The Prince and Complete Compendia on Sage Learning」, 
Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society

8. Son Heungcheol, 「Yulgok Neo‒Confucianism and the 21st leadership」
Journal of Yulgok Studies 40, Yulgok Society
9. Kim Sanghyun, 「A Reexamination on Edition of "Diagram of 

Heavenly Mandate" and "Explanation of Diagram of Heavenly 
Mandate"」, Journal of Daedong Philosophical Association 86, Daedong 
Philosophical Association

10. Kim Seongsil, 「A Study on the Edition·Direction and Understanding 
of Emotion of the Toegye’s 「Diagram for the Saying, ‘The Mind 
Combines and Governs the Nature and the Feelings’」」, Kyujanggak 54, 
Kyujanggak Korean Studies Institute, Seoul National University

11. Kim Kakjin, 「Yi Sang Jung's methods and aims of the compilation of 
Yi Hwang's letters」, Journal of Toegye Studies 25, Yeongnam Toegye 
Studies Institute

12. Lee Hyunjoong, 「The pre‒heaven and post‒heaven theory of Yoon 
Seon‒Geo」, 儒學硏究 49, Confucian Research Institute, Chungnam 
National University

13. Hwang Inok, 「『A Study on the Monistic Interpretation of Wondu 
and Jigeun Presented in Dokseogijungyong」, 儒學硏究 48, Confucian 
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Research Institute, Chungnam National University
14. Lim Jaekyu, 「WeiTian and Kongju’s Religious Implications in Yoon 

Hyu's Dushuji Zhongyong‒Focusing on Rudolf Otto's Ideas of 
Majestas and Tremendum‒」, Journal of Korean Silhak Society 37, 
Korean Silhak Society

15. Yang Chohan, 「『To See Yi Toegye’s Understanding of Zhu Xi’s 
Philosophy Based on the Anthology of Zhu Xi’s Philosophical 
Correspondence」, 退溪學報 145, Toegye Studies Institute

16. Kim Iksu, 「Thought of Filial Piety Culture of Yulgok from Confucius 
and Sagye's Thought Inherited from Yulgok’s(1)」, Korean Thought and 
Culture 96, Society Korean Thought and Culture

17. Eom Yeonseok, 「The Problem of Reversible Change between Natural 
Science and Moral Philosophy in the Toegye’s Yi‒Xue」, 退溪學報 146, 
Toegye Studies Institute

18. Kim Heeyoung, Kim Minjae, Kim Yongjae, 「The principle of human 
nature scholar of the doctrines of Wang Yangming critical awareness 
about the review」, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 98, Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

19. Jeon Seonggeon, 「study on Naneun Lee Dong‒pyo’s principle 
philosophy and ritual study」, Journal of Korean cultural studies 71, 
Institute of Korean Cultural Studies, Yeungnam University

20. Kim Minjae, Kim Heeyoung, Jeon Sooyeon, Kim Yongjae, 「A Study 
on the Critical Perception of Yang‒Ming Studies by Neo‒Confucian 
Scholars in the Early Joseon Dynasty」, Journal of Korean Society of 
Yang‒ming Studies 52, Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

21. Jeon Sooyeon, Kim Minjae, Kim Yongjae, 「A Review of Critical 
Perceptions of Yang‒Ming Studies by Neo‒Confucian Scholars of the 
Joseon Dynasty(2)」, Journal of Korean Society of Yang‒ming Studies 53, 
Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

22. Jeong Dowon, 「A Study on the Neo‒Confucianism and the Thought 
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of Yi 易 in Yi Duk‒hong」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute
23. Han Seungil, 「退溪’s 主賓觀 and 民主主義」, Journal of Toegye Studies 

25, Yeongnam Toegye Studies Institute
24. Hwang Sanghee, 「A Study about Reunification Plan through 

Comparison between the Toegye’s Ido‒seil and the Self‒reliance 
Ideology of North Korea」, Journal of East Asian Social Thoughts 22(2), 
Association Of East Asian Social Thoughts 

25. Kwon Mihwa, 「The Study on the Landscape and Pastora l 
Consciousness of Kobong Ki Daeseung’s Chinese Poetry」, Yeol‒sang 
Journal of Classical Studies69, Society of Yol‒Sang Academy

26. Park Sangwon, 「Comparison between ‘The Vitruvian Man’ by 
Leonardo da Vinci and ‘TienMing Drawing’ by Toegye Yi Hwang」, 
Journal of Oriental Art Studies43, Korean Society of Oriental Art 
Studies

27. Ko Hyerim, 「Jeongjwa 靜坐 viewed from landscape paintings」, Journal 
of Oriental Art Studies 42, Korean Society of Oriental Art Studies

28. Cho Minhwan, 「On the theory of moral spirit of Toegye Lee Hwang’s 
calligraphy aesthetics」, 退溪學報 146, Toegye Studies Institute

29. Song Jeongsuk, 「The Life and Positive Strengths of Toegye Lee 
Hwang」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 33, Busan Toegye Studies Institute

30. Kang Boseung, 「The Outcome and Vision of the Research of Ugyae 
Seong‒Hon」, Journal of Korean philosophical history 63, Society For 
Korean Philosophical History

31. Lee Yeon, 「The Characteristic of Toegye Study in China from the 
End of the 20th Century」, Toegye Hak Nonchong 34, Busan Toegye 
Studies Institute

32. Park Hakrae, 「A Study on the Academic Tradition and its Succession 
in the Namsan faction of Indong Jang Family‒focusing on the 
formation and succession of Yeoheon’s Learning」, Journal of Korean 
Studies 40, Advanced Center for Korean Studies
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33. Kim Kijoo, 「A Deployment of Confucius Studies in Joseon Dynasty 
Seen Through 『Dongyuhakan』」, Journal of Nammyung Studies 61, 
Institute of Gyeongnam Culture, Gyeongsang National University

34. Jang Jaecheon, 「In the Joseon Dynasty, the latter half of King 
Jungjong, Sungkyunkwan’s Academic Climate」, Korean Thought and 
Culture 97, Society Korean Thought and Culture

35. Choi Youngsung, 「The Status of Dohwon Lew Seung‒Kook in 
the History of Modern Korean Neo‒Confucian Studies」, Journal 
of Korean philosophical history 61, Society For Korean Philosophical 
History

The theory of Li and Ki, the theory of human nature and mind, 
the·theory of self‒cultivation(and study theory), and the theory of 
governance, which were reviewed earlier in neo‒Confucian studies, are 
the most representative category in the literature. However, it is difficult 
to cover the entire scope of neo‒Confucian studies with such categories 
alone and there were many other papers. Among them, some that can be 
classified into the “other” category are included in the above list, focusing 
on those that were not mentioned previously. The details of the papers 
show that they are a study of Confucian classics. However, there were cases 
in which the papers had a strong ideological nature. A series of papers 
addressing the perception of Yangming studies by Joseon Confucian 
scholars, papers that combined the philosophy of neo‒Confucianism and 
an aesthetic point of view, and those that explored a possibility for various 
modern applications were noticeable. Among them, there were three 
papers on Yulgok’s thoughts, focusing on the topic of leadership.
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4. Analysis and criticism of major papers 

1) Critical review of papers

(1) Seong Dongkwon, “A Genre Analysis on Diagram B of the 

6th Diagram in the Ten Diagrams on Sage Learning”

This paper takes a comparative philosophy approach. It aims 
to reveal the significance of Toegye’s philosophy by comparing 

“Simtongseongjeongdo’s” “Jungdo” by Toegye Yi Hwang and the four 分面 
of cognition, referring to Kant’s “a priori‒a posteriori‒analytic‒synthetic.” 
On the other hand, this paper has an interesting title because the meaning 
of the word “genre analysis” arouses curiosity. However, this title seems to 
refer to an investigation that lacks practical meaning. In fact, the author 
never presents a specific meaning of the “genre,” and uses it as a synonym 
for “type.” In addition, there are other problematic aspects of this paper.

First, this paper should answer why Toegye’s philosophy is compared to 
Kant. In addition, why use Critique of Pure Reason rather than Critique 
of Practical Reason, which would have relatively more contact points? 
Regarding this, the author states:

「中圖」 is the fruit of the theory of academic discipline[聖學] and 
epistemology[心法] for Toegye. If a work that best covered this subject in 
the history of Western philosophy were to be sought, it would be Critique 
of Pure Reason by Kant(1724‒1804), which laid the cornerstone for the 
modernity of Western philosophy.

Accordingly, I will summarize four genres of cognition based on 
Critique of Pure Reason and prove that this and 「中圖」’s 4分面 are 
perfectly consistent with each other. Further, I will carry out a genre 
analysis to identify which genre 「中圖」 belongs to within Kant’s 
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epistemological system on the basis of the proof.2 

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason is the first edition from 1781…聖學十
圖 is a work from 1568. 退溪’s philosophy was 220 years ahead of Western 
modern philosophy. Henceforth, philosophy, especially 退溪’s Sŏnghak(聖
學) regarding epistemology, is already modern, and is absolutely not 

“medieval thinking.”3 

This claim seems to contain a significant jump. Aside from why 
Toegye’s Sŏnghak(聖學) and Simbeob(心法) can be regarded as theories of 
academic discipline and epistemology, in what sense did Kant’s Critique 
of Pure Reason become the foundation of the modernity of Western 
philosophy, and can the commonality between this and Seonghaksipdo 
reveal modern thinking? Even if there is some kind of commonality 
between Toegye’s philosophy and Critique of Pure Reason, it cannot 
be immediately understood as expressing modernity. Which parts of 
Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason represent modern characteristics and how 
Toegye’s philosophy shares them should be explained. 

As such, the author develops a discussion based on a fairly suspicious 
premise from the starting point of the paper. Although it is difficult to 
mention all the details of the contents that the author provided in a 
fairly long page in the main text, the main gist and conclusion of the 
analysis is that the quadrant of Kant’s perception is divided into 1) a priori 
analysis 2) a posteriori analysis 3) a priori synthetic, and 4) a posteriori 
synthetic, and Toegye’s 1) 性·理 2) 情·理 3) 性·氣 and 4) 情·氣 

2 Seong Dongkwon, “A Genre Analysis on Diagram B of the 6th Diagram in the Ten 
Diagrams on Sage Learning,” Journal of Toegye Studies 25, 2019, pages 186‒187.
3 Ibid., page 187.
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correspond to these.4 The author seems to think that in fact mibal(未
發) and leebal(已發) correspond to a priori and a posteriori, respectively, 
and analysis and synthesis correspond to Li(理) and Ki(氣), respectively. 
However, this seems to be a misunderstanding. In the context of this 
misunderstanding, the author explains that Kant viewed a priori analytic 
judgment as unknowable(不可知) and that a posteriori analytic judgment 
is impossible(不可能). Furthermore, unlike Kant, who viewed a priori 
analytic judgment(that is, 性·理) a domain of unknowableness(不可知), 
Toegye saw it as an area that one can reach through self‒awareness, and, 
accordingly, the author claims that it is a more balanced system.5 However, 
this is based on a misunderstanding of Kant’s concept of epistemology. 
The interpretation that Kant considered a posteriori analytic judgment 
as impossible may be established. This is because the analytic judgment 
itself implies “a priori,” which can be recognized without relying on 
experience.6 However, the interpretation that Kant viewed a priori analytic 
judgment(or proposition) as an area of unknowableness(不可知) runs 
counter to the facts. For Kant,(a priori) analytical judgment, in which the 
content of a predicate is naturally deduced from just the concept of the 
subject without relying on experience is not an unknown domain, but 
a judgment that cannot present the meaning of new knowledge by itself 
since it is already known(in other words, trivial). Basically, Kant’s “a priori7” 

4 Ibid., page 202.
5 Ibid., discussion on page 203‒209.
6 This position can be examined in the content of Immanuel Kant, translated by Baek 
Jonghyun, Critique of Pure Reason 1, page 222, “If I say: ‘All bodies are extended,’ then this 
is an analytic judgment… For I do not need to go outside the concept that I combine with 
the word ‘body’ in order to find that extension is connected with it, but rather I need only to 
analyze that concept.” Ibid., page 223, “For it would be absurd to ground an analytic judgment 
on experience, since I do not need to go beyond my concept at all in order to formulate the 
judgment, and therefore need no testimony from experience for that.”
7 For Kant, this is expressed as “a priori,” and mainly means that the basis for the occurrence 
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is a concept that refers to a situation in which an epistemological basis 
that enables us to know the right or wrong of a judgment. For example, 
the proposition “the shortest distance between two points is a straight 
line” is leebal(已發) in that it has already been spoken, but is still an “a 
priori” synthetic proposition given that it is a universal truth that cannot 
be justified depending on individual experience. However, the author 
consistently interprets this as an ontological concept, and thus identifies a 
priori analysis(in the sense of “未發’s” “理”) with the “object itself.” Thus, 
the author claims that it is unknown(不可知) to Kant, and that Toegye 
reached an area that Kant could not reach through self‒awareness. In fact, 
this type of conclusion is a somewhat familiar argument. However, the 
author makes an argument through a false analogy, severely distorting 
Kant’s epistemological concept. Through this logic, the author states that 

“Kant’s position is unexpectedly illogical…Kant banishes Toegye from the 
field of study as he drives Toegye’s a priori analysis into 不可知.” It is quite 
doubtful whether the desired result can be achieved even if the status of 
Toegye’s philosophy is raised through the comparison.

(2) Hwang Jeonghee, “Control of Emotion Through the 

Theory of Healing for the Temperament of Yulgok”

The author(Hwang Jeonghee) attempts to investigate the controllability 
of emotion through the relationship between Yulgok’s theory of human 
nature and mind and the control of emotion. For this, first, emotion is 
set as the state of mind that is revealed, and the disposition that humans 

and justification of the recognition is not dependent on experience(a posteriori).(Immanuel 
Kant, translated by Baek Jonghyun, Critique of Pure Reason 1, referring to the passage on 
page 215, “The question of whether there is such a recognition that is independent from 
experience and from all sensory impressions… People refer to such recognition as a priori 
recognition, and their source is a posteriori, which is distinguished from the experiential 
recognition of experience.”)
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have individually is set as a very important instrument for emotional 
activation. Therefore, the author is convinced that the study of the control 
of emotion that controls disposition is a very important topic. Further, the 
author attempts to explore how the study of the control of emotion can 
affect emotion control, along with 九容, and 九思. The description of this 
follows the process below.

The author first introduces the general theory of human nature and 
mind of neo‒Confucianism in the Table of Contents, “2 Relationship 
Between Yulgok Philosophy’s Disposition and Emotion.” After 
introducing the neo‒Confucian perception of 理氣 and 性情, the author 
presented Yulgok’s 心是氣 and 心性情意一路 as the characteristic of 
Yulgok’s theory of human nature and mind. First of all, through Simsiki, 
the author recognizes Ki, which can be changed as 有爲, being that it 
can be distinguished from Li. In this regard, the mind can be said to be 
a changeable or, in other words, a controllable being. Next, the author 
argues that if it is viewed in connection to one road of the theory of the 
mind, nature, emotions and will, which is the second characteristic of 
Yulgok, controllable 心 is directly connected to the control of emotion. 
Therefore, the author claims that emotion that is most superficially 
revealed in a relationship with others can be morally controlled through 
mind control.

Next, in “3 Searching for the Connection Between Control of 
Emotions and Emotion Adjustment,” of the Table of Contents, the author 
mainly addresses the relationship between the control of emotion and the 
mind and Yulgok’s description in Sunghakchipyo. He claims that since 
the human mind is an efficient 氣 that can change, human change can be 
made through a change in disposition. As a basis for this, he attempts to 
make a presentation through a reference on Yulgok’s control of emotion. 
Subsequently, the author states that Yulgok presented 克己復禮 as a way to 
correct dispositions, and Geuggiboglye aims for self‒control of emotion 
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based on Yulgok’s quotes about Geuggiboglye.
The next entry in the Table of Contents, “4 Method of Controlling 

Emotion for Emotional Regulation,” describes how effective Gooyong and 
Goosa are for emotional regulation in our lives; according to the author, 
this is based on a personal or modern understanding of Gooyong and 
Goosa.

Taken together, the author thinks that the fact that disposition can be 
changed through Geuggiboglye and the method of controlling emotion 
can be summarized as Gooyong and Goosa. Accordingly, in order for 
the author’s argument to be reasonable, evidence that can strengthen the 
connection of “Geuggiboglye ‒ change of disposition ‒ nine methods of 
courteous attitudes and nine types of right thinking” should be presented. 
If sufficient evidence were presented, this paper would have the following 
two advantages.

First, it could specify the content of the change in disposition. To date, 
there have been many cases in which dispositional change was presented 
as the key to Yulgok’s theory of self‒cultivation, but the kind of study 
method it is has not been clearly revealed. In such a respect, this paper, 
which presents the nine ways of courteous attitudes and nine types of 
right thinking as a core method of dispositional change, could have an 
advantage.

Second, this paper can seek a modern understanding of dispositional 
change. If the argument that dispositional change can affect a human’s 
control of emotion is rationalized, like the author’s claim, it will be able to 
establish itself as a valid mental discipline even in the present era.

However, these are basically those arguments that can be established 
only when the relationship among “dispositional change ‒ Geuggiboglye 

‒ nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine types of right thinking,” 
which the author stated, is clearly demonstrated. If there is insufficient 
argument to warrant the clarity of these relationships, the author’s 
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arguments lose power. Therefore, I believe that the relationship among the 
concepts, which the author asserted, is still not clearly demonstrated.

First, the linking of these three concepts, which the author conducted, 
has an error of syllogism. The author's logic is as follows: 『聖學輯要』 「修
己」 Chapter 6 is “control of emotion,” and Geuggiboglye was presented 
among several arguments about the control of emotions. Accordingly, 
the study of the control of emotion is Geuggiboglye. Furthermore, 
since Geuggiboglye is about overcoming one’s usual 私慾, studying to 
control one’s self‒interest and desire can be seen as Gooyong and Goosa. 
Therefore, the control of emotion can be explained specifically through 
nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine types of right thinking. The 
key to establishing this logic is whether Yulgok himself ever associated 
nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine types of right thinking with 
control of emotion. However, the author never presents this argument 
while developing the logic. In fact, this is because the author’s logical 
structure already involves a personal interpretation of Geuggiboglye. 

This can be observed in the last sentence of Table of Contents entry 3. 
He noted: “Change in disposition can be achieved through ceaseless effort 
of carefully examining and studying all actions in daily life. Therefore, it 
may be possible to control one’s own emotion by learning specific things 
that a modern individual can practice and habituate in daily life and 
practice control of emotion.” Geuggiboglye is a fundamental concept in 
the Confucian theory of self‒cultivation. This can be regarded as a study 
in everyday life from a Confucian perspective that emphasizes cultivation 
in everyday life. Moreover, there is no reason why control of emotion 
cannot be considered a normal study. However, there is also a lack of 
argument to state that control of emotion is an act of carefully examining 
all actions or constantly making attempts. Above all, it is difficult to say 
that control of emotion is the same as controlling the emotion revealed; in 
other words, it is the same as the study of stopping emotion after 已發察
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識. This is because for Yulgok, control of emotion is used in a great variety 
of ways. That is, the concept of the control of emotion has functioned as a 
concept that can be interpreted in a great variety of ways in the premise of 
study, which aims to change disposition.

Moreover, the author understood the control of emotion with daily 
observation, but at first glance, he seems to have understood control of 
emotion as in 無事時’s 敬 study, which Zhu Xi mentioned. In that case, 
he seems to have understood control of emotion as 已發時’s 省察 study 
once again. If the author’s understanding were to be rationalized, Yulgok’s 
comments, which explain the control of emotion as various concepts 
beyond Geuggiboglye, should have been presented. However, if this were 
to be performed, the relationship of “control of emotion‒Geuggiboglye” 
would, of course, lose its convincing power. 

In this respect, it is also worth considering whether it makes sense to 
directly connect the control of emotion with Geuggiboglye. Although 
Geuggiboglye was presented in the chapter on the control of emotion, the 
basis for the control of emotion to be seen as Geuggiboglye is insufficient. 
Quoting from the scriptures, Yulgok included the original text and 
comments of the previous scholar. Beneath it, he presented his opinion 
as “右言” or “臣按.” However, there is no mention of Yulgok related to the 
control of emotion, especially in the Geuggiboglye section. Even in “臣按,” 
where the author includes his own opinion as he concludes the chapter 
on the control of emotion, there is no content related to Geuggiboglye. 
Rather, 『中庸』’s “博學之, 審問之, 愼思之, 明辨之, 篤行之‒果能此道矣, 雖
愚必明, 雖柔必强” is presented, and there is a section where he puts forth 
his opinion that disposition can be changed through the study below. This 
implies that Yulgok himself focuses on changing one’s disposition through 
study such as 學問思辨 rather than Geuggiboglye as the core of the control 
of emotion.

Moreover, the author does not provides grounds for rationalizing 
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his understanding of the nine methods of courteous attitudes and the 
nine types of right thinking. On page 341, the author states, “In order 
for Gooyong to be naturally embodied in the body and conform to the 
example, it is necessary to constantly regulate and control the restlessness 
of the mind, which moves according to external desires. Further, there is 
a need for a study of continuously self‒examining the body and process 
of self‒control that is to be faithfully practiced.” Although it is hard to say 
that this description is incorrect, there is a need to provide grounds for the 
relationship between the nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine 
types of right thinking and restlessness of mind, the relationship between 
the study of the body and self‒control, and the nine methods of courteous 
attitudes and nine types of right thinking, at least in the academic paper. 
In the content, the nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine types 
of right thinking can contribute to emotional regulation only when the 
concept description of the nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine 
types of right thinking is persuasive. Because there is no such part, the 
author’s logic is bound to be empty.

Such a declaration by the author is observed throughout the paper. 
First, the author bases the background of his understanding for emotion 
from Tim Lebon. On page 329, he states, “The writer agrees with the 
opinion that the emotions that human beings have toward an object or 
event are both non‒cognitive and cognitive.” It is unclear whether those 
that were cited as cognitive and non‒cognitive refer to leebal and mibal 
concepts from neo‒Confucianism, and there is no explanation as to why 
he agrees with the claim. Further, there is no comment on the basis for the 
conceptual interpretation of Likiseongjeong. Given this, this paper has an 
unfriendly aspect for readers. 

Basically, the author often quotes the words of previous researchers 
and describes them as they are. A representative example is as follows. On 
page 331, he states, “Since Yulgok said that Li is ineffectual and deception 
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is predominant, the only thing that can move and change is Ki, and all 
those revealed and moving things in the world are Ki’s actions. [Author’s 
description so far] ‘The Eastern mind has been regarded as a function 
accompanying Ki’s activity’ [Quoted description].” As such, the quotation 
is marked “‒” and proceeds directly to the next sentence. Accordingly, it is 
difficult to determine whether a sentence is cut off in the middle.

In addition, regarding “不敎由自家,” the author interpreted it as 
“Even if it is not taught, it comes from oneself”; it is more appropriate to 
interpret this sentence as “one cannot do it by oneself.” That is, one cannot 
control oneself at the time Jung moves. If this is understood in the reverse, 
emotional control is possible even in Jung that moves. This part seems to 
be modified.

As a result, the author’s attempt at the specialization of the study of 
the control of emotion and the modernization through it are definitely 
worthwhile because only then can the characteristics and modern 
significance of Yulgok’s theory of self‒cultivation be revealed. Above all, 
the attempt to understand the theory of self‒cultivation and concepts 
of neo‒Confucianism in accordance with modern terminology should 
continue. However, what is most important when modernizing the 
concepts of the past is the presentation of the basis for an argument, 
which demonstrates that there is no problem with such understanding. A 
modern understanding of neo‒Confucianism can be accelerated if the 
argument is sufficient. However, if the argument is insufficient, it may 
become a series of personal appreciations that is far removed from the 
meaning of the original text. Given this, the author has not provided 
a sufficient argument to ensure such an understanding of the concept. 
Accordingly, the rationalization of the author’s “control of emotion ‒ 
Geuggiboglye ‒ nine methods of courteous attitudes and nine types 
of right thinking” became very poor, and overall, it gave the readers an 
opportunity to distrust the author’s description.
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(3) Kim Jongsuk, “A Study on the Issues of the Character 

Education Model Based on Seonghaksipdo”

Because the present definition of character is not clear, different 
character education models have been prolifically developed. To solve 
this, the present paper calls for an application of Seonghaksipdo to the 
character education model. The development of the paper is as follows.

In the introduction, the author(Kim Jongsuk) points out that, although 
character education was selected as a nationally supported project, not 
only were the achievements poor, the character education programs 
conducted in various institutions were not unified. The author argues 
that these different character education programs are caused by different 
understandings of character. Subsequently, the author presents the 
understanding of character in two main ways. One is that character is an 
individual’s unique moral character, and the other is that character is a 
desirable virtue to be achieved through education. However, for the author, 
another definition of character is inevitably complementary and linked. 
This is because an individual’s unique moral character can eventually be 
completed through education, and desirable virtues are premised on the 
individual’s moral character. In this respect, “education” is ultimately the 
most important factor for understanding the character in two ways. The 
author argues that this understanding of character and character education 
is already taking place in the East.

The author looks for the link between an individual’s moral character 
and social value in the character discussion of Confucianism throughout 
the Table of Contents 2 and 3. As seen in Chapter 1 of 中庸, he claims 
that 性, as an individual’s unique moral character, and 敎, as an education 
of social values, are connected. Moreover, he points out that, unlike 
Western virtue ethics, in Confucianism, a universal value is inherent in 
individual characters. The author argues that through this, Confucianism 
can reduce the discrepancy between individual character, which is a key 
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theme in character education, and ethical norms. Further, he asserts that 
the gap between moral education and knowledge education, which has 
been a difficult problem in existing character education, can be solved 
through the relationship between 尊德性 and 道問學. In summary, the 
author believes that the Confucian character education model can 
partially make up for the problems emerging in modern school education. 
Therefore, he explores the topic by applying 「聖學十圖」, as an example of 
Confucian supplementary measure, to the character education model.

First, the author lists how “Seonghaksipdo” was structured in previous 
studies. He introduces dichotomy, which is a perspective of dividing a 
total of 10 diagrams into two, and trichotomy, which is a perspective of 
dividing into three. The author states that the former can be recognized 
as a neo‒Confucian structure and the latter as a meaning of pedagogical 
structure. In terms of the contents alone, he argues that dichotomy is 
more appropriate and is divided into a structure of realization of heaven 
and the cultivation of mind. Therefore, based on the dichotomy, he 
divides the diagram into 1, 2/3, 4, 5/6, 7, 8/9, and 10 within diagrams 
1‒5 and 6‒10. 

If this is substituted into character education, one can realize that all 
objects and humans have the same universal principle through Taegeugdo 
and Seomyeongdo, which are diagram 1 and 2. This cultivates the 
character and competence necessary to live with others, communities, and 
nature, which are currently sharp ethical issues. The author claims that 
morality can be promoted by the practice of everyday norms through 
Sohakdo, which is diagram 3, and that Daehakdo, which is diagram 4, 
indicates that intellectual study of Gyukmulchiji is necessary for character 
cultivation. Furthermore, the author believes that the complementary 
relationship of diagrams 3 and 4 can confirm the connection between 
moral education and knowledge education. He claims that diagram 5, 
Baeknokdonggyudo, identifies the purpose of school education. The 
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author’s opinion is that current school education should focus on the 
practice of human relationships such as the five interpersonal relations 
as observed from the explanatory diagram showing the purpose of the 
study. However, he concludes with a statement that the theory of human 
nature and mind cannot be applied to school education since its level of 
theoretical depth is high in diagram 6.

As reflected in the summary of the paper and as the author stated in 
the first sentence of the abstract, the paper’s purpose is not an analysis of 

“Seonghaksipdo” itself. However, the author argues that the consideration 
of others, for which the content of “Seonghaksipdo” is emphasized in 
modern character education, knowledge education and moral education 
can be unified through the premise that “Seonghaksipdo” is suitable as a 
model for character education. The author’s attempt is of great importance 
in that it modernizes the neo‒Confucian educational model.

Currently, many of the various character education organizations are 
focusing on the experience of etiquette. Organizations seem to think that 
students can develop their character through experiences of tea ceremonies 
or ceremonial occasion. However, this idea is too far removed from 
the members who are actually involved in the educational field. While 
children may participate in such programs as a special experience, teachers 
often question whether it will lead to overall cultivation of value. This is 
the reason why character education is being neglected in the educational 
field, and the author has sufficiently shown an awareness of this problem. 
For this reason, “Seonghaksipdo,” which has a consistent structure from 
the ontological discussion to the school education known as the realization 
of the human relationship, can be recognized as an effective way to solve 
the current problem situation for the author.

However, I am still doubtful for several reasons. First, it is unclear 
whether the purpose of this article is an issue study on character education 
or a character education issue study on “Seonghaksipdo.” Most of the 
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contents are a discussion of character education and the connection 
between Confucianism and character education. The possibility of 
character education that can be grasped through “Seonghaksipdo” is 
described only in Table of Contents 4. In this respect, there are 
more discussions on character education and less of an analysis on 

“Seonghaksipdo” than required. From a very simple perspective, the main 
point of this paper can be identified by the fact that there are no original 
quotations from “Seonghaksipdo.” Accordingly, it is safe to think that this 
paper is more focused on describing Confucian shortcomings in character 
education than “Seonghaksipdo.” If this was the author’s intention, 
there is a need to further strengthen the link of Confucianism‒character 
education, but the argument for this part is insufficient.

For example, the author argues that neo‒Confucianism provides an 
alternative to character education by stating that “there is a case in which 
neo‒Confucianism receives attention as it shows a view of the universal 
self that Western psychology cannot show” on page 16. However, the 
universal self as presented by the author is a concept that has already 
been well advocated in Western ethics, even if seongseonseol is not 
considered. In other words, even without neo‒Confucianism, there are 
many alternatives that can supplement the problem of character education 
mentioned by the author. Therefore, the author has not clearly presented a 
reason or argued why neo‒Confucianism is necessary. 

Furthermore, the author tends to have a loose understanding of 
Confucian concepts. On page 17, the author mentions “honoring the 
moral nature” and “following the path of study and inquiry,” describing 
that, “apart from the validity of the interpretation, the researcher seems to 
have emphasized that the true meaning of character education is already 
in the neo‒Confucian curriculum education model.” The question here 
is what exactly the neo‒Confucian curriculum model means and whether 
this can be embodied only with the concept of honoring the moral 
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nature and following the path of study and inquiry. Since honoring the 
moral nature and following the path of study and inquiry have been 
concepts that show the cultivation of individual virtue in two ways from 
the beginning, they only represent “character training” in the author’s 
language. However, it is questionable how this becomes a concept that 
effectively shows the neo‒Confucian curriculum. If the generic word 

“neo‒Confucian learning or education” had been used, it would not have 
been unreasonable to apply the concept of honoring the moral nature 
and following the path of study and inquiry. If the idea of neo‒Confucian 
curriculum education had been clearly stated, a specific subject should 
have been introduced, but the author does not comment on this idea. 
Therefore, there is no way to know exactly how this neo‒Confucian 
concept applies to modern education. 

In addition, the author claims that Taegeugdo and Seomyeongdo 
indicate that the universal principle is inherent in oneself and all things, 
and this can be understood as mingling with others in modern education. 
However, it is questionable how effective character education based 
on this metaphysical understanding will be for students and teachers 
currently attending school, because students right now need examples and 
experiences that can appeal to them. These examples and experiences can 
be found through modern sensitivity and the bonds of sympathy. Indeed, 
it is questionable how the contents of the author’s words can fit in with 
modern sensibility and the bonds of sympathy. If the author wrote the 
paper to prove that “Seonghaksipdo” is applicable to modern character 
education, rather than describing the main content of “Seonghaksipdo,” 
as the author has done, the author should have devoted significant 
space to the contemporary understanding or modern reconstruction 
of Seonghaksipdo. However, this part is absent in the paper, and 
accordingly, the persuasive power is reduced. In summary, the attempt to 
incorporate the contents of “Seonghaksipdo” into character education was 
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certainly meaningful, but there are doubts about the lack of an accurate 
understanding or argument about it and whether it will still be effective 
when an attempt like this one takes place in the present time.

2) Excellent paper

(1) Na Jonghyun, “Review on Han Wonjin’s Idea of Governance:  

Focusing on Han’s Philosophical Theory and Perspective on the  

Social Status System”

As the title suggests, this paper has a strong historical tendency. 
Nevertheless, this paper was examined because there are many cases where 
the political and social contexts are directly or indirectly involved in the 
process of interpreting and evaluating philosophical thought in the case of 
Han Wonjin. The generally shared view is that Han Wonjin maintained 
a conservative position as a successor of Song Siyeol School, which is the 
core of Noron, and such a position is strongly reflected in his philosophy. 
This understanding may help broaden the understanding of his philosophy. 
However, it should not be too rigid to limit the way one understands the 
philosophy, nor should it lead to a consequence that leads to a superficial 
interpretation without further analysis.

The author of this paper questions the general link of interpretation 
that often appears in the understanding of Han Wonjin. Accordingly, 
the author’s argument is that Han Wonjin’s philosophical claims cannot 
necessarily be interpreted in connection with his conservative political 
position, and there is no solid basis to conclude that his political position 
itself is entirely conservative. The author presents the following overall 
research trends of previous studies: a tendency to understand neo‒
Confucianism as a conservative thought that resisted the trend of the times 
in contrast to Silhak, an emphasis on the conservatism of Noron in the 
process, an understanding that Horon has a more conservative tendency 
than Nakhak within Noron, and the idea that Han Wonjin’s theory of 
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governance, which represents Horon, is conservative in the extension of 
such an understanding. The author presents a counter‒argument to this 
existing view. 

First, the author argues that the Horon and Nakron issues in the Horak 
debate are not directly linked to political difference. As the grounds for 
this argument, he points out that the political position of Lee Gan, which 
was the main argument of Han Wonjin, was not very different from that 
of Han Wonjin, and that Lee Jae of the Nakron family also did not differ 
in political position from Han Wonjin. Thus, it is difficult to conclude 
from Han Wonjin’s philosophical argument that he had a particularly 
conservative political position.

Next, the author reviews Han Wonjin’s position on specific political 
issues. The first explanation is that, although Han Wonjin defended 
the social status order of the day, it cannot be regarded particularly as 
a conservative argument. This is because Bangye Yoo Hyungwon and 
Seongho Lee Ik, who are classified as Silhak, also emphasized the existing 
social status order. In addition, the author’s emphasis is on Han Wonjin’s 
position on the household cloth tax system, which is an equalized tax law. 
According to the author, the household cloth tax system is highly likely 
to be understood as a reform discussion as it calls for the collection of 
taxes from yangban. The scholar‒gentry class often accepted the law as a 
threat to their status and opposed it, and Lee Ik was in line with this claim. 
However, Han Wonjin emphasized that livelihood is more important 
than justification and strongly supported the household cloth tax system. 
Therefore, the author believes that this can be interpreted as the aspect of 
Han Wonjin’s reforming attitude based on the standard of the time.

 This paper does not present a political analysis of Han Wonjin’s 
philosophy as it is a paper of historical studies. However, it asks if the 
generally shared perception of Han Wonjin actually has a valid basis, 
and verifies it, and thus helps to gain a more objective gaze by adding 
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a flexibility to the method of understanding Han Wonjin. This can 
contribute to some extent to an expansion of the perspective of Han 
Wonjin’s philosophy. 

(2) Yang Chohan, “To See Yi Toegye’s Understanding of  

Zhu Xi’s Philosophy Based on the Anthology of Zhu Xi’s  

Philosophical Correspondence”

朱子書節要, as a book that records Zhu Xi’s letters selected by Toegye, 
has had a great influence on Confucianism in Korea and Japan. The 
introduction of this paper summarizes the author’s understanding of 
Toegye’s thoughts, and in the main body the author describes the reason 
why he became interested in Zhu Xi’s letters that appears in the book of “朱
子書節要,” written by Toegye. Subsequently, the paper is organized in the 
order of examining Toegye’s understanding of the study of Zhu Xi, which 
appears in the standard against which Toegye recorded Zhu Xi’s letters in 
朱子書節要. 

In the introduction, the author states that Toegye’s realization of Li 
fits well with the principle of “to be a moral act, it must be voluntary and 
self‒aware” in the four‒seven debate. Mencius 孺子入井 states that when 
compassion is aroused, it is voluntary and unconditional, and the author 
determines that this corresponds to Toegye’s realization of Li. However, in 
another paragraph, the author also states that moral behavior is possible 
only after understanding a situation and making a rational judgment. 
However, this may be seen as a somewhat inaccurate explanation given the 
fact that compassion is about emotion in the example of yujaibjeong, and 
the example in which one acts immediately when seeing a child about to 
fall into a well rather than acting through rational judgment and decision.

In the text, as the reason why Toegye edited and published the book 
with an interest in Zhu Xi’s letters, the author presents Toegye’s preface, 
which states that in the case of the letters, each letter was individually 
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written by Zhu Xi according to his skills and depth of study such that 
it is no different from receiving specific direct instruction while being 
animated to the viewers. Moreover, the author takes Seo Bokgwan’s work, 
which states that 卽事言理 should be carried out through a letter, as an 
example. He describes that in the specific situation of a particular 事, there 
is a need to understand the wholeness and purity of the principle within 
it. In addition, in the preface, Toegye says that achievement is made only 
when there is a place to open up the clue and rise in terms of study, and 
one must experience it from the midpoint through the clue. He states that 
clues can be gained through Zhu Xi’s letters, which make an impression 
on an individual rather than discussing the topic carelessly. As a lively and 
representative text in which the teacher and disciples discuss the reason in 
a question‒and‒answer format, Toegye suggested the Analects. The author 
says that Toegye intentionally compiled 朱子書節要 as a work similar to 
Analects.

Moreover, the author organizes Toegye’s understanding of the study 
of Zhu Xi as seen in the recorded standard of 朱子書節要 by the type 
of correspondence. First, Toegye recorded content showing that Zhu 
Xi resigned from office, declined the recommendation, endured long‒
standing poverty, and devoted himself to writing for future generations 
from the correspondence of 時事 in the first and second volumes of 朱子
書節要. The author states that Toegye sympathized and was influenced 
by the view of Zhu Xi reflected in these letters, and thus spent his life in 
Kanghak and writing. The time spent in the office was not very long. Next, 
the author highly praised Toegye’s collection ability, given his collection 
of Zhu Xi’s letters regarding Nonhak in 朱子書節要. For example, he 
states that Toegye successfully captured the contents on Zhu Xi’s change 
of thinking about 中和 in volumes 7 and 8 and thoroughly presented 持敬 
study and literature for understanding the ideological differences between 
Zhu Xi and 胡五峰. Further, among the letters selected by Toegye, many 
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included contents on Zhu Xi’s distinction of 義 and 利. This reflects 
Toegye’s understanding that one should self‒reflect from 存心 of act and 
examine if one’s own 存心 is for 義 or 利. In addition, the characteristic of 
the letter from Zhu Xi to a close friend and disciple, which was selected by 
Toegye, implies that Zhu Xi talked openly in front of an old friend. 

Last, in the concluding statement, the author says that the compilation 
method of 朱子書節要 has some limitations in two regards. First, Toegye 
did not attach a note, as he sought loyalty in relation to the ideological 
understanding of the letter. Second, Toegye selected and recorded content 
based on Zhu Xi’s 言論 and thus, did not emphasize the sentences and 
related opinions of disciples and writers who asked to study. Therefore, 
it is regrettable that important parts in which other figures questioned 
Zhu Xi and said Zhu Xi is completely correct were omitted regarding the 
question related to the statement of 李孝述, “心 has 理.”

The reason for selecting this paper for analysis and critique is that 朱
子書節要 was widely read in Korea and Japan, and the paper provides an 
overview of the book that identifies which part Toegye emphasized in 
Zhu Xi’s letters. Furthermore, in the text, the author describes that there 
is some content in which Zhu Xi cannot take cloudlessness of body as 道
心 or a basis for 精一 study among the contents of 朱子書節要, and such 
content serves as a basis for criticizing Yulgok’s 氣發理乘. This description 
is remarkably accurate. In addition, in the text, the author’s description 
that “Gaining knowledge by the study of things is not only extracting and 
mastering important things, but learning the principles that move through 
all activities in life” and citation of Zhu Xi’s reference in 易經, “Words and 
actions become the basis for a noble man to move heaven and earth,” are 
high quality contents in this paper that have a substantial influence.

However, it is disappointing that the author introduces the contents of 
朱子書節要 in the main text and describes his own thoughts after reading 
the book without including the original and translated texts. Although 
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the author’s thoughts summarized after reading the book are definitely 
important and meaningful, in many cases, there are only claims and 
judgments on 朱子書節要 without allowing readers to determine the 
author’s argument. This is disappointing in terms of the form despite the 
great merit of the contents of the paper because a paper generally supports 
its arguments and reaches a conclusion based on the evidence presented 
in the form. Moreover, 朱子書節要, as the author discusses, lacks Toegye’s 
personal opinion on the contents of Zhu Xi’s letters. Accordingly, there 
are limitations in that the review of Toegye’s understanding of the study of 
Zhu Xi through this book is indirect and the subjective interpretation of 
the author is involved to some extent. Thus, the insufficient inclusion of 
original texts and translations that serve as the basis for his judgment on 
朱子書節要 is definitively disappointing.

(3) Lee Sangik, On the Fundamental Problems 

of Toegye–Gobong’s Four–Seven Debate

In this paper, the author sees whether “four beginnings and seven 
emotions can be regarded as a realization of Li and Ki” as the key issue 
of Toegye and Gobong’s four‒seven debate. Toegye regards the four 
beginnings as a realization of Li since they are the pure nature of 仁義禮
智 and the seven emotions as a realization of Ki since the body responds to 
the approach of an external object. Therefore, Toegye claims that they can 
be considered the realization of Li and Ki. This contrasts with Gobong’s 
position, that four beginnings and seven emotions cannot be regarded 
as the realization of Li and Ki since seven emotions are the whole of all 
human emotions, and the four beginnings are the good part of the seven 
emotions, although four beginnings and seven emotions are all realization 
of Li, which emerges from the nature of benevolence. This is summarized 
in the first part of the body.

Moreover, in the second part of the body, which is the main content of 
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this paper, the author summarizes four reasons why Toegye and Gobong’s 
positions were divided into two in the core issue of the four‒seven debate, 
and these were called fundamental problems of the four‒seven debate. 
Looking at the fundamental problems, the first reason is that the original 
source, which forms the background for understanding of seven emotions, 
was different for Toegye and Gobong. Toegye understood seven emotions 
from the perspective of “physical needs” in the context of 天理人慾論 
contained in 「禮運」 and 「樂記」 of 『禮記』. Accordingly, Toegye saw the 
seven emotions as a subject of reflection and temperance and assigned 
them to the realization of Ki. In contrast, Gobong understood the seven 
emotions based on 『中庸』 from the perspective of 天下’s 大本 and 達
道 and saw that seven emotions come from the nature of benevolence. 
Accordingly, the author reports that Gobong was in the position that 
the four beginnings and seven emotions could not be divided into the 
realization of Li and that of Ki, unlike Toegye’s position. 

While discussing the second fundamental problem, the author states 
that realization in the realization of Li and that of Ki can be interpreted to 
have two meanings including 能發(subject as being emanating) and 所發
(expressed content). Further, the fundamental problem is that Toegye and 
Gobong differently applied 能發 and 所發 to Ki. First, the author states 
that in the letter, “答金而精,” written by Toegye while the four‒seven 
debate was in progress(1564), Toegye regarded 心 as 能發者, and 性 as 所
發者. Regarding 理發氣隨 and 氣發理乘, Toegye presupposed 能發者 as 
心, and then distinguished between the realization of Li and that of Ki 
in the context of 所發. Thus, the author argues that Toegye regarded the 
realization of Li as “Li is expressed by the perception of the mind,” and 
that of Ki as “Ki is expressed by the perception of the mind.” In contrast, 
the author describes that in Gobong book 3, Gobong regarded 理 as 所發 
and 氣 as 能發 based on Zhu Xi’s comment, “Ki is capable of congelation 
and manipulation, but Li has no 情意 and 計度 and no manipulation.”
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Regarding the third fundamental problem, “Li and Ki” are used in two 
contexts in Zhu Xi’s theory of human nature and mind. The author claims 
that(1) if an object used as “道 and 器” or “本 and 具” is applied to the 
theory of human nature and mind, it becomes “nature and mind,” and(2) 
if an object used as “性命之正 and 形氣之私” or “天理 and 人慾” is applied 
to the theory of human nature and mind, it becomes “moral instinct and 
physical instinct.” In addition, the author argues that “Li and Ki” in the 
realization of Li and that of Ki mentioned by Toegye must be understood 
as “moral nature and physical instinct.” As a basis for the argument, the 
author states that 形氣, which appears in the statement, “There is nothing 
like 形氣 that moves first because it can easily sense when an outside 
object approaches, and thus, seven emotions are the clue,” in Toegye book 
1, is a term that generally refers to “body” or “body’s desire.” In contrast, 
Gobong consistently maintained the position that “能發 is Ki and 所發 is 
Li” in the four‒seven debate because he regarded “Li and Ki” as “nature 
and mind(心)” from the position of(2). As a basis for this, the author 
mentions Gobong’s statement that “four beginnings and seven emotions 
come from 性(理) and 氣” in Gobong book 1. The author explains that 
Gobong refers 性 to “moral nature” as 所發者 and 氣 to “心” as 能發者.

Last, the author saw that there were different understandings of the 
structure of the mind since Toegye saw it as 二性二情論 and Gobong 
regarded it as 一性一情論. Toegye believed that “the moral nature(理) and 
the physical instinct(氣) exist together in the mind,” and thus, the four 
beginnings are the realization of Li, which emerges from sunseonmuak 
human nature of originality, and the seven emotions are the realization 
of Ki, which emerges from Gijiljiseong(食色之性). Unlike the four 
beginnings, the seven emotions can easily flow into evil due to Ki. On 
the other hand, for Gobong, mind is 氣, and there is only the nature 
of benevolence in the mind. Regarding the four beginnings and seven 
emotions, Gobong believed that “the nature of benevolence exudes 
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through the perception of the mind.” Thus, Gobong considered that evil 
occurs at the level of the fraction related to Li and Ki, which is the nature 
of benevolence, in 理一分殊.

The content of the four beginnings and seven emotions summarized 
in this paper are easy to understand for readers and have the benefit of 
enabling a systematically organized examination. Furthermore, it leads to a 
deeper understanding of the nature of the philosophical problem inherent 
in the theory of four beginnings and seven emotions. However, despite 
these important advantages, there seems to be room for understanding in 
other ways regarding the detailed arguments presented in this paper. 

First, on page 47, regarding Gobong’s explanation that “there is one’s 
own reason for 名義 of four beginnings and seven emotions,” the author 
interpreted that to mean that Gobong defined “four beginnings and seven 
emotions as those that do not actually separate but separate only in name.” 
However, looking at the relevant part of Gobong book 4, he stated that 
the manifestation of the four beginnings should be expanded and that the 
emanation of the seven emotions must be governed by reflection, because 
Gobong believed that regarding four beginnings and seven emotions, not only 
are the names and meanings different, but they are also realistically different.

Among Gobong’s reference for the realization of Li and Ki on page 
65, there is no part in which Gobong explains that Li is the moral nature 
of benevolence, Ki is mind(心), and the nature is exuded from Ki by 
using xim. This is the author’s interpretation, but the basis seems to be 
unclear. The author provides evidence for this in the footnote on page 69, 
and the relevant content of the complete works was referenced. However, 
there was no content in which Gobong referred 氣 of realization of Ki 
to 心, which is 能發者 in the four‒seven debate. Of course, the author’s 
analytical approach is quite persuasive, but there seems to be room for 
different opinions on the view of Gobong.
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5. Conclusion

So far, the overall trends and major papers related to Korean neo‒
Confucianism in 2019 have been examined. In the review by figure, the 
trend of research focusing on Yi Hwang and Yi I was still prominent, as in 
previous years. This trend seemed to decrease temporarily last year(31%) 
but increased again this year, reaching about 47%(76 out of 161 papers). 
However, some results have never been found in previous result analyses. 
The number of papers on Yulgok(40) was greater than the number of 
papers on Toegye(36). Since this difference itself is small, the number of 
papers addressing the two scholars was similar. However, this change is 
impressive given that there were generally twice as many Toegye‒related 
papers as Yulgok‒related papers in previous years. In fact, a significant 
reduction in the gap was found last year when there were more studies on 
Toegye(26 vs. 19). However, since this trend has not only not continued 
through this year, but has been reversed, there is a need to pay attention 
to whether this trend will be maintained in the future, and if so, what 
the cause is. In addition, six more papers than usual were published on 
Hoehae Lee Eonjeok, followed by five papers on Han Wonjin, Noh Susin, 
Ki Daeseung, and Lee Hangro. In the case of Han Wonjin, the number of 
papers has been continuously maintained in the past few years, reflecting 
a pattern of a stable position as the center of research in the late Joseon 
Dynasty. In terms of content, the proportion of content related to the 
Horak debate, which had previously been discussed, was not high and 
continued to diversify. In the case of Lee Hangro, it seems that relatively 
many papers have been published as part of the accumulated research 
achievements involved in the research project on the Ximseol debate.

With regard to thematic reviews, the proportion of papers on Li and 
Ki and the theory of human nature and mind(57 papers, about 37%) was 
very high, which is almost the same as last year. The proportion on theory 
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of self‒cultivation and study theory was the second highest(29 articles, 
about 18%) and slightly higher than last year(12 papers, about 14%). As 
for the theory of governance, the same number of papers were observed as 
last year(20 papers, about 12%). The number of papers not falling under 
these categories and belonging to the “other” category was 53, which was 
the second largest after Li and Ki and the theory of human nature and 
mind. In terms of the content characteristics, in the case of Li and Ki and 
the theory of human nature and mind, the proportion of papers related 
to major debates including the four beginnings and seven emotions 
and the theory of human mind and moral mind(15 papers), the Horak 
debate(seven papers), and the Ximseol debate(six papers) was high, similar 
to last year. Among these, in the case of four‒seven and indo, various 
studies were accumulated. In addition to an in‒depth exploration of 
philosophical issues, attempts have already been made to explore various 
reinterpretations and applicability. In contrast, in the case of the Horak 
debate, there was a strong tendency in which discussions were confined 
to Han Wonjin and Lee Gan’s debate just a few years ago, but the topic 
of discussion is gradually diversifying. In this year’s case, there was only 
one paper that directly addressed the debate of Han Wonjin and Lee Gan 
out of the seven related papers, and other papers focused on discussions 
of other scholars and later generations. Meanwhile, papers on the Ximseol 
debate mainly focused on Hwaseo Lee Hangro and Sungjae Yu Junggyo. 

The research trend centered on Toegye and Yulgok is an unchanging 
trend that has been continuously noticed since the start of study result 
analysis. It seemed to weaken somewhat last year, but this year it is once 
again stronger. Considering the importance of Toegye and Yulgok, this 
may seem like a natural pattern. Nevertheless, one might ask why this 
trend persists so strongly. The basic characteristics of Toegye and Yulgok 
are that they are the people directly involved in the debates(such as four‒
seven and indo) and the scholars who presented important theoretical 
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frameworks that laid the foundation for the development direction for 
the Joseon neo‒Confucianism. However, looking at the modern research 
trend, their influence is not exerted only in this direction. Based on this 
stable status, they are most preferred as a material for various expansive 
discussions and modern applicability and play a role as a stable hub that 
attracts varying interests of new researchers.

However, the research of the late Joseon continues to develop despite 
the unchanging status of Toegye and Yulgok. Although research on the 
Horak debate is active, the target is not limited to Han Wonjin and Lee 
Gan, and high‒quality studies on the important scholars related to the 
Ximseol debate and academic situation of the time are continuously 
accumulating. Given this, the current trends are encouraging. On the 
other hand, the case of Han Wonjin, the prominent figure of semiotics in 
the late Joseon period, which continues to be the subject of studies while 
the research is no longer limited to the narrow scope of the Horak debate, 
is considered a good sign. These various characteristics are combined into 
one to create synergy, leading to progress and maturity of the research on 
late Joseon.



Chapter 6

Yangming Studies in Korea
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1. Introduction

This article is the result of a comprehensive analysis of the research 
outcomes of Yangming studies in Korea among the academic papers 
published in Korea in 2019. The search criteria were papers published in 
journals registered in the Korean Citation Index(KCI) of the National 
Research Foundation(NRF) and doctoral theses from January to 
December 2019. The paper collections that were searched for this report’s 
analysis are classified into four categories based on the classification 
scheme of the NRF: philosophy(n=25), Confucian studies(n=4), other 
humanities(n=1), and Chinese language and literature(n=1).

Among the papers identified using the above search criteria, 18 
papers were found to cover Yangming studies in Korea. To give a clear 
overview of these papers, they were first classified by scholar and topic 
covered. Each paper was then briefly presented under the category 
it was assigned to: 1) papers on Jeong Je‒du(Ganghwa School); 2) 
papers on Yangming School(Yangmyeonghak) and Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒
Confucianism(Seonglihak); and 3) other papers. Finally, in‒depth analysis 
and review were performed on the major papers.

2. Classification by Scholar/Topic

1) Papers on Jeong Je–du(Ganghwa School)(n=8)

1. Yi Nam‒ok: “A study on the Academic Exchange with Jeong Je‒du 
and Seoin‒Noron’s line”, YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52

2. Jeon, Sungkun: “The Innate Moral Wisdom Theory and The Spiritual 
Heart‒Mind Theory”, YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52)

3. Chun, Byung‒don: “A Study on Academic Philosophy of Mid‒Hagok 
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School”, YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.54
4. KIM Jae‒Hwa: “A Study on Shim Dae‒yoon’s Concept of the 

Gewuzhizhi(格物致知)”, TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF 
CLASSICS 2019, vol.43

5. Han Jeong Gil: “Nangok Yi Geon‒bang's Joseon Confucianism and 
Wang Yangming”, TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS 
2019, vol.43

6. Yunkyeong Kim: “Theoretical Ground of Joseonhak(Korean Studies) 
Written by Jeong In‒bo from the Perspective of Modern East Asia”, 
YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52

7. Kim, Sea‒jeong 1, CHOJISUN 2: “Current Situation and Prospect of 
the Research on Ha‒gok Studies through the Analysis of International 
Conferences on Gang‒hwa School of Yang‒ming Studies”, Studies in 
Confucianism 2019, vol.48

8. Kim Yong‒Jae: “The Subject Matter of the Study of Korean Yang‒
ming Studies”, Studies in Confucianism 2019, vol.47

Among the 18 papers on Yangming studies in Korea published in 
2019, eight papers cover Jeong Je‒du(Ganghwa School). Despite a slight 
downturn in this number compared to 2018(11 out of 19 papers), the 
main area of research still focuses on Jeong Je‒du(Ganghwa School), 
confirming again the predominance of the Ganghwa school in Yangming 
studies in Korea. 

(1) Yi Nam‒ok’s paper, “A study on the Academic Exchange with Jeong 
Je‒du and Seoin‒Noron’s Line,” is an attempt to fill a gap in the body 
of existing literature. Jeong Je‒du’s scholarship is usually accessed within 
the framework of the Soron line, such as through Park Se‒che(penname: 
Namgye). From the standpoint that the Yangming school arose in 
opposition to the Zhu Xi school, that is, Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism, 
it is certainly natural to use Soron as the foothold of Jeong Je‒du’s 
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Yangming school given that Noron was the self‒proclaimed defender of 
the Zhu Xi school in the Joseon period. 

To quote Yi Nam‒ok in this context, “Although Jeong Je‒du 
increasingly leans toward Soron over time, his circle of scholarly friends 
includes, to a great part, Seoin‒Noron’s line. Additionally, no significant 
differences are observed in the content of his scholarly exchanges with 
these two lines. This allows a reappraisal of Jeong Je‒du as ‘a scholar whose 
intellectual pursuit was beyond factional allegiances’ instead of confining 
him to the set frame of ‘a Soron scholar of the Yangming school.’” This is 
a novel and straightforward claim. If it were founded on an unequivocal 
fact, its implications for intellectual history would be significant. The 
position of the existing research history does not presuppose that Jeong 
Je‒du did not engage in any exchange with Noron scholars. Nor is it 
enough to claim that ten percent or more of Jeong Je‒du’s scholarly 
relationship was with Seoin‒Noron’s line based on the number of letters. 
However, this claim provides some food for thought. There is a strong 
personal connection between Jeong Je‒du and Soron, even considering 
his academic background alone. Yi Nam‒ok’s argument that it is necessary 
to consider his academic connection with the Noron line irrespective of 
his strong Soron background offers an occasion to set him apart from 
the established frame of stereotypical understanding. Extending this 
line of thought, it may be assumed that the distinction between Jeong 
Je‒du’s exchanges with Soron or Noron may not yield any meaningful 
conclusions. For Jeong Je‒du, as a Yangming scholar, both factions belong 
equally to the Zhu‒Xi school. 

(2) Jeon Sungkun’s paper, “The Innate Moral Wisdom Theory and 
The Spiritual Heart‒Mind Theory,” brings remarkable insight to the 
comparison of Hagok’s theory of moral wisdom(良知論) and Dasan’s 
theory of spiritual intelligence(靈知論). Of course, this comparison 
requires the prerequisite that Jeon Sungkun, whose main research line is 
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Dasan, should be familiar with the similarities and differences of the clearly 
distinctive notions of Xing(性 human nature) of the Zhu Xi school and 
Liangzhi(良知 moral wisdom) of the Yangming school. This prerequisite 
is coupled with the inevitable doubt as to whether Jeon understood the 
gist of Hagok’s theory of moral wisdom. Jeon’s accurate understanding of 
Hagok’s Liangzhi is all the more important as he examines it in the light 
of Dasans Lingzhi(靈知), with the Zhu Xi school on the opposite side.

(3) Chun Byung‒don’s paper, “A Study on Academic Philosophy 
of Mid‒Hagok School,” examines the Hagok school with a focus 
on its prominent scholars, namely Wangu(宛丘), Shinjae(信齋), and 
Seokcheon(石泉). The author has continuously published papers on the 
Hagok school over the past several years. To begin with, the term “Mid‒
Hagok” in the title is eye‒catching, given that it is not a commonly used 
academic term. Chun’s attempt to justify the rationale for this paper by 
using the term “Mid‒Hagok School” is not sufficient to determine the 
adequacy of the term itself and the validity of grouping the three named 
scholars into the “Mid‒Hagok school.” This uncertainty, coupled with 
the burden of debriefing the “ambiguous Hagok School”, carries a risk of 
endangering the raison d’être of this paper itself. 

(4) Kim Jae‒hwa’s paper, “A Study on Shim Dae‒yoon’s Concept of the 
Gewuzhizhi(格物致知),” covers a noteworthy subject. Shim Dae‒yoon(沈
大允, 1806‒1872) has been researched and published by Jang Byeong‒
han every year. Jeong In‒bo rightly pointed out the following: “[Shim 
Dae‒yoon] is a scholar of modern Joseon. Among his contemporaries, Yi 
Ik and An Jeong‒bok were prominent historians, and Jeong Yak‒yong 
stood out as a political theorist. Shim Dae‒yoon, however, persevered 
in his life as a loner, and his name was buried in oblivion.(…) To be fair, 
however, his clear‒cut definitions and brilliant interpretations stood out in 
the multitude of theories and interpretations. He is no doubt a splendid 
light of the Confucian classics in Joseon.” As such, Shim Dae‒yoon is 
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a great scholar of the Confucian classics who reached a unique level of 
achievement. His scholarship is also related to Gahak(Jiaxue 家學 Family 
School), whereby Shim Yuk, a brother of his great‒grandfather, was the 
head disciple of Jeong Je‒du.

(5) Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, “Nangok Yi Geon‒bang’s Joseon 
Confucianism and Wang Yangming,” can be assessed as an important 
discovery of historical material. The author explains how its context is 
embedded in academic history: “Nangok(蘭谷) Yi Geon‒bang(李建芳, 
1861‒1939) is a Yangming scholar, as revealed in the comment made 
by Widang(爲堂) Jeong In‒bo(鄭寅普), his disciple.(…) However, Jeong 
In‒bo does not mention his teacher Yi Geon‒bang’s understanding of 
the Yangming school. Even in Yi Geon‒bang’s masterpiece Nangok‒
Jongo(蘭谷存稿 Nangok’s Remaining Manuscripts), he hardly covers 
the Yangming school. For this reason, research on Yi Geon‒bang’s 
understanding of the Yangming school has no other choice but to clench 
onto a few phrases in Nangok‒Jongo. However, Yi Geon‒bang left a 
highly sophisticated appraisal of the Yangming school in an article titled 
‘Joseon Confucianism(朝鮮儒學) and Wang Yangming(王陽明),’ which 
was published in DongA Ilbo in an eight‒part serial from April 15 to 
June 12, 1933, under the pseudonym of Gilseongsanin(吉星山人). The 
author behind the pseudonym Gilseongsanin has remained unknown 
thus far. For this reason, the DongA Ilbo article, ‘Joseon Confucianism(朝
鮮儒學) and Wang Yangming(王陽明),’ has remained in shadow and the 
text is anonymous.(…) This article is significant in that Yi Geon‒bang 
left a piece of writing titled ‘Joseon Confucianism(朝鮮儒學) and Wang 
Yangming(王陽明)’ in addition to Nangok‒Jongo. Based on this, we 
can assume that Yi Geon‒bang wrote this article under the pseudonym 
of Gilseongsanin.” Yangmyeonghak Yeonron(陽明學演論), the classical 
masterpiece covering the study of Joseon Yangming, is a compilation of 
Jeong In‒bo’s serial published in the DongA Ilbo from September 8 to 
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December 17, 1933. This article is preceded by Yi Geon‒bang’s DongA 
Ilbo’s eight‒part serial, “Joseon Confucianism(朝鮮儒學) and Wang 
Yangming(王陽明),” published under the pseudonym Gilseongsanin. A 
throughway of the Yangming school was thus opened by the teacher and 
paved by the student.

(6) In the paper, “Theoretical Ground of Joseonhak(Korean Studies) 
Written by Jeong In‒bo from the Perspective of Modern East Asia,” 
Kim Yun‒kyeong, who has assiduously published papers on Yangming 
studies in Korea over the past years, guides readers through Jeong In‒
bo’s Joseonhak. The unclear term “subjective Joseonhak” is somewhat 
ambiguous, but the paper gives a clear overview of Jeong In‒bo’s genealogy 
of Joseonhak. 

(7) The paper, “Current Situation and Prospect of the Research on Ha‒
gok Studies through an Analysis of International Conferences on Gang‒
hwa School of Yang‒ming Studies,” co‒authored by Kim Sea‒jeong 
and Cho Ji‒sun, summarizes the current status of research on Yangming 
studies in Korea. In this paper, the authors, who have played a leading role 
in systemizing Yangming studies at home and abroad, provide afresh an 
overall synopsis of the body of research outcomes accumulated thus far.

(8) Kim Yong‒jae’s paper, “The Subject Matter of the Study of Korean 
Yang‒ming Studies,” provides a synopsis of Yangming studies, as does 
Kim Sea‒jeong and Cho Ji‒sun’s paper presented above, by categorizing 
the studies by topic based on the genealogy from the Hagok school to 
the Korean Yangming school and the relationship between Silhak and 
Catholicism as well as modernity. 
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2) Papers on the relationship between the Yangming school 

and Cheng–Zhu Neo–Confucianism

1. Hwang Gabyeon: “The Development Patterns of the Zhu Xi’s 
School of Thought in Joseon and Neo‒Confucian Scholars' 
Misunderstanding of the Yang Ming's School of Thought in 
Joseon”(Journal of Eastern Philosophy 2019, vol.00, no.100)

2. kim min‒jae, KIM HEE YOUNG, Woo, Ji‒yeon, Kim Yong‒Jae: 
“A Study on the Critical Perception of Yang‒Ming Studies by Neo‒
Confucian Scholars in the Early Joseon Dynasty”(YANG‒MING 
STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52)

3. KIM HEE YOUNG, kim min‒jae, Kim Yong‒Jae: “The principle 
of human nature scholar of the doctrines of Wang Yangming critical 
awareness about the review”(Journal of Eastern Philosophy 2019, vol.00, 
no.98)

4. Woo, Ji‒yeon, kim min‒jae, Kim Yong‒Jae: “A Review of Critical 
Perceptions of Yang‒Ming Studies by Neo‒Confucian Scholars of the 
Joseon Dynasty(2)”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.53)

5. Ham Young‒Dae: “Learning of Yangming(陽明) of Seongho(星湖) 
School”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52,)

6 Yunkyeong Kim: “Multi‒level implications of Practical Learning based 
on the Sincere Mind in the transition period of modern age”(YANG‒
MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.53)

7 Yunkyeong Kim: “Practicalism of Seol Tae‒hee and Yangming‒
studies”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.55) 

A salient feature of the papers covering Yangming studies in Korea and 
published in 2019 may be that a relatively high proportion of them(three 
out of seven) examined the Yangming school and Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒
Confucianism(in this section, hereinafter “Songlihak,” the Korean version 
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of Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism) from a comparative perspective. All 
three such papers focus on the association between Songlihak and the 
Yangming school and were carried out as part of an NRF project.

(1) Hwang Gab‒yeon, a former president of the Korean Society 
of Yang‒Ming Studies, is an accomplished scholar of Song‒Ming 
Confucianism specializing in the study of similarities and differences 
between the Zhu Xi school and Seonglihak. In his paper, “The 
Development Patterns of the Zhu Xi’s School of Thought in Joseon and 
Neo‒Confucian Scholars’ Misunderstanding of the Yang Ming's School 
of Thought in Joseon,” he reaffirms his current position. This paper is 
embedded in his work, which elucidates the originality of Seonglihak. 

(2) “A Study on the Critical Perception of Yang‒Ming Studies by Neo‒
Confucian Scholars in the Early Joseon Dynasty,” by Kim Min‒jae et 
al.,(3) “The Principle of the Human Nature Scholar of the Doctrines 
of Wang Yangming and Critical Awareness About the Review,” by Kim 
Hee‒young et al., and(4) “A Review of Critical Perceptions of Yang‒Ming 
Studies by Neo‒Confucian Scholars of the Joseon Dynasty,” by Woo Ji‒
yeon et al., are research outcomes of an NRF project.

(5) In “Learning About the Yangming(陽明) of Seongho(星湖) School,” 
Ham Young‒dae demonstrates a new approach. We can detect this new 
approach in the following statement by the author: “This paper examines 
whether there is a contact point with Yangming School in the inner 
atmosphere of the Seongho school instead of unreasonably insisting on 
finding a direct link between the Seongho school and the Yangming 
school. Specifically, I gauged the possibility of context and contact point 
on which the Seongho school can embrace the Yangming school by 
performing an in‒depth analysis of the possibility of an interface between 
the Seongho school and the Yangming school in the direction of thinking 
in steering the discussions related to Byeok‒idan‒ron(闢異端論 anti‒
heresy theory) and Shimsingwen(心身觀 mind body view).”
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(6) Kim Yun‒kyeong’s paper, “Multi‒Level Implications of Practical 
Learning Based on the Sincere Mind in the Transition Period of Modern 
Age” calls for a thorough reflection on the conceptual term “Silsimsilhak(實
心實學 Practical Learning of Sincere Mind),” which has thus far been 
exclusively attributed to the Yangming school: “Silsimsilhak, which 
has been regarded as a salient feature of the Hagok school, which is 
representative of Joseon’s Yangming school, was not the Hagok school’s 
exclusive asset. In particular, during the modern transition period, the 
reinterpretation and practice of schools of thought centered around 
Silsimsilhak were actively performed as a response by Confucian 
intellectuals to crisis situations such as the encroachment by Western 
culture and imperialism on our sovereignty. Hagok scholars, such as 
Yi Geon‒chang, Yi Geon‒seung, Yi Geon‒bang, and Jeong In‒bo, 
advocated Silsimsilhak, which emphasized subjectivity on the basis of 
truth. Their Silsimsilhak is tantamount to ‘Silhak(實學), which practices 
Sincere Mind(實心).’ Therefore, Silhak can be different depending on 
what Silsim, the sincere mind, is geared to, whereby the state of(一眞無假) 
of Silsim, an ever‒truthful state of mind without even an iota of falsity, is 
important. Only in this state of Iljinmuga can Silsim point to the correct 
theory. Zhu Xi scholars such as Gwak Jong‒seok and Jeon Woo reasserted 
the completion of Seonglihak based on truthfulness to defend the essence 
of the traditional school and universal truth. That is, their Silsimsilhak is 
tantamount to ‘doing Silhak(實學) with Sincere Mind(實心).’ Here, Silsim 
is set as an attitude of doing Silhak in contrast to the view of the Hagok 
school, which takes Silsim as the reference point. Silsimsilhak pursued by 
the Yangming school and the Zhu Xi school during the modern transition 
period was geared toward the establishment of subjectivity and universality, 
respectively. Another implication for Silsimsilhak is that they resulted in 
the difference in their theories and patterns of practice; this implication 
still lingers in the present age.” 
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(7) Kim Yun‒kyeong’s paper, “Practicalism of Seol Tae‒hee and 
Yangming Studies,” covers scholars unfamiliar to Korean academia. As 
indicated by the author, 20th‒century intellectuals attracted to Joseon’s 
Yangming school can be grouped into descendants of the Hagok school 
and Confucian reformists influenced by the research outcomes of the 
Japanese Yangming school. Yi Geon‒chang, Yi Geon‒seung, Yi Geon‒
bang, and Jeong In‒bo belong to the former group, and Choe Nam‒
seon, Park Eun‒sik, and Seol Tae‒hee to the latter. Seol Tae‒hee(薛泰
熙, 1875‒1940; penname: Ochon 梧寸; nickname: Gukhyang 國鄕) 
was a social activist, Confucianist, and Chinese classicist. He was born 
in Dancheon, Hamgyeongnam‒do, studied law at Meiji University, 
founded the Han‒buk Hung Hak Hoe(漢北興學會), and led the Patriotic 
Enlightenment Movement and Korean Production Movement.

3) Others

1. Kim, Seon‒Hee: “Yang‒ming Studies and Western Learning in 
China and the Joseon Dynasty”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., 
no.52)

2. Kim Yong‒Jae: “The purpose and meaning of the comparative ‘study 
of Yangming(陽明學)’, and its direction”(TOEGYE‒HAK‒LON‒GIB 
2019, vol., no.24)

3. Kim, Sea‒jeong: “New prospect of research on Yangming studies in 
Korea nowadays”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.54)

(1) Seon‒hee Kim’s paper, “Yang‒ming Studies and Western Learning 
in China and the Joseon Dynasty,” examines the affinity between Seohak, 
especially Catholicism, and the Yangming school, with a focus on 16‒
century China and 18th‒century Joseon.

(2) Kim Yong‒jae’s paper, “The Purpose and Meaning of the 
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Comparative ‘Study of Yangming(陽明學)’ and Its Direction,” is based on 
his earlier study as revealed by the author: This article extends part of the 
‘research plan’ of the research project selected by the ‘2018 General Joint 
Research Support Program’ of the National Research Foundation(NRF). 
The research outcomes targeted by this article are critical reviews on the 
Yangming school by Joseon Seonglihak scholars published in 2019.

(3) Sea‒jeong Kim’s paper, “New Prospect of Research on Current 
Yangming Studies in Korea” reflects the academic standing and long 
research experience of the author, the incumbent president of the Korean 
Society of Yang‒Ming studies.

3. Analysis and Review of Major Papers

The religious nature of Confucianism is an object of extensive research 
that has been thoroughly studied. Matteo Ricci found religious features 
similar to Christianity in pre‒Qin Confucianism. Extending this 
finding to the religiosity of Song‒Ming Confucianism, we can pose the 
following questions: Does the Zhu Xi school have a high affinity with 
Catholicism(Christianity)? Does the Yangming school have a high affinity 
with Catholicism(Christianity)? Similarities between Yahweh God, the 
transcendental being, and God the Holy Spirit can be found in the Zhu 
Xi school and the Yangming school, respectively. That is, both schools 
have religious features.

On the other hand, upon reflection on the historical development 
process, the Yangming school’s affinity with Catholicism(Christianity) may 
be said to be high. Typical examples are Mateo Ricci’s missionary activities 
in 16th‒century China and the activities of the Sinseo division(信西派 
sect believing in the West) within the Seongho school in 18th‒century 
Joseon.
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Kim Seon‒hee’s paper, “Yang‒ming Studies and Western Learning in 
China and the Joseon Dynasty,” studied the affinity between Catholicism 
and the Yangming school by examining a series of events that took place 
in 16th‒century China and 18th‒century Joseon. Regarding 16th‒
century China, the author notes: “It may conclusively be said that in the 
Matteo Ricci era, the Yangming school served as a kind of window to 
introduce Seohak into Chinese society and culture. Yangming scholars’ 
open interpretation of Confucian theories and the pursuit of practical 
knowledge formed a kind of common denominator in the missionary 
activities of Jesuits.” Regarding 18th‒century Joseon, the author notes: 

“Kwon Cheol‒shin, who learned the academic attitude of autodidactic 
learning(自得之學) in the Seongho school, advanced to the Yangming 
school and further to Seohak‒Catholicism on his own accord. At least 
one of the reasons can be ascribed to the theoretical novelty of Seohak. 
For him, Seohak was not simply a different type of learning, but a new 
learning.(…) While it cannot be assumed that he advanced to Seohak‒
Catholicism through the Yangming school, it may be safely assumed that 
he approached Seohak‒Catholicism with the same intellectual attitude he 
adopted when he was led toward the Yangming school.”

As Kim Seon‒hee reveals in her paper, the affinity between Catholicism 
and the Yangming school is confirmed in several ways in the current 
research history. In that case, what is the contact point of this affinity?

Kim Seon‒hee develops a very interesting characterization in Chapter 
4, “Joseon’s Book of Hogyo and Yangming School”: “Lingming(靈明 
intelligence and consciousness) was originally a common expression used 
in the Yangming school. It is an abbreviation of Xu‒ling‒ming‒jue(虛靈
明覺 pure intelligence and clear consciousness), which is also used in the 
context of Seonglihak, although there are not many examples. Lingming 
was rather used more actively in the Yangming school in the sense of ‘the 
wisdom merged in the cosmic consciousness inherent in human mind’ 
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and ‘the heavenly Dao’ in itself.(…) Jesuit members used the concept 
of Lingming to explain the characteristics of a ‘rational soul’ that only 
humans have. In addition to the plant soul that controls growth and 
nutrition and the animal soul that controls movement and sensation, 
humans have a rational soul equipped with intelligence and consciousness.
(…) Interestingly, it was Dasan Jeong Yak‒yong who developed the 
concept of Lingming as a new regulation of human understanding 
through Seohak. He explained anew the human structure that can 
make intelligent and moral choices using concepts such as Lingming(靈
明), Lingming bodi(靈明之體), and Lingming mind(靈明之心), on the 
basis of which he attempted to redetermine the relationship to Sang‒
je(Shangdi 上帝, Heavenly Emperor) as the prime cause of the cosmos 
and moral supervisor. In this context, Jesuits’ strategy to derive not only 
rational ability but also faith in the prime cause may be reviewed from the 
perspective of the Yangming school.”

Kim Seon‒hee presents the Liangzhi(良知 moral wisdom) of the 
Yangming school and the Holy Spirit of Catholicism as a contact 
point. This point automatically attracts researchers familiar with 
Catholicism(Christianity) and the Yangming school, including Kim Sun‒
hee. The direction taken is correct. However, the difficulty lies in the fact 
that as it is not easy to understand the Holy Spirit, nor is it simple to 
understand Liangzhi. Any error can put the study at the risk of limiting 
itself to the level of unsophisticated data arrangement.
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4. Evaluation and Outlook

The quantitative uptrend of research in the Yangming school in Korea has 
been maintained over recent years: 8 papers in 2014, 12 in 2015, 15 in 
2016, 16 in 2017, 19 in 2018, and 18 in 2019. This is a very encouraging 
phenomenon for the Korean Yangming school. The number of papers on 
Yangming studies in Korea published in major journals in one year is not 
at all small. This demonstrates the significant proportion the Yangming 
school makes up in the overall Joseon Confucian history. In 2019, the 
number of papers was maintained at the level of previous years, but no 
qualitative leap was observed.

As has repeatedly been pointed out, in order to revitalize the Joseon 
Yangming school in the future, it is necessary to expand the arena of 
discussion by discovering new Yangming scholars and exploring new 
themes. The biggest obstacle to reaching this goal is the limitation in the 
literature. Researchers will have to spare no effort to move forward in 
this respect. Among the papers published in 2019, Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, 

“Nangok Yi Geon‒bang’s Joseon Confucianism and Wang Yangming,” 
is highly recommendable because the author provided a basis to break 
through this limitation. Kim Seon‒hee’s paper, “Yang‒ming Studies and 
Western Learning in China and the Joseon Dynasty,” which comparatively 
examines the related events in 16th‒century China and 18th‒century 
Joseon, also has unique merit: it is based on accumulated research 
outcomes and uses refined expressions.
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1. Introduction

This report reviews the research trends in Korean Silhak Studies 
published in 2019 by scholar and by topic, and presents the results of a 
comprehensive analysis of the research outcomes.1 

In determining the research trends by scholar, we applied the six 
categories used in the Report on Korean Confucianism, that is, Yu 
Hyeong‒won, the Seongho School, the Northern School, Jeong Yak‒
yong, Choe Han‒gi, and others based on prominent Silhak scholars and 
major Silhak schools, that is the Jungnong School/Seongho School and 
the Jungsang School/Northern School). The category of “others” included 
scholars studied as Silhak scholars by a number of researchers over many 
years.

Analysis by topic was performed in the categories of classics, philosophy, 
politics and economics, and other. Among the papers published under 
the keyword of Silhak, those with little relevance to Confucianism 
were excluded from the analysis. A total of 122 papers, comprising 
115 papers published in journals registered in the National Research 
Foundation(KRF) and seven doctoral theses, were included in the analysis 
categories. Even though the selection criteria were set more strictly, the 
number of Silhak‒related papers published in Korea increased in 2019.

2. Classification by scholar

This report set the categories of Korean Silhak scholars as the Yu Hyeong‒
won, the Seongho School, the Northern School, Jeong Yak‒yong, Choe 

1 This report was co‒authored by Oh Jin‒sol and Ha Han‒sol.
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Han‒gi, and others. Jeong Yak‒yong was set apart as an independent 
category although he belongs to the Seongho School in consideration of 
the extraordinarily high impact Jeong Yak‒yong has had on Silhak Studies 
in Korea. Breaking down the 122 papers(journal papers + doctoral theses) 
related to Silhak Studies in Korea by those six categories, there were 
two papers on Yu Hyeong‒won, 14 on the Seongho School, 17 on the 
Northern School, 60 on Jeong Yak‒yong, 10 on Choe Han‒gi, and 10 on 
other categories. 

1) Yu Hyeong–won

1. Song, Yang‒seop, “Bangye Yu Hyeongwon’s Plan for Improvement 
and Management of Personnel System”, SA‒CHONG(sa) no.98, The 
Institute for the Study of History

2. InHo Park, “A Study on Yu Hyeong won’s the historical view 
of managing the society in the spirit of shilhak studies through 
the GoSeol in PanGyeSuRok”, The Korean Journal of History of 
Historiography no.40, The Korean Society of History of Historiography

Yu Hyeong‒won(pen name: Bangye) was covered by only two papers, 
which is a considerable reduction compared to the 10 papers in 2017 
and six papers in 2018. Studies on Yu Hyeong‒won thus far have mostly 
focused on his reform theory. The two papers published in 2019 are 
no exceptions. This allows for the assumption that the accumulation of 
research outcomes regarding Yu Hyeong‒won’s reform theory has reached 
a satiated state, which explains the reduced number of papers in 2019. 

Of the two papers on Yu Hyeong‒won published in 2019, Park In‒
ho’s paper demonstrates that GoSeol in PanGyeSuRok, which has thus far 
considered a simple collection of system‒related documents and materials, 
is not merely a record of system‒related materials, but a compilation 
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of materials systematically presented with the aim of providing reform 
measures. Song Yang‒seop criticizes the researchers who have evaluated 
Yu Hyeong‒won’s personnel reform theory with today’s criterion of 
rationality and explains that Yu’s personnel reform theory was geared 
toward the ideal state form of the Joseon period from the aspects of the 
long‒term employment of bureaucrats, improvement of the performance‒
based ranking system, and emphasis on localized administration.

2) The Seongho School

1. CHO JI HYOUNG, “Criticism on Ahn Jeong‒bok’s 「Cheonhakmundab」 
and Spread of Anti‒ Western Learning Awareness”, Korean Studies 
no.38, The Korean Studies Institute

2. Hosung Chang, “A Study on the 『BaekEonHae(百諺解)』 of Lee Ik(李
瀷‒The new research material of restoration in 『BaekEonHae』 original 
form‒”, DONG‒BANG KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.79, 
Dong‒Bang Korean Chinese Literature Society

3. Yi Kyoo‒wan, “A Ternary Structure of Thought:‒Focusing on the 
Wonhyo's Commentary on the Treatise on Awakening of Mahāyāna 
Faith and the New Treatise on the Four‒Seven Debates by Sungho”, 
Journal of eastern‒asia buddhism and culture, Vol.37, The Association 
of Eastern‒Asia Buddhism and Culture

4. Jinah Park, “The Epistemological Foundation of Geumdae Lee 
Gahwan’s Acceptance of Seohak in the 18th Century”, The Study of 
the Eastern Classic, Vol.75, The Society Of The Eastern Classic

5. MinJae Doh, “The Practical ceremonial point of view through Sungho 
Lee‒Ik's Jesik(祭式)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.100, The Society 
Of Eastern Philosophy

6. Kim Byung‒ae, “Analysis of Sin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)’s Concepts of 
Yeokhak(易學) Element demonstrated in ‘Jeoljoonguirye(折中義例)’ 
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and Argument of Sungho(星湖) disciple on ‘Jooyeokjeoljoong(『周易
折中』)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, Vol.99, The Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

7. Seo, Geun‒sik, “A Study in the Siqitongyibian(『四七同異辯』) of the Ha‒
bin(河濱) Shin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN 
PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE, Vol.76, Institute of Confucian 
Philosophy and Culture

8. Seo, Geun Sik, “A Study in the Daxuehoushuo(大學後說) of the 
Ha‒bin(河濱) Shin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)”, JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒
STUDIES, Vol.39, Yulgok Society

9. Wang, Chao, “Ha‒bin Sin Hu‒dam’s Review on Laozi and Zhuangzi‒
Focusing on Palga‒Chongpyeong Dogaryu”, the CHUNG KUK 
HAK PO no.87, The Korea Society for Chinese Study

10. Joohyun Sheen, “A Historical Implication of Anti‒Buddhist 
Discussions in Chŏng Yak‒jong's Chugyo yoji”, The Society for Study 
of Korean History of Thoughts no.61, The Association For The Study Of 
Korean History Of Thoughts

11. Donghwa Lee, “Yi Ik(李瀷), 1681‒1763’s Views on Factionalism and 
Political Ideals in the First Half of the Eighteenth Century”, The 
Society for Study of Korean History of Thoughts no.63, The Association 
For The Study Of Korean History Of Thoughts

12. Kim Moon‒sik, “Seongho Yi Ik’s Making History focused on the 
Introduction and Use of Yi Maeng‒hyu’s Books”, The Korean Journal 
of History of Historiography no.40, The Korean Society of History of 
Historiography

13. Mhan‒ock Koo, “Studies of Astronomy and Calendrical Science of Yi 
Byeong‒hyu(李秉休, 1710‒1776)”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, Korea 
Silhak Society

14. KIM HYUNG HO, “Ming·Ching dynasty reference document in 
『星湖僿說』, and Their Meanings”, Han Mun Hak Bo vol. 41, Woori 
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Society Of Korean Literature In Classical Chinese
Fourteen papers were published regarding the Seongho School in 

2019, maintaining the recent increasing trend(seven papers in 2017 
and 12 papers in 2018). Among them, six papers were written about Yi 
Ik(pen name: Seongho) and three papers about his direct relatives(Yi 
Ga‒hwan, Yi Byeong‒hyu, and Yi Maeng‒hyu), with one of them 
overlapping with a paper on Yi Ik. Six papers were written about Yi Ik’s 
disciples, one paper on Ahn Jung‒bok(pen name: Sunam), four papers 
on Shin Hu‒dam(pen name: Habin), and one paper on Jeong Yak‒jeon 
As in the previous year, among the research on the Seongho School, the 
largest portion has been dedicated to Sungho Yi Ik. A conspicuous trend 
in research on the Seongho School is the continuous research interest in 
Habin Shin Hu‒dam, who is the main axis of the Seongho School’s study 
of Confucian Classics. The papers on the Seongho School published in 
2019 differentiate themselves from previous studies in terms of topics. In 
the previous year, most of the papers on the Seongho School focused on 
the study of Confucian Classics or Seohak(literally, Western Learning; 
Catholicism). This year, while the proportion occupied by research on the 
study of Confucian Classics decreased, an increased number of papers 
cover topics such as Confucian thoughts including the theory of Four 
Beginnings and Seven Feelings and criticism of Buddhism.

3) The Northern School

1. Songsujin, “A Study on the Meaning of Learning in the Yeonam 
Park Jiwon’s Yeolha‒ilgi”, The Journal of Educational Idea vol.33, no.2, 
Korean Educational Idea Association 

2. Choi‒Sik, “Shadow of Hong Dae‒yong Reflected on 『Yeolha‒ilgi』”, 
Daedonghanmunhak vol.59, daedonghanmun

3. Kim, Eun‒Young, “The Philosophical Transition from Inmulseongdong 
Theory(人物性同論) to Inmuldong Theory(人物同論)‒ Yeon‒Am(燕
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巖)’s Inmulseongdong Theory Revisited‒”, THE DONG BANG HAK 
CHI, Vol.186, Institute of Korean Studies

4. Changrok Jo, “A Study on the Aspects of Acceptance of 『Yim 
Won Kyung Jae Ji』 written by Seo Myung‒Eung”, DONG‒BANG 
KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.78, Dong‒Bang Korean 
Chinese Literature Society

5. Choi‒Sik, “Misunderstanding and Truth around Hong Dae‒yong”, 
DONG‒BANG KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.79, Dong‒
Bang Korean Chinese Literature Society

6. Han‒Jong wan, “A Comparative Study on Intellectual Images 
Between The Scholars(儒林外史) and Novels of Yeonam(燕巖)”, 
DONGAINMUNHAK no.48, The Scociety For Humanities Studies 
In East Asia

7. Park Su Mil, “The New Direction of Study in Yeon‒Am Literature”, 
Dongyang studies in Korean Classics vol.53, Dongyang Hanmoon 
Association

8. Seo, Geun‒sik, “A Study on the Analysis Methodology of Yijing(『周
易』)(Ⅱ‒Focused on the Contrast between the Jinjinanren(近畿南人) 
and Kim Jeong‒hee(金正喜)‒”, Journal of Korean Classics, Vol.53, 
Institute Translation of Korea Classics

9. kim kyung, “The Aspect and its meaning of an Otherizing in 
Autobiographical Writings of the 18th Century‒Focusing on Lee 
Deok‒Mu and Yu Han‒Jun‒”, Korean Cultural Studies no.82, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

10. Ren, Ming‒Jie, “Study on Young Jae Lyu, Dug‒gong’s Understanding 
of the Ocean(Ocean Countries)”, Korean Cultural Studies no.84, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

11. Jongsung Choi, “A Mathematical Study on the Seo, Yugu’s 
Yangjeonbub”, THE YEOKSA AND SILHAK no.70, Yeoksa 
Silhakhoe: The Historical Society of Yeoksa Silhak
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12. Hong Seongmin, “From the Exile to the Self‒Satisfaction‒The 
Philosophical Meanings of Kim Jeonghui’s Life in Jeju Island Exile 
Period‒”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND 
CULTURE no.77, Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture

13. Sim Eui Yong, “A Study of Daeyong Hong’s Friendship Theory and 
Modernity”, The Journal of Humanities and Social science(HSS21) vol. 
10, no. 1, Asia Culture Academy of Incorporated Association

14. Gwak, Hye Seong, “A Study on the formation of Hong Dae‒Yong’s 
Post Neo‒confucian(脫性理學) Thinking ‒ Focused on the Change 
of Mul(物) according to the Theory of Liqixinxing(理氣心性)‒”, 
PHILOSOPHY·THOUGHT·CULTURE, Vol.29, Research Institute 
for East‒West Thought

15. KIM IL HWAN, “Northern School of Practical Learning as the 
Contents”, The Research of the Korean Classic no.46, The Research Of 
The Korean Classic 

16. Choi‒Sik, “Empirical Presence of 『Yeolha‒ilgi』and Beopgochangsin‒
Focusing on Origin and Trend of Changes of Samaek‒”, Korean 
Silhak Review no.37, Korea Silhak Society

17. Kim Eum Young, Yeonam Park Ji‒won’s Welfare Philosophy, doctoral 
thesis, Ewha Woman’s University

Seventeen papers were published regarding the Northern School in 
2019, maintaining the recent increasing trend(six papers in 2017 and 
14 papers in 2018). Breaking them down by scholar, Park Ji‒won was 
most frequently studied(seven papers, one overlapping with a paper on 
Hong Dae‒yong), followed by Hong Dae‒yong(four papers), Kim Jung‒
hee(two papers), and Lee Deok‒moo, Yu Deuk‒gong, Seo Myeong‒eung, 
and Seo Yu‒gu(one paper each). One paper covered the scholars of the 
Northern School in general. In 2019, similar to 2018, Park Ji‒won and 
Hong Dae‒yong were the scholars most frequently studied among the 
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numerous scholars classified into the Northern School of Silhak. 
Among the Northern School scholars, Yeonam Park Ji‒won was more 

prolific in literary works than in philosophical treatises, and Yeolha‒
ilgi(Jehol Diary), records of his trip to Jehol of the Qing Empire, is highly 
valued as a literary masterpiece written in classical Chinese. This may 
explain the relative scarcity of in‒depth analysis of Park Ji‒won’s thoughts 
through Yeolha‒ilgi. In this respect, Kim Eun‒young’s paper deserves 
attention for its analysis of Park Ji‒won’s thoughts expressed in his literary 
works. Kim argues that Park Ji‒won emphasized life and that he sought a 
basis for his theory of equality of humans and non‒humans in life rather 
than nature. Although the organization of the paper has some room for 
improvement, Kim’s paper is significant in that it derived Park Ji‒won’s 
philosophical thoughts from his literary works and applied them to the 
discussion about Neo‒Confucianism.

4) Jeong Yak–yong

1. Jyung‒Hyun Kim, “Confucian spiritual healing and its modern 
meaning‒Focusing on Dasan Jeong Yakyong's Simgyeongmilheom”, 
GONG JA HAK no.38, Korean Society Of Confucian Studies

2. Lim Heongyu, “A Study on commentary and usage of righteousness 
and profit in Confucian analects”, Gongjahak, Vol.38, The Korean 
Society of Confucian Studies

3. Choi, Jeong‒rak, “A Research on Dasan Jeong Yak‒yong’s Theory of 
Moral Practice‒As Characterized by the Resonance Between Sangje 
and Human Beings”, KOREAN STUDIES, Vol.39, Korea Studies 
Adancement Center

4. Bang In, “Chŏng Yag‒yong’s cosmogonic idea and Matteo Ricci’s 
influence shown in his interpretation of the Zhouyi‒A compromise 
between creationism and evolutionism”, Journal of TASAN Studies, 
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Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation
5. Uhm Kookhwa, “A Christian Ethical Approach on the Hermeneutics 

of Seo(恕): Related to Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)’s Chuseo(推恕)”, The 
Korean Journal of Chiristian Social Ethics, Vol.45, The Society Of 
Korean Christian Social Ethics

6. Kim Seon‒hee, “Changes in Tasan’s Understanding of Human 
Beings through Western Learning‒With Focusing on Physiology 
of Uiryeong and Heart‒Mind Theory of Maengja youi”, Journal of 
TASAN Studies, Vol.34, Tasan Cultural Foundation

7. Luong My Van, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Interpretation of the Chapter 
‘Great Plan’ of “Book of Documents””, Journal of TASAN Studies, 
Vol.34, Tasan Cultural Foundation

8. Zhang Yue, “Tasan’s Zhouyi interpretation through the viewpoint 
of Xiujizhiren(修己治人)”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.34, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

9. Ming‒huei Lee, “Jeong Yak‒yong’s Theory of the “Four Buddings 
and Seven Feelings” in Light of His interpretation of Mencius’ Theory 
of Human Nature“, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural 
Foundation

10. Chang‒ran Li, “Three Topics on Tasan’s Maengja youi‒View of 
Body, Framework of Politics, and Resource of Quotation”, Journal of 
TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation

11. Bang In, “Chŏng Yag‒yong’s cosmogonic idea and Matteo Ricci’s 
influence shown in his interpretation of the Zhouyi‒A compromise 
between creationism and evolutionism”, Journal of TASAN Studies, 
Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation

12. Lim Boo‒yeon, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Learning of Spiritual Body and 
the Reinterpretation of Mencius’s Learning of Mind‒heart”, Journal 
of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation

13. Chong Chae‒hyun, “Tasan’s Philosophy as a model for AI and 
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human co‒evolution”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

14. Chen‒feng Tsai, “On Jeong Yak‒yong’s Maengja youi and his 
revaluation of Chu Xi”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

15. Hong, You‒bin, “The Restorative Characteristics in 茶山 and 
舫山’s 詩經 Theory and Its Meaning of the Historical Context 
of  Conf uc ia n i sm”, DA EDONGH A NMUNH A K ,  Vol .60, 
daedonghanmun

16. Su‒Yeon Min, “Chung Yak‒yong’s Theory on the GeZhiLiuTiao(格
致六條)”, The Journal of Moral Education, Vol.31, No.2, The Korean 
Society for the Study of Moral Education

17. Lim HeonGyu, “The Ideas of Confucian Political Philosophy of 
in Confucian analects : centered on Dasan's Reinterpretation”, 
THE EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES no.40, INSTITUTE FOR 
EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES

18. Lee, giwon, “Humans of Courtesy in School of Dasan‒Focusing on 
Minor Annotation of Elementary Learning and Private Examination 
of Classic of the Mind”, THE EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES, 
Vol.41, INSTITUTE FOR EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES

19. YoonOh Choi, “Dasan Jeong‒Yakyong(丁若鏞)'s Public Concept of 
Land Ownership(土地公槪念) and the Yojeon‒system(閭田制)”, THE 
DONG BANG HAK CHI, no.187, Institute of Korean Studies

20. Ko, Nam‒sik, “Comparison between Dasan’s Thought and Kang 
Jeungsan’s Thought of the Late Chosun Dynasty‒Returning to 
the Tradition and Understanding of Humans‒”, DONG ASIA 
KODAEHAK(The East Asian Ancient Studies), Vol.53, The Association 
Of East Asian Ancient Studies

21. Jong Woo Yi, “Zhu Xi’s Perspective on Origin of Evil and Jeong 
Yakyong’s Criticism of the Theory”, Youngsan Journal of East Asian 
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Cultural Studies, Vol.31, Institute of Oriental Culture
22. Lee, Nan‒Sook, “A Study on interrelation of Cheong Yagyong, Zhu 

Xi and Shao Yong’s mathematics theory in 『Zhouyi』”, Journal of 
Eastern Philosophy, Vol.97, The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

23. Ko Seunghwan, “Analysis of 'Sangje' 上帝 That Intervenes in Human 
Affairs in Jeong Yak‒yong's Philosophy”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, 
Vol.98, The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

24. Kim Hyun‒mi, “A Study on the Modern Interpretation of 
『ZhongYong』 in order to restore the educational function of studying 
Confucianism‒Based on the interpretation of Zhu‒Xi and Jeong Yak‒
yong”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.98, The Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

25. Kim Kyung Hee, “A Study on the interpretation of Ito Jin‒Sai and 
Jung Yak‒Yong about the Vast‒Flowing Spirit Chapter(浩然章) of 
the Mencius”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, Vol.99, The Society Of 
Eastern Philosophy

26. Park, Chan Ho, “A Study on the guishen theory of Dasan‒Focusing 
on Chungyong kanguibo·Chungyong chajam‒, Dongyang studies in 
Korean Classics, Vol.54, Dongyang Hanmoon Association

27. Yoon, Suk‒Ho, “The Trend and Implications of Jeong Yak‒yong’s 
Theory on Hyangsu‒System”, Korean Cultural Studies, Vol.84, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

28. Lim Boo‒yeon, “Jeong Yag‒yong(丁若鏞)’s idea of Heavenly 
Principle(天理)”, Korean Cultural Studies, Vol.84, Research Institute of 
Korean Studies

29. Park Byoung‒Chul, In Suck Joo, “A Study on King Jeongjo 
and Dasan Jeong Yakyong’s Reformative Politics”, KOREA 
ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL THOUGHT vol. 13, no.2, Korean 
Association of Korean Thought

30. PARK, SOHYEON, “The Heumheum sinseo(Towards a New 
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Jurisprudence) and Narrative of the Law ‒ Focusing on Chinese Cases 
in the “Bisang jeoncho” ‒”, SARIM, The Historical Journal no.69

31. Park, Chan‒ho, “A Study on the Formation and Development of 
Dasans theory of Human Nature”, YANG‒MING STUDIES, Vol.52, 
The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

32. Jeon, Sung‒kun, “The Innate Moral Wisdom Theory and The 
Spiritual Heart‒Mind Theory”, YANG‒MING STUDIES, Vol.52, 
The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

33. Kim Tae‒hwan, “Evaluation on the Political Philosophy of Dasan(茶
山) Jeong Yakyong(丁若鏞) by the Democratic and Republican 
Elements”, YANG‒MING STUDIES no.54, The Korean Society Of 
Yang‒Ming Studies

34. Kim Tae yong, Catholicism and Reform Ideas for Jeong Yak‒Yong, 
History & the Boundaries no.110

35. Park Sangwhi, “Developmental Aspects of the 'Bi‒Wae‒Ron' in Late 
Choson Period”, Yeol‒sang Journal of Classical Studies no.67, Society 
Of Yol‒Sang Academy

36. Park‒Kwangchul, “The interpretation of the governance theory about 
Dasan’s notions of High God”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN 
PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE no.76, Institute of Confucian 
Philosophy and Culture

37. An Seung Woo, “A Study on the Thoughts of Li 禮 Shown in the 
Dasan 茶山's Interpretation on the Zhou Yi 周易”, THE STUDY OF 
CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE, Vol.76, Institute of 
Confucian Philosophy and Culture

38. Yang Yang, “Comparison on Human Nature Theory of Dai Zhen and 
Cheong Yagyong”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY 
AND CULTURE, Vol.78, Institute of Confucian Philosophy and 
Culture

39. Luong My Van, “Is Politics non‒active or active? A comparative 
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Study on Thoughts of Jeong Yak Yong and Le Quy Don”, Studies in 
Confucianism vol.47, Confucianism Research Instutute

40. Sim, Soon‒ok, “A Study on the Theoretical Differences in Jung‒
Jo(正祖)'s and Dasan's Study”, Studies in Confucianism, Vol.47, 
Confucianism Research Instutute

41. Jang Bok‒Dong, “Jeong Yak Yeong’s Perspective on Ethics of 
Revenge ‒ centered on corelation between law and ethics‒”, Studies in 
Confucianism vol.48, Confucianism Research Instutute

42. Lee, Nan Sook, “A study of Jeong Yak‒yong's 「lishizhezhongchao」”, 
JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒STUDIES, Vol.40, Yulgok Society

43. Yoon, Suk‒Ho, “A Study on Dasan Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Theory about 
the Jeon‒Bu[田賦] System in Three Periods of Xia, Yin, Zhou”, The 
Chin‒Tan Society no.132

44. Kyungsoo Kim, “Critical Study on Dasan Chong Yagyong’s Civil 
Rights Theory”, CHUL HAK SA SANG‒Journal of Philosophical Ideas 
no.74, Institute of Philosophy, Seoul National University

45. Lim, Heon‒gyu, “A Considerations on Chu‒Hui & Dasan’s 
Commentary and Usage of Li(禮) in Confucian Analects”, Journal of 
Korean Philosophical Society, Vol.152, Korean Philosophical Society

46. LEE Hae‒Im, HUH Nam‒Jin, “The Theory of Human Nature as 
Moral Inclination and The Theory of Human Nature as Original 
Goodness: Dasan's Interpretation of Mencius“, TAE‒DONG 
YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong Institute of 
classic research

47. CHA Seoyeon, “A Study on the Shapes of Sanggwan(喪冠) : Focused 
of Jeong Yakyong’s Sangboksang(喪服商) of Sangraesajeon(喪禮四箋)”, 
TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong 
Institute of classic research

48. Jung, Hae‒Wang, “An Comparison of the Interpretations of  「the 
Great Learning」 of Zhuxi, Wangshouren and Jung Yak‒Yong”, 
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Journal of Koreanology, Vol.73, Korean Studies Institute
49. KIM HYUNG BIN, Lee Seung Won, “A Study on the Co‒

Governance Administration Idea appeared Mokminsimseo of Dasan”, 
Korean Corruption Studies Review vol.24, no.3, Korean Association 
For Corruption Studies

50. Cho Sung Eul, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s History Consciousness and Reform 
Thought”, The Korean Journal of History of Historiography no.40, The 
Korean Society of History of Historiography

51. Young Wook Kim, “Gugo Wonlyu of Jeong Yag‒yong”, Journal for 
History of Mathematics vol.32, no.3, The Korean Society For History 
Of Mathematics

52. Jeong Il‒gyun, “A Study of Dasan(茶山) Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)'s 
Theory of Knowledge”, Korean Silhak Review, Vol.37, Korea Silhak 
Society

53. Kim, Sejoong, “On Musical and Mathematical Problems of 
Intonation and Organology in Jeong Yak‒yong’s Akeseo Gojon”, 
STUDIES IN KOREAN MUSIC vol.65, Korean Musicological 
Society

54. Seo Geun‒Sik, “Xinghuxuepai(星湖學派) process of the formation of 
the Dasan Jeong Yak‒YongZhouyisijian(周易四箋) “Shiguazhuan(「蓍
卦傳」)””, THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL 
HISTORY, Vol.60, The Society For Korean Philosophical History

55. Chi, Chun‒ho, “Moral Education Theory of Dasan(茶山) Jeong Yak‒
yong(丁若鏞): Focused on the content of moral education”, THE 
JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY no.63, The 
Society For Korean Philosophical History

56. Jo‒young Kim, A study on Dasan’s exegesis from Mangja‒youi, doctoral 
thesis, Kong Ju National University

57. Yun Hae‒Rin, The music educational implications of Dasan Jung yak‒
yong's thoughts, doctoral thesis, Dankook University
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58. Uhm, Kookhwa, A Study on Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)'s Sosahak(昭事學)‒
concentrated on Chuseo(推恕) and Hoe(悔), doctoral thesis, Soongsil 
University

59. Gao Ming‒Wen, A naturalistic reconstruction of Jeong Yak‒yong’s ethics, 
doctoral thesis, Chonnam National University

60. Sang Yeop Jeong, Marvelous Structure of Body and Mind in the 
Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Moral Theory, doctoral thesis, Chonnam National 
University

Breaking down the Silhak‒related papers published in 2019 by scholar, 
the highest number of papers were dedicated to Jeong Yak‒yong(pen 
name: Dasan), the same as in 2017 and 2018(31 papers each), making up 
the highest proportion of all Silhak‒related papers. This confirms that of 
all Silhak scholars, Jeong Yak‒yong is the most widely studied scholar.

A total of 60 papers including doctoral theses published in 2019 are 
dedicated to Jeong Yak‒yong. Breaking them down by topic, the study 
of Confucian Classics accounts for the highest proportion with 22 papers, 
followed by Dasan’s philosophical ideas(20 papers), political and economic 
ideas(14 papers), and other aspects(four papers). Similar to 2018, the most 
frequently addressed topic is Dasan’s annotations on the Four Books(四書). 
However, an increasing trend is also observed in research on the Book of 
Documents(尙書 or 書經), Book of Poetry(書經), and Book of Rites(禮學), 
expanding the scope of research related to Dasan’s works on Confucian 
classics.

5) Choe Han–gi

1. Jun, Yong‒hoon, “Modern Astronomy Seen from the Study of Qi 
by Choe Han‒gi”, DAEDONG MUNHWA YEON'GU, Vol.105, 
Daedong Institute for Korean Studies
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2. Taihong Lim, “A Comparative Study between Choi Hangi's and 
Nishi Amane's Views of Nation”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.98, 
The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

3. Chang Wonsuk, "Cultural Fusion of East and West in Nineteenth‒
Century Korea: Introduction to and Translation of Ch’oe Han‒ki’s 
Prefaces to the Study of Configurative Energy and Effecting Socio‒
Political Order among Humans ”, Culture and Convergence vol.41, 
no.1, The Korean Society of Culture and Convergence

4. Kim Kyung‒soo, “A study on Choi Han‒ki's Great Harmony”, 
PAN‒KOREAN PHILOSOPHY, Vol.92, No.1, PAN‒KOREAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

5. Boochan Kim, “The Theory of Body Cultivation of Kihak in 
Hyegang Choi Han‒Gi’s Kicheukcheyi”, Studies in Confucianism 
vol.48, Confucianism Research Instutute

6. Cho, Sung‒San, “Choe Han‒gi's Discourse on Singi and his 
Chinese medicine and Western medicine criticism: Focusing on 
the relationship with the Philosophy of Seo Gyeong‒deok”, Korean 
Journal of Medical History vol.28, no.2, The Korean Society For The 
History Of Medicine

7. Lim, Taihong, “Morality and Survival : World View of Choi Hangi 
and Nishi Amane”, Japanese Cultural Studies no.71, Japanese Cultural 
Studies

8. Makoto YAGYU, “The Thought of Penetration of Religions in Choe 
Han‒gi‒Focusing on Concept of ’Tong‒Gyo(通敎)’ in SinGiTong(神
氣通)‒”, Studies in Religion(The Journal of the Korean Association for the 
History of Religions) Vol.79, No.2, Korean Association For The History 
Of Religions

9. Park, Mi Ra, “Limitations of Choe Hangi’s Empirical Ethics 
and Metaphysical Justif ication”, PHILOSOPHY·THOUGHT 

·CULTURE, Vol.29, Research Institute for East‒West Thought
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10. Park, Mi‒Ra, A Study on the Philosophy of Choe Hangi‒Metaphysics 
and Ethics of Gi(氣)‒, doctoral thesis, Seoul National University

Ten papers published in 2019 were written about Choe Han‒gi(cf. 
11 papers in 2018 and two papers in 2017). As Choe Han‒gi himself 
named his philosophy Learning of Qi(氣學), his Silhak is oriented toward 
a worldview of revolving transformation(運化論). Papers on Choe Han‒
gi published so far have addressed his Qi theory(氣學), which clearly 
differentiates itself from the theories of other Silhak scholars. The main 
focus of the studies on Choe Han‒gi published in 2018 was on the 
epistemological and ontological assumptions of his Qi philosophy. In 
contrast, a diversification of research topics is observed in the papers 
published in 2019. 

Park Mi‒ra’s paper explains Choe Han‒gi’s Qi theory in relation to 
his ethics. Dividing Choe’s philosophy into earlier and later phases, Park 
argues that Choe Han‒gi used an empirical approach in the earlier phase, 
but, finding it difficult to establish a coherent ethical system, established 
a metaphysical system in the latter phase. Two researchers, Lim Tai‒hong 
and Kim Kyung‒soo, paid attention to Choe Han‒gi’s nationalism. They 
explained the characteristics of Choe Han‒gi’s nationalism, thereby 
comparing it with the Confucian national ideology expressed in the 
Confucian classics(The Great Learning and The Book of Rites). 

6) Others

1. Sim Kyusik, “The Introduction to Sim Daeyun’s Military Book 
Daesun Shinsǒ: A Brief Review of A Non‒Official Military 
Knowledge and its Limitation”, Kyujanggak no.55, Kyujanggak 
Institute for Korean Studies

2. Hyeri Son, “Seong Dae‒Jung's Awareness of Practicality and 
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Confucian Statecraft Learning”, DAEDONG MUNHWA YEON'GU 
no.105, Daedong Institute for Korean Studies

3. Kiho Bae, “Yeoam Shin Gyeongjoon and Silhak Mind”, EPOCH 
AND PHILOSOPHY‒A Journal of Philosophical Thought in Korea‒
vol.30, no.1, HANPHIL

4. KIM Jae‒Hwa, “A Study on Shim Dae‒yoon’s Concept of the 
Gewuzhizhi(格物致知)”, TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF 
CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong Institute of classic research

5. Lee, Hun‒Chang, “Kim Yuk(金堉), the Early Modern Silhak(實
學), and Policies of the Joseon Dynasty”, Korean Silhak Review no.37, 
Korea Silhak Society

6. Im Jae‒Kyu, “WeiTian(畏天) and Kongju(恐懼)'s Religious 
Implications in Yoon Hyu's Dushuji Zhongyong‒Focusing on Rudolf 
Otto's Ideas of Majestas and Tremendum”, Korean Silhak Review, 
Vol.37, Korea Silhak Society

7. Kim, Se‒Ho, “Ryu Su‒Won's discussion about selecting talent in the 
late of Joseon Dynasty's political society”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, 
Korea Silhak Society

8. Yoo, Hyun‒Jae, “A Study on the Commerce and Currency's Promotion 
Policies Proposed by Yu Suwon(柳壽垣)”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, 
Korea Silhak Society

9. LEE, SUN AH, “The Political Situation led by Soron Tangpyeong 
and Ryu Su‒won's Political Role in the 18th century”, Korean Silhak 
Review no.38, Korea Silhak Society

10. Choi Seok Ki, “Baekho Yun Hyu's Interpretations of Jungyong 
and Their Meanings”, Han Mun Hak Bo, Vol.40, Woori Society Of 
Korean Literature In Classical Chinese

A total of ten Silhak‒related papers published in 2019 were written 
about Silhak scholars other than those analyzed in separate categories 
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in this report. It has been verified that these “other” scholars, such as 
Shim Dae‒yoon, Kim Yuk, Yu Su‒won, and Shin Gyeong‒jun, have 
been steadily studied, albeit much less frequently than the major scholars 
analyzed above. One of the characteristics of the papers on “other topics” 
is that the majority of them address political and economic issues(six out 
of ten papers).

3. Classification by Topic

1) Study of Confucian Classics

1. Lim Heongyu, “A Study on commentary and usage of righteousness 
and profit in Confucian analects”, Gongjahak, Vol.38, The Korean 
Society of Confucian Studies

2. Bang In, “The Problem of Contingency, Determinism and Free Will 
in Dasan Jeong Yagyong’s Interpretation of the Changes”, Korean 
Studies, Vol.40, Korea Studies Adancement Center

3. Luong My Van, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Interpretation of the Chapter 
‘Great Plan’ of Book of Documents”, Journal of TASAN Studies, 
Vol.34, Tasan Cultural Foundation

4. Zhang Yue, “Tasan’s Zhouyi interpretation through the viewpoint 
of Xiujizhiren(修己治人)”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.34, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

5. Ming‒huei Lee, “Jeong Yak‒yong’s Theory of the ‘Four Buddings and 
Seven Feelings’ in Light of His interpretation of Mencius’ Theory of 
Human Nature”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural 
Foundation

6. Chang‒ran Li, “Three Topics on Tasan’s Maengja youi‒View of 
Body, Framework of Politics, and Resource of Quotation”, Journal of 
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TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation
7. Bang In, “Chŏng Yag‒yong’s cosmogonic idea and Matteo Ricci’s 

influence shown in his interpretation of the Zhouyi‒A compromise 
between creationism and evolutionism”, Journal of TASAN Studies, 
Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation

8. Chen‒feng Tsai, “On Jeong Yak‒yong’s Maengja youi and his 
revaluation of Chu Xi”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

9. Hong, You‒bin, “The Restorative Characteristics in 茶山 and 
舫山’s 詩經 Theory and Its Meaning of the Historical Context 
of  Conf uc ia n i sm”, DA EDONGH A NMUNH A K ,  Vol .60, 
daedonghanmun

10. Lee, Nan‒Sook, “A Study on interrelation of Cheong Yagyong, Zhu 
Xi and Shao Yong’s mathematics theory in Zhouyi”, Journal of Eastern 
Philosophy, Vol.97, The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

11. Kim Kyung Hee, “A Study on the interpretation of Ito Jin‒Sai and 
Jung Yak‒Yong about the Vast‒Flowing Spirit Chapter(浩然章) of 
the Mencius”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, Vol.99, The Society Of 
Eastern Philosophy

12. Kim Byung‒ae, “Analysis of Sin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)’s Concepts of 
Yeokhak(易學) Element demonstrated in ‘Jeoljoonguirye(「折中義例」)’ 
and Argument of Sungho(星湖) disciple on ‘Jooyeokjeoljoong(『周易
折中』)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, Vol.99, The Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

13. Park, Chan Ho, “A Study on the guishen theory of Dasan‒Focusing 
on Chungyong kanguibo·Chungyong chajam‒”, Dongyang studies in 
Korean Classics, Vol.54, Dongyang Hanmoon Association

14. Seo, Geun‒sik, “A Study on the Analysis Methodology of Yijing(『周
易』)(Ⅱ)‒Focused on the Contrast between the Jinjinanren(近畿南
人) and Kim Jeong‒hee(金正喜)‒”, Journal of Korean Classics, Vol.53, 
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Institute Translation of Korea Classics
15. Yoon, Suk‒Ho, “The Trend and Implications of Jeong Yak‒yong’s 

Theory on Hyangsu‒System”, Korean Cultural Studies, Vol.84, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

16. An Seung Woo, “A Study on the Thoughts of Li 禮 Shown in the 
Dasan 茶山's Interpretation on the Zhou Yi 周易”, THE STUDY OF 
CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE, Vol.76, Institute of 
Confucian Philosophy and Culture

17. Sim, Soon‒ok, “A Study on the Theoretical Differences in Jung‒
Jo(正祖)'s and Dasan's Study”, Studies in Confucianism, Vol.47, 
Confucianism Research Instutute

18. Seo, Geun Sik, “A Study in the Daxuehoushuo(大學後說) of the 
Ha–bin(河濱) Shin Hu–Dam(愼後聃)”, JOURNAL OF YULGOK–

STUDIES, Vol.39, Yulgok Society
19. Lee, Nan Sook, “A study of Jeong Yak‒yong's 「lishizhezhongchao」”, 

JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒STUDIES, Vol.40, Yulgok Society
20. Lim, Heon‒gyu, “A Considerations on Chu‒Hui & Dasan’s 

Commentary and Usage of Li(禮) in Confucian Analects”, Journal of 
Korean Philosophical Society, Vol.152, Korean Philosophical Society

21. LEE Hae‒Im, HUH Nam‒Jin, “The Theory of Human Nature as 
Moral Inclination and The Theory of Human Nature as Original 
Goodness: Dasan's Interpretation of Mencius“, TAE‒DONG 
YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong Institute of 
classic research

22. CHA Seoyeon, “A Study on the Shapes of Sanggwan(喪冠): Focused 
of Jeong Yakyong’s Sangboksang(喪服商) of Sangraesajeon(喪禮四箋)”, 
TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong 
Institute of classic research

23. Shin, Jae‒sik, “A Study on the influence of yánruòqú’s bibliographical 
study in late Chosun Dynasty”, THE TOEGYE HAK NONCHONG, 
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Vol.33, Busan Toegye Studies Institute
24. Jung, Hae‒Wang, “An Comparison of the Interpretations of 「the 

Great Learning」 of Zhuxi, Wangshouren and Jung Yak‒Yong”, 
Journal of Koreanology, Vol.73, Korean Studies Institute

25. Seo Geun‒Sik, “Xinghuxuepai(星湖學派) process of the formation of 
the Dasan Jeong Yak–YongZhouyisijian(周易四箋) “Shiguazhuan(「蓍
卦傳」)”“, THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL 
HISTORY, Vol.60, The Society For Korean Philosophical History

26. Choi Seok Ki, “Baekho Yun Hyu's Interpretations of 『Jungyong』 
and Their Meanings”, Han Mun Hak Bo, Vol.40, Woori Society Of 
Korean Literature In Classical Chinese

27. Jo‒young Kim, A study on Dasan’s exegesis from Mangja‒youi, 
doctoral thesis, Kong Ju National University

In 2019, a total of 27 papers were published in the area of the Study of 
Confucian Classics, maintaining the recent increasing trend(seven papers 
in 2017 and 13 papers in 2018). The highest proportion of the study of 
Confucian Classics papers was occupied by those on Jeong Yak‒yong’s 
annotations and commentaries on Confucian Classics(22 papers). When 
broken down by book title of the Confucian Classics, the highest number 
of papers(nine) are about the Book of Changes, followed by Mencius(six 
papers) and the Great Learning, Doctrine of the Mean, Confucian 
Analects, Book of Poetry, and Book of Documents(two papers each), and 
Book of Rites(one paper), with two papers comprehensively covering 
the Confucian Classics. Among the papers on topics related to the Study 
of Confucian Classics published in 2019, Shin Jae‒sik’s paper on Yan 
Ruoqu(閻若璩) traces the path through which Yan Ruoqu’s writings were 
introduced to Joseon society and describes the historical facts about the 
relationship between the evidential studies(考證學) of the Qing Dynasty 
and Joseon’s Silhak. 
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2) Philosophy

1. Choi, Jeong‒rak, “A Research on Dasan Jeong Yak‒yong’s Theory of 
Moral Practice‒As Characterized by the Resonance Between Sangje 
and Human Beings”, KOREAN STUDIES, Vol.39, Korea Studies 
Adancement Center

2. Uhm Kookhwa, “A Christian Ethical Approach on the Hermeneutics 
of Seo(恕): Related to Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)’s Chuseo(推恕)”, The 
Korean Journal of Chiristian Social Ethics, Vol.45, The Society Of 
Korean Christian Social Ethics

3. Kim Seon‒hee, “Changes in Tasan’s Understanding of Human 
Beings through Western Learning‒With Focusing on Physiology 
of Uiryeong and Heart‒Mind Theory of Maengja youi”, Journal of 
TASAN Studies, Vol.34, Tasan Cultural Foundation

4. Lim Boo‒yeon, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Learning of Spiritual Body and 
the Reinterpretation of Mencius’s Learning of Mind‒heart”, Journal 
of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan Cultural Foundation

5. Chong Chae‒hyun, “Tasan’s Philosophy as a model for AI and 
human co‒evolution”, Journal of TASAN Studies, Vol.35, Tasan 
Cultural Foundation

6. Jun, Yong‒hoon, “Modern Astronomy Seen from the Study of Qi 
by Choe Han‒gi”, DAEDONG MUNHWA YEON'GU, Vol.105, 
Daedong Institute for Korean Studies

7. Su‒Yeon Min, “Chung Yak‒yong’s Theory on the GeZhiLiuTiao(格
致六條)”, The Journal of Moral Education, Vol.31, No.2, The Korean 
Society for the Study of Moral Education

8. Lee, giwon, “Humans of Courtesy in School of Dasan‒Focusing on 
Minor Annotation of Elementary Learning and Private Examination 
of Classic of the Mind”, THE EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES, 
Vol.41, INSTITUTE FOR EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES
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9. K im, Eun‒Young , “The Ph i losoph ic a l  Tra nsit ion f rom 
Inmulseongdong Theory(人物性同論) to Inmuldong Theory(人物同論)‒
Yeon‒Am(燕巖)’s Inmulseongdong Theory Revisited‒”, THE DONG 
BANG HAK CHI, Vol.186, Institute of Korean Studies

10. Ko, Nam‒sik, “Comparison between Dasan’s Thought and Kang 
Jeungsan’s Thought of the Late Chosun Dynasty‒Returning to 
the Tradition and Understanding of Humans‒”, DONG ASIA 
KODAEHAK(The East Asian Ancient Studies), Vol.53, The Association 
Of East Asian Ancient Studies

11. Yi Kyoo‒wan, “A Ternary Structure of Thought:‒Focusing on the 
Wonhyo's Commentary on the Treatise on Awakening of Mahāyāna 
Faith and the New Treatise on the Four‒Seven Debates by Sungho”, 
journal of eastern‒asia buddhism and culture, Vol.37, The Association 
of Eastern‒Asia Buddhism and Culture

12. Jinah Park, “The Epistemological Foundation of Geumdae Lee 
Gahwan’s Acceptance of Seohak in the 18th Century”, The Study of 
the Eastern Classic, Vol.75, The Society Of The Eastern Classic

13. Jong Woo Yi, “Zhu Xi’s Perspective on Origin of Evil and Jeong 
Yakyong’s Criticism of the Theory”, Youngsan Journal of East Asian 
Cultural Studies, Vol.31, Institute of Oriental Culture

14. Ko Seunghwan, “Analysis of 'Sangje' 上帝 That Intervenes in Human 
Affairs in Jeong Yak‒yong's Philosophy”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, 
Vol.98, The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

15. Lim Boo‒yeon, “Jeong Yag‒yong(丁若鏞)’s idea of Heavenly 
Principle(天理)”, Korean Cultural Studies, Vol.84, Research Institute of 
Korean Studies

16. Kim Kyung‒soo, “A study on Choi Han‒ki's Great Harmony”, 
PAN‒KOREAN PHILOSOPHY, Vol.92, No.1, PAN‒KOREAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

17. Park, Chan‒ho, “A Study on the Formation and Development of 
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Dasans theory of Human Nature”, YANG‒MING STUDIES, Vol.52, 
The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

18. Jeon, Sung‒kun, “The Innate Moral Wisdom Theory and The 
Spiritual Heart‒Mind Theory”, YANG‒MING STUDIES, Vol.52, 
The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

19. Seo, Geun‒sik, “A Study in the Siqitongyibian(『四七同異辯』) of 
the Ha‒bin(河濱) Shin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)”, THE STUDY OF 
CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE, Vol.76, Institute of 
Confucian Philosophy and Culture

20. Yang Yang, “Comparison on Human Nature Theory of Dai Zhen and 
Cheong Yagyong”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY 
AND CULTURE, Vol.78, Institute of Confucian Philosophy and 
Culture

21. Makoto YAGYU, “The Thought of Penetration of Religions in Choe 
Han‒gi‒Focusing on Concept of ’Tong‒Gyo(通敎)’ in SinGiTong(神
氣通)‒”, Studies in Religion(The Journal of the Korean Association for 
the History of Religions), Vol.79, No.2, Korean Association For The 
History Of Religions

22. Gwak, Hye Seong, “A Study on the formation of Hong Dae‒Yong’s 
Post Neo‒confucian(脫性理學) Thinking‒Focused on the Change 
of Mul(物) according to the Theory of Liqixinxing(理氣心性)‒”, 
PHILOSOPHY·THOUGHT·CULTURE, Vol.29, Research Institute 
for East‒West Thought

23. Park, Mi Ra, “Limitations of Choe Hangi’s Empirical Ethics and 
Metaphysical Justification”, PHILOSOPHY·THOUGHT ·CULTURE, 
Vol.29, Research Institute for East‒West Thought

24. KIM Jae‒Hwa, “A Study on Shim Dae‒yoon’s Concept of the 
Gewuzhizhi(格物致知)”, TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF 
CLASSICS, Vol.43, Tae Dong Institute of classic research

25. Im Jae‒Kyu, “WeiTian(畏天) and Kongju(恐懼)'s Religious 
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Implications in Yoon Hyu's Dushuji Zhongyong‒Focusing on Rudolf 
Otto's Ideas of Majestas and Tremendum”, Korean Silhak Review, 
Vol.37, Korea Silhak Society

26. Jeong Il‒gyun, “A Study of Dasan(茶山) Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)'s 
Theory of Knowledge”, Korean Silhak Review, Vol.37, Korea Silhak 
Society

27. Gao Ming‒Wen, A naturalistic reconstruction of Jeong Yak‒yong’s ethics, 
doctoral thesis, Chonnam National University

28. Sang Yeop Jeong, Marvelous Structure of Body and Mind in the 
Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Moral Theory, doctoral thesis, Chonnam National 
University

29. Kim Eum Young, Yeonam Park Ji‒won’s Welfare Philosophy, doctoral 
thesis, Ewha Woman’s University

30. Park, Mi‒Ra, A Study on the Philosophy of Choe Hangi‒Metaphysics 
and Ethics of Gi(氣)‒, doctoral thesis, Seoul National University

Of the Silhak‒related papers published in 2019, a total of 32 cover 
philosophical topics. Some of these papers, authored by Yi Kyoo‒wan, 
Lim Boo‒yeon, and Seo Geun‒sik, address major themes of Korean Neo‒
Confucianism, such as Insim‒Dosim(Human Mind and Moral Mind) 
and Sadanchiljeong(四端七情, Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings). There 
is also a paper addressing the issue of gaining knowledge by the study of 
things(格物致知), which suggests that the epistemology of Cheng‒Zhu 
Neo‒Confucianism is also being studied. Furthermore, Silhak‒related 
papers published in 2019 cover a wide range of the theories of human 
nature and ethics. To begin with, Kim Eun‒young and Gwak Hye‒seong 
examined the theory of human nature as advocated by the Northern 
School. Many researchers such as Park Chan‒ho and Gao Ming‒Wen 
then published papers on Jeong Yak‒yong’s theories related to human 
nature and ethics. Furthermore, scholars also attempted to associate 
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Dasan’s thesis with contemporary issues as shown in Chong Chae‒hyun’s 
paper “Dasan’s Philosophy as a Model for AI and Human Co‒evolution.”

3) Politics and Economics

1. Sim Eui Yong, “A Study of Daeyong Hong’s Friendship Theory and 
Modernity”, The Journal of Humanities and Social science(HSS21) vol. 
10, no. 1, Asia Culture Academy of Incorporated Association

2. Sim Kyusik, “The Introduction to Sim Daeyun’s Military Book 
Daesun Shinsǒ: A Brief Review of A Non‒Official Military 
Knowledge and its Limitation”, Kyujanggak no.55, Kyujanggak 
Institute for Korean Studies

3. Hyeri Son, “Seong Dae‒Jung's Awareness of Practicality and 
Confucian Statecraft Learning”, DAEDONG MUNHWA YEON'GU 
no.105, Daedong Institute for Korean Studies

4. Lim HeonGyu, “The Ideas of Confucian Political Philosophy of 
in Confucian analects : centered on Dasan's Reinterpretation”, 
THE EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES no.40, INSTITUTE FOR 
EASTERN CLASSIC STUDIES

5. YoonOh Choi, “Dasan Jeong‒Yakyong(丁若鏞)'s Public Concept of 
Land Ownership(土地公槪念) and the Yojeon‒system(閭田制)”, THE 
DONG BANG HAK CHI, no.187, Institute of Korean Studies

6. Changrok Jo, “A Study on the Aspects of Acceptance of Yim Won 
Kyung Jae Ji written by Seo Myung‒Eung”, DONG‒BANG 
KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.78, Dong‒Bang Korean 
Chinese Literature Society

7. Taihong Lim, “A Comparative Study between Choi Hangi's and 
Nishi Amane's Views of Nation”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.98, 
The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

8. Ren, Ming‒Jie, “Study on Young Jae Lyu, Dug‒gong’s Understanding 
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of the Ocean(Ocean Countries)”, Korean Cultural Studies no.84, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

9. Park Byoung‒Chul, In Suck Joo, “A Study on King Jeongjo and Dasan 
Jeong Yakyong’s Reformative Politics”, KOREA ASSOCIATION 
OF NATIONAL THOUGHT vol. 13, no.2, Korean Association of 
Korean Thought

10. PARK, SOHYEON, “The Heumheum sinseo(Towards a New 
Jurisprudence) and Narrative of the Law ‒ Focusing on Chinese Cases 
in the “Bisang jeoncho” ‒”, SARIM, The Historical Journal no.69

11. Song, Yang‒seop, “Bangye Yu Hyeongwon’s Plan for Improvement 
and Management of Personnel System”, SA‒CHONG(sa) no.98, The 
Institute for the Study of History

12. Kim Tae‒hwan, “Evaluation on the Political Philosophy of Dasan(茶
山) Jeong Yakyong(丁若鏞) by the Democratic and Republican 
Elements”, YANG‒MING STUDIES no.54, The Korean Society Of 
Yang‒Ming Studies

13. Kim Tae yong, “Catholicism and Reform Ideas for Jeong Yak‒Yong”, 
History & the Boundaries no.110

14. Park Sangwhi, “Developmental Aspects of the 'Bi‒Wae‒Ron' in Late 
Choson Period”, Yeol‒sang Journal of Classical Studies no.67, Society 
Of Yol‒Sang Academy

15. Park‒Kwangchul, “The interpretation of the governance theory about 
Dasan’s notions of High God”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN 
PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE no.76, Institute of Confucian 
Philosophy and Culture

16. Luong My Van, “Is Politics non‒active or active? A comparative 
Study on Thoughts of Jeong Yak Yong and Le Quy Don”, Studies in 
Confucianism vol.47, Confucianism Research Instutute

17. Jang Bok‒Dong, “Jeong Yak Yeong’s Perspective on Ethics of 
Revenge‒centered on corelation between law and ethics‒”, Studies in 
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Confucianism vol.48, Confucianism Research Instutute
18. Yoon, Suk‒Ho, “A Study on Dasan Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Theory about 

the Jeon‒Bu[田賦] System in Three Periods of Xia, Yin, Zhou”, The 
Chin‒Tan Society no.132

19. Kyungsoo Kim, “Critical Study on Dasan Chong Yagyong’s Civil 
Rights Theory”, CHUL HAK SA SANG‒Journal of Philosophical Ideas 
no.74, Institute of Philosophy, Seoul National University

20. KIM HYUNG BIN, Lee Seung Won, “A Study on the Co‒
Governance Administration Idea appeared Mokminsimseo of Dasan”, 
Korean Corruption Studies Review vol.24, no.3, Korean Association 
For Corruption Studies

21. Donghwa Lee, “Yi Ik(李瀷, 1681‒1763)’s Views on Factionalism 
and Political Ideals in the First Half of the Eighteenth Century”, 
The Society for Study of Korean History of Thoughts no.63, The 
Association For The Study Of Korean History Of Thoughts

22. InHo Park, “A Study on Yu Hyeong won’s the historical view 
of managing the society in the spirit of shilhak studies through 
the GoSeol in PanGyeSuRok”, The Korean Journal of History of 
Historiography no.40, The Korean Society of History of Historiography

23. Cho Sung Eul, “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s History Consciousness and Reform 
Thought ”, The Korean Journal of History of Historiography no.40, The 
Korean Society of History of Historiography

24. Lee, Hun‒Chang, “Kim Yuk(金堉), the Early Modern Silhak(實
學), and Policies of the Joseon Dynasty”, Korean Silhak Review no.37, 
Korea Silhak Society

25. Kim, Se‒Ho, “Ryu Su‒Won's discussion about selecting talent in the 
late of Joseon Dynasty's political society”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, 
Korea Silhak Society

26. Yoo, Hyun‒Jae, “A Study on the Commerce and Currency's 
Promotion Policies Proposed by Yu Suwon(柳壽垣)”, Korean Silhak 
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Review no.38, Korea Silhak Society
27. LEE, SUN AH, “The Political Situation led by Soron Tangpyeong 

and Ryu Su‒won's Political Role in the 18th century”, Korean Silhak 
Review no.38, Korea Silhak Society

A total of 27 papers were published in 2019 on Silhak studies related 
to politics and economics. Of them, papers related to Jeong Yak‒yong 
account for the highest proportion with 13 papers, followed by Ryu Su‒
won(three papers) and Yu Hyeong‒won(two papers). The research on 
Silhak studies related to politics and economics in 2019 is characterized 
by its strong focus on Jeong Yak‒yong’s statecraft(經世論). By way of 
example, Jeong Yak‒yong’s three works on social reform, the so‒called 
one pyo(Gyeongseyopyo 經世遺表) and two seos(Mokminsimseo 牧民心
書 and Heumheumsinseo 欽欽新書), have been more intensely examined, 
as have been the impacts of Catholicism(西學) and King Jeongjo on his 
political and economic ideas. 

4) Others

1. kim kyung, “The Aspect and its meaning of an Otherizing in 
Autobiographical Writings of the 18th Century‒Focusing on Lee 
Deok‒Mu and Yu Han‒Jun‒”, Korean Cultural Studies no.82, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies

2. Jyung‒Hyun Kim, “Confucian spiritual healing and its modern 
meaning‒Focusing on Dasan Jeong Yakyong's Simgyeongmilheom”, 
GONG JA HAK no.38, Korean Society Of Confucian Studies

3. Songsujin, “A Study on the Meaning of Learning in the Yeonam 
Park Jiwon’s Yeolha‒ilgi”, The Journal of Educational Idea vol.33, no.2, 
Korean Educational Idea Association

4. CHO JI HYOUNG, “Criticism on Ahn Jeong‒bok’s 「Cheonhakmundab」 
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and Spread of Anti‒Western Learning Awareness”, Korean Studies 
no.38, The Korean Studies Institute

5. Choi‒Sik, “Shadow of Hong Dae‒yong Reflected on Yeolha‒ilgi”, 
Daedonghanmunhak vol.59, daedonghanmun

6. Hosung Chang, “A Study on the BaekEonHae(百諺解) of Lee Ik(李
瀷)‒The new research material of restoration in BaekEonHae original 
form‒”, DONG‒BANG KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.79, 
Dong‒Bang Korean Chinese Literature Society

7. Choi‒Sik, “Misunderstanding and Truth around Hong Dae‒yong”, 
DONG‒BANG KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE no.79, Dong‒
Bang Korean Chinese Literature Society

8. Han‒Jong wan, “A Comparative Study on Intellectual Images 
B etween The Scholars(儒林外史) and Novels of Yeonam(燕巖)”, 
DONGAINMUNHAK no.48, The Scociety For Humanities Studies 
In East Asia

9. MinJae Doh, “The Practical ceremonial point of view through 
Sungho Lee‒Ik's Jesik(祭式)”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.100, 
The Society Of Eastern Philosophy

10. Kim Hyun‒mi, “A Study on the Modern Interpretation of 
ZhongYong in order to restore the educational function of studying 
Confucianism‒Based on the interpretation of Zhu‒Xi and Jeong Yak‒
yong”, Journal of Eastern Philosophy no.98, The Society Of Eastern 
Philosophy

11. park su mil, “The New Direction of Study in Yeon‒Am Literature”, 
Dongyang studies in Korean Classics vol.53, Dongyang Hanmoon 
Association

12. Chang Wonsuk, “Cultural Fusion of East and West in Nineteenth‒
Century Korea: Introduction to and Translation of Ch’oe Han‒ki’s 
Prefaces to the Study of Configurative Energy and Effecting Socio‒
Political Order among Humans”, Culture and Convergence vol.41, 
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no.1, The Korean Society of Culture and Convergence
13. Kim, Seon‒Hee, “Late Joseon Leishu and Western Learning‒with 

Focusing on Seongho Saseol and Oju Yeonmun Janeon sango‒”, 
Korean Cultural Studies no.83, Research Institute of Korean Studies

14. Kiho Bae, “Yeoam Shin Gyeongjoon and Silhak Mind”, EPOCH 
AND PHILOSOPHY‒A Journal of Philosophical Thought in Korea‒
vol.30, no.1, HANPHIL

15. Ham Young‒Dae, “Learning of Yangming(陽明) of Seongho(星湖) 
School”, YANG‒MING STUDIES no.52, The Korean Society Of 
Yang‒Ming Studies

16. Jeon, Sungkun, “A Study on the Response of Intellectuals in the Late 
Joseon Period to Heavenly Learning”, YANG‒MING STUDIES 
no.55, The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies

17. Yunkyeong Kim, “Multi‒level implications of Practical Learning 
based on the Sincere Mind in the transition period of modern age”, 
YANG‒MING STUDIES no.53, The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming 
Studies

18. Jongsung Choi, “A Mathematical Study on the Seo, Yugu’s 
Yangjeonbub”, THE YEOKSA AND SILHAK no.70, Yeoksa 
Silhakhoe: The Historical Society of Yeoksa Silhak

19. Hong Seongmin, “From the Exile to the Self‒Satisfaction‒The 
Philosophical Meanings of Kim Jeonghui’s Life in Jeju Island Exile 
Period‒”, THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND 
CULTURE no.77, Institute of Confucian Philosophy and Culture

20. Boochan Kim, “The Theory of Body Cultivation of Kihak in 
Hyegang Choi Han‒Gi’s Kicheukcheyi”, Studies in Confucianism 
vol.48, Confucianism Research Instutute

21. Cho, Sung‒San, “Choe Han‒gi's Discourse on Singi and his 
Chinese medicine and Western medicine criticism: Focusing on 
the relationship with the Philosophy of Seo Gyeong‒deok”, Korean 
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Journal of Medical History vol.28, no.2, The Korean Society For The 
History Of Medicine

22. Lim, Taihong, “Morality and Survival : World View of Choi Hangi 
and Nishi Amane”, Japanese Cultural Studies no.71, Japanese Cultural 
Studies

23. Wang, Chao, “Ha‒bin Sin Hu‒dam’s Review on Laozi and Zhuangzi‒
Focusing on Palga‒Chongpyeong Dogaryu”, the CHUNG KUK 
HAK PO no.87, The Korea Society for Chinese Study

24. KIM IL HWAN, “Northern School of Practical Learning as the 
Contents”, The Research of the Korean Classic no.46, The Research Of 
The Korean Classic

25. Joohyun Sheen, “A Historical Implication of Anti‒Buddhist 
Discussions in Chŏng Yak‒jong's Chugyo yoji”, The Society for Study 
of Korean History of Thoughts no.61, The Association For The Study Of 
Korean History Of Thoughts

26. KANG JI EUN, “A Study on the Concept of “Silhak” in the Joseon 
Period”, The Journal for the Studies of Korean History no.75, The 
Society for the Studies of Korean History

27. Ku‒Bok Chung, “Neo‒Confucian idea and some problems of 
Silhak in the late Choson period”, The Korean Journal of History 
of Historiography no.40, The Korean Society of History of 
Historiography

28. Kim Moon‒sik, “Seongho Yi Ik’s Making History focused on the 
Introduction and Use of Yi Maeng‒hyu’s Books”, The Korean Journal 
of History of Historiography no.40, The Korean Society of History of 
Historiography

29. Young Wook Kim, “Gugo Wonlyu of Jeong Yag‒yong”, Journal for 
History of Mathematics vol.32, no.3, The Korean Society For History 
Of Mathematics

30. Choi‒Sik, “Empirical Presence of Yeolha‒ilgi and Beopgochangsin‒
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Focusing on Origin and Trend of Changes of Samaek‒”, Korean 
Silhak Review no.37, Korea Silhak Society

31. Mhan‒ock Koo, “Studies of Astronomy and Calendrical Science of Yi 
Byeong‒hyu(李秉休, 1710‒1776)”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, Korea 
Silhak Society

32. Hyong‒taek Lim, “The Shape of Knowledge and Works in Shilhak‒
Focusing on Wuseo 迂書, Japdongsani 雜同散異 and Imwon kyungjeji 
林園經濟志‒”, Korean Silhak Review no.38, Korea Silhak Society

33. Kim, Sejoong, “On Musical and Mathematical Problems of 
Intonation and Organology in Jeong Yak‒yong’s Akeseo Gojon”, 
STUDIES IN KOREAN MUSIC vol.65, Korean Musicological 
Society

34. Chi, Chun‒ho, “Moral Education Theory of Dasan(茶山) Jeong Yak‒
yong(丁若鏞): Focused on the content of moral education”, THE 
JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY no.63, The 
Society For Korean Philosophical History

35. KIM HYUNG HO, “Ming·Ching dynasty reference document in 
『星湖僿說』, and Their Meanings”, Han Mun Hak Bo vol. 41, Woori 
Society Of Korean Literature In Classical Chinese

36. Yun Hae‒Rin, The music educational implications of Dasan Jung yak‒
yong's thoughts, doctoral thesis, Dankook University

37. Uhm, Kookhwa, A Study on Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞)ʼs Sosahak(昭
事學)‒concentrated on Chuseo(推恕) and Hoe(悔), doctoral thesis, 
Soongsil University

Of the 122 Silhak‒related papers published in 2019, 37 papers 
cover Silhak‒related topics other than those presented above in separate 
categories. As the overall number of Korean Silhak‒related papers 
has increased, the number of papers on miscellaneous issues has also 
increased, more than twice the level of the previous year. However, this 
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quantitative increase has little impact on specific topics; that is, no 
significant differences were observed in comparison to the previous 
research outcomes. Study on the acceptance of modern Western science 
has been a major topic of Korean Silhak studies. In 2019 as well, a paper 
was published that expounds on how Silhak scholars accepted Western 
mathematics and science and the extent to which they understood them. 
Another paper examines the Silhak spirit of individual Silhak scholars, 
and still another the writings of Silhak scholars from the perspective of 
bibliographical and intellectual history. Silhak’s literary and art theories 
are also studied in papers on the literature and art of Park Ji‒won and 
Jeong Yak‒yong. Three papers published in 2019 examine the notion of 
Silhak and its implications. The fact that the notion of Silhak is still being 
analyzed is indicative of the fact that the notion of Silhak needs further 
clarification in the Korean philosophical arena. Thus, it is expected that 
research on the notion of Silhak will continue to be actively discussed in 
the future.

4. Analysis of and Commentary on Major Papers

In the previous chapters, papers related to Korean Silhak published in 
2019 were analyzed by scholar and by topic. Of these, major papers are 
analyzed and reviewed in this chapter, with a focus on two salient features 
observed in the research trends in Korean Silhak studies in 2019. 

1) Non–Korean scholars’ analysis of Korean Silhak

One of the conspicuous trends in Silhak‒related papers published in 
2019 is a twofold increase in the number of non‒Korean researchers who 
published their papers in Korean journals, from five papers each in 2017 
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and 2018 to 10 papers in 2019. Luong My Van published two papers, 
and Lee Minghuei, Li Chang‒ran, Yagyu Makoto, Yang Yang, Wang 
Chao, Ren Ming‒jie, Zhang Yue, and Tsai Chen‒feng published one 
paper each. A great majority of these authors are Chinese researchers, and 
most of their papers are on Dasan Jeong Yak‒yong. Of these ten papers, 
two papers are analyzed here that give a good overview of foreign scholars’ 
perceptions of Korean Silhak.

(1) Yagyu Makoto, “The Thought of Penetration of Religions in Choe Han–gi; 

Focusing on Concept of ‘Tong–Gyo(通敎)’ in SinGiTong(神氣通)”

Yagyu Makoto(柳生眞) is a Japanese researcher who completed a 
PhD in philosophy at Gangwon University in 2009 with a dissertation 
on Choe Han‒gi. After earning a PhD in Korea, Yagyu Makoto has 
published papers on Choe Han‒gi’s thought and the idea of Gonggong(公
共, common public) in modern Japan and Korea. In the 2019 paper 

“The Thought of Penetration of Religions in Choe Han‒gi; Focusing on 
Concept of ‘Tong‒Gyo(通敎)’ in SinGiTong(神氣通),” Yagyu Makoto 
attempted to associate Choe Han‒gi’s thought with the traditional Korean 
concept of Tonggyo(通敎), deviating from his research direction thus 
far. In this paper, he sought to explain Choe Han‒gi’s thought in the 
context of the idea of hoetong(會通) as expressed in Silla’s Pungnyudo(風
流道), Wonhyo’s Hwajaeng‒Hoetong(reconciliation and harmonization), 
and unity of the three traditional religions of the modern age, that is, 
Donghak, Jeungsangyo, and Wonbulgyo.

Yagyu Makoto focuses on the concepts of Tong(通, free)/Bultong(不
通, obstructed) and Gyo(敎, teaching) in Choe Han‒gi’s Qi philosophy. 
He sees family(家), nation(國), and teaching(敎) along an extension line 
from an individual in Choe Han‒gi’s organic Qi system. Yagyu Makoto 
also notes that Choe Han‒gi’s teaching(敎) is interpretable as a religion 
like Confucianism, Buddhism, and Christianity and that Choe Han‒
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gi believed that each culture has a nation that follows its own teaching, 
concluding that Choe Han‒gi understood the world through the lens of 
religious pluralism. In Choe Han‒gi’s Qi philosophy, Tong/Bultong refers 
to Qi’s free flow/obstruction, whereby Bultong is equated with malady. 
Bultong is associated with physical illness or cognitive disharmony for an 
individual and a biased act of favoring own’s own family or nation and 
defaming others for a community. According to Yagyu Makoto, Choe 
Han‒gi interpreted the interreligious conflicts in the world as the Bultong 
of teaching and attempted at the unification of world religions(和三歸

一) with his claim of “a teaching given to the whole world.” On this note, 
Yagyu Makoto also argued that Choe Han‒gi’s philosophy can take its 
position in the genealogy of Hoetong in traditional Korean thoughts.

Yagyu Makoto’s 2019 papers is clearly distinct from his earlier papers 
on Choe Han‒gi in that the latter makes little or no attempt at putting 
Choe Han‒gi’s thoughts into context with traditional Korean thoughts. 
In this paper, Yagyu Makoto presents Choe Han‒gi’s Qi philosophy 
and goes a step further to reveal the similarities between Choe Han‒gi’s 
thoughts and the traditional Korean thoughts of Hoetong. The historical 
significance of Yagyu Makoto’s 2019 paper on Choe Han‒gi research 
lies in its reappraisal of Choe Han‒gi’s claim of Hwasamgui'il(和三歸一) 
thus far unattended to as the traditional Korean idea of Hoetong. As a 
limitation of this study, it may be pointed out that the interface between 
traditional Korean thoughts and Choe Han‒gi’s thoughts leaves room for 
argumentum.

(2) Luong My Van, “Jeong Yak–Yong’s Interpretation of the 

Chapter ‘Great Plan’(洪範) of ‘Book of Documents’(尙書)”

Luong My Van is a Vietnamese researcher who completed a PhD in 
philosophy at Chungnam National University in 2018 with a dissertation 
in which Le Quy Don(黎貴惇), a Vietnamese Confucian scholar, and 
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Jeong Yak‒yong are compared. “Jeong Yak‒Yong’s Interpretation of the 
Chapter ‘Great Plan’(洪範) of ‘Book of Documents’(尙書)” is the author’s 
unique paper analyzing Jeong Yak‒yong alone. 

In this 2019 paper, Luong My Van argues that Dasan Jeong Yak‒
yong’s political beliefs can be derived from his interpretation of the “Great 
Plan”(洪範) chapter of the Book of Documents(尙書). The author begins 
the discussion with Dasan’s interpretation of “the Nine Divisions of the 
Great Plan”(洪範九疇) whose interpretation had relied on the tradition of 
image‒number symbolism(象數學) of the Han Dynasty until then. This 
made Tang scholars associate the Nine Divisions of the Great Plan(洪範
九疇) with Luoshu(洛書洛書) and put it into context with Xiangshu(象
數 image‒number) and Chenwei(讖緯 apocrypha). Dasan opposed these 
interpretations of the Nine Divisions of the Great Plan(洪範九疇) and 
created a new chart for the Nine Divisions of the Great Plan(洪範九疇), 
matching the Nine Divisions(九疇) with the Nine‒Squares Districted 
Land(井田) and placing the fifth division, Hwanggeuk(Huangji 皇極), in 
the center of the Nine‒Squares Districted Land(井田). Dasan interpreted 
the central location Hwanggeuk(Huangji 皇極) as the King’s absolute 
authority in the center of political structure. Luong My Van interpreted 
Jeong Yak‒yong’s interpretation of the Nine Divisions of the Great Plan(洪
範九疇) as his recognition of the King’s authority as the highest power. 
As contradictory as it may sound, the author remarks, Dasan’s political 
view does not denote tyranny(專制政治), because even though the king 
has the highest power in Dasan’s political design, that power ultimately 
comes from the people. The author also warns against interpreting Dasan’s 
interpretation of the king’s power as a totalitarian conservative feudal 
ideology, even admitting that interpretation cannot be free of the given 
circumstances of time and place.

As already pointed out above, most of the scholarly discussions 
about Hwanggeuk in the Joseon period relied on the tradition of image‒
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number symbolism(象數學). Therefore, Dasan’s non‒image‒number 
symbolic interpretation of the Nine Divisions of the Great Plan(洪範九疇) 
including Hwanggeuk is of great significance for the study of the Joseon 
Dynasty’s Hwanggeuk. However, only a small number of studies have 
been conducted on Dasan’s interpretation of the Nine Divisions of the 
Great Plan(洪範九疇), presumably because the entire context is difficult to 
understand from Dasan’s brief explanation. The significance of Luong My 
Van’s paper is the argument that Dasan’s “Nine Division Chart” originates 
from Xiayu’s(夏禹) Law and the Nine‒Squares Districted Land(井田). 
However, the author presents the source document without providing the 
minimum necessary philosophical interpretation. Another limitation is 
the lack of apparent differences from previous studies.

2) Ideological genealogy of the Seongho School

Jeong Yak‒yong(丁若鏞, 1762‒1836) occupies the largest proportion 
of Silhak‒related research in Korea. However, his ideological background 
is little known. This drives an increasing number of researchers into an 
attempt to shed light on his ideological background by investigating the 
theories and ideas brought forth by Seongho School and research on 
Confucian Classics. With this understanding in mind, we selected two 
papers for in‒depth analysis.

(1) Seo Geun–sik, “A Study in the Siqitongyibian(四七同異辯) of the  

Ha–bin(河濱) Shin Hu–dam(愼後聃)”

This paper analyzes Daehakhuseol(大學後說) of Shin Hu‒dam(愼後
聃, 1702‒1761) who is classified into the right wing of Seongho School. 
The main text is largely divided into two sections: ⓐ critical review of 
the previous studies on the system of Daehakhuseol(大學後說) and ⓑ 
analysis of the annotations on Jiseon(Zhishan 至善, ultimate goodness), 
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Myeongdeok(Mingde 明德, illustrious virtue), and Seongeui(Chengyi 誠意, 
sincerity) of Daehak‒huseol(大學後說). The author argues that Shin Hu‒
dam’s Daehak‒huseol(大學後說) is positioned between Zhu Xi’s Daxue‒
zhangju(大學章句) and Jeong Yak‒yong’s Daehak‒gongeui(大學公義). 

With regard to Guben‒daxue(古本大學) and Daxue‒zhangju(大學章
句), the author points out that Shin Hu‒dam stated that he would follow 
the former but actually followed the latter. In the literature, system and 
content have been two criteria for evaluating the annotations on the Great 
Learning(Daxue 大學). Application of these two criteria gives rise to a 
peculiar pattern of dismissing Gyeokmulchi‒bomangjang(格物致知補亡
章) while following Daxue‒zhangju(大學章句), as in the case of Sabyeon‒
rok(思辨錄) by Park Se‒dang(朴世堂, 1629‒1703). On this note, Daehak‒
huseol(大學後說) and Sabyeon‒rok(思辨錄) share a similar pattern. 
The author concludes that although Shin Hu‒dam’s understanding of 
Zhishan(至善) and Mingde(明德) are trapped withing the Neo‒Confucian 
horizon, his focus on Chengyi(誠意) in the interpretation of Daxue(大學) 
brings the aspect of practice to the fore compared to Neo‒Confucianism 
and goes a step further to argue that this emphasis on practice is taken 
up by Jeong Yak‒yong. However, the author overlooks the fact that the 
practice‒oriented character of Jeong Yak‒yong’s Daehak‒gongeui(大
學公義) has been discussed around the interpretation of Mingde(明德) 
in the literature. That is, viewing the practice‒oriented nature of Shin 
Hu‒dan and Jeong Yak‒yong along the same line of thought without 
analyzing their understanding of Chengyi(誠意) is a somewhat far‒fetched 
comparison.

(2) Park Jinah, “The Epistemological Foundation of Geumdae 

Lee Gahwan’s Acceptance of Seohak in the 18th Century”

Park Jinah’s paper demonstrates that Lee Gahwan adopted Seohak 
under the aspect of Chi'in(治人, ruling the other) but was still anchored 
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on Confucianism under the aspect of Sugi(修己, self‒discipline). 
According to the author’s understanding, Bakhak(博學, broad scholarship) 
originating from Yi Ik(李瀷, 1681‒1763) and Gahak(家學, ancestral 
learning) of a retro‒style Pre‒Qin Confucian nature acted as the 
background for accepting Seohak. In particular, Lee Gahwan argued 
that various statecraft‒related administrative benefits could be drawn 
from accepting Western Astronomy and Calendrical Science(天文曆算
學) and mathematical studies(度數之學). On the other hand, it seems 
that Lee Gahwan could not pull himself away from the Confucian ethics 
centered around filial piety(孝). This made him withdraw his advocacy 
for Catholicism after the decree that prohibited ancestral ceremonies was 
imposed on Joseon. In this process, the author also raises the possibility 
that Lee Ga‒hwan’s ethics centered around filial piety influenced Jeong 
Yak‒yong’s theory of humanity(仁).

The author’s understanding that Lee Gahwan regards Soiyeon(Suoyiran 
所以然, basis of being) as Sangje(Shangdi 上帝, heavenly ruler) seems to 
be far‒fetched, given that Lee Ga‒hwan does not refer to “Sangje.” This 
undermines the validity of the author’s conclusion that “In consideration 
of his attempt at strengthening practical ethics of Confucianism by 
putting forward the Pre‒Qin concept of Shangdi(上帝觀), Geumdae 
[Lee Ga‒hwan] may be positioned as the bridge within the ideological 
genealogy focusing on the ‘religiousness of Confucianism’ along the line 
of thought passing from Toegye to Misu and Seongho to Dasan.”
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5. Concluding Remarks

In the foregoing, we analyzed the Silhak‒related papers published in 2019 
in Korean academia, examined the research trends by scholar and by topic, 
and made an in‒depth analysis of major papers. A total of 122 papers, 
comprising 115 papers published in journals registered in the National 
Research Foundation(KRF) and seven doctoral theses, were published 
in 2019. This significant quantitative increase compared to 58 papers in 
2017 and 96 papers in 2019 confirms the uptrend in the research field of 
Korean Silhak.

When broken down by scholar, the number of papers on Yu Hyeong‒
won decreased, but the numbers of papers on other scholars and schools of 
thought increased in general. Each year, papers on Dasan Jeong Yak‒yong 
account for the largest proportion of the Korean Silhak‒related research, 
and 2019 was no exception. In 2019, in particular, more than half of 
all Korean Silhak‒related papers were on Jeong Yak‒yong. While the 
spectrum of interest in the study of Korean Silhak is expanding to various 
scholars who have rarely been discussed in the literature, the research trend 
overly skewed toward Jeong Yak‒yong will have to be borne in mind by 
Silhak scholars and researchers. With regard to the topics covered, a more 
balanced distribution of papers by topic can be observed. Of course, the 
number of papers on Jeong Yak‒yong is generally high, confirming the 
importance of Jeong Yak‒yong in all Silhak‒related subject areas. 

In 2019, the research area of Korean Silhak trended toward 
diversification in terms of scholar and topic. This allows us to expect a 
qualitative development of Korean Silhak Studies in the years to come. 
However, care needs to be taken about the phenomenon of an excessive 
concentration on a specific scholar.
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1. Introduction

This report is an analysis of the research outcomes related to the Study 
of Confucian classics among the academic papers published in Korea in 
2019. The selection criteria for the papers to be analyzed were: 1) papers 
on the study of Confucian classics that examine the annotations on the 
13 classics(Shisanjing 十三經) written by Korean, Chinese, and Japanese 
scholars and 2) papers registered and selected for publication in the 
National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) in 2019. The literature 
search yielded a total of 51 papers, listed below:

1. Kang Kyung‒Hyun, The Purpose and Significance of Noneosangseol 
Compilation: Recomposition of Zhuxi's Letters for Understanding 
Analects, Tae‒Dong Yearly Review of Classics 42, The Taedong Center 
for Eastern Classics, Hallym University 

2. Kang Kyung‒Hyun, Encyclopedic Works in the Joseon Period and 
its understanding of Confucian Classics: Focused on Oju‒yeonmun‒
jangjeon‒sango, Korean Cultural Studies 83, Research Institute of 
Korean Studies, Korea University

3. Kang Bo‒Seung, A Study on the Revision of Daehak Janggu by 
Hoejae Lee Eon‒Jeok and Arguments on that Revision by Joseon 
Scholars of 16 and 17th Century, The Study of Confucian Philosophy 
and Culture 75, The Korean Society of Confucianism

4. Gil Tae‒Eun, A Study Characteristics of Jungyonggieui of Gan‒Jae: 
Based on Chapter 1 analysis, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97, The 
Society of Eastern Philosophy

5. Kim Kyeong‒Soo, The Past examination of Nammyeong, 
Nammyeong and The book of Change, Youngsan Journal of East 
Asian Cultural Studies 30, Institute of East Asian Culture, Youngsan 
University 
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6. Kim Kyung‒Hee, A Study on the interpretation of Ito Jin‒Sai and 
Jung Yak‒Yong about the Vast‒Flowing Spirit Chapter(浩然章) of 
the Mencius, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 99, The Society of Eastern 
Philosophy

7. Kim Dong‒Min, The Structural Characteristics and Academic 
Significance of Kwon Geun's Graphical Illustration about the Great 
Learning, The Journal of Korean Philosophical History 62, The Society 
of Korean Philosophical History

8. Kim Dong‒Min, Kwon Geun’s Argument on the Minor Text System 
of the Great Learning Chapters, The Study of Confucian Philosophy 
and Culture 77, The Korean Society of Confucianism

9. Kim Dong‒Jin, A study on editions of Lai Zhide(來知德)’s Zhouyi 
Jizhu(周易集注): Focused on comparison between Zhang Weiren(張惟
任) and Gao Wengying(高奣映)’s Edition, Korean Cultural Studies 83, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies, Korea University

10. Kim Byung‒Ae, Analysis of Sin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃)’s Concepts of 
Yeokhak(易學) Element demonstrated in ‘Jeoljoonguirye(「折中義
例」)’ and Argument of Sungho(星湖) disciple on ‘Jooyeokjeoljoong(周
易折中)’, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 99, The Society of Eastern 
Philosophy

11. Kim Seo‒Yun, Qianshi’s Interpretation of The Great Learning: 
Focusing on Comparison with Zhu Xi’s Interpretation, Yang‒Ming 
Studies 53, The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies 

12. Kim Seo‒Yun, A Study on Qianshi(錢時)’s Interpretations of the 
Zhongyong(中庸), Yang‒Ming Studies 54, The Korean Society Of 
Yang‒Ming Studies 

13. Kim Soo‒Kyoung, A Study on the Diversification of Reading 
the Book of Songs in the 17th Century Joseon Dynast y, 
DAEDONGHANMUNHAK 61, DAEDONGHANMUN Institute

14. Kim Young‒Ho, On Soonam Oh Jae‒sun’s Collections of essential 
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points of Chou I: especially around Hexagram of K’un and Gon, The 
Journal of Korean Philosophical History 63, The Society of Korean 
Philosophical History

15. Kim Yong‒Cheun, The stipulation of ‘Shoufu(受服)’ after a funeral 
and Ritual studies argument, Tae‒Dong Yearly Review of Classics 42, 
The Taedong Center for Eastern Classics, Hallym University

16. Kim Ik‒Soo, Scholar Kim Jang‒Saeng(with pen name Sagye)’s I‒
ching philosophy, Korean Thought and Culture 99, The Society of 
Korean Thought and Culture

17. Kim Jung‒kak, Theory of Moral Nature in Zhu Xi's Yi‒ology, Journal 
of Korean Philosophical Society 152, Korean Philosophical Society

18. Kim Hyun‒Mi, A Study on the Modern Interpretation of ZhongYong 
in order to restore the educational function of studying Confucianism: 
Based on the interpretation of Zhu‒Xi and Jeong Yak‒yong, Journal 
of Eastern Philosophy 98, The Society of Eastern Philosophy

19. Park Ji‒Hyun, On Punctuation of the Analects 10:12 and Park Se‒
dang’s Interpretation, Philosophical Investigation 55, The Institute of 
Chung‒Ang Philosophical Studies

20. Bang In, The Problem of Contingency, Determinism and Free Will in 
Dasan Jeong Yagyong’s Interpretation of the Changes, Korean Studies 
40, Korea Studies Adancement Center 

21. Bang In, Chŏng Yag‒yong’s cosmogonic idea and Matteo Ricci’s 
influence shown in his interpretation of the Zhouyi: A compromise 
between creationism and evolutionism, Journal of Tasan Studies 35, 
Tasan Cultural Foundation

22. Seo Geun‒Sik, A Study on the Analysis Methodology of Yijing(『周
易』)(Ⅱ): Focused on the Contrast between the Jinjinanren(近畿南人) 
and Kim Jeong‒hee(金正喜), Journal of Korean Classics 53, Institute 
Translation of Korea Classics 

23. Seo Geun‒Sik, Xinghuxuepai(星湖學派) process of the formation of 
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the Dasan Jeong Yak‒Yong Zhouyisijian(周易四箋) “Shiguazhuan(「蓍
卦傳」)”, The Journal of Korean Philosophical History 60, The Society of 
Korean Philosophical History

24. Seo Geun‒Sik, A Study in the Daxuehoushuo(大學後說) of the 
Ha‒bin(河濱) Shin Hu‒Dam(愼後聃), Journal of Yulgok‒Studies 39, 
Yulgok Institute

25. Shin Sang‒Who, A Study of Wang Pi’s Translation of the Book of 
Changes, Journal of The Society of philosophical studies 125, The Society 
of Philosophical Studies

26. Sim Soon‒Ok, A Study on the Theoretical Differences in Jung‒Jo(正
祖)'s and Dasan's Study, Studies in Confucianism 47, Confucianism 
Research Institute, Chungnam National University

27. AN Seung‒Woo, A Study on the Characteristics of the Zheng 
Xuan(鄭玄)’s Interpretation on the Zhou Yi(周易) Using Li(禮) as a 
Concept of Immutability, Gong Ja Hak 37, The Korean Society of 
Gong Ja

28. AN Seung‒Woo, A Study on the Thoughts of Li(禮) Shown in 
the Dasan(茶山)’s Interpretation on the Zhou Yi(周易), The Study 
of Confucian Philosophy and Culture 76, The Korean Society of 
Confucianism

29. A n Yoo‒Kyoung , A Study on Hosa n(Pa rk, Moon‒ho)'s 
Daehakjanggusangsul(大學章句詳說), Journal of Yulgok‒Studies 39, 
Yulgok Institute

30. Eom Yeon‒seok, The Problem of Reversible Change between Natural 
Science and Moral Philosophy in the Toegye's Yi‒Xue(易學), The 
T'oegye Hakbo(The Journal of T'oegye Studies) 146, The T'oegye 
Studies Institute

31. Yoon Suk‒Ho, Content Analysis on the Headnotes of the Sangseo 
jiwonrog[Boyu version], Han'guk Munhwa(Korean Culture) 85, 
Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University
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32. Yoon Suk‒Ho, A Study on Zhouli Zhushu's Interpretation about the 
Land System of Three Periods of Xia, Yin, Zhou, Journal of Eastern 
studies 106, Daedong Institute of Korean Studies, Sungkyunkwan 
University

33. Lee Nan‒Sook, A Study on interrelation of Cheong Yagyong, Zhu 
Xi and Shao Yong’s mathematics theory in Zhouyi, Journal of Eastern 
Philosophy 97, The Society of Eastern Philosophy

34. Lee Won‒Seok, Lee Hwang and Park Se‒chae’s Interpretation of 
Chapter7 of the Daxuezhangju, Tae‒Dong Yearly Review of Classics 
42, The Taedong Center for Eastern Classics, Hallym University

35. Lee Won‒Seok, Lee Yi's Criticism of Lee Eun‒jeok’s Interpretation 
of Daehak, The Study of Confucian Philosophy and Culture 75, The 
Korean Society of Confucianism

36. LEE Eun‒Ho, A Study on the Interpretation of "Zhougong judong" 
of 『Jinteng』, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97, The Society of Eastern 
Philosophy

37. LEE Eun‒Ho, Misu Heo Mok’s Perspectives on 『Shangshu』: oriented 
toward Governance from Confusion, Studies in Confucianism 47, 
Confucianism Research Institute, Chungnam National University

38. Lee Hae‒Im, The Study on the development of the commentaries on 
the Vast‒Flowing Material Force Chapter in Mencius: Focused on 
Zhao‒qi and Zhu‒xi, Philosophical Investigation 54, The Institute of 
Chung‒Ang Philosophical Studies

39. Lee Hae‒Im, Huh Nam‒Jin, The Theory of Human Nature as Moral 
Inclination and The Theory of Human Nature as Original Goodness: 
Dasan's Interpretation of Mencius, Tae‒Dong Yearly Review of Classics 
43, The Taedong Center for Eastern Classics, Hallym University

40. Lim Heon‒Gyu, A Study on commentary and usage of righteousness 
and profit in Confucian analect, Gong Ja Hak 38, The Korean Society 
of Gong Ja
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41. Lim Heon‒Gyu, A Considerations on Chu‒Hui & Dasan’s 
Commentary and Usage of Li(禮) in Confucian Analects, Journal of 
Korean Philosophical Society 152, Korean Philosophical Society

42. Lim Heng‒Seok, An Essay and a Translation with annotations on 
Wang An‒Shih’s Commentary of the Great Plan in the Book of 
Documents, The Study of Confucian Philosophy and Culture 77, The 
Korean Society of Confucianism

43. Chang Won‒Tae, On interpretations of Mengzi 8.19, Tae‒Dong 
Yearly Review of Classics 42, The Taedong Center for Eastern Classics, 
Hallym University

44. Jung Hae‒Wang, An Comparison of the Interpretations of [the Great 
Learning] of Zhuxi, Wangshouren and Jung Yak‒Yong, Journal of 
Koreanology 73, Korean Studies Institute, Pusan National University 

45. Cho Hie‒Young, The feature of Shim Daeyoon(沈大允)’s I‒Ching in 
the Juyeogsanguijeombeob(周易象義占法), Korean Classics Studies 82, 
Research Institute of Korean Studies, Korea University

46. Cha Seo‒Yeon, A Study on the Shapes of Sanggwan(喪冠): Focused 
of Jeong Yakyong’s Sangboksang(喪服商) of Sangraesajeon(喪禮四
箋), Tae‒Dong Yearly Review of Classics 43, The Taedong Center for 
Eastern Classics, Hallym University

47. Chun Byung‒Don, A Study on Sukcheon’s Yeokchago, Yang‒Ming 
Studies 53, The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies 

48. Ham Young‒Dae, A Study on Maengjabyeonui of Kim Jang‒saeng, 
Journal of Eastern studies 105, Daedong Institute of Korean Studies, 
Sungkyunkwan University

49. Hong You‒Bin, The Restorative Characteristics in Dasan(茶
山) and Bangsan(舫山)’s the Book of Songs(詩經) Theor y 
and Its Meaning of the Historical Context of Confucianism, 
DAEDONGHANMUNHAK 60, DAEDONGHANMUN Institute

50. Hong You‒Bin, The meaning of Hong Daeyong’s criticism about Kim 
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Chang‒Hup’s Study on Shih‒ching, DAEDONGHANMUNHAK 
58, DAEDONGHANMUN Institute

51. Hwang In‒Ok, A Study on the Monistic Interpretation of Wondu 
and Jigeun Presented in Dokseogijungyong, Studies in Confucianism 
48, Confucianism Research Institute, Chungnam National University

The remainder of this report is organized in the following manner. 
First, for a clearer overview, these 51 selected papers are classified by two 
criteria: scholar and topic. The philosopher category is subdivided into 
papers covering Korean, Chinese, and Japanese Confucian scholars, and 
the topics category is divided into 13 classics. Second, three noteworthy 
papers are analyzed for each of the 13 classics. Third, the research 
outcomes of the study of Confucian classics published in 2019 are 
comprehensively reviewed. Last, a brief note on future research directions 
is presented.

2. Classification by scholar

Of the 51 papers on the study of Confucian classics, 46 provide scholarly 
views on the annotations of such works. They consist of 33 papers on 
Korean Confucian scholars, eight papers on Chinese Confucian scholars, 
four papers comparing Korean and Chinese Confucian scholars, and one 
paper comparing Korean and Japanese Confucian scholars. 

1) Korean Confucian scholars

Of the 33 papers on Korean Confucian scholars’ views on Confucian 
classics, seven are by Dasan Jeong Yak‒Yong, outnumbering all other 
scholars, followed by Kwon Geun, Kim Jang‒Saeng, and Shin Hu‒
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Dam(two papers each). Thirteen scholars are covered by one paper each; 
chronologically, these scholars are Yi Eon‒Jeok, Yi Hwang, Jo Sik, Heo 
Mok, Yoon Hyu, Park Sedang, Eo Yu‒Bong, Oh Jae‒Sun, Shin Jak, Yi 
Kyu‒kyung, Shim Dae‒Yun, Jeon Wu, and Park Moon‒Ho. Six papers 
cover two scholars or schools of thought, namely Yi Eon‒Jeok and Yi I, 
Yi Hwang and Park Se‒Chae, Kim Chang‒Heup and Hong Dae‒Yong, 
King Jeongjo and Jeong Yak‒Yong, Jeong Yak‒Yong and Yoon Jeong‒Ki, 
and Kim Jeong‒Hi and Keun Ki‒Nam. One paper focuses on a school of 
thought, namely the Seongho school.

2) Chinese Confucian scholars

Eight papers cover the Confucian classics as expounded by Chinese 
Confucian scholars: one paper each for Zheng Xuan(鄭玄), Wang Bi(王弼), 
Wang Anshi(王安石), Zhu Xi(朱熹), and Lai Zhide(來知德); two papers 
comparing Zhu Xi and Qian Shi(錢時); and one paper comparing Zhao 
Qi(趙岐) and Zhu Xi.

3) Comparison of Korean, Chinese, and Japanese Confucian 

scholars

Four papers compare Korean and Chinese Confucian scholars: one 
paper each comparing Zhao Qi, Zhu Xi, Huang Zongxi(黃宗羲), Wang 
Fuzhi(王夫之), Jeong Yak‒Yong, and Jiao Xun(焦循); Shao Yong(邵雍), 
Zhu Xi, and Jeong Yak‒Yong; Zhu Xi and Jeong Yak‒Yong; and Zhu 
Xi, Wang Shouren(王守仁), and Jeong Yak‒Yong. One paper compares 
Korean and Japanese Confucian scholars: Ito Jinsai and Jeong Yak‒Yong.
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3. Classification by topic

In a different section of this report, papers categorized by topic cover 
Confucian classics’ ideology, philosophy, politics and economics, 
education, and the like. In this section, each Confucian classic book 
is treated as the study topic when categorizing the papers by topic, 
taking into account the scholarly features of the thoughts expounded 
by the study of Confucian classics. Of the 51 papers selected, 49 cover 
Confucian classics. The Confucian classics studied most frequently are 
the Book of Changes(n=17), the Great Learning(n=9), Mencius(n=5), the 
Analects(n=4), the Book of Documents(n=4), Doctrine of the Mean(n=4), 
Classic of Poetry(n=3), Ceremonies and Rites(n=2), and Rites of 
Zhou(n=1). 

4. Analysis of and commentary on major papers

1) On the Book of Changes

Regarding the Book of Changes(Yijing 易經 or Zhouyi 周易), Kim 
Young‒Ho’s paper “On Soonam Oh Jae‒sun’s Collections of Essential 
Points of Chou I: Focusing on the Hexagram of K’un and Gon” examines 
the interpretation of the Book of Changes provided by Oh Jae‒sun(吳
載純, pen name: Soonam 醇庵). This paper points out the structural 
characteristics of Soonam’s Yixue(易學, study of the Book of Changes): 
1) no graphic representation of hexagrams; 2) importance attached to 
Xuguanzhuan(序卦傳, the order of the hexagrams), Zaguazhuan(雜卦傳, 
miscellaneous sayings on the hexagrams), and the entrance to the study 
of the Book of Changes; 3) presentation of new views on the author 
and the content of Ten Wings(Shiyi 十翼, a collection of commentaries 
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to the Book of Changes ascribed to Confucius); and 4) reorganization 
of punctuation, phrasing, and paragraphing of the existing versions of 
Ten Wings. As content‒related characteristics, the author points out six 
salient features: 1) an understanding of the Book of Changes image(xiang 
象), time(shi 時), and righteousness(yi 義); 2) an understanding of the 
hexagram of Qian(乾) trigram as tian xing zhi xiang(天行之象), yang qi 
liu xing zhi xiang(陽氣流行之象), and tai yang zhao lin zhi xiang(太陽
照臨之象); 3) pursuit of harmony between moral principle theory and 
image/number theory; 4) priority given to empirical exploration; 5) 
modification of original words in interpreting the Book of Changes; and 6) 
a novel interpretation of the words. The author also notes that Soonam’s 
interpretation of the Book of Changes involves not only its content, but 
also its implications for growing into a virtuous adulthood.

Another paper on the Book of Changes is An Seung‒Woo’s “A Study 
on the Thoughts of Li(禮) Shown in Dasan(茶山)’s Interpretation on 
Zhou Yi(周易),” which examines the interpretation of the Book of 
Changes provided by Jeong Yak‒Yong(丁若鏞, penname: Dasan 茶
山). The author notes that Dasan provides examples to support his 
interpretation of the Book of Changes. Given that the first scholar who 
used examples from the Rites of Zhou(周禮 Zhōulǐ) and the ancient Zhou 
Dynasty(周代) to interpret the Book of Changes was Zheng Xuan(鄭玄), 
the author compared Zheng Xuan and Dasan. While both interpreted 
the Book of Changes through examples, Dasan criticized some of Zheng 
Xuan’s views regarding his interpretation of the meanings of the Book of 
Changes and the Rites of Zhou. Specifically, Dasan acknowledged only 
bianyi(變易) from the three meanings of the Book of Changes proposed 
by Zheng Xuan, namely yijian(易簡), bianyi(變易), and buyi(不易), 
dismissing the other two as fallacies. The author also noted that Dasan 
brought the practicable principles of Li(禮) to the fore in an effort to steer 
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people and society in a more positive direction, breaking away from the 
present errors and outdated customs, through the interpretation of the 
Book of Changes based on L by discovering the essential meaning of Li in 
linkage with the writing principles of the Book of Changes, i.e., rectifying 
things by correcting their defects and recovering the original form. 

2) On the Great Learning(Daxue 大學)

Regarding the Great Learning(Daxue 大學), An Yoo‒Kyoung’s 
paper “A Study on Hosan(Park, Moon‒ho)’s Daehakjanggusangsul(大
學章句詳說)” closely examines the Great Learning as understood by 
Park Moon‒ho(朴文鎬, penname: Hosan 壺山), which had previously 
not been very well studied. In terms of the salient features of Hosan’s 
interpretation of the Great Learning, the author points out that Hosan’s 
Daehakjanggusangsul(大學章句詳說) differentiates itself from Zhu 
Xi’s Daxuezhangju(大學章句) by broadly covering the views of Korean 
scholars in addition to Chinese scholars; clearly distinguishing between 
Er Cheng(二程, two Chengs), Cheng Hao(程顥) and Cheng Yi(程頤); 
providing contextual clarification by underscoring the role of particles and 
pronouns; and deepening the content of Zhu Xi’s Daxuezhangju(大學章句) 
by interpreting Mingde(明德) and Wuge(物格). In particular, the author 
notes that Hosan made every effort in his Daehakjanggusangsul(大學章
句詳說) to clearly understand each word and phrase within the context 
of the scripture. This was done through rigorous annotation work, and 
the author evaluates Hosan’s method as a genuine scholarly approach to 
studying Confucian classics, doing justice to Hosan’s reputation as the 
Joseon’s leading Confucian scholar comparable to that of the Joseon’s 
greatest compiler of Confucian classics. 
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3) On the Book of Mencius(孟子) 

Regarding the Book of Mencius(孟子), Chang Won‒Tae’s paper “On 
Interpretations of Mengzi 8.19” compares the Iruha 19 interpretations of 
Zhao Qi(趙岐), Zhu Xi(朱熹), Huang Zongxi(黃宗羲), Wang Fuzhi(王
夫之), Jeong Yak‒Yong, and Jiao Xun(焦循). Chapter 19 of Lilouxia(離
婁下, hereinafter Lilou II.19) covered in this paper is composed of six 
statements: 1) Humans differ from animals in very small ways(人之所以
異於禽於獸者幾希); 2) What the mass of people cast away, virtuous men 
preserve(庶民去之, 君子存之); 3,4) Emperor Shun clearly understood 
the working mechanisms of many things and closely observed the 
relationships of humanity(舜明於庶物, 察於人倫); 5) He acted according 
to benevolence and righteousness(由仁義行); and 6) For this reason, he 
needed not act out benevolence and righteousness(非行仁義也). The 
author ascribes the differences existing in the interpretation of Lilou II.19 
to the understanding of four questions:(1) Do humans and animals share 
the same nature?(2) What is the object of protection?(3) Is the Emperor 
Shun included in the Junzi mentioned in the text?(4) What is the 
relationship between acting according to benevolence and righteousness 
and acting out benevolence and righteousness? The author compares 
different interpretations provided by the aforementioned scholars as 
follows: Zhu Xi interpreted Question 1 based on the similarities of 
humans and non‒humans while all others presented interpretations 
based on differences between humans and non‒humans. Despite this 
difference, most annotators paid more attention to the differences in mind 
than in nature when explaining Mencius’ statement on the difference 
between humans and animals. Regarding Question 2, Zhu Xi, Wang 
Fuzhi, and Jiao Xun considered heavenly principles or human orders 
worthy of preservation, whereas the focus was the mind for Lu Jiuling(陸
九齡), Huang Zongxi(黃宗羲), and Jeong Yak‒Yong. Different opinions 
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as to whether Emperor Shun was meant to be Junzi(君子, virtuous man) 
in Lilou II.19(Question 3) constitute the background of Question 4, 
whereby scholars following Yin Tun(尹焞) and Zhu Xi differentiated 
between Emperor Shun and Junzi and by assigning the stages of acting 
according to benevolence and righteousness and acting out benevolence 
and righteousness, respectively. However, with the exception of Yin Tun 
and Zhu Xi, most annotators did not differentiate between Junzi and 
sage(Emperor Shun) and did not regard acting according to benevolence 
and righteousness and acting out benevolence and righteousness as two 
development stages, but as a matter of right and wrong. 

4) On the Analects(Lunyu 論語) 

Regarding the Analects(論語 Lúnyǔ), Kang Kyung‒Hyun’s 
paper “The Purpose and Significance of Noneosangseol Compilation: 
Recomposition of Zhuxi’s Letters for Understanding Analects” examines 
Noneosangseol(論語詳說) as completed by Eo Yu‒bong(魚有鳳, penname: 
Kiwon 杞園). This paper assesses the significance of Noneosangseol 
based on two dimensions of Joseon’s chronicle of interpretation of Zhu 
Xi’s Lunyujizhu(論語集註) and reading of Jujadaejeon(朱子大全). The 
author assesses Noneosangseol as a book compiling Zhu Xi’s works about 
the Analects in which Zhu Xi’s endeavors to completely and correctly 
understand the Analects are brought to the fore. The author also notes 
that Noneosangseol selects, classifies, and reorganizes Zhu Xi’s writings 
according to the specific topic of the Analects, showing an advanced 
approach to interpreting Jujadaejeon. The author adds that Noneosangseol, 
which was written over the course of solving the interpretation problems 
of Noneojipjudaejon(論語集註大全) and Jujadaejeon, extended the scope 
of references to Jujadaejeon in interpreting Noneojipju and established a 
clear standard for the approach to Zhu Xi’s interpretation of the Analects 
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in relation to reading Jujadaejeon in Joseon’s Neo‒Confucianism. In this 
respect, Noneosangseol can be considered a work by which we can gauge 
the depth and scope of the Neo‒Confucian interpretation of Confucian 
classics performed in Joseon.

5) On the Book of Documents(Shujing 書經)

Lee Eun‒Ho’s paper “Misu Heo Mok’s Perspectives on Shangshu: 
Oriented toward Governance from Confusion” examines the 
understanding of the Book of Documents(書經 Shūjīng) provided by 
Heo Mok(許穆, penname: Misu 眉叟). The author ascribes Joseon’s 
prolific period of the Study of Confucian classics starting from the 17th 
century in terms of literature and schools of thoughts starting from the 
17th century to the appearance of scholars critical to Jujahak based on 
a sufficient understanding of Seonglihak [both Seonglihak and Jujahak 
traditions in Joseon are translated into Neo‒Confucianism]. The author 
refers to Misu as a scholar positioned between orthodox critical Neo‒
Confucianism camps who understood the world and history as having a 
dual structure of governance(治) and confusion(亂) and who incessantly 
strived to overcome chaos and establish order. He also attends to Misu’s 
interest in pre‒Qin(先秦) Confucianism shown in his study of ancient 
literature(古文) and six Confucian classics(六經), especially in the Book 
of Documents(書經 Shujing), the heritage of the era of Sage‒Kings(聖
王). The author commends Seoseol(書說), Misu’s reading notes of the 
Book of Documents, as a good explanation of the dual worldview of 
governance and confusion(治亂). He assesses Seoseol, which consists of 
20 chapters(one on overview, 10 on governance, and nine on confusion), 
as Misu’s endeavor to overcome confusion(reign of chaos) and establish 
governance(reign or order), pointing out that Misu presented four ways 
of overcoming the chaotic time of Joseon of the 17th century he lived 
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in: King’s Susin(修身, cultivating moral character), establishment of an 
efficient civil service system(官制) and recruitment of competent officials, 
virtuous and wise governance, and proper punishment(刑罰).

6) On the Doctrine of the Mean(Zhongyong 中庸)

Regarding the Doctrine of the Mean, Hwang In‒Ok’s paper “A Study 
on the Monistic Interpretation of Wondu and Jigeun Presented in 
Dokseogijungyong” examines the Doctrine of the Mean as understood by 
Yoon Hyu(尹鑴, penname: Baekho 白湖). The author interpreted Baekho’s 
Wondu(原頭) as the heavenly origin, i.e., Cheonmyeong(天命, fate or 
providence), and Jigeun(至近) as the attitude of Junzi to pursue self‒
cultivation(爲己) by becoming aware of Wondu and serving heaven(事天) 
in awe of heaven(畏天). That is, Wondu becomes the heavenly path(天道), 
and Gigeun the human path(人道). According to Baekho’s interpretation, 
Cheonmyeong does not exist separately in a high and far dimension 
but exists in the abode of Wondu, which can be concretized only when 
humans realize the doctrine of the mean. Thus, Baekho explains the 
interlinkage of Wondu and Jigeun and the presence of Wondu inherent in 
Gigeun. 

From his perception of Wondu and Gigeun sprouting from the same 
origin, Baekho’s interpretation of the Doctrine of the Mean reflects the 
organic integration of heaven, every creature, and human beings. Baekho 
believed that heaven is for humans and vice versa and each person is for 
others and vice versa and further, that the heavenly path is no separate 
path, but realizable through the realization of Gigeun, which is the goal 
of the Doctrine of the Mean. Baekho was also of the opinion that one 
can serve heaven(事天) only after preserving the mind and nourishing the 
inner nature(存心養性) and that heaven and earth can stand in harmony 
and all creatures can thrive(天地位萬物育) based on moral conduct, 
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insisting that if humans fail to orient their life toward moral realization, 
heaven will have its own way of working independently of humans. The 
author interprets Baikho’s interpretation of the Doctrine of the Mean, 
giving more emphasis to Gigeun, the matter of human endeavors, than to 
Wondu, the matter of heaven, as his measure for inducing voluntary and 
active realization of humanity. 

7) On the Classic of Poetry(Shijing 詩經) 

Regarding the Classic of Poetry(Shijing 詩經), Hong You‒Bin’s paper 
“The Meaning of Hong Daeyong’s Criticism about Kim Chang‒Hup’s 
Study on Shih‒ching” analyzed Shijeonbyeonui(詩傳辨疑) of Hong Dae‒
yong(洪大容, penname: Damheon 湛軒). The author explores the salient 
features and significance of Damheon’s criticism of the Shijeonbyeonui 
part of the study of Shijing by Kim Chang‒Heup(金昌翕, penname: 
Samyeon), who is Damheon’s elder in the same scholarly linage of Nakron 
in Noron. According to the author, Samyeon’s Study of Shijing is partially 
estranged from Zhu Xi; Damheon tends to interpret Shijing within the 
scope of Zhu Xi’s study of Shijing while partially accepting Samyeon’s 
study of Shijing regarding the understanding of individual poems or 
overall interpretation of classics. According to the author’s assessment, 
Samyeon has an open outlook with regard to scholarly attitudes and 
ways of thinking, while Danheon’s outlook has more moderate and 
conservative aspects. More specifically, according to Damheon’s assessment 
of Samyeon’s 34 propositions, 11 were appropriate, 10 were partially 
appropriate, and 13 were inappropriate; that is, Damheon agreed to about 
30% of Samyeon’s propositions and considered 70% to be in error and 
needing to be supplemented or rectified. From this, the author concluded 
that Damheon adopted an approach to select more appropriate views 
while maintaining a well‒intended balance between Zhu Xi and Samyeon, 
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tending to lean toward Zhu Xi when he disagreed with Samyeon in part 
or in whole, prioritizing Zhu Xi over Samyeon.

8) On the Ceremonies and Rites(Yili 儀禮)

Regarding the Ceremonies and Rites(Yili 儀禮), Cha Seo‒Yeon’s paper 
“A Study on the Shapes of Sanggwan(喪冠): Focused of Jeong Yakyong’s 
Sangboksang(喪服商) of Sangraesajeon(喪禮四箋)” examines Sanggwan(喪
冠, mourning hat) with a focus on Dasan’s Sangboksang(喪服商). The 
author explores the various shapes of Sanggwan(喪冠) among different 
components of Sangbok(Sangfu 喪服, mourning dress) as presented by 
Dasan. The Sangfu part of the Ceremonies and Rites had been handed 
down from generation to generation and adhered to by descendants as 
rules determined by Confucian classics; thus, Joseon’s mourning apparel 
system was presumably based on the Jiali(家禮, Family Rites) written 
by Zhu Xi, taking into account Sangfu and the customs of the Song 
period. Dasan is assessed to have presented creative forms of Sanggwan 
based on an elaborate study of the Ceremonies and Rites preceding Zhu 
Xi’s Jial while abiding by Jiali. Like any hat, Sanggwan carries a symbolic 
meaning emphasizing the importance of the head. It comprises the part 
covering the crown of the head(Guan 冠) and the part surrounding the 
head(Wu 武). Since Zheng Xuan(鄭玄) noted that Wu is made with one 
string, Sanggwan could not function as a hat, and the author presumes 
that Geon(Jin 巾, cloth) was used to fix one’s hair and hat. Dasan argues 
that Sanggwan should be arranged based on the Byeon(弁) system because 
Sangbok was Byeonbok(弁服) in the ancient rites; he also contends that 
Sanggwan was not described in detail because Byeonbok(弁服) applies to 
Sangbok mutatis mutandis, with the material and size of Guan(冠) and 
Wu(武) coinciding with those of Byeon. Regarding the missing section 
of the Ceremonies and Rites, Dasan suggests that since Joseon’s court 
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costume(朝服) and ceremonial garment(祭服) correspond to Byeonbok(弁
服) in the ancient rites, Sanggwan should thus be made in the same 
manner as Yanggwan(梁冠). This suggestion by Dasan is evaluated as the 
results of his efforts to rectify Zheung Xuan’s erroneous interpretation of 
one‒stringed Wu and to solve the resultant problems by elucidating this 
fact through an elaborate review of the ancient rites wherein Sanggwan 
has the same material and size as Byeonbok. Dasan’s effort is also assessed 
as an attempt to enhance adherence to rites by allowing Joseon people 
to make Sanggwan in shapes that are familiar to them and are easier to 
fabricate.

5. Evaluation and Outlook

One of the most important tasks for the Korean study of Confucian 
classics is describing the history of the study of Confucian classics for each 
classic with the goal of compiling a comprehensive and detailed history 
of the Korean study of Confucian classics. To this end, it is necessary to 
continue research on scholars of Confucian classics thus far unstudied. 
In this respect, it can be said that the Korean study of Confucian classics 
underwent a significant harvest in 2019. For example, research outcomes 
on Eo Yu‒Bong’s study of the Analects, Oh Jae‒sun’s study of the Book of 
Changes, and Park Moon‒ho’s study of the Great Learning, which have 
rarely been studied thus far, are significant achievements. It is hoped that 
this trend of exploring the works of scholars of Confucian classics who 
remain unstudied will continue.





Chapter 9

Studies of Modern Confucianism In Korea
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1. Introduction

A total of 30 papers have been published on modern Confucianism in 
Korea, broken down into 10 papers on Neo‒Confucianism(Seonglihak 
性理學 in Korea, Songminglixue 宋明理學 in China, also known 
as Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism), 10 papers on the Yangming 
School(Yangmyeonghak/Yangmingxue 陽明學, also known as Xinxue 心
學 or Lu‒Wang Neo‒Confucianism), and 10 papers on other schools. 
Broken down by topic, 10 papers are about philosophy, 5 about the theory 
of Confucian reformation argument, 2 about the discourse of civilization, 
and the remaining 13 papers cover other Confucianism‒related thoughts 
or activities. Most of the papers on Neo‒Confucianism cover different 
schools of Neo‒Confucianism, such as the Hwaseo School, Hanju School, 
Ganjae School, and Nosa School, focusing on their respective thinkers and 
successors. More specifically, they discuss school‒specific interpretations 
of the main theories of Neo‒Confucianism, such as theories of li‒qi(理
氣), xinxing(心性), mingde(明德), and xinshuo(心說), and the genealogy 
of each tradition. Also covered is Song Jun‒pil, who sought a consensus 
on the debates among different Neo‒Confucian schools. Specific topics 
covered include the role of Confucianism as an ideological rationale for 
the anti‒Japanese movement during the Japanese occupation period 
with a focus on the succession and refinement of Neo‒Confucianism 
in the late Joseon period, foregrounding various Confucian features in 
the modern age such as the religionization of Confucianism, the theory 
of Confucian reformation, and the formation of a Confucian platform. 
The movement of religionization of Confucianism was driven by self‒
reflection and a will to reform from within, not by the passive and formal 
conformity with the trends of modern religions. Research on the theory 
of Confucian reformation was conducted in the Yangming School more 
intensively than that of Neo‒Confucianism. Park Eun‒sik is still studied 
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in research on the theory of Confucian reformation. A study exploring 
the interface between Yangminghak and Neo‒Confucianism based on the 
key words Silsim(實心 sincere mind) and Silhak(實學 practical learning) 
is a noteworthy contribution in the Korean history of thought. A series 
of studies extends the scope of research of modern Korean Yangminghak 
to East Asian scholars and traditions, breaking away from a frame limited 
to Park Eun‒sik and Jeong In‒bo. These studies, which drew attention 
to a facet of modern Confucianism in Korea that differentiates itself 
from modern Chinese or Japanese Confucianism in an overpowering 
imperialist academy, allow us to expect more follow‒up comparative 
studies of Korean, Chinese, and Japanese modernization trajectories and 
the Confucian response to modernization, which have been overlooked 
in the shadow of the generality and specificity of civilization or modernity 
discourse. Noteworthy among the papers covering topics other than 
Neo‒Confucianism and the Yangming School are those delving into the 
Confucian perceptions of the modern Confucian intellectuals expressed 
through modernist newspapers or journals published by them, the 
spiritual value of Confucianism behind the anti‒Japanese movement, 
the Confucian thoughts reflected in the discourse of civilization, and the 
Confucian views of women shown in the materials related to modern 
women’s education.

2. Classification by School of Thought

1) Neo–Confucianism

1. Oh‒Young Kwon.(2019). Oejae(畏齋. Jeong Taejin(丁泰鎭's Life and 
Idea, THE YON MIN HAK CHI, 31. 49‒70. Yon Min Classical 
Literature Association.
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2. Tae‒Eun Gil.(2019). A Study Characteristics of Jungyonggieui of Gan‒
Jae‒Based on Chapter 1 analysis, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 97. 
77‒101. The Society Of Eastern Philosophy.

3. Goun‒Ho Kim.(2019). The Signification of self‒cultivation in 
debate on the morality of Xim(心), THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN 
PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE 77, 63‒86. The Korean Society of 
Confucianism.

4. Bong‒Gon Kim.(2019). The Succession of Nosahakmaek(蘆沙學脈) 
of Woosan(愚山) Lee Hyeon‒Oh(李鉉五, 1868‒1923), a scholar in 
Yeuryeong, Yeongnam and Explication of the Theory of Reason(主
理論), Dongyang studies in Korean Classics 52, 5‒40. Dongyang 
Hanmoon Association.

5. You‒Gon Kim.(2019). Byeong‒Am Kim‒Junyeong’s Understanding 
of Neo‒Confucianism‒Laying Stress on Criticizing Hwaseo School’s 
Theory of Mind‒, Journal of Eastern Philosophy, 99. 61‒88. The 
Society Of Eastern Philosophy.

6. Jong‒Seok Kim/(2019). The Old Studies of Nambung as the 20th 
Century Confucianist, its Development and Frustration, Korean 
Studies 40, 283‒318. The Korean Studies Institute.

7. Ji‒Woong Yoo.(2019). A study of Gosan Lim Heonheo’s theory of the 
Nature and Principle, YANG‒MING STUDIES 52, 319‒347. The 
Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies.

8. Gyu‒Pil Lee.(2019). Academic and anti‒Japanese activities of 
Kongsan Song Jun‒pil, Youngnamhak 71, 251‒285. Toegye Research 
Institute at Institute of Youngnam Culture. 

9. Jong‒Jin Lim.(2019). An Analysis of the Distinctive Features of Lee, 
Seung‒Hee(Hangye)’s Thought, THE TOEGYE HAK NONCHONG 
33, 157‒181. Busan Toegye Studies Institute.

10. Young‒Sung Choi.(2019). Nohbaekje Choi Myeonghee’s Thought of 
Practical Righteousness‒Life as ‘Sohak Activist under Ganjae’, THE 
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JOURNAL OF KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY 60, 75‒102. 
The Society For Korean Philosophical History.

* Tae‒Eun Gil.(2020). Ideas of Ganjae Jeon Woo on the Confucian 
Classics: Focusing on his Lecture on the Four Classics. 

Two trends of research on Neo‒Confucianism in Korea were observed: 
1) the extension to new scholars in studies on the genealogy of different 
schools of Joseon Neo‒Confucianism centering on the Hanju School, 
Nosa School, Hwaseo School, and Ganjae School and 2) a conspicuous 
research approach to foreground Neo‒Confucian theories as the practical 
basis for an anti‒Japanese movement as well as the xinshuo(心說 morality) 
dispute and scripture interpretation around the turn of the 19th century. 
In addition to papers on the thoughts of Jeong Tae‒jin and Lee Seung‒
hee(Hanju School), Kim Pyeong‒muk and Yoo Jung‒gyo(Hwaseo School), 
Lee Hyeon‒Oh(Nosa School), and Kim Jun‒Yeong and Choe Myeong‒
hee(Ganjae School), Lim Heon‒hoe, who passed down his teaching to 
Ganjae, and Song Jun‒pil who asserted Simheolikiseol(Xinheliqishuo 心
合理氣說, theory of human mind as the combination of li and qi), were 
also studied, thus succeeding Yi Hwang. One paper revisited the life and 
teachings of Nambung, a Yeongnam‒based Confucian scholar who sought 
pragmatic implementation of Neo‒Confucianism in daily lives on the one 
hand and religionization of Confucianism on the other amid a theological 
flood. 

Kwon Oh‒Young attended to the ideological trait of Jeong Tae‒jin’s 
Silhak of Gyeongsechiyong(經世致用, public administration and practical 
usage) by seeking practical benefits with a sincere mind, thus succeeding 
Yi Hwang’s Juliron(Zhulilun 主理論, theory of supremacy of li over qi) 
and Yi Jin‒sang’s Simjeukliseol(Xinjilishuo 心卽理說 theory of mind‒li 
concurrence). Applying an exegetical approach to the analysis of Ganjae’s 
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Jungyonggieui(中庸記疑), Gil Tae‒eun pointed out that it provided 
the philosophical basis for Jonseong(Zunxing 尊性, human dignity) of 
Seongsasimje(Xingshixindi 性師心弟, master‒disciple relationship between 
human nature and mind). The content of this paper was deepened in 
the doctoral thesis “A Study of Ganjae Jeonu’s thoughts on Confucian 
Classics: with focus on Saseogangseol”(Jeonbuk National University, 
2020), thereby characterizing Ganjae’s hermeneutics of classics as theories 
of learning(Daehakgieui 大學記疑), human nature(Jungyonggieui 中庸
記疑), Daoism(Doknoneo 讀論語), and cultivation(Dilmaengja 讀孟子). 
The morality dispute(心說論爭) initiated by Jeonu of the Nakhak School 
and Yoo Jung‒gyo of the Hwaseo School continued until the early 20th 
century with the involvement of the Hanju School and Nosa School. Kim 
Geun‒Ho pointed out that the self‒cultivation argument(Suyangron/
Xiuyanglun 修養論) of the Hwaseo School represented by Yoo Jung‒
gyo justified human morality and moral duties and theorized the self‒
cultivating effect of moral implementation. Kim Bong‒gon noted that 
not only did Yi Hyeon‒oh, a Yeongnam‒based Confucian scholar who 
succeeded the Nosa School and maintained an extensive exchange with the 
Hwaseo School, succeeded Nosa’s Li‒il bunsuseol(liyifenshushuo 理一分殊
說, theory of one li and many manifestations), but he also adopted Yi Jin‒
sang’s Simjeukliseol(Xinjilishuo 心卽理說 theory of mind‒li concurrence). 
Kim You‒gon ascertained that Kim Jun‒Yeong, who succeeded Ganjae’s 
theory of mind(simseol/xinshuo 心說) that Li(理) is inactive and Qi(氣) 
is active, regarded true intention(bonsim/benxin 本心) and highest 
virtue(myeongdeok/mingde 明德) as Li and criticized Yi Hang‒Ro and 
Yoo Jung‒gyo’s theory of mind that the nature of mind is also Li. Kim 
Jong‒Seok presented a case of the 20th‒century preservation of Confucian 
ideology based on Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings(sadanchiljeong/
Siduanqiqing 四端七情) and theories of li‒qi and xin‒xing(likisinseong‒
ron/liqixinxing‒lun(理氣心性論), thereby using Nambung’s Haeju'illok, 
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and examined the theological basis for the movement toward the 
religionization of Confucianism. Lim Heon‒hoe, a Confucian scholar 
representing the mid‒19th‒century Neo‒Confucianism of the Nakron 
Linage of the Kiho School, set out the basis for moral actions at the mind 
level by differentiating between mind and disposition and sought to 
establish the orthodoxy of Joseon Neo‒Confucianism as brought forth 
by the Nakron Linage by asserting a supremacy of qi over li in inherent 
human nature(Mingdezhuqi vs. Mingdezhuli). Yoo Ji‒woong noted that 
Lim Heon‒hoe’s philosophical thoughts served as the theoretical basis for 
Jeonu’s criticism of the Hwaseo School, Nosa School, and Hanju School. 
Lee Gyu‒Pil closely examined the Seongju‒based Confucian scholars who 
led the petition to the Paris Peace Conference and actively participated 
in the March 1st Movement and shed light on the scholarly origin and 
spirit of loyalty of Song Jun‒pil, who argued that the human mind is the 
combination of li and qi(Simheolikiseol/ Xinheliqishuo 心合理氣說). Lim 
Jong‒jin noted that Daoism is the underlying philosophy for Lee Seung‒
hee’s commitment to the anti‒Japanese movement; he succeeded Yi Jin‒
sang’s theory of supremacy of li over qi(Juliron/Zhulilun 主理論) based 
on the spirit of social engagement. Choi Young‒Sung found that the 
scholarship and thoughts of ideas of Ganjae’s writer Choe Myeong‒hee 
were based on Xiaoxue(小學, Book of Elementary Learning) and ignited 
by the spirit of loyalty.

2) Yangming School

1. Sae‒Jeong Kim.(2019). New prospect of research on Yangming 
studies in Korea nowadays. YANG‒MING STUDIES 54, 75‒164. 
The Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies.

2. Yong‒Jae Kim.(2019). The Subject Matter of the Study of Korean 
Yang‒ming Studies, Studies in Confucianism 47, 67‒97. Confucianism 
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Research Institute.
3. Yun‒kyeong Kim.(2019). Multi‒level implications of Practical 

Learning based on the Sincere Mind in the transition period of 
modern age, YANG‒MING STUDIES 53, 67‒107. The Korean 
Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies.

4. Yun‒Kyeong Kim.(2019). Theoretical Ground of Joseonhak(Korean 
Studies) Written by Jeong In‒bo from the Perspective of Modern East 
Asia, YANG‒MING STUDIES 52, 249‒288. The Korean Society Of 
Yang‒Ming Studies.

5. Kwan‒Bum Noh.(2019). A New understanding of the theory of 
reformation of Confucianism during the Great Han Empire : 
Park Eun‒sik, The Society for Study of Korean History of Thoughts 
63, 131‒170. The Association For The Study Of Korean History Of 
Thoughts.

6. Hyun‒Seung Shin.(2019). Jeong Inbo’s Yangmyeonghak‒Yeonron 
and the Reconstruction of the Genealogy of Yangming School in the 
Modern Period, The Society for Study of Korean History of Thoughts 
61, 107‒140. The Association For The Study Of Korean History Of 
Thoughts.

7. Nan‒Soo Lee.(2019). A Modern Study on Chosun’s Identity‒
Focusing on Shin Chae‒ho’s ‘Self ’, Park Eun‒sik’s ‘The national spirit’ 
and Jeong In‒bo’s ‘Eol’‒, YANG‒MING STUDIES 54, 31‒74. The 
Korean Society Of Yang‒Ming Studies.

8. Hye‒gyung Yi.(2019). Revitalized Yangming School in Colonial 
Modernity: Is Jung Inbo’s Yangmyeonghak Yeonron Countering 
Takahashi’s History of Korean Thoughts?, Journal of Humanities, 
Seoul National University 76(3), 213‒250. Institute of Humanities, 
Seoul National University. 

9. Hye‒gyung Yi.(2019). From Tianxia to Nation State: The 
Whereabouts of Universal Principles in Pak Ǔnsik and Liang Qichao, 
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TAE‒DONG YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS 43, 177‒207. Tae 
Dong Institute of classic research.

10. Sang‒Youn Han.(2019). The Philosophy of ‘Sensual‒emotional 
Correspondedness’(感通)‒A Phenomenological Comparison of 
Jeong Inbo’s Expositions of Yang‒ming Studies(陽明學演論) and 
F. Schleiermacher’s On Religion, Phenomenology and Contemporary 
Philosophy 83, 107‒137. Korean Society For Phenomenology.

Yangminghak‒related papers were also centered around Park Eun‒
sik and Jeong In‒bo, with research methods and topics significantly 
diversified. Individual topics can be roughly categorized into three 
areas: 1) Park Eun‒sik’s Confucian reformation argument, 2) Jeong In‒
bo’s Joseon Yangming School genealogical grouping and its relevance 
to Joseonhak(Joseon Studies), and 3) comparative studies of Liang 
Qichao(梁啓超) and Park Eun‒sik, Takahashi and Jeong In‒bo, Jeong In‒
bo and Schleiermacher, and so on. The point that Jung In‒bo’s thoughts 
contributed to the formation of the identity of “Joseon” as the ideological 
foundation for the movement of Joseon Studies provides a clue to 
rectify the severed perception of the history of modern Korean thought. 
Moreover, the comparative study of Liang Qichao(梁啓超) and Takahashi 
is remarkable in that it expanded the perspective on the history of modern 
Korean thought biased toward the theory of modernity or discourse of 
civilization and proposed a new research perspective.

In the paper “Multi‒level Implications of Practical Learning Based on 
the Sincere Mind in the Transition Period of the Modern Age,” Kim Yun‒
kyeong suggested that the Yangminghak‒based Silhak of sincere mind was 
not dominated exclusively by the Hagok School by comparing it to that 
of Neo‒Confucian scholars such as Gwak Jong‒seok and Jeonu, analyzing 
that the former sought to establish subjectivity and the latter universality. 
On this note, in the paper “Theoretical Ground of Joseonhak(Korean 
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Studies) Written by Jeong In‒bo from the Perspective of Modern 
East Asia,” the same author argued that Jeong In‒bo’s Joseonhak was 
characterized by Joseon‒centered subjective traits as opposed to Japan’s 
chauvinistic national studies, China’s xenophobic patriotism represented 
by Zhang Binglin(章炳麟), and Choe Nam‒seon’s Joseonhak trapped 
in alterity. Noh Kwan‒beom demonstrated that Park Eun‒sik’s theory 
of Confucian reformation emerged in consequence to accepting Liang 
Qichao’s Moral Education Guide(Deokyukgam/Deyujian 德育鑑) as 
the solution in proper learning and savior consciousness. Shin Hyung‒
seung derived Jeong In‒bo’s views of history and learning from the latter’s 
Yangmyeonghak‒Yeonron and explained the descriptive characteristics 
of Sino‒Korean Yangminghak history and its implications for modern 
academia. Lee Nan‒su reviewed the notions of Shin Chae‒ho’s “self”(我), 
Park Eun‒sik’s “national soul”(國魂), and Jeong In‒bo’s “spirit”(eol) 
from the perspective of establishing national subjectivity and identity. 
In the paper “Revitalized Yangming School in Colonial Modernity: Is 
Jung Inbo’s Yangmyeonghak Yeonron Countering Takahashi’s History of 
Korean Thoughts?,” Yi Hye‒gyung evaluated Jeong In‒bo’s Yangminghak 
as Joseonhak and Silhak seeing a recovery of genuine Confucianism, 
criticizing Takahashi’s “Joseon Stagnated in Zhu Xi Studies” while 
adopting Tetsujiro’s Japanese narrative of “From Zhuxi to Yangming 
Studies.” In the paper “From Tianxia to Nation State: The Whereabouts 
of Universal Principles in Pak Ǔnsik and Liang Qichao,” the same 
author compared and analyzed the ideological trajectories of Park Eun‒
sik and Liang Qichao, who lost the essence of Chineseism as a general 
principle. Comparing Jeong In‒bo and Schleiermacher, Han Sang‒yeon 
argued that they have commonalities in ontological and epistemological 
understandings in that the latter acknowledges the sensory and affective 
interactions between our consciousness and the outer world, not 
countering each other, as our reaction to our existence as an entity in 
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fundamental unity with the world. 
The remaining two papers present an overview of the Korean 

Yangminghak research history and future research direction, which allows 
us to realize the sizeable knowledge base of the Yangming School, which 
was built by Korean academics. Kim Se‒jeong performed a quantitative 
analysis of the research outcomes regarding Yangming Studies from the 
1970s up to now and presented tasks and outlooks. Kim Yong‒jae noted 
that Yangminghak‒related research now needs to extend its boundaries 
from the Hagok School or Gangwha School, suggesting the relationship 
between the Seongho School’s evaluation of Yangminghak and Seohak as 
one of the research topics. Both authors make proposals for the direction 
of Yangminghak‒related research with the aim of establishing “Modern 
Yangming Studies in Korea” as an independent discipline. 

3) Others

1. Jung‒Sim Park.(2019). A Study on the Recognition of Modern 
Confucianism in Hwangseong Shinmun, THE JOURNAL OF 
KOREAN PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY 60, 103‒130. The Society 
For Korean Philosophical History.

2. Jun‒won Park.(2019). A study on expand of the Geochang’s faithful 
mind, DONG‒BANG KOREAN CHINESE LIEARATURE 81, 
146‒176. Dong‒Bang Korean Chinese Literature Society.

3. Tae‒Ok Park.(2019). Practical transformation of Confucianism in 
the period of enlightement and into the modern‒focused on the Yu 
Gil‒jun's enlightenment thought in 『Seoyugyeonmun(西遊見聞)』, The 
Journal of Korean Studies 69, 107‒134. Center for Korean Studies.

4. Eui‒yong Sim.(2019). The Study of the Theory of Dongdoseogi and 
Metamorphosis, The Journal of Humanities and Social science(HSS21) 
10(4), 1731‒1746. Asia Culture Academy of Incorporated Association.
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5. Seung‒Woo An.(2019). Jinam 眞庵 Lee Byung‒hun 李炳憲’s 
Recognition of Dongyi 東夷, Journal of Eastern Philosophy 100. 
209‒234. The Society Of Eastern Philosophy.

6. Su‒Jin Lee., Young Kim.(2019). Organization and Contents of 
「BooinSooji(婦人須知)」 Which is a Newly Discovered Book for 
Women’s Lessons, Culture and Convergence(Culture and Convergence) 
41(3), 643‒694. The Korean Society of Culture and Convergence.

7. Jung‒Min Lee.(2019). Jang Ji‒yeon's Yeoja Dokbon: Suggestion of 
a new type of ideal women for the future, The Society for Study of 
Korean History of Thoughts 63, 101‒130. The Association For The 
Study Of Korean History Of Thoughts.

8. Young‒Sung Choi,(2019). Lee Byeong‒do, Rough Copy of Data on 
the History of Korean Confucianism: A Modern Beginning of the 
History of Korean Confucianism, The Society for Study of Korean 
History of Thoughts 61, 141‒169. The Association For The Study Of 
Korean History Of Thoughts.

9. Jung‒jun Choi.(2019). A Study on Lee Byeong‒Hun(李炳憲)'s Goae‒
Byeon(卦變) and Chaek‒Su(策數) theory, JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒
STUDIES 40, 417‒453. Yulgok Society.

10. Tae‒muk Hwang.(2019). The Public Discourse and Confucian 
Network of Honam during the Modern Transition Period, Korean 
Journal of Converging Humanities(KJCH) 7(4), 61‒91. Korean 
Association of Converging Humanities.

Out of the 30 papers published in 2019 regarding modern 
Confucianism in Korea, 10 papers on topics other than Neo‒Confucianism 
and the Yangming School cover a wide variety of Confucianism‒related 
topics including the theory of Eastern moral and Western material(東道
西器論), enlightenment, the spirit of anti‒Japanese fidelity, the movement 
of Confucian religionization, the modern Confucian platform, and 
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modern Confucian views on women. Park Jeong‒sim analyzed the 
Hwangseong Shinmun to examine the self‒reflection and limitations of 
Confucian intellectuals. Editors of the Hwangseong Shinmun had the 
cultural‒historical transformative task of seeking to establish a modern 
state system and steering away from Sinocentrism. The author criticized 
the adoption of the Japan‒centered orientalism without proper reflection 
on Confucianism’s self‒reform attempt toward national identity and 
civilization while rejecting literary monks and emphasizing practical 
studies. Park Joon‒won highlighted Gwak Jong‒seok’s leading discipline 
and Lee Ki‒su’s commitment to the independence movement and the 
spirit of fidelity demonstrated in “Praise of a Patriotic Martyr”(殉國義士贊). 
Park Tae‒ok argued that Yu Gil‒jun, who was mainly discussed only in 
the context of enlightenment and civilization ideology, did not pursue de‒
Confucianism, but strove to reproduce Confucian traditions and values in 
tune with modernity. Shim Eui‒yong evaluated the modern implications 
of Kim Yun‒sik’s theory of Eastern morals and Western material(東道西
器論) with zest for universality based on traditional ideas. An Seung‒woo 
ascribed the Confucian reformist Lee Byung‒hun’s recognition of Dongyi 
to his attempt to enhance cultural and national identity of Koreans 
through the origin of the Confucian civilization in East Asia. Lee Su‒jin 
and Kim Youny discovered Kim Pyeong‒muk’s Booin‒Sooji(婦人須知 
[Book for Women’s Lessons], 1941) and examined the circumstances in 
which Confucian moral norms were taught to women at that time. Lee 
Jung‒min examined the differences of Jang Ji‒yeon’s Yeoja Dokbon from 
traditional women’s instruction guidelines and noted that the former 
reflects the changes of the times, showing different images as a mother and 
spouse, that is, from a daughter‒in‒law who serves the family to a mother 
serving the nation and disciplining the children and from a role following 
the distinction between husband and wife to a spouse performing an equal 
role. Choi Young‒sung evaluated Lee Byeong‒do’s(李丙燾: 1896‒1989) 
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“Rough Copy of Data on the History of Korean Confucianism” as a 
resource comparable to Hyeon Sang‒yun’s(玄相允) “History of Korean 
Confucian Studies,” published in 1949, in deriving the research patterns 
and characteristics of modern Confucian studies in Korea. Choi Jeong‒
jun found that Lee Byeong‒heon’s Goae‒Byeon(卦變) and Chaek‒Su(策
數) theory brought forth in Yeongkyeonggeummungo(易經今文考) from 
the perspective of Geummun‒Kyeonghak(Jinwen‒Jingxue 今文經學) is 
based on Seogwae(Shiqua 筮卦) logic, striving for Zhong(中), the core 
value of the Book of Changes. Hwang Tae‒muk explored the character of 
literati communities and the Confucian network centering on the Honam 
Academic Society of the Seoul‒based Honam intellectuals and its journal 
and examined the characteristics of the discourse platform. 

3. Classification by Topic

1) Philosophy

In modern Confucian studies in Korea, 10 papers were classified into 
the field of philosophy. Among the philosophical discourse in the field 
of Neo‒Confucianism studies on different schools and the ideological 
and practical aspects of their successors centered around the morality 
dispute(心說論爭) from the 19th century to the Japanese occupation 
period, centering on profound debates, a hermeneutic approach as can 
be found in the study on Ganjae Jeonu gained a foothold as one of the 
important research methods. In the field of the Yangming School, a 
long‒awaited departure from the person‒centered research trend can be 
observed. Representative in this trend are Kim Yun‒kyeong’s paper in 
which the notions of silsim(sincere mind) as used by Neo‒Confucianism 
and the Yangming School in the context of Silhak are juxtaposed, Yi 
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Hye‒gyung’s paper in which differentiation from Chinese or Japanese 
trajectories of the history of thought is attempted, and Han Sang‒yeon’s 
paper comparing Yangminghak and Western philosophy in terms of 
epistemology and ontology. Even though Park Eun‒sik and Jeong In‒
bo are still the main foci of research, these studies are significant in 
that they opened the door to various philosophical interpretations by 
drawing attention to the need to re‒examine the history of Korean 
modern thought from the perspective of the history of East Asian modern 
thought and comparing and analyzing Jeong In‒bo’s thoughts from the 
phenomenological viewpoint.

2) Theory of Confucian reformation

The movement of religionization of Confucianism belongs to the 
theories of Confucian reformation in a broader sense. The Confucian 
religion and Taigeuk religion are representative of this movement. The 
religionization movement at that time was greatly influenced by Kang 
Youwei. On the other hand, Nambung focused on educational function 
rather than faith although he built churches, and on practicing the 
universal truths of Confucianism in contrast to the patriotic and national 
pursuit characteristic of Kang Youwei’s Confucian religion movement. 
The foundation was Cheng‒Zhu‒Lihak. In this respect, Nambungi’s 
criticism of both Gwak Jong‒seok’s Shimjeukli(mind is li) and Yoo Jung‒
gyo’s Shimjeukki(mind is qi) as theories trapped in the theory of mind was 
based on his reverence of Jeongja’s teaching “A sage is grounded in heaven 
and a buddha in the mind.” In contrast, Lee Byeong‒heon’s Confucian 
religionization movement has a very strong ethnographic orientation, 
as shown by his recognition of Dongyi. By taking Fuxi, Shun, and 
Confucius as their ancestors, they attempted to link Confucianism with 
the roots of Korean national and cultural identity but faced the accusation 
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by Confucian scholars of altering history and blaspheming sages. Both 
Nambung and Lee Byeong‒heon advocated Confucian religionization to 
cope with the crisis of Confucianism in the course of the transition to the 
modern era, but they differed in the concrete methods used to realize and 
defend the truth. Park Jeong‒shim Park and Hwang Tae‒muk studied the 
Confucian discourses of Confucian literati in general using newspapers 
and academic journals, distinguishing themselves from other researchers 
who focused on specific scholars. Both authors have the same research 
objectives in that they examine the perception of Confucian intellectuals 
about their tasks of the times and the role of Confucianism. They only 
differ in their respective specializations, with the former on the analysis of 
Confucianism‒related discourses in the Hwangseong Shinmun and the 
latter on the characteristics of a Confucian platform centered around the 
literati network involved in Honam Academic Society such as the Nosa 
School, Hwaseo School, Ganjae School, and Hayngyo literati. In modern 
Confucian studies in Korea, media research is only in its beginning stage, 
and its methodology leaves much room for improvement. Nevertheless, 
considering that the main characteristic of the transition to the modern 
era is the development of media and that many Confucian intellectuals 
who advocated Confucian reform actively used modern media such as 
newspapers and journals, media‒based research is essential for modern 
Confucian studies in Korea, and follow‒up studies are expected.

3) Discourse on civilization

Two papers covered the discourse on civilization: Yu Gil‒jun’s ideas on 
enlightenment and Kim Yun‒sik’s theory of Eastern morals and Western 
material(東道西器論). Yu Gil‒jun was selected as the most influential 
socialist thinker in Joseon by the 1920s magazine Gaebyeok. At that 
time, enlightenment was a synonym for civilization, and its core content 
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was close to Westernization. However, Park Tae‒ok argues that Yu Gil‒
jun, who was greatly influenced by Fukuzawa Yukichi, attempted a self‒
directed enlightenment stemming from the Confucian ideology instead 
of breaking with Confucian traditions on account of the concurrence of a 
Confucian ideal world and the blueprint of a human image combining the 
attitude of Confucian studies and an awareness of reality(Gyeokmulchiji/
Gewuzhizhi 格物致知) as well as a daily renewal(日新) on the one 
hand and realizing freedom and a consensus in community based on 
moral responsibilities on the other. Raising the question regarding the 
implication of the logic of the theory of Eastern morals and Western 
material(東道西器論), which pursued a realization of Western civilization 
while maintaining Asian spiritual values, in the modern era where the 
East and West merge, Shim Eui‒yong traced the process of adaptation of 
Kim Yun‒sik’s theory of Eastern morals and Western material, attending 
to an open attitude of pursuing a higher universality by understanding 
differences.

4) Others

There are 13 papers covering other very diverse topics. From individual 
scholars such as Jeong Tae‒jin, Song Jun‒pil Song, Lee Seung‒hee, and 
Choe Myung‒hee, to the study of Myeonwoo linage in the Geochang 
region, the scholarship and thoughts of Confucian intellectuals who 
spearheaded the Enlightenment and anti‒Japanese movements have 
become the central theme of modern Confucian studies in Korea. Two 
papers review the research history of the Korean Yangming School, which 
rose to the status of a full‒fledged research area in the early 1970s, and 
present an outlook for future study. Kim Se‒jeong presents the list of 
the studies on the Yangming School in Korea as an appendix based on 
a quantitative analysis by period and classification by topic. Kim Yong‒
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jae, who emphasized the expansion of research “From Hagok School to 
Korean Yangming School,” points to the Sungho School’s criticism of the 
Yangming School and its relationship with Catholicism by way of example. 
This proposal is in line with the problem awareness of Jeong In‒bo, who 
expressed difficulties in establishing the genealogy of the Yangming School 
in Korea. As many as three papers directly examine Jeong In‒bo. One 
paper compares Shin Chae‒ho’s “self”(我) and Park Eun‒sik’s “spirit”(eol) 
in terms of the problem of the Yangming School’s genealogy and the 
ideological foundation of Joseonhak. In fact, “Joseonhak,” as proposed 
by Choe Nam‒seon in the 1920s, was an academic movement seeking to 
establish the origin and identity of Joseon, as shown by the priority given 
to the historical and cultural evidence of Dangun. The paper by Kim Yun‒
kyeong and Lee Nan‒su highlights the ideological value of Jeong In‒bo 
in pioneering the Joseonhak movement and planning modern subjectivity, 
thus clarifying the link between the Korean Yangming School and the 
Joseonhak movement.

4. Analysis and Review of Major Papers

A paper by a researcher of the Yangming School in Korea, “Various 
Problems of Yangminghak Studies in Korea: Based on the Expansion 
from the ‘Hagok School’ to the ‘Yangming School in Korea’ and 
the Relationship Between Silhak and Catholicism Along with Their 
Modernity”(Kim Yong‒jae, 2019), contains various proposals worthy 
of attention. However, it tends to overemphasize its aspect of Korea’s 
Yangming School subjugated by Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism in 
its early development stage. Of course, the historical fact is that the 
Yangming School was dismissed as heresy by Neo‒Confucian scholars, 
including Toegye; however, viewing the development of the Korean 
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Yangming School from the perspective of indoctrination and ideological 
repression by Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism undermines the correct 
understanding of the Korean history of thought. As mentioned by the 
author, a number of Confucian scholars studied the Yangming School, 
defying limited freedom of thought, and integrated it into their own 
system of thought. Furthermore, viewing the development of the 
history of thought from a broader horizon contributed to a deepening of 
philosophical reasoning by sharpening this thought, as demonstrated in 
the morality dispute in the late Joseon period.

In this respect, there is a compelling need for problem awareness and 
research, as shown in the paper “Multi‒level Implications of Practical 
Learning Based on the Sincere Mind in the Transition Period of the 
Modern Age.” Noteworthy here is the examination of the implication 
of the term “Silsim Silhak”(practical learning based on the sincere mind) 
used by both Neo‒Confucianism and the Yangming School, starting from 
the premise that the term does not exclusively pertain to the Yangming 
School. The author points out: “Silsim Silhak as understood by the 
Yangming School and Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism in the course of 
the transition to the modern era were oriented toward the establishment of 
subjectivity and universality, respectively. That is, the differing implication 
for Silsim Silhak led to the differences in theory and pattern of pragmatic 
implementation.” In “Ideological Foundation of Jeong In‒bo’s Joseonhak 
Viewed from the Horizon of Modern East Asia,” the author argued that 
Jeong In‒bo’s thought was oriented toward the establishment of “Joseon‒
centered subjective Joseonhak,” in contrast to Choe Nam‒sun, who 
emphasized the uniqueness and superiority of our culture based on alterity 
or Japanese and Chinese “national studies” biased toward chauvinism. 
However, the attempt to find the uniqueness and universality of our 
own culture during the transition to the modern era was triggered by the 
perception of other cultures, and, above all, at its origin lies an awareness 
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of a national crisis. As a limitation, it can be pointed out that there is no 
explanation about the mechanism by which the theories of Hagok School 
and Daejonggyo worked in detail in pressing ahead on a way different 
from the above‒mentioned Japanese and Chinese national studies or 
Choe Nam‒seon’s path while thoroughly examining the formation process 
of Jeong In‒bo’s Joseonhak.

Answer to this problem may be found in Yi Hye‒gyung’s two papers: 
“Revitalized Yangming School in Colonial Modernity: Does Jung Inbo’s 
Yangmyeonghak Yeonron Counter Takahashi’s History of Korean 
Thoughts?” and “From Tianxia to the Nation State: The Whereabouts of 
Universal Principles in Pak Ǔnsik and Liang Qichao.”

5. Evaluation and Outlook

The characteristics and achievements of the studies of modern 
Confucianism in Korea published in 2019 can be summarized by three 
features. First, Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucianism maintained its mainstream 
position as an influential ideology centered around the morality dispute 
throughout the late Joseon period until the Japanese occupation period. 
This provided the spiritual foundation for the Confucian religionization 
and anti‒Japanese movements. Second, there is a conspicuous trend 
toward media humanities using the newspapers and journals published in 
the transition period. With a strengthened methodological support, a new 
series of follow‒up studies may be expected on the social role of modern 
Confucian perception and the Confucian platform in Korea. Third, the 
Yangminghak research has expanded its horizons from scholar‒centered 
research, above all on Park Eun‒sik and Jeong In‒bo, to the East Asian 
history of thought, and the salient features of the Korean Yangming 
School have been revealed through comparative studies. Furthermore, Yu 
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Gil‒jun, who was considered a leading proponent of civilization, was 
found to have integrated Confucian ideology into his theory of civilization 
without breaking with Confucianism. It was also a valuable gain to 
discover cases of the formation of the modern image of women in Booin‒
Sooji(婦人須知, Book for Women’s Lessons) and Yeoja Dokbon(women’s 
instruction guidelines) and to examine them from a Confucianism 
viewpoint. They are expected to greatly contribute to the expansion of 
the boundaries of modern Confucian studies in Korea and removing the 
perception of disruption between tradition and modernity still lingering 
in Korean modern history of thought.

Confucian studies in contemporary society also involve forming the 
Confucianism of the present out of the Confucianism of the past. The 
papers emit an academic tension facing the researchers regarding how 
Confucianism can make any social contribution in the era of the 4th 
Industrial Revolution, an information reform going far beyond the 
production‒based industrial society. The main reason for the attention 
given to the silsim aspect of the Yangming School by many researchers 
may be ascribed to their judgment that it is advantageous for the modern 
application and utilization of traditional values and ideas. In doing so, 
however, vigilance needs to be exercised not to drift away from the original 
purpose of research by foregrounding pragmatic problems of the present. 
New experimentation and challenge in the Korean Yangming School 
seeking expansion to cultural movement and public implementation is 
a research topic worthy of reflection in Neo‒Confucianism as well as 
the Yangming School in relation to the modern application of Korean 
Confucianism.
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1. Introduction

We can safely say that the year 2019 was the year of the Korean movie 
Parasite and the K‒pop group BTS in the global cultural scene. Parasite, 
directed by Bong Joon‒ho, premiered in May at the 2019 Cannes Film 
Festival. It attracted more than 10 million viewers in South Korea alone, 
and the Parasite sensation spread across the world with its releases in 
France, the United States, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and so on. It even 
won four Academy Awards, for best picture, best director, best original 
screenplay, and best foreign language at the 2020 Oscars. It was a great 
achievement that would leave an indelible mark on Korean film history.

At the same time, BTS from Big Hit Entertainment held its comeback 
stage performance on April 13 with Boy with Luv at the popular comedy 
show “Saturday Night Live” in the United States. It scored No. 1 on the 
Billboard 200 album chart for three consecutive years and won two awards 
at the 2019 Billboard Music Awards; both events were unprecedented in 
Korean pop music history. Furthermore, in their world tour that started in 
June, single stadium concerts were held in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, France, Japan, Saudi Arabia, and so on. This achievement was 
also a monumental event that left a crucial imprint in the landscape of 
Korean pop music.

Thus, 2019 was a landmark year in the history of Hallyu. This report 
examines the trend of papers and articles related to Hallyu or K‒pop 
published on the websites of major journals in Korea, China, Japan, and 
the Anglo‒American world in 2019 and presents articles on “Hallyu and 
Confucianism.”
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2. Hallyu–related research in Korea

A search on the website of the National Assembly’s Digital Library(http://
dl.nanet.go.kr/) with the keywords “Hallyu” and “K‒pop” by year 
yielded the following graphs representing the numbers of articles on 
Hallyu and K‒pop, respectively, published in the Korean language each 
year(2000‒2019). 

Figure 1. Numbers of articles on Hallyu(solid line) and K-pop(dotted line)  
2000–2019(Source: National Assembly’s Digital Library; retrieved 2020–07–09  
from http://dl.nanet.go.kr/)

The Hallyu research trend graph shows that articles on Hallyu began 
to appear in 2000 and peaked in 2016, followed by a sharp decrease in 
2017 and 2018 and stagnation in 2019. The year 2016 is when the drama 
Descendants of the Sun was aired and it enjoyed great popularity in China 
and Southeast Asia. In that year, Park Chan‒wook’s Handmaiden, Na 
Hong‒jin’s Gokseong [wailing], and Yeon Sang‒ho’s Train to Busan were 
released in the United States, France, China, Japan, and Taiwan, attracting 
large audiences. A total of 828 Hallyu‒related research papers, including 
academic papers, monographs, and dissertations, were published that year. 
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This uptrend was then reversed by the Hallyu Ban(限韓令 Chinese: Xian 
Han Ling; Korean: Han Han Ryeong) in China and the anti‒Korean 
sentiment in Japan. However, this temporary downtrend was broken in 
2019, with 391 research papers vs. 390 in 2018.

The first paper on K‒pop appeared in 2003(n=1), and the number 
began to soar in 2010(n=8) and peaked in 2013(n=149), followed 
by a gradual decrease until 2018(n=96), which began to reverse in 
2019(n=119), presumably driven by the global popularity of BTS.

The decreasing trend in research on Hallyu is also associated with the 
increasing segmentation and specialization of Hallyu. For example, a total 
of 76 academic articles appear as the search results for the movie Parasite 
in 2019. However, only one of these articles, “Increasing Artistic Value of 
Korean Pop Culture Contents: ‘Parasite’ Wins Palme d’Or at Cannes Film 
Festival(Jung Ji‒wook, Hallyu now, Vol. 33, November 201),” provided 
Hallyu as a keyword. 

Regarding academic articles written on BTS in 2019, a total of 146 
search results appear. Of them, only 20 registered Hallyu as a keyword. In 
other words, only 20 articles were written from the perspective of Hallyu, 
with the remaining 126 articles dealing with BTS irrespective of Hallyu. 
This trend can be considered to have led to the decline in the number of 
Hallyu‒related research papers. 

Hallyu research has been conducted over the last two decades, and a 
study title containing Hallyu provides a rather stereotypical impression. 
In addition to the Hallyu‒related expressions that have now become 
commonplace, such as movie Hallyu, drama Hallyu, and beauty Hallyu, 
the list of buzz words using Hallyu is expanding in a sky‒is‒the‒limit 
kind of way: administration Hallyu, educational Hallyu, coffee Hallyu, 
security Hallyu, seed Hallyu, construction Hallyu, soccer Hallyu, fashion 
Hallyu, agricultural Hallyu, food Hallyu, livestock Hallyu, automobile 
Hallyu, tourism Hallyu, fuel cell Hallyu, broadcast Hallyu, pension service 
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Hallyu, and so on. In addition to the by‒now familiar K‒movie, K‒
drama, K‒pop, K‒beauty, K‒food, and K‒fashion, anything considered 
specific to Korea is indiscriminately K‒tagged: K‒administration, K‒
education, K‒livestock, K‒broadcast, K‒literature, K‒musical, and so 
on. This phenomenon of adding Hallyu or K‒tagging is, of course, not 
to be criticized in itself. With the atmosphere of “we can do well” and 

“we can become the world’s best” spreading across the fields of Korean 
society, experts in each field are increasingly performing at the level of the 
K‒drama or K‒pop areas. This has contributed to the expansion of the 
application and meaning of the term Hallyu, resulting in its becoming 
more and more clichéd.

Nevertheless, using the term Hallyu to explain or describe an area of 
film, music, food, or fashion as a research subject still has its validity. The 
term Hallyu itself is premised on the question “What identity does Korean 
culture have?” That is, it is a concept presupposing a comparison with 
cultures of other countries. Of course, individual authors do not write 
a thesis or article with this specific situation in mind, but they basically 
assume, consciously or unconsciously, a concept of “Korean culture” 
underlying the word Hallyu.

The following is a list of papers dealing with the identity of Korean 
culture or the Korean way of thinking published in 2019:

1. Cultural Export through K‒Drama(Feng Zhe, master’s thesis, Sejong 
University Graduate School, August 2019): The author, a Chinese student 
studying in Korea, presented Korean dramas, pointing out the following 
characteristics: “Korean TV soaps naturally express the charm of the 
East, bringing the deep insights into family, marriage and interpersonal 
relationships to the fore. Also, they convey the traditional moral values 
such as “elders first” in generational relationships and “thicker‒than‒water” 
in sibling relationships. This is the part that many Chinese people stuck 
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in the transition period are envious of or longing for”(p. 23). Without 
explicitly using the word Confucianism, the author pinpointed the 
Confucian atmosphere of Korean dramas. 

2. “Philosophy of Hallyu: Five Aesthetic Codes”(Yoo Heon‒sik, Korean 
Studies 2, October 2019): The author describes the philosophy of Hallyu 
with five aesthetic codes: openness, cohesion, precipitancy, healthy 
beauty, and humanism. Cohesion, for example, refers to the harmonious 
coexistence of differences, which enhances the integrality of Hallyu 
contents. The author also analyzes the BTS boy band’s songs and dances 
as a combination of heterogeneous elements, such as R&B, rap, hip‒hop, 
and dance, taking them as an example of Hallyu that acknowledges and 
harmoniously combines different elements to create eclectic synergy. A 
distinctive aspect he pointed out in Hallyu stars, in contrast to Hollywood 
stars, is their heart‒warming human sensibility, and in that respect, 
humanism was another aesthetic code of the philosophy of Hallyu 
brought out by the author(Cf. Welfare TV lecture series: http://www.
wbcb.co.kr/, 2020‒07‒09).

3. “Multidimensionality of the Ancient Spirit of Pungnyu(風流精
神 [refined artistic taste]) Embedded in Hallyu”(Seong Ki‒wook et al., 
Culture and Convergence 41(5), 2019): The authors sought to explain 
the inception, development, and spread of the “Korean Wave”(Hallyu), 
which emerged as an icon of the global culture in the 21st century, with 
the ancient Korean spirit of Pungnyu(refined artistic taste, hereinafter 

“Pungnyu”). They ascribed the growth and development of Hallyu to 
Koreans’ Pungnyu in the sense of ancient Korean Pungnyu‒do(Dao of 
Pungnyu), a spiritual culture of heaven‒man union, spirit, and providence 
imbibed in the Myth of Dangun [the myth of the origin of Korean 
people], Buyeo’s Jecheon ritual [Heaven worship], and Silla’s Hwarangdo. 
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4. “The Spread of Hallyu and the Global Acceptance Trend”(Jang 
Won‒ho, Horizon of Knowledge 27, November 2019): This paper 
highlights the main causes of the success of Hallyu according to two 
characteristics‒change in the media environment and the compressed 
modernization of Korean society. Changes in the media environment refer 
to the development of YouTube, the penetration of social media such as 
Facebook in our daily lives, and the commercialization of digital satellite 
broadcasting. The compressed modernization of Korean society refers to 
the process by which Korean society has achieved rapid modernization. 
Jang argues that Koreans accepted the Japanese, European, and American 
cultural features in the process and assimilated them into their own 
cultural setting and that such cultural diversity, termed “hybridity” or 

“hybrid culture” by him, is one of the major attractions of Hallyu(p. 6‒7). 
Jang also pays attention to the fact that Korean dramas revolve around 
love and familyism(p. 10). With regard to familyism, the author may have 
been referring to the familyism influenced by Confucianism, but did not 
directly mention Confucianism.

5. “On Hallyu in Japan as a Glocal Culture”(Cho Gyu‒heon, 
Japanese Cultural Studies 69, January 2019): This paper focuses on the 
cultural hybridity intrinsic in Hallyu contents. The author argues that 
the transnational cultural consensus for Hallyu is based on its cultural 
hybridity and ascribes the hybridity to Hallyu’s characteristics of accepting 
both traditional and modern values. He points out that Hallyu contents 
concurrently embrace both the traditional value of Confucian etiquette 
and the contemporary trend, taking the following commentary on 
BTS made by the French daily Le Figaro as an example: “These ‘enfants 
terribles’ abiding by Confucian etiquettes have reached the summit thanks 
to the strong will and tremendous practice considered crucial to succeed 
in Korea where Samsung works like ants.” Conclusively, the author 
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highlights cultural hybridity as a particular attraction of Hallyu contents(p. 
306).

3. Hallyu research in Japan

A search on the website of the CiNii Article Database(http://ci.nii.ac.jp/) 
with the keywords “Hallyu” and “K‒pop” by year yielded the following 
graphs representing the numbers of the articles(excluding dissertations and 
media coverage) on Hallyu and K‒pop, respectively, published in Japan in 
each year(2000‒2019). 

Figure 2. Numbers of articles on Hallyu(solid line) and K-pop(dotted line) published 
in Japan from 2000 to 2019(Source: CiNii Article Database, http://ci.nii.ac.jp/)

The graph for Hallyu research shows two periods toward their peaks, 
2004‒2005 and 2010‒2011, called the First and Second Hallyu Booms, 
respectively. The First Hallyu Boom was the K‒drama boom that began 
with Winter Sonata, and the Second Hallyu Boom was the K‒pop boom 
stirred by Korean singers such as Girls’ Generation, Kara, and BIGBANG. 
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In recent years, that is, since 2017, there have been signs of Third and 
Fourth Hallyu Booms. The Third is about K‒food, K‒cosmetics, and 
K‒fashion in vogue along with the rising popularity of Twice and BTS 
among Japanese adolescents, and the Fourth is about K‒culture, which 
has spread among middle‒aged men, mainstream men in particular. As 
Japanese opinion leaders who were attracted to K‒culture through the 
movie Parasite gravitate toward K‒dramas streaming on Netflix, such as 
Crash Landing on You and Itaewon Class, such films are being widely 
discussed in Japanese society.

Contrary to this Hallyu boom trend, the graph shows a minimal 
increase in Hallyu research after 2017. Instead, the overall Hallyu research 
trend is declining. In 2019, only 10 articles on Hallyu were published.

In the second half of 2018, the Korean court ruled that Japanese 
companies could be held liable for compensation payments to the Koreans 
forcefully recruited during the Japanese occupation period. This ruling was 
rejected by the Japanese government, deteriorating Korea‒Japan relations, 
and the growing economic conflicts between the two countries ended up 
exploding in 2019. Japan banned exports of major industrial products to 
Korea, and Koreans responded to this action with a nationwide boycott of 
Japanese products, which had ripple effects on the diplomatic and political 
relations between Korea and Japan, marking the worst year to date. Under 
the influence of this social atmosphere, research interest in Hallyu in 
academia was insignificant despite the Hallyu boom brewing among the 
general population. 

On the K‒pop side, BTS successfully performed stadium tours in 
Japan several times in 2019, and scored number one on the Oricon Chart. 
In 2019, the girl group Twice also successfully completed their first dome 
tour as the first Korean girl group. K‒pop groups’ activities in Japan 
continued without any significant changes, as if to defy Korea‒Japan 
political conflicts.
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Unlike K‒pop activities, the graph for K‒pop research(dotted line) 
shows a sharp rise in 2018 and a sharp fall back to the 2017 level in 
2019. Looking at K‒pop alone, K‒pop went through two booms. The 
first boom was from 2010 to 2011, and the second boom from 2018. 
Although the results of K‒pop research in 2019 are lower than 2018, 
five cases that can be said to be average levels have been announced. The 
K‒pop research trend shows two boom periods: 2010‒2011 and 2019. 
Despite a decline in the number of articles on K‒pop in 2019 compared 
to 2018, five articles were published in 2019, maintaining the average 
level.

The following list shows the main Hallyu‒related articles published in 
Japan in 2019: 

1. “Penetration and Settlement of K‒Entertainment as Experienced 
Personally and Heard from Students”(中町綾子, Galac 603, September 
2019) 

2. “Amid the Deteriorating Korea‒Japan Relationship, Contents Are 
Innocent. There Is a Need to Recognize Good as Good”(古家正亨, 
Galac 603, September 2019)

3. “Asia’s Rapidly Expanding Health Gourmet Market: Hallyu, FTA‒
driven Leap for Korea and Stagnation for Japan”(成瀬道紀, 金融財政 
business(10810), 03‒18‒2019) 

4. “Now, 16 Years since the Yonsama Boom, Why are K‒literature and 
K‒pop Popular(金承福 et al., 中央公論 133(11), November 2019) 

5. “Korea’s National Content Strategies Behind the Boom”(黄仙惠, 
Galac 603, September 2019)

6. “Hallyu is Outward Obscurantism”(室谷克実, Hanada(39), August 
2019) 

7. “Hallyu that Makes a Constitution with National Sentiment”(呉善花, 
Will: マンスリーウイル 169, January 2019) 
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The fifth entry in the above list addresses the Korean government’s 
national strategies behind the Hallyu booms, which is a view often 
observed in Japan’s academia and broadcasting industry. It cannot be 
denied that the Korean government supports private cultural activities, 
but Japan tends to overestimate this characteristic, presumably because 
Japanese society values the role of the government and the state. Articles 6 
and 7 can be categorized as studies evaluating Hallyu based on anti‒Korea 
sentiment. 

Although Hallyu research in academia is stagnant, the situation outside 
academia is quite different: interest in Hallyu in Japanese society is still 
explosive. A search for “韓流”(Hallyu) on Yahoo! JAPAN(https://www.
yahoo.co.jp/; retrieved on 2020‒07‒10) yielded 500,000 uploads within 
1 day(last update), 13 million searches within one month, and 53 million 
searches over the past year.

Whereas “Hallyu” + “Confucianism” yielded zero results in 2019 in the 
CiNii Article Database, a search on Yahoo! JAPAN reveals that close to 
10,000 sentences with the mention of “Hallyu” and “Confucianism” were 
uploaded in the past year(7/10/2019 to 7/9/2020). Even admitting that 
irrelevant articles are intermingled due to it not being an advanced search, 
there is an unimaginably high number of articles that mention Hallyu 
and Confucianism together. Expressions frequently appearing in these 
articles are “Confucian country Korea,” “because Korea is a Confucian 
country,” or “unimaginable in a Confucian country.” This shows that the 
idea of Korea being a Confucian country and Hallyu being a product of 
Confucian culture is widely accepted in Japan. However, in‒depth articles 
discussing the relationship between Hallyu and Confucianism are quite 
rare given that the data were extracted from general articles. 
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4. Hallyu research in China

The graphs below present the search results of Hallyu‒related articles on 
the website of the China National Knowledge Infrastructure(CNKI, 中
國知網, http://www.cnki.net/) with the keywords “韓流”(Hallyu) and 

“K‒pop” or “韓國流行音樂”(this database includes media coverage as 
well). The search category was “title”(篇名): that is, articles containing the 
keywords in the title. 

Figure 3. Numbers of articles on Hallyu(solid line) and K–pop(dotted line) published 
in China from 2000 to 2019(Source: CNKI, 中國知網, http://www.cnki.net/)

The Hallyu graph shows three boom periods: 2001‒2002, 2004‒2006, 
and 2013‒2014. “Autumn in My Heart” was aired across the country in 
2002, “Dae Jang Geum” from late 2005 to early 2006, and “My Love 
from the Star” in 2014, enjoying enormous popularity. Hallyu research, 
which had been gradually decreasing after the end of the third boom, 
nosedived in 2017 in the aftermath of the Hallyu ban, and it has been 
stagnating since. 

K‒pop research is scarce compared to Hallyu research. It began 
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in 2000 and went through three peaks: 2002(n=7), 2012(n=4), and 
2015(n=7)/2016(n=9). Its decreasing trend was broken in 2019(n=7). 
Hallyu in China began, in fact, with K‒pop. The term “Hallyu” was 
coined in 1998 in the course of a series of Beijing concerts by Korean 
singers including H.O.T. and Baby Vox, and it has continued to have a 
great impact on adolescents, but the research interest in K‒pop among 
Chinese researchers is quite low. 

The following list shows the main Hallyu‒and K‒pop‒related articles 
published in China in 2019: 

1. “Kitchen Entertainment Has Become a New Hallyu”(济冬 et al., 环球
时报, 11‒27‒2019)

2. “Chinese Hallyu Fans’ Consumer Behaviors from the Perspective of 
Consumerism”(李涵, 新媒体研究, 11‒25‒2019‒)

3. “Chinese’s Attitudes Toward Hallyu and Cause Searching(张德地, 艺
术科技, 07‒18‒2019)

4. “Hallyu’s Inf luence on College Students’ Value System and 
Countermeasures”(张燕妮, 传播力研究, 04‒20‒2019)

5. “Background of K‒pop’s Global Popularity”(字然, 黄河之声, 04‒12‒ 
2019)

6. “Revelation of K‒pop for Chinese Popular Music”(万涵, 戏剧之家, 
08‒10‒2019)

7. K‒pop Brands’ Expansion Strategies in the Chinese Market”(宋银玲, 
现代营销(经营版), 04‒01‒2019)

In the third paper, while discussing the attitudes of Chinese people 
toward Hallyu, the author puts forth the homogeneity of Korean and 
Chinese culture as one of the reasons for Hallyu’s success in China, 
arguing that the shared Confucian culture is well‒implemented in Hallyu 
cultural products and thus readily accepted by the Chinese. The author 
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pays particular attention to the similar emotional and cognitive structures 
of the two nations, which strikes the same chord for Korean and 
Chinese people in parent‒child relationships, friendship, and romantic 
relationships. The author takes the TV series “Reply 1988” as a good 
example of such cultural homogeneity, which explains its great popularity 
in China(p. 117).

The fifth paper discusses the background of K‒pop’s global popularity 
from three angles: 1) musical characteristics, 2) bisexual appeal of 
idol singers, and 3) fandom reactions(p. 144). As K‒pop’s musical 
characteristics, the author highlighted the eclectic mix of addictive 
rhythms, hip‒hop, dance, and R&B. Unfortunately, however, as a one‒
page article, this paper could not discuss this feature in more depth. K‒
pop’s efforts to include musically diverse elements in one piece of music 
may find an explanation in the context of Confucian philosophy, but the 
author did not enter that realm. 

5. Hallyu research in the Anglo–American world

This section is dedicated to investigating the situation of Hallyu research 
in the Anglo‒American world. To this effect, the EBSCOhost(abstract 
and full‒text database; http://www.ebsco.com) was used. Humanities 
and social sciences databases can be searched in ASC(Academic Search 
Complete), where magazine articles are partially included in addition to 
academic papers. The graphs below present the search results(pre‒2019 
data retrieved 11‒13‒2019; 2019 data retrieved 07‒11‒2020).
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Figure 4. Numbers of articles on Hallyu(solid line) and K–pop(dotted line)  
published in the Anglo–American world from 2004/2007 to 2019 
(Source: EBSCOhost, http://www.ebsco.com)

Non‒English texts and irrelevant contents were excluded from the 
analysis data. For 2019, for example, of the 41 articles detected with the 
keyword “Hallyu” or “Korean wave,” only 26 were selected after excluding 
those not closely related to the subject. For 2019, 26 Hallyu‒related and 
84 K‒pop‒related articles were found, both marking a sharp increase 
compared with the previous year, more than three‒fold in the field of K‒
pop research.

K‒pop research can be segmented into research on singers(n=36), 
fandom(n=5), and others(n=43). Breaking down the papers on singers, 
15 were written on BTS, 8 on Blackpink, 3 on Twice, and 10 on other 
singers. These numbers do not include papers that do not use the term 

“K‒pop.” Such cases include three papers on Blackpink and more than 20 
papers on BTS. The same applies to Hallyu. More than five of the found 
papers deal with K‒drama without using the word “Hallyu” or “Korean 
wave.” That is, these search results do not give information on the number 
of 2019 research papers covering Hallyu or K‒pop. However, these 
numbers are significant in that they provide an overview of the research 
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trend compared with that of the previous year.
The Hallyu research trend(solid line) shows a gradual increase over time. 

The slope for 2019 is steeper than the slope for 2018, which may be due 
to the influence of the Korean drama and movie streaming service by the 
OTT company Netflix and the movie Parasite directed by Bong Joon‒ho. 
One paper had a direct mention of Bong Joon‒ho.

The K‒pop research trend(dotted line) shows two sharp rises: 
2012‒2013 and 2018‒2019. The first boom is ascribable to the global 
spread of PSY’s “Gangnam Style” and the second boom to the global 
popularity of BTS. Individual studies are not focused on BTS but examine 
various areas of K‒pop.

The following list shows some of the Hallyu‒related articles published 
in 2019: 

1. “Geography of Hallyu Studies: Analysis of Academic Discourse on 
Hallyu in International Research”(Seok‒Kyeong Hong et al., Korea 
Journal, Summer 2019, 59(2)) 

2. “Increasing Opportunity and Value in the Cultural Industries: A 
Comparative Analysis of the Successful Clusters and Implications for 
Hallyu”(Hwy‒Chang Moon, Kritika Kultura, 2019)

3. “The Industrialization of Korea’s Performing Arts and Its Path for 
Globalization”(Man‒Soo Cho, Kritika Kultura, 2019)

4. “The Fandom of Hallyu, a Tribe in The Digital Network Era: The 
Case of ARMY of BTS”(WoongJo Chang et al., Kritika Kultura, 
2019)

5. “Hollyuwood: Korea’s Comparative Advantage in the Global Motion 
Picture Industry”(Miroudot, Sébastien, Kritika Kultura, 2019)

6. “The Next Growth Strategy for Hallyu: A Comparative Analysis of 
Global Analysis of Global Entertainment Firms”(Yeon W. Lee et al., 
Kritika Kultura, 2019)
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7. “Between Technological Advancement and Protectionism: The Bumpy 
Evolution from MP3 Players to Smartphones in Korea”(Jimmyn Parc, 
Kritika Kultura, 2019)

8. “Fa nta s ie s of Modern it y :  Korea n T V Dra ma s in L at in 
America”(Benjamin M. Han, Journal of Popular Film & Television, 
Jan‒Mar2019, 47(1))

As shown in this list, most papers were published in the Philippines‒
based semiannual e‒journal Kritika Kultura and the Korea‒based Korea 
Journal. The authors are also Koreans for the most part. This provides clear 
evidence that Hallyu research still remains in the periphery of the Anglo‒
American world.

If the search is limited to the EBSCO databases with high‒notch 
papers, hardly any papers from 2019 cover Hallyu and Confucianism. 
However, sentences in the papers published in 2019 in the list below, 
though not found in EBSCO, briefly mention Hallyu and Confucianism 
2019. 

1. “Power Distance in the Korean Culture as it Emerges from a K‒
Drama”(Elena Buja, International Conference RCIC '19, Vlora, 2‒4 May 
2019): The author(affiliation: Transylvania University in Brasov, Romania) 
analyzes the TV series “Descendants of the Sun” and discusses the power 
distance among people intrinsic in Korean society. She notes that despite 
tremendous economic and social development, Korean culture is still 
greatly influenced by the teachings of Confucius, shown by the emphasis 
on filial piety, respect toward the elderly, loyalty, personal morality, and 
courage on the one hand and oppressive culture toward women on the 
other. 

2. “Welcoming the Concept of Modern Women in Korea”(Yee Tung 
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Wong, The Public Ear, https://medium.com/, 11‒13‒2019): The author, 
a Hong Kong‒born woman, points out in this simple essay posted on 
a social network that Confucian culture is deeply embedded in the 
Korean mindset, which affects the creation of Korean media contents. 
For example, K‒drama producers try to construct a submissive and weak 
female image through character settings and story lines, strongly tending 
to place the actress in a weak and passive position. 

3. “Going SOFT, Going HARD: The Transforming of the Korean 
Man”(Marius Carlos, Jr., https://www.breakingasia.com/, Culture, Korea, 
Jan 26, 2019): The author, a Philippines‒based journalist, paid attention 
to the soft male image in Korean singers such as BTS and in K‒dramas. 
He regarded Korean men’s “manliness” transforming from hard to soft 
masculinity surprisingly as “a combination of different things, but at its 
core, surprisingly is the Confucian/Chinese influence,” in particular the 
Confucian wen(文) masculinity. He noted that wen masculinity is in 
essence “intelligent, refined, gentlemanly, and humble…has plenty of 
self‒restraint and culturally nuanced, meaning he has to be good at what 
he does and he must show that he is absolutely consumed by personal 
excellence.”

6. Conclusion: Hallyu and Confucianism

This article has provided an overview of the trend of papers on Hallyu 
published in 2019 and the contents of some of those papers, with special 
reference to the relationship between Hallyu and Confucianism. No 
research was dedicated to Hallyu and Confucianism in 2019. However, 
it has been confirmed that there is widespread recognition that “Korean 
culture was strongly influenced by Confucian culture” in the Chinese and 
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Anglo‒American parts of the world as well as in Japan. Several authors and 
papers were observed that presuppose such recognition. Quite a number 
of papers suggested that Hallyu attaches value to Confucian morality and 
ethical principles, albeit without explicit mention of Confucianism.

Several papers published in recent years in Korean and non‒Korean 
academic circles have noted that Hallyu contents attach great value 
to diversity and are produced on the basis of cultural hybridity. These 
characteristics of Hallyu could be discussed in depth in relation to 
Confucian philosophy, but such attempts have not yet been observed. 
Neo‒Confucianism, called Seonglihak in Korea, arose in the Song 
Dynasty(960‒1279), but Confucianism was brought to the Korean 
Peninsula even before the foundation of Goguryeo(BC 37‒668 BC) in 
Korea. The more remote primitive Confucianism has a much longer 
history, dating back to the Dangun period. China once abandoned, 
transformed, and turned away from that Confucianism, but the people of 
the Korean Peninsula have consistently abided by Confucian philosophy 
in all aspects of public and private life.

Confucianism is not an ideological culture belonging to China alone. It 
is the philosophy and life culture shared by all communities of Northeast 
Asia since ancient times. Its root is deeper than the history of “China” or 

“Korea.” The Confucian background manifested in Hallyu is far from 
being a shame. This is how I feel whenever I come across the attitude of 
avoiding or disregarding/ignoring Confucianism in a Korean academic 
paper. I am inclined to ascribe the lack of depth in the philosophical 
debate surrounding Hallyu to our insufficient knowledge of Confucianism.
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